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Introduction

It  is our pleasure  to publish  this annual proceedings again  to demonstrate  the genuine 
multidisciplinary research done at our Jedlik Laboratories by the many talents working in 
our Interdisciplinary Doctoral School.. Thanks are also due to the supervisors and consul-
tants, as well as to the five collaborating National Research Laboratories of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences and the Semmelweis Medical School. The collaborative work with 
the partner Universities, especially, Katolieke Universiteit Leuven, Politechnico di Torino, 
Technische Universitat in München, University of California at Berkeley, University of 
Notre Dame, Univetsidad Sevilla, Universita di Catania is gratefully acknowledged..
As an important development of this special collaboration, we were able to jointly com-
plete the second year with the Semmelweis Medical School a new undergraduate curricu-
lum on Molecular Bionics, the first of this kind in Europe.
We acknowledge the many sponsors of the research reported here. Namely, 
•  the Hungarian National Research Fund (OTKA),
•  the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 
•  the National Development Agency (NIH),
•  the Gedeon Richter Co.,
•  the Office of Naval Research (ONR) of the US,
•  IBM Hungary,
•  NVIDIA Ltd.,
•  Eutecus Inc., Berkeley, CA,
•  Morphologic Ltd., Budapest,
•  Analogic Computers Ltd., Budapest,
•  AnaFocus Ltd., Seville, and
some other companies and individuals.
Needless to say,  the resources and support of  the Pázmány University is gratefully ac-
knowledged.

Budapest, July 2011.

tamás rosKa   Péter sZolGay

Head of the Jedlik Laboratory                                               Head of the Doctoral School
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Towards combining cortical electrophysiology and 
fMR measurements 

 

Bálint Péter Kerekes 
(Supervisor: phd. md. István Ulbert) 

bkerekes@cogpsyphy.hu 
 

 
Abstract- The goal of our research is to make a system, 

which can be used in fMR-EEG experiments. First of all we need 
to know very well the functionality, and the behavior of a region 
of the brain to have a good principle in the planned experiments. 
We used multisilicon probes, and microelectrode arrays with 
electronic depth control for these tests. Meantime we planned a 
data transmission system, which meets the fMR conditions. 

 
Index Terms- electronic depth control; silicon 

microprobes; fMR-EEG; data transmission
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this study we are in the designing phase of an EEG system 
which will be compatible with fMR. There are many problems 
in this issue. We need to make a system which can work in a 
3T magnetic field without any artefacts, or with artifacts what 
can be eliminated later in the data processing phase. I have 
looked through the existing systems in the scientific literature 
[1-8], but every one of these systems are struggling with some 
of these problems: the great magnetic field which can indicate 
unwanted currents in the system, the vibrations, the 
amplification and the digitalization needs to be near the 
electrodes, the power supplies of these systems, the 
synchronization of the fMR and EEG systems, and so one. Not 
to mention the speed of the imaging technique in fMR [9]. We 
are planning experiments in deep sleeping humans [10-12], 
especially concentrating on the somatosensory cortex[13], but 
to know more of the oscillations, and the functions of this 
region we made animal tests in anesthetized rats to get familiar 
with the subject[14-15]. We investigated the cortico-cortical 
thalamo-cortical interactions, and made laminar analysis of the 
somatosensory cortex in slow wave sleep [16-21]. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Probes 

- Silicon probe (Fig. 1.) [15]: The length of the silicon probe is 
12mm, with a 7mm long part that can be inserted in the tissue, 
280 µm wide, and 80 µm thickness.  24 square shaped and 100 
µm spaced platinum recording sites were exposed at the end of 
the shaft. Bonding pads were designed at the other end of the 

device in the form of 200 µm x 200 µm SiO2-Pt micro grids. 
The recording sites were electronically connected to the 
bonding pads via 4 µm wide and 300 nm thick conductive 
paths made out of Pt. The probe and a 26 pole Preci-dip 
connector (used for packaging) were connected through a 
printed circuit board [15]. 

 
Figure1. Outlook of the silicon probe [15]. A- The PCB with the 26 pole 
connector. B- The silicon chip with the Al bonding. C- The tip and the PT 
contacts of the shaft. 

- Microelectrode array (Fig. 2.) [14]: A novel two dimensional 
silicon-based electrode array was developed in the framework 
of the NeuroProbes EU project. The electrode array is 
equipped with electronic depth control (EDC) system in order 
to select up to 32 active recording sites from the 2052 
electrode sites without moving the array, the sites are 
separated by 40 µm in two rows. The array consists of four 
shanks (8mm long each) in a comb-like structure. The 
electrodes can be electronically switched to the eight output 
lines in 2x2 groups like in a tetrode configuration, any 
combination of two tetrodes can be selected on each shank. 
The complete system consists of the electrode array, switching 
matrix, front-end electronics, conditioning, multiplexing and 
interface electronics and the control software. 
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Figure 2. Overview of the 2D electrode array [14] with analog front-end. 
Analog front-end and structure on the right.  Tip section of the shank of the 
2D probe on the left. 

 
Fig.3 Sketch of the interface box. 

B. Data transmission 

In the fMR-EEG experiments we need a system which made 
of minimally magnetizeable materials. The A/D converter 
(Fig. 4), preamplifier (head stage), the amplifier, the data 
transmission and the power supply of these systems, optical 
USB link, fiber- ribbon- and USB cables.  

 
Fig.4 NI usb-6353 X series data acquisition device. 
http://sine.ni.com/ds/app/doc/p/id/ds-151/lang/en 
The planned MR compatible system (Fig. 5.) consists of a 
Head Stage (Gain 10x, Dc, 24 channel + reference), that 
connects with the Main Amplifier (Gain 100x, 0.1 Hz-6kHz 
band, ±3.2 V Lithium battery) through ribbon cable. After the 
amplification step the next is the A/D conversion with the 
above mentioned device (24 channel, 16 bit/ 20-40kHz/ 
channel), the A/D converter is supplied by a +14.4 V Lithium 

battery. The A/D converter sends a +5 V power supply and the 
digital signals to the Optical USB links sender side (USB to 
optical conversion in the sender side, send the data through 
fiber optic cables and a back conversion on the receiver side). 
The optical USB receiver sends the signals to a computers 
USB port, and we can save the signals with a costume made 
LabWiev software (.cnt format). The systems elements from 
the point of the fiber optic cables will be out from the scanner 
room. 

Head Stage Main Amplifier

A/D 
Converter

USB port
Optical USB 
link reciever

Optical USB 
link sender

Fiber optic 
cable

+5V USB 
Cable

USB
Cable

Ribbon  
cable

Ribbon 
cable

 +-  3.2 V 
Power Supply

 + 14.4 V 
Power Supply

 
Figure 5. The sketch of the planned MR compatible Data transmission system. 
C. Implantation 

Impedance measurement: The impedances of the silicon 
electrode were measured before and during acute implantation. 
A two electrode setup was used in vitro in physiological saline 
solution (0.9% NaCl). The impedance was measured at 1 kHz. 
The average site impedance and the standard deviation was 
1067.36±99.91 kΩ, but this was managed with an 
electrochemical etching process, where +2V was applied 
through the electrode sites immersed in physiological saline 
solution for 10 sec. The average impedance of the probe sites 
dropped this way to 659.04±59.47 kΩ. With longer activations 
the impedances could reach 200-300 kΩ.  
Surgery: Probes were inserted in the neocortices of rats, 
mostly starting through the S1 trunk region reaching below the 
thalamus and in the primary motor cortex. Surgeries were 
performed under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (ketamine: 75 
mg/kg, xylazine: 5mg/kg). The probe assembled on the PCB 
was fixed to a stereotaxic device which was used for the 
insertion through the intact dura. The data was preamplified 
(g=10 gain, band pass filtered between DC and 100 kHz) and 
amplified (g=100 gain, band pass filtered between 0.1 Hz and 
6 kHz).  
In the situation of the microelectrode array the electrode 
selection was sent to the probe via a hardware controller using 
the NeuroSelect software which provides a graphical user 
interface for managing all versions of NeuroProbes 
microarrays with electronic depth control.  
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III. RESULTS 
A. Silicon electrode 

The analysis of the somatosensory cortex was measured with 
laminar silicon probes. The probe provided good quality local 
field potential (LFP), multi-unit (MUA) and single-unit (SUA) 
activity recordings. The slow oscillation (SO) [16-27] rhythm 
was observed in anesthetized rats. The SO alternates between 
a depolarized („up-state”) and a hyperpolarized („down-state”) 
state (Fig. 6.). The LFP of the cortical „down-state” 
(characterized by neuronal silence) is negative superficially, 
and has a positive polarity in the deep cortical layers.  

 
Figure 6. LFP with silicon probe in rat brain S1Trunk region 

From the experiments there are significant evidences of the 
SO-s cortical origin. We made offline analysis of the datas we 
measured, for example current source analysis (CSD) to show 
the spatiotemporal changes of the transmembrane current sinks 
and sources, and because the probes design fits the needs 
(equidistant contact spacing, perpendicularly implanted to the 
laminar brain structures and the probe embrace the whole 
cortex) the CSD profile (Fig. 7.) of the cortex in SO can be 
made. 

 

Figure 7. Up-state locked averages LFP, LFPg, CSD, MUA average maps. 

B. Microelectrode array 

We made comparisons between a passive electrode array, and 
the EDC microelectrode array. In this experiment a 4mm 
passive probe were implanted in the motor cortex, and the 
EDC probe into the S1 trunk region and the underlying 
thalamic nuclei (Fig. 8.). 

 
Figure 8. The targeted brain structures in the left, the implantation in the right 

We measured good quality LFP, MUA (Fig. 9.) and SUA. The 
signals were analyzed forth offline. We wanted to have some 
infomations of the correlations of different regions of the 
brain. We compared some combinations from the gathered 
datas: -cross-correlations of the „up-state” onsets in different 
cortex layers from the same shank; -cross-correlations of the 
„up-state” onsets  in the same layers from different shanks 
both located in the cortex; -cross-correlations of the „up-state” 
onsets from the same shank and different channels in the 
thalamus; -cross-correlations of the „up-state” onsets of two 
different shanks and the channels were in the cortex, and in the 
thalamus (Fig. 10.). A significant 40 ms lead of the thalamic 
onsets was measured. 

 

Figure 9. MUA passive in motor (1-24 channels), EDC probe in thalamus 
below S1 Trunk region (25-54) 

All of these experiments were tested with the planned data 
transmission system too, and it complied with the desired 
demands for these experiments. We tested some of the planned 
systems boundaries, and it works well on a doubled sampling 
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rate than the old data acquisition system we used, even if its 
power supply were the lithium-ion batteries (for almost 6 
hours). 
 

 

Figure 10. Cross correlogramm of up-state onsets from two different shafts. 
One in the cortex, one in the thalamus. The thalamus leads by 40 ms. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
From the experiment we made in the animal models, we could 
say that now we have a good basis for the planned fMR-EEG 
experiments, what we can compare. We started to gather the 
needed instrument for the MR compatible EEG system, and 
the data transmission system is almost ready. We started to test 
the system, and it shows good results for future investigations. 
I learned how to operate the fMR machine, and getting 
familiar with patient handling, and fMR paradigms for 
different tasks. I started to plan how to solve the two systems 
compatibility problems, and read through the literature of the 
problems of the existing systems. 

 

V. FUTURE PLANS 
In the fMR-EEG experiments we need to find solutions for the 
artefacts (magnetic, jitter, connectivity, susceptibility), the best 
possibility for the synchronization. We would like to do some 
experiments to know the susceptibility artefact of the EEG 
systems pieces. We will test our data transmission systems 
reliability in MR situations, and find the best placing in MR 
environment.  
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Complex Electrophysiological Analysis of the Effect 
of Cortical Electrical Stimulation in Humans  

Tóth Emília 
(Supervisor: Dr. István Ulbert) 

totem@digitus.itk.ppke.hu 
 

Abstract— Direct cortical electrical stimulation (DCES) is 
frequently performed in concurrence with electrocorticogram 
recording for functional mapping (or electrical stimulation 
mapping-ESM) of the cortex and identification of critical cortical 
structures. In medically refractory epilepsy surgical candidates 
intracranial electrodes are necessary to localize the epileptogenic 
focus prior to surgical resection. This electrodes are used to 
record the underlying brain activity and also for electrical 
stimulation of the cortex. Electrical stimulation mapping (ESM) 
is the gold standard for identifying functional and pathological 
areas of the brain. Although the procedure remains 
unstandardized, and limited data support its clinical validity 
nevertheless, electrical stimulation mapping for define language 
areas has likely minimized postoperative language decline in 
numerous patients, and has generated a wealth of data 
elucidating brain-language relations [3]. Our aim was to study 
another way of cortical stimulation, so called single pulse 
electrical stimulation (SPES) to map pathological and functional 
networks in the brain. 

Index Terms- component biomedical signal processing, 
electrodes, electrocorticography, epilepsy, in vivo, human 

Abbreviations- ESM=electrical stimulation mapping; 
SPES=single pulse electrical stimulation; CT=computed 
tomography; DCES= direct cortical electrical stimulation; 
CCEP=cortico-cortical evoked potential; BA=Brodmann area; 
ROC curves=receiver operating characteristic curves 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Mapping of functional areas in the human brain is crucial in 

epilepsy and tumor surgery. There are several non-invasive 
methods to identify eloquent cortices, such as functional 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging or Positron Emission 
Tomography, but the gold standard is direct high frequency 
cortical electrical stimulation. In this study we used single 
pulse electrical stimulation evoked late responses to map 
language and motor networks and to better understand the 
electrophysiological mechanisms of the cortico-cortical evoked 
potentials. 

Single pulse electrical stimulation is a new method to 
investigate the cortico-cortical connections in vivo in the 
human language, motor and sensory system which can provide 
insight into the mechanisms of higher-order cortical functions 
and the connections between the functional areas [1]. When 
using a crown configuration, a handheld wand bipolar 
stimulator may be used at any location along the electrode 
array. However, when using a subdural strip, stimulation must 

be applied between pairs of adjacent electrodes due to the 
nonconductive material connecting the electrodes on the grid. 
Electrical stimulating currents applied to the cortex are 
relatively low, between 2 to 4 mA for somatosensory 
stimulation, and near 15 mA for cognitive stimulation. The 
functions most commonly mapped through DCES are primary 
motor, primary sensory, and language. The patient must be 
alert and interactive for mapping procedures, though patient 
involvement varies with each mapping procedure. Language 
mapping may involve naming, reading aloud, repetition, and 
oral comprehension; somatosensory mapping requires that the 
patient describe sensations experienced across the face and 
extremities as the surgeon stimulates different cortical 
regions.[2]  

High frequency electrical stimulation is the gold standard in 
neurosurgery for mapping brain functions, but the exact 
mechanisms behind the effect and parameters used need to be 
further studied. There is also some risk associated with the  

Figure 1.  Reconstructed MRI picture with the implanted electrode array, 
colored lines represent the functions revealed with ESM. 

stimulation, due to its proepileptic effect and the limits 
imposed by the fact that the cortex has to be exposed using 
some type of surgery.  

Our aim with this study was to find other ways to map 
functionial networks in the brain, but using a less invasive 
method. Single pulse electrical stimulation (0,5Hz) is much less 
invasive in terms of seizure generation, but the distribution of 
the evoked potentials may reveal the intracortical pathways 
between cortical regions. 
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II. METHODS 

A. Clinical electrodes and recordings 
The electrode implantations and recordings, along with 

ESM and SPES took place at two well established epilepsy 
surgical centers in Budapest (National Institute of 
Neuroscience) and New York (North Shore-LIJ Health 
System). Patients were implanted with intracranial subdural 
grid, strip, and in some cases depth electrodes for 5–10 days. 
They were monitored to identify the seizure focus, at which 
time the electrodes were removed and, if appropriate, the 
seizure focus was resected. Continuous intracranial EEG was 
recorded with standard recording systems with sampling rates 
1000 or 2000 Hz. The microelectrodes were implanted in 
eleven cases, perpendicularly to the cortical surface to sample 
the width of the cortex. This 24 contact laminar electrode has 
been described previously [4]. Differential recordings were 
made from each pair of successive contacts to establish a 
potential gradient across the cortical lamina.  

B. Functional Stimulation Mapping 
For localization of functional cortical areas, electrical 

stimulation mapping was carried out according to standard 
clinical protocol (bipolar stimulation: 2–5 s, 3–15 mA, 20–50 
Hz). Areas were defined as expressive language sites when 
stimulation resulted in speech arrest. When stimulation resulted 
in a naming deficit based on auditory or visual cues, or an 
interruption in reading or comprehension, the area was deemed 
a nonexpressive language site. Sensory and motor areas were 
identified when stimulation caused movement or changes in 
sensation. 

C. Cortical Electrical Stimulation and Cortico-Cortical 
Evoked Potentials.  
Following implantation of intracranial electrodes, patients 

were monitored for epileptic activity and during this time, 
CCEP mapping was performed using single-pulse stimulation. 
Systematic bipolar stimulation of each pair of adjacent 
electrodes was administered with single pulses of electrical 
current (3 mA-15 mA, 0.5 Hz, 0.2-ms pulse width, 20-25 trials 
per electrode pair). The associated evoked responses (CCEPs) 
were measured at all other electrode sites. The current 
amplitude of 10 mA activated the maximal number of neuronal 
elements without epileptic afterdischarges or other clinical 
signs. The 2 seconds interstimulation interval was used to 
minimize the effect of overlapping evoked responses and to 
leave enough restitution time for the cortex. Patients were 
awake and at rest at the time of CCEP recording 

D. Analysis of CCEPs. 
Electrophysiological data analyses were performed using 

Neuroscan Edit 4.5 software (Compumedics) and own 
developed MATLAB scripts. Evoked responses to stimulation 
were divided into 2-s epochs (-500 ms to 1,500 ms) time-
locked to stimulation pulse delivery. The CCEP consists of two 
usually negative peaks termed N1, timed at ∼10–30 ms, and 
N2, which exhibits a broader spatial distribution and occurs 
between 70 and 300 ms [1]. To quantify the magnitude of the 
CCEPs in the time window of the N2, the data were low-pass 
filtered (30 Hz), and baseline correction (−450 to −50 ms) was 
performed. The SD was computed for each electrode separately 

using all time points in the -450 to -50 time window, CCEPs 
were considered significant if the N2 peak of the evoked 
potential exceeded the baseline amplitude by a threshold of ±6 
SD as determined from the receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curves.  

E. Electrode localization  
To co-register the electrodes to anatomical structures, we 

used sophisticated imaging techniques, developed by our co-
operational research team. We used intraoperative pictures and 
a postoperative CT scan to localize the electrodes in the skull. 
This was co-registered to a high resolution preoperative MRI 
where we could precisely localize the anatomical structures. 
Using these scans and freely available softwares 
(Bioimagesuite, Freesurfer, FSL, AFNI) we developed a semi – 
automated co-localizing each electrode to the underlying 
Brodman area of the brain. Determination of the seizure onset 
zone was performed by epileptologists [5]. 

F. Patients  
Twenty-two patients (ages 6–53 years, 28±14.84, ten 

females) with medically intractable focal epilepsy were 
enrolled in the study after informed consent was obtained. 
These procedures were monitored by local Institutional Review 
Boards, in accordance with the ethical standards of the 
Declaration of Helsinki. 
  

 

 

Figure 2.  This figure shows averaged responses time locked to the bipolar 
stimulation artefact (-250-600ms). Green line is the significant response, blue 
line is the absolute value of the significant response, pink line is a non 
significant response and the red horizontal line is the threshold for the two 
responses. 
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III. RESULTS 
 

A. Analysis of the significant signal features. 
Due to the artifact caused by the stimulation we only 

focused on the N2 response, which semmed very reliable and 
reproducible. The variance of both time and amplitude of the 
N2 peak was high, but it the largest number of peaks occurred 
around 150 ms, and showed quasi-normal distribution, with 
two smaller deflections at around 180 -190 ms and 210-250ms. 
Analysis of 892 peaks, the average latency was 152.84 ms, 
with 58.7 ms standard deviation.  

B. Create a graph. 
A significant evoked response indicates the relationship 

between the electrodes which were stimulated and which 
showed the significant response. Significant CCEPs were 
converted to a distance matrix and transformed to a graph using 
multidimensional scaling  

On the one hand the result shows that the functional areas 
which are close to each other are tightly connected (above 
somatosensory cortex BA40, BA3, BA2; visual cortex BA17, 
BA18, BA19 and motor cortex BA6, BA4). On the other hand, 
those regions which are physically more distant from each 
other seemed also connected, such as Broca’s (BA 45) and 
Wernicke’s (BA 21, BA20, BA22) area. Using this 
methodology we tried to map as many areas of the brain as 
possible, to be able to map all the connections between regions 
which were covered with electrodes. 

 Figure 3.  Significant CCEPs were converted to a distance matrix 
and transformed to a graph using multidimensional scaling. Numbers in 
squares represent Brodmann areas and lines represent connections. Functional 
networks are color coded: green sensory, pink visual, red language, blue 
motor. Lines color coded: thin light pink bidirectional, thin blue 
unidirectional, darker lines between the elements of functional networks is 
unidirectional, same color is bidirectional. Stimulating electrodes over Broca’s 
area showed significant responses in electrodes part of the language network 
as defined with functional stimulation mapping. Responses to stimulation of 
the primary motor cortex revealed connections to major hubs involved in 
motor processing.  
 
 

C. Analysis of changes taking place in cortical layers. 
After processing the data from the laminar microelectrode 

and the implanted macroelectrodes, it can be concluded that 
after the stimulus, there is a decrease in the power of 15-100 
Hz frequency band, and the stimulus elicit deactivation in the 
middle cortical (3th-5th) layers. This finding is in correlation 

with previous animal studies, which showed  wide band 
decrease in oscillatory power after stimulation was induced. 

 

 Figure 5.  Time frequency analysis of data derive from subdural 
electrodes, blue color indicate the power decrease in the 15-200 Hz frequency 
band, red color indicate decrease. 

IV. FURTHER AIMS  
To verify the results, we need to refine the automatic 

detection method to increase significant response detection 
reliability. We also need higher number of patients involved in 
the study to increase the statistical significance of the study. 

 

V. CONCLUSION  
The results suggest that single pulse electrical stimulation 

evoked potentials may reveal connections of functional areas 
and functional networks of the human brain. Other studies also 
report that direct cortical stimulation has a suppressive effect 
on fast cortical activity and epileptic spikes [7], or can help to 
clarify the size of the area to be removed[8].  

 We conclude that single pulse electrical stimulation is a 
promising technique in delineating eloquent cortex and might 
be a useful tool to identify pathological networks. 
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Abstract— In countries where banknotes cannot be distinguished 
by their size visual information is crucial for determining the 
proper value of a given banknote. In this paper I present an 
algorithm that helps blind and visually impaired people in 
recognizing banknotes using the Bionic Eyeglass.  The algorithm 
extracts special visual features of banknotes in order to 
determine their value and orientation using topological 
description. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The  Bionic  Eyeglass  [1],[2]  is  a  portable  device  recently 

proposed to aid blind and visually impaired people in everyday 
navigation,  orientation  and  recognition  tasks  that  require 
visual  input.  In  countries  where  banknotes  cannot  be 
distinguished  by  their  size  visual  information  is  crucial  for 
determining  the  proper  value  of  a  given  banknote. 
Recognizing  the  value  of  a  banknote  is  one  of  the  few 
important tasks we have identified based on the feedback from 
potential users.  
In  our  previous  works  we  have  already  introduced  the 

concept  and  the  prototype  of  the  Bionic  Eyeglass  [3]  which 
was  built  using  the  Bi-i  visual  computer  [4]  as  its  main 
computational platform. The Bi-i visual computer can provide 
enough  computing  power  for  complex  algorithms  and  it 
implements  the  Cellular  Neural/Nonlinear  Network  – 
Universal  Machine  (CNN-UM)  [5],[6]  and  the  underlying 
Cellular Wave Computing principle.  
Since  the banknotes have different visual  features  on each 

side  –  front  side  and  back  side  –  different  algorithms  were 
developed  for  both  cases.  In  this  paper  an  algorithm  for 
extracting visual features on the front side of the banknotes is 
discussed.  Further  on  extracting  objects  a  primary 
classification  method  is  applied  during  the  morphological 
processing  resulting  indifferent  output  masks  containing  the 
detected objects. The output objects are then given to another 
more complex classification and decision that is not discussed 
in details in this paper [7]. 
However,  by  processing  an  image  flow  frame  by  frame 

robust decisions can be achieved, in cases when there is strong 
correlation  between  frames  –  e.g.  on  video  flow  the  frames 
following each other are similar – running the whole algorithm 
for  each  frame  is  a  waste  of  time  and  processing  power. 
Designing  and  using  a  reliable  tracking  algorithm  would 
increase the performance of the banknote recognition task. 

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 main types 
of patterns of banknotes are discussed; Section 3 describes the 
morphological  processing  and  detection  of  feature  objects; 
Section  4  introduces  a  side  detection  algorithm;  Section  5 
presents experimental results; Section 6 concludes the paper.  

II. PATTERNS ON BANKNOTES
When  designing  a  reliable  banknote  detector  algorithm  a 

proper  description  and  examination  of  the  target  object  or 
object  sets  is  needed.  In  this  section  front  side  elements  of 
banknotes are introduced. 
Considering Hungarian banknotes two kinds of objects can 

be  distinguished  on  the  front  side.  There  are  objects  that 
appear  to  be  the  same  on  each  banknote  (static objects)  and 
objects  that change regarding to  the actual value of  the given 
banknote  (dynamic objects). Fig.1. demonstrates  the different 
objects that can be determined on Hungarian banknotes. 

Detailed  analysis  of  front  side  objects  of  banknotes 
identified  two  types  of  objects  that  are  diverse  enough  to  be 
used  in  banknote  recognition  tasks. The  set  of  number  digits 
are obvious  to be different on each value, however  the usage 
of this object set can be sensitive for processing losses. Losing 
one  digit  can  easily  ruin  the  proper  recognition  of  banknote 
values. More  robust  results were obtained by using  the  facial 
portraits  among  front  side  objects.  Not  only  the  masks  of 
portrait  and  number  objects  are  important  to  use  during 
recognition but the mask containing the holes within them too.  
In  the  following  section  detection  of  different  objects  is 
discussed. 

III. DETECTING BANKNOTES

A. Banknote detection 
As in each image processing task the algorithmic output  is 

really  sensitive  for  the  initial  steps  applied  on  input  images. 

Figure  1.  Different  objects  of  Hungarian  banknotes  are  shown. 
Dashed  bounding box  indicates  static  objects  and  continuous  the 
dynamic  ones.  Objects  within  green  frames  are  capable  for 
banknote  recognizing  tasks,  while  reds  are  not  due  to  detection 
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Defining  an  optimal  threshold  value  for  binarizing  an  input 
frame  is  always  difficult.  In  the  present  algorithm  a  simple 
adaptive  threshold  is  used  to  determine  a  Region  of  Interest 
(ROI) that overlaps with areas of banknotes on a given frame. 
Then a threshold value is calculated using Otsu’s method on a 
candidate  object  of  the  ROI  that  has  the  highest  area. 
Binarizing an image with that method results in a mask on that 
banknote background and foreground – objects on banknotes – 
are separated. 

B.  Feature extraction 
Having a foreground-background separated image does not 

mean  that we  have  identified  all  the  objects  as well.  Further 
steps are needed in order  to extract  features we are  interested 
in. At  first  all objects  that  are connected  to  the border of  the 
image are removed resulting in a mask containing patterns on 
banknotes. By  applying  the  same  step  on  the  inverted  image 
gives  us  another  binary  mask  on  which  holes  of  banknote 
pattern  objects  appear.  Fig.2.  shows  an  example  for  each 
processing steps mentioned above. 

Further examples of banknote patterns and holes are shown 
on Fig.3. below.

C. Detecting portraits 
As it was mentioned before front side portrait objects were 

found  to  be  ideal  for  banknote  recognition  tasks.  To  extract 
portrait objects from banknote patterns shown in Fig.3 simple 
morphological  descriptors  were  used,  just  like  filled  area, 
number  of  holes,  orientation  and  eccentricity.  In  cases when 
portraits were missing  from  input  frames  by  simply  defining 
portrait  object  as  the  ones  with  highest  filled  area  led  us  to 
misclassify  some  other  objects  thus  further  analysis  and 
definitions  were  needed.  Taking  into  account  that  number 
digits are  likely  to merge  together into one large object when 
using  weak  threshold  values,  a  more  sophisticated  criterion 
was  defined  for  detecting  portraits.  A  few  examples  of 
detected portrait masks are shown in Fig.4. 

Although  criterions  for  portrait  objects  were  designed 
carefully, a few typical misclassifications could be  identified. 
Since the algorithm presented in this paper is not supposed to 
make  a  final  decision  on  detected  objects,  typical 
misclassifications can be used for our advantage during a later 
more  complex  classification  and  validation  method.  The 
following figure shows typical failures. 

Since the neural network responsible for final validation [7] 
was  trained  for  these  special  cases, misclassifications  can  be 
used  as  advantages.  In  some  cases  it  can  be  determined  that 
the backside of banknote is seen on the actual frame, in other 
cases  even  the  proper  value  can  be  extracted  from  a  typical 
misclassified object. 

D. Finding numbers 
Although  banknote  recognition  based  on  portraits  showed 

great results, better performance can be achieved by detecting 
and  identifying  other  features  as  well.  As  it  was  previously 
discussed, besides portraits number digits are another  type of 
objects that can be used for recognition tasks. 
The detection of numbers is devided into two steps. At first 

zero  digits  are  found,  then  number  objects  are  extended 
resulting in a final mask containing all digits. 
Zero digits are found by using the mask of holes. The holes 

with  higher  eccentricity,  similar  size  and  orientation  are 
selected, enlarged and then used for reconstructing [8] objects 
they  are  within.  The  resulting  objects  are  the  filtered  and 
defined as zero digits. 
After having zero digits a median line is fit on them and an 

iterative algorithm starts. The main goal of that algorithm is to 
go along  the median  line  in both directions  and  to detect  the 
changes  of  background  and  foreground  areas.  After  a  given 
condition  –  the  number  of  background  pixels  exceeds  the 
double of  previous background area – the algorithm stops and 
defines  two end points  for  the  line. Finally all objects hitting 

Figure 5. Typical objects that are found to be portraits during an early 
classification. The final validation was trained to indentify these typical 

misclassifications leading mistakes used as advantages. 

Figure 4. Input images and detected portrait objects are shown .

Figure 3. Further examples of detected banknote patterns are shown with 
blue, holes within them appear in green. 

Figure 2. An example for different processing stages. From left to right: 
input, region of interest, binary image, extracted patterns and extracted 

holes are shown. 
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that  line  are  reconstructed  and  defined  as  number  mask.  In 
Fig.6 the main steps of that algorithm are shown. 

By  obtaining  the  mask  of  digits  as  well  a  more  efficient 
decision  and  recognition  can  be  carried  out  using  both  the 
portrait  recognition  thread  and  a  number  recognition 
algorithm. 
The  corresponding  UMF  (Universal  Machines  on  Flows) 

diagram is shown on Fig.7. 

IV. SIDE DETECTION 
Banknote  recognition  based  on  front  side  objects  was 

introduced  in  this  paper  but  in  order  to  use  it  efficiently  one 
must  know  in  advance  which  side  of  the  banknote  is  the 
camera  facing. Assuming  that  the position of  the banknote  is 

known  the  following  method  can  be  used  to  determine  the 
actual side of the banknote.  
By having the coordinates of the four corners of banknotes 

we are able to define a few regions to be observed. See Fig.8. 
for details. 

Regarding  to  Fig.8.  three  areas  (A,B,C)  take  part  in  the 
processing method, the other three(D,E,F) are indicated to help 
understanding.  The  processing  starts  with  observing  the 
middle area – B (or E) – on a binarized image. This area must 
contain about 98% white pixels. If not the actual frame has to 
be rotated. At this point the banknote should lie as it is shown 
on Fig.8. The decision is very simple only the number of black 
pixels  in  area A  has  to  be  compared  to  the  number  of  black 
pixels in area C – or area D to area F respectively. If the upper 
area  (A)  contains more  black  pixels we  can  be  sure  that  the 
front side of the banknote appears on the frame, otherwise the 
backside. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Results discussed in this section are from a collaboration of 
a few other students working on the banknote recognition task 
of the Bionic Eyeglass 

A. Test environment 
We used  a  Samsung Galaxy S mobile  phone  as  the  input 

device and streamed the incoming video flow through wireless 
connection  to  an  external  device.  We  have  developed  a 
protocol, so that either the frontend or the backend part can be 
exchanged.  We  have  used  two  backend  interfaces:  Bi-i,  an 
analogic  visual  computer  [4]  and  a Matlab  environment  on  a 
standard PC with the MatCNN toolbox. 

B. Human tests 
We  performed  experiments  with  three  visually  impaired 

subjects  who  were  given  a  few  basic  instructions  about  the 
optimal  measurement  technique  and  the  6  Hungarian 
banknotes. Their  task was  to  tell which note  they are holding 
with the help of our method installed to a mobile device. Each 
person made three series of tests. 

C. Results 
Since the output of the presented algorithm is supervised by 

the  neural  network  based  classification,  and  the  typical 
misclassifications can still be used for decent recognition, only 
results of the final classification are discussed in this section. 

We  tested  the  portrait  classificator  on  1541  labeled  test 
images.  Without  defining  sub-classes  the  precision  rate  
(p = c / b)  was  84.4%,  while  the  accuracy  (a = c / e)  was 
81.8%, where c is the number of correctly classified objects, b

Figure 7. UMF(Universal Machines on Flows) diagram of banknote 
pattern detector algorithm 

Figure 8. Specific areas for side detection. Three areas (A,B,C) are used 
during detection, the other three (D,E,F) are just marked to help 

understanding the method. Figure 6. Extending number objects is carried out by going along the blue 
line starting from the center of a detected zero (red cross) in both 

directions until a given criterion is met. 
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is  the number of classified objects, and e  is  the number of all 
objects.  Using  manual  sub-class  selection  the  precision  rate 
was  88.8%  and  the  accuracy  was  85.3%.  With  sub-classes 
defined  by  unsupervised  learning  the  precision  increased  to 
92.3% and the accuracy to 86.7%. 

Figure 9.Precision rate of portrait recognition for the individual classes 
without sub-classes (blue), with manually selected sub-classes (red) and with 

sub-classes generated by clustering (yellow). 

The ensemble decider made a decision 438 times during the 
nine tests, and 406 of them were correct, which corresponds to 
a  92.7%  accuracy.  Based  on  these  votes,  the  subjects  could 
correctly identify the banknote in 94.4% of the cases. 

The most typical cases of error occurred when a part of the 
banknote was hidden by the hand or finger of the user or when 
the  distance  between  the  camera  and  the  banknote  was  not 
enough  for  accurate  detection.  As  time  went  by,  we  have 
noticed  that the ratio of errors reduced, and the subjects have 
mastered the use of the device. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS
I presented an algorithm to detect and pre-classify front side 

objects  of  banknotes  for  banknote  recognition  task.  The 
algorithm  extracts  portrait  and  number  objects  by  examining 
geometrical properties of objects,  like  filled area, eccentricity, 
number  of  holes  and  orientation.  The  pre-classified  output 
masks  are  given  away  for  another  more  sophisticated 
classification  and  validation  method  that  makes  the  final 
decision on banknote values using complex Zernike descriptors 
and a neural network. The algorithms have been tested through 
a  mobile  phone  interface  with  blind  subjects.  The  ensemble 
decider uses multiple features to classify the banknotes, and the 
subjects  rapidly  learned  the  know-how, and could  confidently 
use the system for banknote identification afterwards. 

When  dealing with  video  flows, we  can  greatly  improve 
recognition by making use of the hypothesis about the location 
of the banknote based on previous frames. By using candidate 
key-frames  that  are  fully  processed,  on  the  following  frames 
we have the possibility to make estimations on the position of 
the  visual  features  of  the  banknotes  with  a  simple  tracking 
algorithm. 
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Abstract—We found that the spatial-temporal dynamics of the
perceived 3D surface using an infrared proximity array gives a
well characterized spatial-temporal dynamics at the output of
the CNN wave-computer. For practical reasons, the continuous
input is a series of consecutive infrared images, which are the
consecutive states of the input stream. The spatial-temporal
dynamics of the output can be well characterized by quantitative
and qualitative (specific morphology and oscillation frequency)
spatial and temporal features. Some known wave-computing
template cases [1] were taken as a base, where for various input
constants the system responded constant, periodic or chaotic
spatial-temporal dynamics. In case of qualitatively similar inputs,
similar spatial-temporal signatures were recorded.

Keywords-spatio-temporal dynamic pattern, CNN (Cellular
Nonlinear Network), infrared proximity array

I. INTRODUCTION

If we talk about wave-propagation, we must make a dis-
tinction between classical waves (propagating in conservative
systems, behaving as a closed system) and nonlinear (active)
waves. In the case of active waves there is a capital importance:
the propagation of the wave is supported by the media, from
an energetic point of view. Subsequently the propagating wave
does not decay nor the waveform is distorted during the propa-
gation. These waves can not be reflected from the boundaries,
nor can they be interfered, but they can be diffracted. When
they are colliding with each other, they annihilate each other
(except a special kind of them, the trigger wave: after some
definition they can merge at collision).

Although in general the classical wave is associated with
the word ”wave”, there are many well-described phenomena
of active wave propagation. In chemistry, reaction-diffusion
systems can produce waves [2]. As examples from biology,
nerve impulse propagation shows a wave-process [3] and the
communication method of the amoeba [4] [5] based on waves
too. Studying the examples of nature, a unified paradigm has
been developed by Chua [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]. Generally
speaking: solving some of the computational problems with
a system utilizing active waves could be much more obvi-
ous [12].

In our experiments we dealt with some aspects of active
wave propagation. The necessary computational model was
implemented in the form of computer simulation, for which
the input was supplied by a special sensor array [13]. Our
sensor array is built up from an 8×8 infrared distance-sensor,
which was originally developed to analyze the phenomenon
of hyperacuity [14] in space [15]. Since our elementary

cells measure distance, it is suspected that the input forming
reflected light from the measured object can supply additive
information from the wave-propagation modifying features of
the environment.

In this paper we formulate some statements regarding active
wave propagation. We have observed the following: measur-
ing the spatio-temporal dynamic of a 3D surface using this
2D infrasensor-array we can get a well-describable spatio-
temporal dynamic on the output of the CNN. For practical
reasons, the continual input is built up from different still
images, in a consecutive order. The spatio-temporal dynamic
of the output can be described with spatial and temporal quali-
tative and quantitative (defined morphology and oscillation fre-
quency) attributes. Furthermore we have done measurements,
in which we analyzed the successively stitched sequence of
the individual dynamics. For different still image inputs we
get different spatio-temporal dynamic on the output. If we
concatenate the different still inputs to a continuous input
flow, we can measure the stitched sequence of the previously
measured spatio-temporal dynamics.

This paper is organized as follows: In the second section a
short introduction is given to the model and the experimental
environment. The third section contains the measurements
for constant inputs. In the fourth section, analysis of the
measurements is presented in detail in case of a dynamic input.
The fifth section concludes the results, and finally a discussion
takes place.

II. REALIZATION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL, THE
MEASURING ENVIRONMENT

To analyze the phenomena we have realized the computa-
tional model of the Cellular Neural Networks (CNN), as a
computer simulator. The input channel was served by a real
hardware-element.

Our sensor array is built up from 8 × 8 pieces of active
infrared distance-sensors. Every cell contains an infra light
source and a phototransistor. In this way every pixel on the
input-picture represents a distance value. The benefits of this
kind of input device can come to the front at 3D problems,
where it is not necessary to recline upon the uncertainty of
the light-shadow image coming from the measured surface.

In the simulated computational model we approximated the
solution of the differential-equation with the implicit Euler
method. The output function was a modified sigmoid, the
parameters can be seen in the (1) formula.
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y = 2 ∗ (
1

1 + e−2.65∗x
− 0.5) (1)

The output of our computational model was fundamentally
determined by the applied antisymmetrical feedback (A) tem-
plate class. The recognition came from the doctoral thesis
of Istvn Petrs [16]. The qualitative theory of nonsymmetric
feedback template were first exposed in [17].

The applied templates can be seen at the (2) form.

A =




0 0 0
s p −s
0 r 0


 ,B =




0 0 0
0 b 0
0 0 0


 , z = z (2)

The values of the formal parameters were the following:

T1 : s = 1.1, p = 0.9, r = −0.6, b = 1.0, z = 0 (3)
T2 : s = 1.1, p = 1.2, r = −0.6, b = 1.2, z = 0 (4)
T3 : s = 1.1, p = 1.0, r = 0.3, b = 1.2, z = 0 (5)
T4 : s = 1.1, p = 1.4, r = −0.35, b = 1.6, z = −0.2 (6)

The initial state of the system was the same as the input
picture, and in every iteration the system got the same input-
picture. The boundary cells were zero-flux. The time step of
our digital simulation was 0.01 time unit. The input scene
is built up of two plain surfaces, which were in different
distance from the panel. The border line between them had
no extension. The distances of the surfaces from the sensor
array were determined in such a way, that they will be near
the two end-points of the measurements’ dynamic-range. The
exact placement of the two surfaces will be outlined in the
next section.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS IN CASE OF CONSTANT
INPUT

In this section we are going to analyze some cases, when
little difference in the inputs can produce qualitatively different
spatio temporal output flow. The difference between the inputs
stands in the scale of the masking/coverage rate among the
nearer surface and the sensor array.

The first selected standalone measurement and its different
processing with different templates is as follows: the nearer
plain surface, which builds up the positive (black) saturated
value, has a half column-wide masking rate with the sensor
array.
With template T1(3) we perceived alternating white and
fluctuating grey rows on the output of the system. The period
of the grey rows’ fluctuating is 290 iteration.
With template T2(4) we perceived similar results as before: in
an alternating order there are white and fluctuating grey rows,
latter with period of 410 iterations. An additional difference
is in the fluctuating rows is the wider color-dynamic range of
the grayscale-values.
With template T3(5) the first two column of the bottom two
row fluctuate, in a 2 column-wide range at right, with a
period of 625 iteration. The remaining part of the system is
in stable negative saturation region(white color).

With template T4(6) the output is in the stable negative
saturated region.

The second selected standalone measurement and its
different processings with different templates can be seen in
(Figure 1). The first subfigure (a) shows the input picture: the
nearer plain surface, which makes the positive value (black),
has three and a half column-wide masking rate with the
sensor array.
With template T1(3) (Subplot b) the output array after the
2nd/3rd column is fluctuating with greyscale values, and with
a period of 320 iterations.
With template T2(4) (Subplot c) we perceived similar results
as before: on the output array after the 3rd column there is a
greyscale oscillation. But there is two essential differences: the
period of the fluctuation is about 500 iterations, furthermore,
the output-cells represent values for a more wide dynamic
range.
With template T3(5) (Subplot d) the left half of the output
gets stable positive saturation (black color). The 5th, 6th
and 7th columns show fluctuating state; the 8th column is
in stable negative saturation (-1 value, white). This kind of
fluctuating differs in a qualitative way from the previous
templates’ wave-rising. The reason is the opposite sign of
the south cell value of the feedback template (A8). In the
previous two cases we perceived wave propagation in vertical
direction; but here we perceive it in horizontal direction. The
period of the fluctuation is about 650 iteration.
With template T4(6) (Subplot e) we get vertically directed
wave-propagation again, but only in a 3-column-wide region.
The first three column of the output array is in stable positive
state; the 4th, 5th and 6th column show wave-propagation
with period of 800 iterations; the 7th and 8th columns are in
stable negative state.

The third selected standalone measurement and its different
processings with different templates is as follows: the nearer
plain surface has a little more than five columns wide masking
rate with the sensor array.
With template T1(3) the whole output array gets in stable state
after a few iterations. The states are from greyscale-range.
With template T2(4) the first 5 columns get in positive
saturated state, the remaining 3 columns’ upper 6 rows show
a vertical-directed wave-propagation. The period is about 580
iterations. The right 3 cells of the 7th and 8th rows get a
stable-greyscale value.
With template T3(5) the first five columns of the output is in
stable positive saturated state. The 6th, 7th and 8th columns
show horizontal-directed wave-propagation, with a period of
about 680 iterations.
With template T4(6) the first five columns of the output are
in stable positive saturated state; the 6th, the 7th and 8th
columns show vertical-directed wave-propagation, with a
period of about 1080 iterations.
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IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS IN CASE OF DYNAMIC INPUT
FLOW

In the previous section we have analyzed the output of our
system for slightly different inputs. With a little, quantitative
change in the input we were able to qualitatively change the
spatio-temporal dynamics of the output. In the light of this
one can state the question: what would be the output if this
slightly differing inputs would be stiched after each other,
and this flow would be added to the input? Are we able to
recognize the previously identified spatio-temporal patterns
and dynamics in the same order?
Realizing the fluently changing input, not only the previously
showed input pictures were utilized. We measured additively
a lot of inputs, which positive region stood between the
existing ones. In this way we get approximately a fluent input
in time and space. The input pictures were changed after
1000 iterations, roughly imitating the ratio between the speed
of a real CNN chip and the speed of an environmental event.
In the output flow we were able to recognize the previously,
self-standing detected spatio-temporal dynamics. In the
followings we will emphasize the differences between the
previously showed output-dynamics (the case of still inputs)
and the recently measured new ones (the case of changing
input flow).

In the case of the first two template (T1 (3); T2 (4)) we
measured broadly speaking the same output dynamics in the
appropriate time-place as we take the appropriate input file.
Their qualitative and quantitative descriptors are almost the
same.
In the case of the third template (T3 (5)) we perceived
qualitative difference in the spatio-temporal flow (regarding
the still inputs). Until the first column does not get an
appropriately positive value in the input flow, the whole
output field is stabilizing in the negative saturation state (-1,
white). When we gave the input as a stable, constant value,
the less intensive input was also able to trigger the dynamic
oscillation. When our input flow arrived the second and
third time proposed input-levels, the spatio-temporal dynamic
already represents the wanted qualitative and quantitative
descriptor-levels (as we have seen before).
In the case of the fourth template (T4 (6)) we get back
appropriately the previously explored spatio-temporal
dynamics, as we used the analogous still inputs.

V. CONCLUSION

We found that the spatial-temporal dynamics of the per-
ceived 3D surface using an infrared proximity array gives
a well characterized spatial-temporal dynamics at the output
of the CNN wave-computer. The spatio-temporal dynamics
of the output can be well characterized by quantitative and
qualitative (specific morphology and oscillation frequency)
spatial and temporal features. In case of qualitatively simi-
lar inputs, similar spatial-temporal signatures were recorded.
Furthermore we analyzed the successively stitched sequence

of the individual dynamics. For different still image inputs
we get different spatio-temporal dynamic on the output. If
we concatenate the different still inputs to a continuous input
flow, we can measure the stitched sequence of the previously
measured spatio-temporal dynamics.
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Fig. 1. The second measurement picture, where the input surface has three and a half column-wide masking rate with the sensor array left side: a). The
other subfigures show some kind of snapshots from the spatio-temporal output flows, generated with the different templates: b) - with template T1 (3); c) -
with template T2 (4); d) - with template T3 (5); e) - with template T4 (6)
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Abstract—In this paper, a new method of a compiler appli-
cation to many-core systems is introduced. In this method, the
source code is transformed into a graph of polyhedrons, where
memory access patterns and computations can be optimized and
mapped to various many core architectures. General optimization
techniques are summarized.

Index Terms—GPU, polyhedrons, hybrid-compiling, many-
core, loops

I. INTRODUCTION

New generation hardwares contain more and more process-
ing cores, sometimes over a few thousand, and the trends
show that these numbers will exponentially increase in the
future. The question is how developers could program these
systems and may port already existing implementations on
them. There is a huge need for this today as well as in the
forthcoming period. This new approach of the automation of
software development may change the future techniques of the
computing science.

The other significant issue is that GPUs and CPUs are
started merging for the biggest vendors (Intel, NVIDIA,
AMD). This means that developers will need to handle het-
erogeneous many core arrays, where the amount of processing
power and architecture can be radically different between
cores. There are no good methodologies for rethinking or
optimizing algorithms on these architectures. Experience in
this area is a hard gain, because there seems to be a very
rapid (≈3 year) cycle of architecture redesign.

Exploiting the advantages of the new architectures needs al-
gorithm porting which practically means the complete redesign
of the algorithms. New parallel architectures can be reached
by “specialized“ languages (DirectCompute, CUDA, OpenCL,
Verilog, VHDL, etc.), for successful implementations, pro-
grammers must know the fine details of the architecture. After
a twenty years long evolution, efficient compiling for CPU
does not need detailed knowledge about the architecture, the
compiler can do most of the optimizations. Can we develop as
efficient GPU (or other parallel architecture) compilers as the
CPU ones? Will it be a two decade long development period
again or can we make it in less time?

The specification of a problem describes a relationship
from the input to the output. The most explicit and precise
specification can be a working platform independent reference
implementation which actually transforms the input from
the output. Consequently, we can see the (mostly) platform
independent implementation, as a specification of the problem.

Parallelization must preserve the behavior in the aspect of
specification to give the equivalent results, and should modify
the behavior concerning the method of the implementation.
Automated hardware utilization has to separate the source
code (specification) and optimization techniques on parallel
architectures [1].

There are different trends and technical standards emerg-
ing. Without the claim of completeness, the most significant
contributions are the following: OpenMP [2] - supports multi-
platform shared-memory parallel programming in C/C++ and
FORTRAN, practically it uses pragmas for existing codes.
OpenCL [3] - is an open, standard C-language extension
for the parallel programming of heterogeneous systems, also
handling memory hierarchy. Threading Building Blocks of
Intel [4] - is a useful optimized block library for shared
memory CPUs, which does not support automation. One
of the automation supported solution providers is the PGI
Accelerator Compiler [5] of The Portland Group Inc. but it
does not support C++. There are problem-software or language
specific implementations on many-core architectures, one of
them is a GPU boosted software platform under Matlab, called
AccelerEyes’ Jacket [6]. Overviewing the growing area, there
are successful partially solutions, but there is no universal
product and still there are a lot of open problems.

A. Parallelization conjecture
Given ∀P1 non-parallel program, with the time complexity

Ω(f(n)) > O(1), ∃PM parallel implementation on M
processors with the time complexity O(g(n)) where:

lim
M,n→∞

f(n)
g(n)

= ∞ (1)

From equation 1 we can derive a practical measure of how
well an algorithm can be implemented sufficiently on a parallel
system:

η(M) = lim
n→∞

f(n)
g(n)

M ≥ η(M) ≥ O(1) (2)

η(M) can be called parallelization efficiency, it can describe
in an abstract way how friendly the algorithm is with many-
cores, or we can use it on a given implementation too. It can be
seen that speedup can be achieved only if η(M) > 1. Theory
indicates that we should set a more practical limit, like:

η(M) ≥
√

M (3)
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Brute-force algorithmic constructions for many-cores usu-
ally yield the limit seen in equation 3, we can say the algorithm
is practically parallel if this equation holds.

II. POLYHEDRONS

Because computation time generally centers in loops, it is
practical to depict the algorithm as a graph of loops. When
we execute an algorithm on a parallel architecture, it usually
boils down scheduling loops on cores. In order to optimize and
schedule them better, we can convert loops into polyhedrons,
where each execution of the loop kernel is a single point of the
polyhedron, and the nodes are in a loop variable coordinate
system. Polyhedrons, depicted by Π, are generic geometric
shapes bounded by flat faces. The exact definition varies by
context, but it is the following for our use:

x̄ ∈ Nd (4)

M ∈ R(d+1)xn : M ·
[
x̄
1

]
≥ 0̄ (5)

P :=
{

x̄

∣∣∣∣M ·
[
x̄
1

]
≥ 0̄

}
(6)

FΠ
filter := P → {true, false} (7)

Kkernel := {∂R1...∂Rn,S, ∂W } (8)

Where x is a point of the polyhedron, matrix M defines
the faces of the polyhedron, FΠ

filter is a plan-time executable
function to decide the subset of polyhedron nodes we want to
execute. Kkernel is the kernel operation we want to run in the
polyhedron nodes. In equation 8 ∂R1...∂Rn are the memory
reads, S is the sequential arithmetic, and ∂W is the memory
write.

Because of the possibly overlapping memory operations we
have to take into account the dependencies between nodes of
the polyhedron, and possibly between polyhedrons too. We
depict dependency set as D.

D := {fi|fi : P → P} (9)

fi(x̄) := round

(
Di ·

[
x̄
1

])
Di ∈ R(d+1)xd (10)

FD
filter := DxP → {true, false} (11)

A single memory access in the kernel is described in the
following:

∂R, ∂W : read or write operation (12)
g : P → Nn (13)

g(x̄) := round

(
A ·

[
x̄
1

])
A ∈ R(d+1)xn (14)

Where a member of Nn is an n dimensional memory address,
and g(x̄) is the access pattern.

The following nominations and definitions are used in this
paper:

Plan: P(Π) is a possibly parallel walk of the polyhedron,
this can be generated in run-time.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Geometric polyhedron representation of loops in the
dimensions of i, j loop variables. Nodes depict the state of the
loop, arrows depict the dependencies of the states.

Breakup: B(Π) depicts a decomposition of a polyhedron
into another one, containing smaller data-flow.

Plan efficiency: η(P) is closely related to parallelization
efficiency. It well characterizes the hardware computing re-
sources according to the plan.

Access pattern: ∂(P,Π) depicts the memory access pattern
of the polyhedron taking the plan into account.

Access pattern efficiency: η(∂(P,Π)) characterizes the ef-
ficiency of the utilization of the hardware memory bandwidth.

A. Polyhedrons as loops

The following code sample is equivalent to the polyhedron
given in the Figure 1(a):

f o r ( i n t i =0 ; i <5; i ++)
f o r ( i n t j =0 ; j <(5− i ) ; j ++)
{

S1 ( i , j ) ;
}

B. Data-flow dependencies in polyhedrons

Data-flow dependencies can be represented by appropriate
arrows between the nodes of the polyhedron, an example of
equivalent code and its polyhedron (Figure 1(b)) is given in
the following

f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i ++)
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < m; j ++)
{

i n t sum = a r r a y [ i ] [ j ] ;
i f ( i > 0) sum += a r r a y [ i −1][ j ] ;
i f ( j > 0) sum += a r r a y [ i ] [ j −1] ;
i f ( i > 0 and j > 0)

sum −= a r r a y [ i −1][ j −1] ;
a r r a y [ i ] [ j ] = sum ;

}
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Figure 2: Polyhedrons can be partitioned into parallel slices,
where parallel slices only contain independent parts of the
polyhedron. For an example, rotating the polyhedron depicted
in Figure 1(b), an optimized parallel version can be trans-
formed.

C. Optimization with polyhedrons

Polyhedron representation of the loops provides a high
level geometrical description where mathematical methods and
tools can be used. Affine transformations can be applied on
polyhedrons. These approaches can be used for multicore
optimizations. Polyhedrons can be partitioned into parallel
slices, where parallel slices only contain independent parts
of the polyhedron. For an example, rotating the polyhedron
depicted in Figure 1(b), an optimized parallel version can be
transformed, see Figure 2.

For the optimization, the access pattern for cache locality,
the appropriate transformations on polyhedron representation
for parallelization and the control overhead has to be taken into
account. Usually the system has to make decisions in runtime,
which increases the control overhead.

III. PROBLEMS BEYOND POLYHEDRONS

A. Dot-product, a simple example

Let us examine the simple dot-product example in the
following code comparing to its polyhedron representation in
Figure 3.

r e s u l t = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < n ; i ++)

r e s u l t += v e c t o r 1 [ i ]∗ v e c t o r 2 [ i ] ;

Unfortunately, there is no usable polyhedron transforma-
tion for its parallelization at all. In this example, data-flow
dependencies force a strict order of the execution. These
dependencies are connected through an associative addition
operator. The solution of this problem here is to rearrange the
parentheses in associative chains.

B. Predictive lossy compression

A flowchart of a more difficult example, a simple method for
predictive lossy compression can be seen in Figure 4. In this
method, there is simple prediction from the previous element
through a quantizer-dequantizer pair which applies division

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Polyhedron representation of the dot-product exam-
ple (a). To rearrange the parentheses in associative chains give
a possible solution for its parallelization (b).

Figure 4: In this predictive lossy compression method, there
is simple prediction from the previous element through a
quantizer-dequantizer pairs which applies division and multi-
plication. The parallelization of this algorithm is hard because
there are strong data-flow dependencies, non-invertible in
critical paths due to the feedback loops and non-associative.

and multiplication. Its dataflow is linear. The parallelization
of this algorithm is hard because there are strong data-flow
dependencies, non-invertible and non-associative in critical
paths.

Experimental evidence suggests that number theory can
solve this problem. In this case, dependencies can be trans-
formed to additions of remainders, which is associative. This
solution is very convoluted and non-intuitive.

IV. HIGH-LEVEL HARDWARE SPECIFIC OPTIMIZATIONS

Computational complexity usually concentrates in loops.
Loops can be represented by polyhedrons, these are important
building blocks of the program. Branching can be reduced
into sequential code, sometimes these parts of the program
can be built into the polyhedrons. After eliminating the side
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Figure 5: Scheduling polyhedron nodes to the time × core
plain.

effects, the sequential code can be translated to pure data-
flows. Applying these methods, only a bunch of polyhedrons -
connected together in a data-flow graph - have to be optimized.

A. Kernel scheduling to threads

Kernel execution scheduling is a mapping of the polyhedron
nodes to the symbolic plane of time × core id. Horizontal and
vertical barriers can be defined on this plane. The projections
of the horizontal barriers are synchronization points of the time
axes. The core groups are separated by the vertical barriers.
Dependency rules cross horizontal barriers parallel with the
vertical barriers (Figure 5). After the barrier separation, the
micro-scheduling is usually trivial in the groups.

A Plan is a parallel walk of the polyhedron defined below

PΠ : NxN →
{

P
Ø(NOP) (15)

Indexing of the plan is : PΠ(t, i) where t is time and i is
the core id.

Plan efficiency defines the effectiveness of the usage of
computing resources according to the plan:

P(t, i) t ∈ [1;T ] i ∈ [1; I] (16)

η(P) =
|P|

T · I
(17)

B. Practical heuristics

1) Time complexity resulting from memory operations:
A(Π) is the average size of the memory transfers in a single
point of the polyhedron. S is the bandwidth of the memory
hardware.

A(Π) =
∑

i

|Pi| · A(Πi)
S · η(∂i)

(18)

2) Time complexity resulting from computation: T (Π) is
the average time complexity of a single point of the polyhe-
dron.

T (Π) =
∑

i

|Pi| · T (Πi)
η(Pi)

(19)

3) Typical problem decomposition:
1) Consider the algorithm as a set of loops and find the

computationally complex loops
2) Analyze polyhedron geometry in the loop variable space
3) Discover dependences in-loop and between loops
4) Eliminate as many dependencies as possible
5) Quantify Π, ∂,P
6) Estimate speed based on η
7) Optimize: transform Π, ∂,P to increase speed

V. CONCLUSION

Single polyhedron optimization can not solve the huge
problem of parallelization, but based on our experiments it
seems to be a promising basis. Determining more data-flow
dependence operator primitives provides more handy tools to
tune architecture specific algorithms. Problems can be treated
more easily in their simplest forms, already optimized forms
are usually hard to handle. There are quite many heuristics for
hardware optimization, sometimes not even the manufacturer
knows them completely. We are seeing exponential growth
in core number (according to Moore’s Law), very soon only
η(M) > O(1) algorithms will be practical to implement for
huge sizes.

The given model is designed for many core programming
and the theoretical aspects were derived from practical experi-
ence on GPUs and FPGAs. The model can be easily extendable
to FPGAs, Cell BE and CPU clusters.
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Abstract—This paper considers the model task of finding
closed curves and surfaces in arbitrary dimension with the
well-known level set framework. The problem is to find an
optimal algorithmic representation of this task on different local-
parallel architectures or to be more abstract on different parallel-
cellular virtual machines. There are three main proposals of
this paper. First, transforming optimally the sequential version
of the algorithm or the task itself is not sufficient, the initial
conditions must also be transformed. Second, running the algo-
rithm considering the previous statement the required iteration
number is a constant depending on the chosen initial condition.
Third, a virtual machine which models GPUs is given. We have
made investigations on three different machines: CPU, CNN-
UM, and GPU. The theoretical results concordant with the
implementations showed that on a local-parallel architecture the
iteration number can be smaller than 4.

Keywords-level set, algorithm mapping, many core, parallel
architectures, GPU, CNN-UM, virtual machine

I. INTRODUCTION

In many applications of practical interest, we often wish to
find or trace closed curves or (hyper)surfaces around a region.
This task is well handled with the level set framework [1]. The
family of these methods are used in computational geometry,
fluid mechanics, computer vision and materials science [2]. In
this paper I worked with a subset of these tasks, where the
exact time evolution of the model is out of our interest but the
steady state solution of the given PDE should be approximated.
This subset has especially great importance in computer vision,
object detection and image processing.

This work was inspired by the technology response to
emerging physical constraints, the CNN paradigm, and a
sequential algorithmic representation of the above mentioned
subset task [3]. It is clear now that many core locality is not
an option but a must. However, with this technology shift a
lot of problems emerge as well. First, algorithmic complexity
for Turing machines, which described the behavior of µ-
recursive functions, fails. Second, how can a given problem
be adopted to a specific machine? Third, which machine shall
be chosen for a specific problem class to be optimal? Finally,
how can optimality be defined? The second question can be
answered partially by the following statement. Transforming
an optimised sequential algorithm to any other machine does
not lead to an efficient algorithm.

Another inspiration came from the above mentioned effi-
cient rule based fast level set algorithm. The invention in this
algorithm was the dimensional reduction of the computational
needs and of course the rule based computation. I have adopted
the rule based approach for two different machines. One is the
CNN-UM virtual machine [4] and the other is the GPU [5].

The paper is organised as follows. In the second section
after the precise subclass of the tasks was defined, a brief
summary from the used machines is given. The third section
explains the machine specific algorithms. The fourth section
summarises the results and then a conclusion follows.

A. Interesting observations and glimpse of the main results

If one investigates the CNN-UM transformation [4] and the
GPU based adoptation [5] some interesting observations can be
made. First, on CNN-UM time requirement for one step does
not depend on the front size, and the number of iterations for
reaching the stable state decreases asymptotically as the size
of the initial front (near the zero level set) increases. Second,
until we have not run out of the GPU memory (bandwidth and
size), the runtime was independent from the problem size and it
followed a linear characteristics. These transformed algorithms
are described in the III-B and III-C subsections respectively.

On locally connected many core architectures, the required
initial condition differs from the classical sequential one which
is optimized for reducing the dimensionality of the problem.
(2) The number of steps are controlled with the machine
specific initial condition. In this setup the maximum number
of steps can be smaller than four. (3) Until a task fits into the
memory (bandwidth and size) of the machine the computations
may be hidden with the memory transactions, then the growth
is linear with respect the problem size.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Formulation of the investigated subset problem

The original level set method was first described in 1987. It
has become an efficient tool so far giving a natural solution to
many problems. This is done by embedding the curve γ(s, t)
to be found in a higher dimensional function, and represent it
as the zero level set. The basic model for the level set evolution
is a simple one: ∂φ

∂t + �F · ∇φ = 0 Where F can be any arbitrary
function and the underlying curve is the zero level set of φ
that is going to be denoted as the level set function.



According to the considerations in [3] one might omit the
exact solution of the underlying PDE and use a rule based
approach. Let us assume that φ is defined over a domain D ∈
RK (K ≥ 2). One can define two sets namely Lin, Lout as
follows:

Lin = {x|φ(x) < 0 and ∃y ∈ N(x) that φ(y) > 0} (1)
Lout = {x|φ(x) > 0 and ∃y ∈ N(x) that φ(y) < 0} (2)

N(x) = {y ∈ D|
K∑

k=1

|yk − xk| = 1} ∀x ∈ D (3)

The level-set function itself is an approximated signed distance
function near the zero level set:

φ(x) =





−3, if x is inside γ ∧ x /∈ Lin inner points
−1, if x ∈ Lin

1, if x ∈ Lout

3, if x is outside γ ∧ x /∈ Lout outer points





(4)
Having these two sets, the motion of the zero level set can

be obtained by investigating only the sign of the force field.
In this way replacing elements from one set to the other the
desired motion is received.

B. Machines

1) CPU: Until the beginning of the past decade CPU was
the dominant way of computing. The reason was the classical
scaling down. Fortunately, the computational theoretical con-
structs, was laid down by Turing and Kleene introducing and
analizing the Turing-machine and the equivalent constructs.
Computational complexity classes such as P, NP are definite.

2) CNN-UM: The CNN like architectures are handled
with the Cellular Nonlinear Network-Universal Machine
(CNN-UM) or equivalently the Universal Machine on Flows
(UMF) [6] construct. This construct is Turing equivalent.
Unfortunately, computational complexity may depend heavily
on input flows. However, an input independent worst case can
be given. As an example let us consider a binary image where
connected black pixels are denoted as object. In this case
a recall operation depends heavily on object shape, shadow
depends on position.

3) GPU: In the case of GPU a good virtual machine
model capacle of describing algorithms is still has been looked
for. The physical model is symmetrical hierarchical processor
arrays with embedded hierarchical memory organization. The
OpenCL language is the only well-defined abstract model.
However, it is unsuitable for quantitative analysis.

Let us consider a tree graph with the following topology.
The root element has arbitrary but fixed number of children
going to be denoted as sharing nodes. The sharing nodes have
arbitrary but fixed number of children these will be referred
to as computing nodes. The edges are weighted. The weights
are the same between the root and the sharing points, so is
for the next level. The root and the sharing nodes contain
a tape which can be accessed with delay. The ammount of
the delay is the edge weight. The root tape is infinite, the

Figure 1. This graph abstracts the architecture of a GPU. It has one root
element, n piece of sharing nodes and n · m leaves. The leaves are going to
be referred to as computing nodes. Each computing node is a Turing machine
(loc M1 ... loc Mm) with finite length tape. Turing machines of a sharing
node shares their states among each other. They step at once if, and only
if they are in the same state. Only one machine is selected otherwise. The
sharing nodes contains finite tapes only the root element has an infinite tape.

tapes of the sharing nodes are bounded (arbitrary but fixed).
The computing nodes are modified Turing machines. The
properites are the followings: (1) Turing machines of a sharing
node share their states with infinite speed (2) have the same
partial function (3) each machine has its own tape (4) can
make state transition at the same time iff their state is the
same (5) can read and write the tapes in their sharing node
and also the root tape.

From pure comutational complexity point of view this is
equivalent with a Turing machine. The great difference as
mentioned in the I-A subsection is the exponentially increasing
amount of elements in a device.

III. COMPARING THE TASK RELATED ALGORITHMS

By investigating the sequential algorithm, four different
stages can be separated and a few notes can be made. The
four well-distinct operations are as follows: update Lout,
update Lin, clean Lout, clean Lin. First note, there are two
dependencies namely update Lout shall precede clean Lin and
similarly update Lin shall come before clean Lout. There are
no data dependencies among the elements of the active front
so a loop operation can be parallelized easily and effectively.

A. CPU

First I must empasize again that this subtask is an approx-
imation of the Level-Set PDE only the steady state solution
is desired. Motion of the implicitely represented curve can
be obtained by manipulating the two sets (Lin and Lout). At
every set element the sign of the force field (F ) is checked. If
the sign is bad then one of the following operators is applied
(for x ∈ Lin switch out and for x ∈ Lout switch in).

switch in(x): (1) delete x from Lout, (2) add x to Lin, (3) set
φ(x) ← −1, (4) compute F (x). Then ∀y ∈ N(x) if φ(y) = 3
add y to Lout, set φ(y) ← 1, compute F (y).

switch out(x): (1) delete x from Lin, (2) add x to Lout,
(3) set φ(x) ← 1, (4) compute F (x). Then ∀y ∈ N(x) if
φ(y) = −3 add y to Lin, set φ(y) ← −1, compute F (y)

• initialize arrays for φ, F ; bidirectionally linked lists for
Lin and Lout.

• Evolving cycles: for i = 1 : Na do
1) scan every point x ∈ Lout
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– if F (x) > 0 then switch in(x)
2) eliminate inner points from Lin

3) scan every point x ∈ Lin

– if F (x) < 0 then switch out(x)
4) eliminate outer points from Lout

5) check stopping condition
With this algorithmic representation the complexity of the

algorithm is O(l), where l = |Lout ∪ Lin|. For proof please
read [3]. It can be seen that for the majority of the cases
l ≈ nk−1, where n is the number of samples in one dimension
or the bounding box of the object, and dim(data) = k.

B. CNN-UM

The CNN-UM algorithm is based on the set theoretic
description of the level set function. That is why two additional
sets are introduced to cover all the values in φ:

Fin = {x ∈ D|φ(x) < 0 ∧ x /∈ Lin} (5)
Fout = {x ∈ D|φ(x) > 0 ∧ x /∈ Lout} (6)

The algorithm requires five binary images to start level set
evolution. Four of the five images are the initial state of φ
more precisely: Fin, Lin, Lout, Fout. The fifth image is the
generated force field. Here we are not dealing with how the
force field is generated.

1) calculate F
2) update Lout: This is one major part of the algorithm.

First Foutmask is computed which is the part to be
stepped outward. By means of Foutmask new Lout is
generated using dilation and logical operators. Then
Foutis updated.

3) clean Lin: Redundant points from Lin are eliminated
and Fin is updated.

4) update Lin: First Finmask is computed – the parts to be
stepped inward. Dilating Finmask and then using logical
operators and the next piece of Lin is obtained. Then
Fin is stepped according to Lin.

5) clean Lout: Redundant points of Lout are eliminated,
lastly Fout is refreshed.

6) stopping conditions: There are three stopping conditions.
If either is fulfilled, the algorithm stops. Otherwise,
the algorithm steps again to 1st step. The stopping
condition:

• F (x) ≤ 0 ∀x ∈ Lout and F (x) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Lin

• An oscillatory state is reached.
• The pre-specified number of iteration is reached.

C. GPU

The algorithm operates directly on the level set function.
It is divided into subregions among the sharing nodes. Each
subregion is distributed further to the computing nodes. This
subregions are stored in equally sized pieces. Exact sizes may
depend on the physical realization of the machine.

The first difference regarding the other two algorithms is as
follows: the two evolution operation (Update Lout and Update
Lin) is done simultaneously in one piece of area, then come

the two cleaning operations for the same area. The second
main difference is the distributed nature of the data along
the sharing node tapes and computing nodes. The algorithmic
steps in the computing node level are as follows:

1) initialize
2) visit area points and change the value of the level set

function according to the rules
3) visit area points and clean according the local rules
4) recalculate F
5) check stopping condition if not go to second step

The information is used that there are no dependencies be-
tween the two update operators and the two cleaning operators
as described in the beginning of this section.

IV. RESULTS

A. Investigation of the required number of iteration

First some basic quantity is defined then the required
iteration number is derived for a given initial condition con-
figuration.

Definition 1. Inner distance index (dx
i ) of a given pixel (x) is

a positive number denoting the distance of the closest positive
pixel according to the connectivity scheme.

Definition 2. Outer distance index (dx
o ) of a given pixel (x) is

a natural number denoting the distance of the closest negative
pixel according to the conectivity scheme.

Definition 3. General distance index (dx
g ) of a given pixel (x)

is a natural number denoting the distance of the closest pixel
of the opposite sign according to the connectivity scheme.

Definition 4. Distance index function, δ of a discretised region
D and a given configuration (φ) is as follows. δ : (x × φ) �→
dx

g , where x ∈ D and φ is the level set function.

Before we proceed let us take a note. There is a difference
between step and iteration. A step is a local event meaning
the level set function has moved in-, or outward. An iteration
is one repetition of the four stages of the meta algorithm.

Distance indices have the following meaning: they are
the minimum required iteration or equivalently the number
of steps for the level set function to change sign. (Again,
minimum means: in every iteration the zero level set moves
toward the investigated pixel.) It can be seen that only the
points inside (outside) the curve have inner (outer) arrival
index, but all pixel has general arrival index. It is true that
required # Update Lout ≤ max dx

oφ(x) > 0 and # Update Lin

≤ dx
i φ(x) < 0 to reach the given pixel. An illustration of the

two distance indices can be seen in Fig. 2.
The maximum of δ is the upper bound of steps that the

level set function must take. We must make an additional note.
A force field that does not make step in every iteration can
be constructed easily. However, such force field may not be
really useful in the field of image processing – not counting
the smoothness regularization term. In the case of a sequential
algorithm this can be approximated with Gaussian filtering [7]
applied on the reached steady state with a force missing the
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(a) inner distance index (b) outer distance index

Figure 2. In this figure the distance indices are illustrated. Distance index
is plotted for the central white pixel. The absolute black pixels on (a) are the
nearest pixels with opposite sign and so is for (b). It can be seen that the
value of the distance index is definite and clear. The grey pixels denote the
distance from the central white pixel.

curvature dependent part. An equivalent operation can be done
extremely fast on a local parallel architecture on the whole
image as a preprocessing step, or during the level set evolution.
With commonly used force field terms the required number of
iterations can be upper bounded by the max(δ) quantity.

B. Inital condition transformation

With the δ function the last sentence can be proven in the
abstract. The strategy is as follows. First, a short description
for the optimal initial condition on a sequential machine is
given. Second, initial conditions for local parallel machines
with as low max(δ) as possible are constructed.

As descibed in the last paragraph of III-A subsection from
the complexity point of view an optimal initial condition for a
sequential machine has a dimensional reduction effect. If the
algorithm visits a wide neighborhood of a surface in a volume
then the complexity is proportional with the size of the surface.
There are important questions to be answered: ’Is the steady
state of the active front inside this given wide band?’ and
’How shall be the width choosen to preserve the dimensional
reduction nature for tipical resolutions?’ lastly ’How shall be
the width choosen to incorporate the steady state?’

On a local parallel machine it is totally different. There are a
lot of processors working in parallel. This gives the possibility
to investigate a greater area of active front simultaneously.
So the initial condition may be changed. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3. A sequential machine optimized initial condition
has a small active front relative to the image. On a parallel
machine optimized one the whole area is an active front so the
computing width of the parallel machinecan be utilized. This
implies that arbitrary initial condition can be chosen. Then
why not choose initial conditions with minimal max(δ), which
is 1. In two additional iteration can be checked that the active
front is in an oscillatory cycle so the last statement of the
abstract holds.

We have seen that a parallel machine optimized initial
condition has lost the dimensional reduction nature of the
sequential one. If the problem size tends to infinity the
sequential initial condition outperforms the parallel one, but

(a) initial condition for sequential ma-
chine

(b) initial condition for parallel ma-
chine

Figure 3. Initial conditions (a) optimized for sequential machine and (b) for
parallel machine. In the first case the size of the active front is relative small
compared to the whole image. On the parallel one the whole image is an
active front so the computing width of the parallel machine can be utilized.
The reason is the difference in the max(δ) value. On (a) it is proportional
with the size of the width of the picture, but on (b) it is one. This makes the
difference in the required number of iterations.

this is only true if the number of parallel processors stay
constant which is obviously not true. The number of processors
increases exponentially in the field of digital CMOS designs.
To use hundreds or thousands of locally connected processors
the sequential algorithms have to be corrupted in a special way
to fit into this new paradigm.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented algorithmic representations of the
well-known level set algorithm on different parallel-cellular
virtual machines. It is shown that transforming the sequential
version of the fast level set algorithm or the task itself is
not enough, the initial conditions must also be transformed.
Moreover running the algorithm considering the previous
statement the required iteration time is a constant depending
on the chosen initial condition. We have made investigations
on three different machines: CPU, CNN-UM, and GPU. Also a
virtual machine which models GPUs is given. The theoretical
results concordant with the implementations showed that on a
local-parallel architecture this constant can be smaller than 4.
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Abstract—Object detection and recognition is one of the most 

difficult and unsolved problems in computer science. This report 
shows my object detection and recognition algorithms which are 
able to recognize pedestrians in an optimal environment. The 
pedestrian recognition is one of the most important tasks of 
image processing. Robust algorithms are not yet completed. My 
work is a step towards a working algorithm. 

Index Terms—monocular camera system, image processing, 
object detection, recognition 

I. INTRODUCTION
Object  detection  is  one  of  the  most  difficult  image 

processing problems and it is a key initial step of all security-
surveillance  and  other  monitoring  algorithms.  Many 
algorithms exist, which try to solve segments of the problem, 
but  their  efficiency  is  not  good  enough,  and  they  had many 
constraints [6]-[14]. 
One  of  the most  difficult  question  is  how we  can develop 

robust,  environment  independent  algorithms.  Many 
monitoring  systems  work  on  stationary  platform,  where  the 
segmentation  is  a  simple  foreground-background  separation, 
which is illumination and background model dependent. 
Moving  platform  video  analytics  is  a  more  difficult 

problem. We cannot make it  reliable  just  in  time background 
model.  These  models  need  a  large  computation  capacity 
(segmentation, correspondence and decision). 
The active sensor technologies,  like LIDAR are expensive, 

while cameras are cheap. Many monitoring applications must 
to told: what  the object is. A video system can give more than 
binary information about objects. 
Increased  numbers  of  active  devices  cause  noise  level 

growing,  thanks  to  the  interference  between  devices.  The 
active  systems  need  better  filter  algorithms  and  other 
algorithm development to avoid noise and false alarm. 
Using passive devices,  like cameras, can be a confirmation 

of the active devices. 
In  this  semester  I  worked  on  a  real  time  monocular 

pedestrian  detection  system, which  can  be  implementable  on 

shared architecture too, and I start to look around, the possible 
cooperation strategy with other sensor systems. 

II. BASICS 

A. General object detection method on moving platform 
Segmentation  is  the  key  initial  step  of  all  object  detection 

algorithms.  On  stereo  camera  system  can  be  used  various 
corresponding  techniques,  but  it  needs  large  computation 
capacity,  and  more  place  to  use  it,  but  we  can  extract  3D 
information about objects. 
The  monocular  stationary  camera  platforms  have  got  an 

extensive  literature. Using monocular systems  is a constraint, 
because  we  cannot  extract  exact  3D  information  without 
motion  and  other  additional  information.  This  is  a  simple 
prediction about the space with more preliminary information 
needed for prediction e.g.: what    the background is, what  the 
possible objects are, or what we want to detect. 
The basic foreground-background separation based systems 

are using a  reference  image, when no moving objects are on 
scene.  It  needs  a  stable  camera,  with  constant  illumination 
conditions and a good background model. The algorithms are 
usually  a  simple  frame  differencing  between  captured  and  a 
background  image.  Where  the  algorithm  finds  difference 
between  images,  there  is  a  possible  object. These  algorithms 
are  illumination  dependent,  and  there  have  many  adaptation 
problems. It can be neutralized with special methods, like that 
systems,  which  working  with  local  pixelrelation  [1].  The 
problem with  this  and  other  systems  is,  how we  can  built  a 
stable  background  model  fast  enough  ,  because  the  optical 
flow  can  be  spoil  on  moving  platform.  Unfortunately,  this 
model is not applicable for moving platform detection. 
Other way, when we  use  segmentation  techniques on  split 

images.  Many  segmentation  techniques  exist  with  different 
strengths.  When  the  segmentation  method  cuts  an  object  in 
half    it  causes  problems,  because  we  cannot  correspond  the 
parts automatically. 
After  segmentation  and  using  any  corresponding 

techniques, we  can  start  the  recognition  process.  It  can  be  a 
dummy process, when we known  the geometry of an objects 

Object and pedestrian detection with monocular 
camera system 

Tamás Fülöp 
(Supervisor: Dr. Ákos Zarándy) 

fulop.tamas@itk.ppke.hu 
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and simple superpose it. 
As we  shown, we need  a  suitable procedure  for detection, 

but the monocular system cannot generate clear a result, so the 
result will be depending on many knowledge about the scene 
and  any  background  information.  I  would  like  to  show  that 
how my algorithm works, how can I extract information from 
an image. 

1) Capturing 
This  step  is  one  of  the  most  important.  The  image  with 

some  compression  methods  (like  JPEG)  can  leave 
compression artifacts, that can raise errors on following steps, 
like the segmentation boundary.  
Very  important  thing  is  the  color  fidelity  of  an  image. 

Sometimes it is enough to use black and white pictures, but as 
it has been observed,  the color  information can be useful  for 
preliminary decision. HSV color scheme was used in this case, 
because  the  V  channel  carried  the  light  value,  like  a  B&W 
image. 

2) Segmentation 
Segmentation  is  an  initial  step  of  working  on  an  image. 

Detecting  objects  is  a  hard  and  not  a  solved  problem  in 
monocular stationary camera system too. 

Typical segmentation problems: 
 Light and shadow, 
 Contrast, 
 Color difference, 
 Texture difference, 
 Twinkle, 
 Noise. 

I  found  many  segmentation  methods,  with  different 
efficiency  (clustering  type,  histogram-based,  edge  detection 
based,  region  growing,  level  set,  graph  partitioning method). 
Some of them are enough fast, but more of them are too slow 
to use for real time segmentation. The common problem with 
all  of  them:  they  are  not  are  able  to  make  adaptive 
segmentation,  which  is  quite  important  for  a  noisy  and 
dynamically changing environment. Most of the methods have 
found  edges.  There  were  strongly  depending  on  light 
conditions. We must  to  see  that,  this  is  the  trade of,  or  need 
automatic parameter changing if possible. 

3) Hypothesis generation 
The  segmentation  has  got  an  error.  When  we  start  the 

hypothesis  generation  on  over  segmented  picture,  that  can 
decrease the number of problems. After it, we can correspond 
the  small  items  that  can  be  dependent  on  the  edge,  color, 
texture  and  from  other  properties.  The  algorithm  can  get 
additional  correspondence  to  make  a  better  result,  when  the 
method  makes  correspondence  between  frames  in  a  movie. 
This  is  tracking,  when  the  algorithm  tries  to  find  the 

segmented parts which move together. 

4) Detection 
Algorithm needs  a decision, how  to associate  the different 

segments.  The  method  is  not  trivial,  it  depends  on  many 
things,  such  as  size,  texture,  color,  brightness,  but  more 
sophisticated algorithm can correspond to the parts with their 
edges. The orders should present a serious problem, however: 
the correspondence is not safe. 

5) Recognition 
After detecting structures, we want  to know what  ther are. 

Recognition  is  important  when  we  want  to  make  a  reaction 
when something happens, because some object must generate 
alarm,  some  of  them  should  not.  Recognition  is  not  trivial, 
because  it  depends on  the quality of  the detection  steps. The 
clearer the detection, the more precise the recognition is. 
The  recognition  is  usually  a  slow process. Algorithms can 

be  faster  with  a  Region Of  Interest  (ROI)  selection method, 
when some properties signalizing the algorithm. 

B. Present techniques to recognizing pedestrians 
The  pedestrian  detection  is  an  important  task  in  most 

security systems, especially in driving aid systems. A number 
of related surveys exist with different focus, how to recognize 
pedestrian: MIT, Daimler AG with  Iteris  (USA), Volvo with 
Mobileye (Netherland), many universities, etc.  
Some  algorithms  are  working  with  stereo  camera  system, 

and  others  working  as  a  monocular  camera  system.  The 
presently  working  algorithms  are  not  efficient  enough  ,  the 
true  positive  result  is  between  60%  and  90%. More  reliable 
and widely used the infrared camera systems, which working 
well only in night. 
These  algorithms  use  a  different  strategy  for  recognizing  a 

pedestrian.  Some  algorithms  use  special  phenomena  like 
motion  patterns  of  walking.  Other  methods  are  based  on  a 
good  image  segmentation  and  use  generative  models 
(appearance of pedestrian class in terms of its class conditional 
density  function)  or  discriminative  models  (Bayesian 
maximum-a-posteriori  decision  by  learning  parameters  of  a 
discriminator  function  between  the  pedestrian  and  non-
pedestrian  classes)  for  recognizing.  [6]-[14]  The  generative 
models  are  faster,  but  they  have  got  several  application 
constraints. 

III. WAY TORECOGNIZE A PEDESTRIAN 
The  difficulty  of  pedestrian  detection  is  the  environment 

itself.  We  mustu  recognize  the  objects  and  select  a  part  of 
them.  Altough  everybody  thinks  that,  a  pedestrian  is  a  well 
defined object in space, but the truth is , a walking person has 
got a number of properties (size, color (skin, dress, depending 
from  light  conditions),  position).  Some  elements  are 
predictable  (domain  and  ratio  of  size,  domain  of  color),  but 
many different object can be “pedestrian like”. 
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A. Capture 
RGB color scheme is a usual way for capturing picture, but 

many ROI  operations  are working  better  and  easier  in HSV, 
where the color information is represented in a ring. The RGB 
to  HSV  transformation  is  trivial.  My  algorithm  is  working 
with HSV. 
Firstly  I made  some  recordings  by  car.  I  captured  a  color 

movie  with  a  Philips  Web  Camera  and  a  b&w  movie  with 
Eye-RIS  system.  Unfortunately,  both  movies  had  a  great 
quantity  of  noise.  Color  movie  had  got  huge  number  of 
artifact,  while  the  captured  b&w  movie  had  got  brightness 
problem,  because Eye-RIS  camera  system  can’t  change  their 
integration time automatically. 
I  started  my  work  with  color  movies.  Firstly,  the  Hue 

channel can be used for fast ROI selection. Some article show, 
the Hue of skins is the same: race and brightness independent 
[4][5].  I  found  that,  the  hair  color  behave  similarly. When  I 
mapped  the  possibilities  and  much  bottleneck  of  my  own 
movies  I  have  started  to  find  other  solutions.  Daimler  AG 
published  their  pedestrian  corpus  for  free  academic  use  in 
2009.  [3]  It  contains  large  resolution  (~20000  frames) 
uncompressed  b&w  movie  with  typical  situation,  so  I  have 
started  to  use  it  for  my  work.

B. Segmentation 
I tried many segmentation methods. I tried to find the fastest 

and  the  best.  The  speed  is  an  important  aspect  in my work, 
because I need real time recognition. I tried a different way of 
segmentation algorithms, but finally I used a fast, graph based 
algorithm  [2],  which  can  be  implementable  on  many  core 
processor chips and FPGA too. This algorithm is fast enough, 
and well-parameterized. Fig 1. show a segmented image with 
this algorithm, where the car goes ahead on a road. 
I  found  a  good  parameter  set-up  for  the  algorithm, which 

can detect  the most objects, but always has got problem with 
small parts. Other way, more sensitive setup causes too much 
small parts, because the basics of the algorithm cannot handle 
well  the  gap of  edge. So  I used a  less  sensitive  setup with  a 
correction.  Before  using  segmentation  method  the  algorithm 
made a canny filter based edge detection for smaller parts. My 
method sign the edges as different color points as different, as 
Fig 2  shows. After  it, graph based method can select  the not 
detected regions. 
I  used MATLAB  for  testing,  and  I  get  an over-segmented 

picture. 

Fig. 1.  Result of graph based segmentation technique. 

Fig. 2. Canny-edge detection can recognize most of real edges. Combine with
graph based segmentation is makes better result. The black lines the result of
edge detection 

Fig. 3. The result of segmentation process. The pedestrian is on road. 

Fig.  4.  The  recognize  is  now  success,  but  the  algorithm  get  false  positive 
result.
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C. Corresponding 
My  algorithm  using  a  simple  corresponding  technique.  I 

examined how a pedestrian built up, what is the typical ratio. 
If  the algorithm found possible correspondable points,  it will 
be signed it for themselves for detection phase. Corresponding 
is now the bottleneck of my algorithm, because it need to built 
a  neighborhoods  to  know  their  environment  and  possible 
correspondence. 

D. Detection 
My detection is blurred sometimes with the correspondence. 

Detection firstly makes a ROI selection under Corresponding 
too. When  correspondence  find  a  too big  structure  (like  sky, 
big house, road) it signed as a typical background objects. 

E. Recognition 
One  of  the  most  important  thing,  how  can  the  algorithm 

make  fast  decision. The  generative  pedestrian model  has  got 
many  well  recognizable  sign,  as  their  shape.  I  can  easily 
extract informations from unique or corresponded space as X-
Y  size,  edges,  orientation.  The  ratio  of  a  human  is  near  2:1. 
This  ratio  is  depending  on  from  the  position  of walking  and 
the physique of human. The human leg position determine the 
orientation 

IV. RESULTS
The segmentation is working, but the false alarm rate is too 

high  at  present.  This  is  the  reason  why  my  corresponding 
technique  is not efficient enough for  the different parts. Now 
the algorithm needs either a better segmentation set-up for less 
segments, either a better (and faster) segmentation technique. 
The  generative  recognition  works  well  on  properly 

segmented images, which shows that the most critical point is 
the segmentation-correspondence. I made some modifications 
on the algorithm, because the segmentation result depends on 
the distance of objects, but it is not enough. A human being is 
segmented  as  arms,  body,  legs,  head.  I  can  detect  the 
properties of these parts of body, and I can signal well. 
My working  generative model  based  result  corresponds  to 

the newly developed results of the company Mobileye, which 
Volvo  builts  in  their  cars.  The  company  founders  used  a 
generative  style model  for  decision making.  [6]  This  system 
seems  to  be working poperly  and now everybody  can buy  it 
alone or with  a car  in a Volvo.  I have  spoken with  the main 
engineer  of Volvo Hungária Ltd. who  informed me  that  this 
system  does  not  work    all  time,  because  it  has  got  a  very 
narrow    range of operation.  It  is  calibrated  for only  the most 
critical situations. 

V. CONCLUSION
Passive systems are capable of being used for detection and 

recognition,  and  my  own  algorithm  shows  a  good  solution. 
The Volvo is a market leader car manufacturing company with 

their  safety  systems.  Their  roadmap  shows  that  their 
pedestrian safety project runs till 2015 indicating that, this is a 
really significant problem, without any trivial solutions.[15] 

VI. FUTURE WORK

The algorithm needs to be repaired. An Other way would be 
the passive sensor as I have shown, but it cannnot detect any 
information about space, so it need to be examined how some 
cooperation  strategy  cen  be  built  between  active  or  other 
passive sensors and camera systems. This  is also not a  trivial 
question  because  it  needs  some  research  about  possible 
cooperation strategy, hierarchy. 
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Abstract— One of the missing critical on-board safety 
equipment of the Unmanned Arial Vehicles (UAVs) is the 
collision avoidance system. In 2010 we launched a project to 
research and develop an SAA system for UAS. As the system will 
be on-board in a small aircraft we have to minimize the weight, 
the volume, and the power consumption. The acceptable power 
consumption is 1-2W and the mass of the control system is 
maximum 300-500g. Here we present the concept of a visual 
input based See and Avoid (SAA) system. This paper introduces 
the long range visual detection algorithm. 

Index Terms — UAV, See and Avoid, long range visual 
detection. 

I. INTODUCTION 
The  usage  of  the  Unmanned  Aerial  Vehicle  (UAV)  are 

increased  in  many  fields  of  the  life  (surveillance  tasks,  fire-
fighting,  meteorological  observation,  remote  monitoring,  and 
telecommunications etc.). However, most of these systems are 
controlled by humans remotely. One of the key issues that must 
be resolved to build autonomous UAV is to be able to perform 
See  and  Avoid  (SAA)  functions  at  an  “equivalent  level  of 
safety”  (ELOS)  to  manned  aircraft  while  not  negatively 
impacting the existing infrastructure and manned Traffic Alert 
and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) [1], [2]. By realizing 
that, in 2010 we launched a project to research and develop an 
SAA  system  for  UAS.  As  the  system  will  be  on-board  in  a 
small aircraft we have to minimize the weight, the volume, and 
the power consumption. The acceptable power consumption is 
1-2W  and  the  mass  of  the  control  system  is  maximum  300-
500g. A purely camera based SAA system would provide cost 
and weight advantages against  radar based  solutions currently 
under  research  [3],  [4].  There  is  not  known  purely  camera 
based  SAA  system  yet,  the  commercial  UAVs  have  mostly 
radar based systems. 

We  have  reported  a  hardware-in-the-loop  simulator 
environment  in  [5],  where  airplanes  were  flying  in  virtual 
space, but followed real dynamic models in their manoeuvres. 
This  simulation  showed  the  feasibility  of  the  system  under 
ideal or quasi-ideal circumstances.  

In  this  paper,  new  detection  algorithm  is  introduced. We 
captured  real  image  sequences  with  distant  airplanes,  and 
modified our algorithm to be able to detect airplanes even with 
3.5 pixels diameter only, which enable to detect a Cessna from 
3.7 km with a HD camera having 50.4° field of view. 

II. SENSE AND AVOID SYSTEM
The aim of our work is to build an autonomous UAS with 

visual  detection  based  SAA  capability.  The  diagram  of  the 
closed-loop flight control system is shown on Fig. 1.  

Fig. 1. Diagram of the control system 

The  inputs  of  the  system  are  coming  from Cameras  and 
from  INS/GPS  (Inertial Navigation System/Global Positioning 
System). Input images are acquired and transformed to the right 
format  by  Image Acquisition.  The  high  frequency  noise  and 
redundant colour information are filtered out by Preprocessing.
The  task  of  the Detection  is  to  determine  the  angle  of  attack 
and orientation data of the approaching object.  

The relative position of  the  target, p��t�,  can be expressed 
in the camera frame as follows: 

p��t� � �p����t�	p����t�	p����t���	 ���	
Assuming pinhole camera model  the  location of  the  target 

on the image plane can be computed as follows: 

	 z��t� � �
������� �

p����t�
p����t�� � �p����t�p����t��		 ���	

where f is the focal length of the camera. The details can be 
seen in Fig. 2.  

Fig. 2. Projection from camera frame coordinates to image plane 
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By  locating  and  tracking  the  intruder  on  the  image  plane  
the  image  processing  unit  can  determine  the  
direction  vector ���� � ���� ‖����‖	⁄ and  the  subtended  angle 
���� � � ����� � �

�‖����‖�	 under  which  the  target  is  seen.  (The 
constant �  in  the  formula  is  the  unknown  wingspan  of  the 
target which is estimated). 

The  calculated  data  from Detection  and  the  own  position 
and  inertial  data  measured  by  onboard  INS/GPS  module  are 
combined by Data Association & Tracking. According  to  the 
combined data the relative motion of the approaching object is 
estimated with specific Kalman filtering methods [6]. An alert 
signal is released by Collision Risk Estimation & Decision if a 
risky  situation  is  identified.  In  a  risky  situation  a  modified 
trajectory is generated by Trajectory generation. The avoiding 
manoeuvre is controlled by Flight Control.

III. LONG RANGE DETECTION [7]
In  [5]  the  tests  of  the  image  processing  algorithm  in 

simulations are presented. It was shown that with this algorithm 
in the described environment (for detect one intruder aircraft in 
daylight with clear or cloudy sky when  the contrast of  clouds 
are  small  or medium).  In  this  section  the  improved  algorithm 
and tests on real videos in long-range situations are presented. 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the image processing algorithm 

On Fig. 3. the flowchart of the image processing algorithm 
is  shown.  The  input  images  of  the  algorithm  are  at  least  2 
megapixel. 

A. Preprocessing 
As  shown  in  Fig.  3.  the  first  step  is  a Gaussian  low  pass 

filter  to  filter  out  high  frequency  noise.  2D  Gaussian  filter 
preserves edges which  is  important  in  this  application.  In  this 
case  a  3x3  Gaussian  filter  is  sufficient.  The  coefficients  are 
calculated according to (3). 
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where ��  and ��  are  the  coordinates  and �  is  the  standard 
deviation. The next  step  is a space variant adaptive  threshold 
[8]  to  filter  out  the  slow  transitions  in  an  image  (Fig.  4.  b). 
This  adaptive  threshold  is  either  executed  on  the  entire  raw 
image or on a smaller sub-image of  it, depending on whether 
we  have  good  position  estimate  or  not.  To  reduce  the  input 
image  size  and  speed  up  the  computation,  a  window 
containing  the  intruder  airplane  according  to  the  previous 
results  is  cut.  The  adaptive  threshold  results  a  binary  image 
containing  some of  the  points  of  the  aircraft  (Fig. 4.  b),  plus 
other points coming from clouds, ground objects, or noise. 

Fig. 4. The steps of  the segmentation (ROI size = 24), (a)  the central part of 
the  original  1440x1080  pixels  image  with  the  enlarged  area  contains  the 
aircraft,  b)  result  of  the  adaptive  threshold  c)  the  enlarged  area  contains  the 
aircraft  on  the  adaptive  threshold  image  (binary  ROI)  (d)  coloured  ROI  (e) 
darker pixels  (f) brighter pixels  (g) OR operation and closing  (h)  segmented 
aircraft 

B. Segmentation 
On  the  adaptive  threshold  image  the  centroid  [8] 

coordinates  of  the  objects  are  calculated.  The  calculated 
centroid  coordinates  are  the  centre  points  of  the  Region  of 
Interest  (ROI) windows. There  are  two  types of ROIs  one on 
the adaptive threshold image (binary ROI (Fig. 4.c)) and one on 
filtered input  image (coloured ROI (Fig. 4.d)). The size of  the 
ROI is determined by the previously calculated wingspan size 
plus 20 pixels in each direction. The next steps of the algorithm 
are calculated only on ROI images to speed up the calculation 
and lower the power consumption.  

The  approaching  aircraft  is  composed  by  darker  and 
brighter  pixels  than  the  background.  Therefore,  two  adaptive 
thresholds are used to get the pixels of the aircraft (Fig. 4.e, f). 
After  the  combination  of  the  two  results  with  the  binary OR 
operation,  a  binary  closing  [8]  is  run  to  connect  the  found 
pixels  (Fig.  4.  g).  After  the  closing  a  binary  reconstruction 
operation is applied based on the binary ROI image to filter out 
noise remaining after the adaptive thresholds. The shape of the 
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detected  aircraft  is  given  by  the  result  of  the  reconstruction 
(Fig. 4. h).  

C. Tracking
Our camera is attached to the nose of the Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle  (UAV).  If  our plane  is  carrying out  some manoeuvre 
the calculated position values have to be corrected to eliminate 
the effect of our ego motion. Euler angles [9] are provided by 
the INS/GPS module can be used to calculate these corrections, 
but  these Euler angles are many  times  imprecise and  in some 
cases  they  are  not  provided  at  all.  The  position  and  the 
orientation  of  the  horizon  is  used  by  Horizon  feature  point 
analysis to correct the calculated position coordinates. 

After  this  step  the  positions  according  to  each  ROI  are 
collected  and  are  given  to  Tracking.  Multi  Target  Tracking 
Library from Eutecus Inc. is used [10]. The algorithm consists 
of four main steps (Fig. 5.): 1) Estimation: Using the track data 
gathered previously, the set of measurements are estimated, 2) 
Distance  calculation:  the  distances  in  the  proper  metrics 
between  the  estimation  and  the  input  measurements  are 
calculated,  3) Data  association/  gating:  the measurements  and 
estimations are assigned  to each other with a given  threshold, 
4)  Correction/  track management:  the  estimated  variables  are 
corrected  based  on  the  measurement  assigned  to  them,  non-
assigned tracks become subject  to deletion and new tracks are 
initialize using non-assigned measurements. 

Distance calculation

Measurements

Gating

State Estimation

Data Association

Target positions 
and attributes

Fig. 5. Diagram of the tracking algorithm 

For  the  estimation  the  library  provides  first,  second  and 
third  order  steady  state  Kalman  filtering  methods.  We  used 
second order 4D Kalman filtering method with optimal Kalman 
filter parameter and transient handling. The state variables was 
the  two  coordinates  of  the  centroid  of  the  object  and  the  two 
size  of  the  bounding  box  of  the  object  with  a  given  weight. 
Based  on  the  found  tracks,  the  position  coordinates  and  the 
subtended angles are calculated. 

D. Detection performance 
We  demonstrate  the  detection  performance  through  an 

example,  by  detecting  a  remote  Cessna.  The  camera  was  on 
ground and was  fixed. We had estimated  the  relative position 
of  the  Cessna  based  on  the  landmarks.  According  to  this 
estimation  the Cessna was 3.7 km to  the camera.  In  the video 
this  aircraft  was  only  3.5  pixels  and  the  size  of  the  aircraft 
coincide with our range estimation (5). 

Fig. 6.  In  the  image we marked  the position of  the camera with a  red x,  the 
route of the recorded aircraft with a red line, and the distance with blue. 

The  resolution of  the camera was 1440 x 1080 pixels,  the 
size of  the sensor was 4.8mm (1/3  inch),  the  focal  length was 
5.1 mm and the field of view was 50.4°. 
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The length of  the aircraft was about 8m and  the wingspan 

was  11m.  From  the  size  data,  the  field  of  view  and  the 
resolution we can get the estimated distance. 
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In Fig. 7. the central part of one video frame is shown and 
the detected aircraft is enlarged. We tracked 16 tracks with gate 
of 30 pixels, so the maximum distance of the estimated and the 
measured point in Euclidian norm was 30 pixels. The average 
velocity  of  the  detected  aircraft  is  60m/s,  from  3.7km  it  is 
around  27  px/s,  so  it  is  1  px/frame  and we  could  have  some 
estimation error too. 

The  fade  in  time  was  8  frames  so  for  a  given  track  in  8 
consecutive  frames  the  tracker  has  to  assign  a  corrected 
estimation value to say it is a valid track. The fade out time was 
20  frames,  because  of  the  noisy  measurements,  so  if  in  20 
consecutive frames there isn’t any estimation which is assigned 
to a given track, the track is deleted. 

Fig.  7.  Central  part  of  processed  video  frame with  track  of  intruder  (dotted 
green line) and the enlarged pixels of the intruder 



IV. CONCLUSIONS
The  concept  of  a  Sense  and  Avoid  system  has  been 

introduced.  In  particular,  the  image  processing  algorithm  for 
the  long  range  detection  of  distant  aircrafts was  shown.  The 
system is capable to identify a Cessna from 3.7 km size using  
a HD camera with 50.4° field of view. Small objects with size 
of 3.5 pixels were detected and tracked.  
To  be  able  to  implement  the  system  on  a  flyable  compact 

low-power  unit,  we  need  to  find  a  many-core  architecture, 
which can efficiently execute the required computations. 
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Abstract—We present a biology motivated, hexagonal, 
memristive grid model for early visual processing in this paper. 
The structure of the network is based on the organization and 
functions of the outer plexiform layer in the vertebrate retina. 
We use the novel device, the memristor, to achieve a nonlinear, 
locally adaptive grid, which dynamics is very similar to a 
biological synapse. We demonstrate that such a grid is capable to 
detect efficiently the edges in a grayscale image against the 
different environmental factors, such as different lighting 
conditions, disturbing noises or incidental device faults.  

Keywords-Retina, Memristor, Hexagonal Grid, Image 
Smoothing, Edge Detection 

I. INTRODUCTION

The perfection and efficiency of nature has inspired many 
researchers and engineers [1], [2] to gaving birth to the 
biomimetics. One of the first, who identified opportunities of 
building biologically similar electronic circuits, was Carver 
Mead in the late 1980’s [3]. He coined this design paradigm as 
"Neuromorphic Engineering". He created the first neurally 
inspired chips, including the silicon retina [4]. The vertebrate 
retina is one of the most developed sensory organ. This is a 
complex neuronal network, which pre-process and compresses 
the gained information. The inspiration of the retina allows us 
to do higher order functions as early vision processes [5]. The 
newest researches have some evidence that the retina has at 
least ten parallel, specific signals, which ones come from the 
same visual input [6]. In this paper we introduce a new 
retinomorphic image processing approach inspired by nature. 
Our model is based on the outer plexiform layer of the 
vertebrate retina and mimics its functioning. There are already 
different models of this problem [4] and exist such solutions 
[7], but we use completely new memristive grids. This device 
is highly scalable and it has dynamics behaviour. That enable 
us a practical realization of highly interconnected, parallel 
architectures just like in the biological systems. 

II. BIOLOGICAL NETWORK

The retina is a very complex system, which is build up from 
many neurons [8]. Neurobiologists have identified five major 
classes of neurons divided into about 60 anatomically different 
types of cells in the mammalian retina [9], distributed across 7 
different layers. However, we consider only the outer plexiform 
layer to have a brief review of this structure, eminently to the 
connections and signal transmission between the cells. 

A. The Outer Plexiform Layer 
The horizontal cells play an important role in the synaptic 

interactions at this layer. These cells are interconnected with 
electrical interconnections (gap junctions) and they form a 
lateral network. Additionally, they are not only receiving 
information from the photoreceptors, but have a feedback 
mechanism too [10]. This feedback signal pools the 
information from the horizontal cell network over a wide 
spatial area of the OPL. The photoreceptor's response is 
proportional to the ratio between its photo input and the local 
average of the surround region of retina. The current flow 
between the horizontal cells diminishes the gradient between 
the adjacent photo inputs. This means that the OPL does a 
Gaussian filtering, namely they smooth the input image. 
According to that, the OPL is the first level of processing the 
visual information.  

(a) Synaptic-triad of OPL (b) Node from the grid 
Figure 1.  (a) A synaptic-triad from the OPL, form by cone pedicle, ON and 
OFF bipolar cell dendrites and horizontal cell dendrites or axons. There is also 
some neuro biological elements associated with these triads too. The right side 
figure (b) shows a node from our grid, which we modeled based on the 
synaptic-triad. The voltage source represents the output signals of 
photoreceptors. Every node form a synaptic-triad, and they are interconnected 
with memristive fuses, which imitate the dendrites or axons of horizontal 
cells. The memristor represents the dendrites of bipolar cells, which are the 
output of the OPL.

We scrutinize the architecture of the synaptic 
interconnections in the OPL, to create our model of this layer. 
The interconnections occur in the lower part of the cone, in the 
cone pedicle, and they called synaptic-triads. The central 
element of a triad is an invaginating midget bipolar dendrite 
(from ON bipolar cell), the lateral elements are invaginating 
horizontal cell dendrites or axons. There are flat midget bipolar 
dendrites (from OFF bipolar cell), that make basal junctions at 
the bottom of the pedicle [11], shows in Figure 1. (a). There is 
also some biological element associated with the triads, 
synaptic ribbon, synaptic vesicles and membrane thickening 
[12].
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III. RETINOMORPHIC MEMRISTIVE GRIDS

The vertebrate retina uses a massive parallel network of 
neurons to pre-process the visual input and retrieve the 
contours of the objects. This biological process already 
inspired many linear or nonlinear grids [1], [4]. Efficiently 
capturing of the edges of an image requires some smoothing 
on the picture, for eliminating noise and irregularities [13] and 
there is a so called CMOS Resistive Fuse [14], which is 
capable for such a task. We use a very similar approach, but 
with a very significant difference. In place of resistors, we use 
a novel device, the memristors for our networks, because their 
more beneficial attributes as high scalability and dynamics 
behaviour. Their characteristic is suitable for mimicking the 
dynamics of a biological synapse.  

A. Memristive Components 
Leon Chua was the first person, who predicted the 

existence of the ’Memristor’ in his 1971 paper [15]. The 
device was first fabricated by HP Labs in 2008 [16]. The 
memristor is a kind of resistor with state-dependent dynamic 
response. The memristance is not an unknown phenomenon in 
the nature. There is possible with memristive devices to 
emulate the function of biological synapses due to the similar 
dynamics [17]. The memristor is a good, non-linear, dynamic 
device to build a grid, which can similarly work as the OPL in 
vertebrate retina, but it has a disadvantage. The memristance 
depend not only the quantity of passing charge, but its 
direction as well, so the memristor has polarities. In order to 
avoid the biasing polarity dependency we use memristor fuses 
[18]. These devices consist of two identical memristores 
connected in series with reverse polarity. The memristance of 
the memristive fuse will be independent of the biasing voltage 
polarity due to the symmetry of the series connection. 

B. Correlation with Biology 
The visual image is captured by the photoreceptor cells in 

biological retina. In our model we do not want emulate the 
exact receptors, but only the effect in translating light stimuli 
into current bias. This model works only in grayscale range for 
simplicity, so we represent these cells signalling with 
equivalent voltage sources. This approximation enables us to 
feed with the correct signals our memristive grid, which 
emulates the OPL. Every voltage source connects to a discrete 
node in our network Figure 1. (b). These nodes represent the 
triad synapses in the OPL. The voltage sources are the 
photoreceptor outputs, the memristive grid represents the 
horizontal cell dendrites and axons, the horizontal cell 
network. The memristores characterise the output of the OPL, 
the dendrites of the ON and OFF bipolar cells. Now we 
disregard from the two separate, ON and OFF pathways to 
simplify the vertical structure that emulates the OPL. 
If we examine the vision system of the more developed 
species we find that the photoreceptor cells and the related 
layers underneath follow some sort of hexagonal adjustment 
[19]. The two tasks, namely gathering efficiently information 
about the visual word and partition the plane into regions of 
equal area the best way [20], are very similar: need a set of 
identical building blocks (sensors) arranged in a regular, 

hexagonal grid structure on a planar surface. In our grid every 
node makes contacts with the six neighbouring nodes, so they 
form a hexagonal network similarly to the biological system 
Figure 2.  

Figure 2. This is a schematic illustration of the hexagonal, memristive mimics 
the OPL of the retina. 

Our solution is similar as in [4], with a significant different: 
we use dynamics memristive fuses between the nodes in our 
grid. This hexagonal memristive grid replicates the horizontal 
cell network, which do the Gaussian filtering in the input 
image. The detailed function of the grid will describe in the 
following chapter. This pre-processed information flows 
through the bipolar cells from the OPL to the IPL. This data is 
required to locate the edges of the images and more complex 
attributes such as motion detection and the determination of 
movement speed and orientation. 

C. Biasing the network 
Photoreceptor cells generate action potentials with higher 

or lower frequency compared with their basic spiking. We use 
spike voltage sources to embody the functioning of those cells 
in our circuit. The spiking frequency and the amplitude of a 
spike was modulated arbitrarily in every single voltage source. 
We upload the perspective pixel wise, as a digital image, to the 
grid. Every pixel of the input image is represented with a spike 
voltage source generator. The frequency of the spikes 
determines the intensity of the pixels, so the image is 
effectively transcribed into a 2D vector of currents in the 
hexagonal network Fig. 3.  

Figure 3.  This figure shows the way, how will be the image to electrical 
current in the hexagonal network. Every pixel of the image are represented 
with a spike voltage source generator. The frequency of the spikes determine 
the intensity of the pixels. 

A general grayscale image is 8-bit, namely it has 256 shades to 
visualize an image. For simplicity, we limit the number of 
intensities (4, 8 or 16 different shades) on our biasing 
grayscale images. The neurotransmitter release of the 
photoreceptors is ceased in the light in the vertebrate retina. 
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That denotes the cones and rods react with hyperpolarisation 
in case of light stimuli, so the dark means the stimulus for the 
photoreceptors. According to that, the darker pixels 
represented with higher, the whiter pixels represented with 
slower spike frequency. 

IV. RESULTS

The results from different environmental conditions 
presented in this chapter. We run simulations with different 
lighting conditions and noise. The robustness of the system is 
also tested. 

A. Smoothing and local Gaussian filtering 
There exist numerous edge-detection algorithms, but most 

of them sensitive to noise. Using Gaussian filter for noise 
suppression is a common method. The Gaussian blur uses a 
Gaussian function to calculate every pixel in the image. The 
one dimensional Gaussian function is the following: 

The two dimensional version is a product of two Gaussian 
functions in each dimension: 

where x and y is the distance from the origo and � is the 
standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution.  
However the uses of Gaussian blur has some disadvantage. It 
can cause edge position displacement, some less intense edges 
can vanish and some fake edges can appear. The occurrence of 
these phenomenon’s is diminishable, if we use a local 
Gaussian filter. We use the very dynamic memristor to achieve 
this effect. In this case the filter variance is adapting to the 
local variance of the image and the smoothing gives better 
result.  

Figure 4. The local gaussian filter effect on the image. (a) is the original 
image, (c) is the corrupted one with white noise, (b) and (d) are the 
corresponding outputs of the grid, (e) is the accentuated difference between 
the two results. 

Every pixel is represented with a current in our circuit. The 
current can flow away or back through the memristor fuses, 
according to the amount of the neighbouring current. If the 

difference is high, then the current flow is higher; if the 
difference is low, then the current flow is lower. The circuit 
realize a local Gaussian filter, because of the lateral current 
flows. That means the input image will smooth out and the 
possible noise will eliminate as on Fig. 4 can see. (a) is the 
clear original image, (c) is the original image corrupted with 
additive white noise with Gaussian distribution. The noise has 
0 mean and 0,3 standard deviation (�). (b) and (d) show the 
corresponding outputs of the memristive grid, which is 
measured at the nodes. Between the two results are not any 
considerable differences, only 3% of the total pixel has one 
grade intensity mismatch. 

B. Edge detection 
The information from the OPL enables the detection of the 
contour of an object, which happens in the IPL in the 
vertebrate retina. Altough we model only the OPL, there is an 
opportunity in our system to extract the edges of the input 
image. Every memristive fuse will have a potential difference 
between its two nodes, according to the pixel grayscale 
intensities. Wherever there is an edge in the image the 
corresponding potential difference among these pixels will be 
high, so there will flow much current and the change rate of 
the memristance will be higher of the devices related to the 
edges as the other devices. It is possible with a threshold 
mechanism to find all this memristive fuses and the 
corresponding pixels.  

Figure 5. Edge Detection on the Image. (a)shows the input image,(b) is the 
output image of the grid. (c) shows the calculated edges from the model. (d)
shows the results some conventional edge detection algorithms (Prewitt, 
Sober, Canny).

As the Fig. 5 is shown, our hexagonal memristive model is 
able to find the object boundaries. In this example we can 
observe some maleficent effect of the smoothing process. The 
crosses on the Rubik cube darker sides are smoothed out (b). 
However, our edge detection method found the remaining 
edges very nicely (c). There is also some result with 
conventional edge detectors like Prewitt, Sober and Canny for 
comparison. In this case they produce more imprecise 
boundaries like our method. Fig. 6 demonstrate that our model 
can detect the edges despite the brighter or lighter lighting 
conditions. (a) is 30% lighter (d) is 20% darker input image 
like the original one. We can observe on (c) and (f), that the 
edge results converge to the same state in every case.  
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Figure 6. Edge Detection on the Image with different environmental 
conditions. (a) input image in brighter lighting condition, (b) output image, (c)
detected edges on this image.(d) input image in darker lighting condition, (e)
output image, (f) detected edges on this image. 

C. Fault Tolerance 
The memristor is an emerging nanoscale device. This 
technology is relatively new and the production processes 
have some imperfections, accordingly the probability of a 
defect is greater with smaller device size on the wafer. 
Keeping this in mind, we evaluate our system behaviour, if we 
have some faulty device in the network. In a perfect scenario 
all memristive fuses are reliably set with the following 
conditions: Ron=100�, Roff=16k�, Rinit=200�. In order to 
test the robustness of our system we assign random initial 
states to the different percentage of memristive elements. The 
random initial conditions differ from the original ones in the 
following mode: The value of a defected Ron could be from 
50% to 400% compared to the original one. The value of Roff 
could be from 62.5% to 125% and the value of Rinit could be 
from 50% up to 4000% considering the new Ron and Roff 
values too. One of the results is shown on Fig. 7. There is 
three case of one biasing image. The (b) show the result of a 
perfect network. (a) is a network with 25% faulty devices and 
(c) is a network with 50% faulty devices. (d) shows the 
difference between the flawless and the 75% correct (e) shows 
the difference between the flawless and only 50% correct 
network. We can observe that, the smoothing of the image will 
decrease, because of the high number of defective memristors. 

Fig. 7. Results with different level of faulty devices. (a) network with 25% 
faulty devices, (b) perfect network, (c) network with 50% faulty devices. (d)
and (e) show the difference between the perfect and corresponding faulty 
network. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

We replicated the outer plexiform layer of a biological 
retina with a novel device dynamics. This model output could 
also serve as the input of a network which models the inner 
plexiform layer of the retina. Our future goal is to create a 
more complex model, so we can mimics the functions of a 
whole vertebrate retina, and solve more composite problems 
like detection of movement or object tracking. 
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Abstract— This paper presents a low power neural signal 

amplifier with tunable cut-off frequencies. The presented 
compact amplifier used for sensing different type of neural 
signals reduces the size and the power consumption of the whole 
circuit. The distinguishing features of this solution are the large 
time constant, linearity, and small achievable area, which are 
realized with a configurable series of pseudo resistances. The 
proof of concept has been manufactured on TSMC 90nm 
technologies. 
 

Index Terms— Brain-computer interface, large time constant, 
neuro-amplifier, pseudo-resistor. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The biomedical field is one of the most dynamically 

developing research areas in the analog IC design, especially 
those concerning low-power implementation including 
implantable without battery. The examination procedures need 
more time for the functional result than available using other 
observing techniques as the FMRI or using simple EEG [1,2]. 
Even though the portability of the measuring instrument is not 
an important issue for the animal studies, it is in the human 
experiments. 

Our interest concerts indeed the implantable cortical micro 
sensor arrays, which causes minimal structural damages in the 
analyzed region. From the engineer’s aspect measuring the 
brain activity could be simplified to an electrical connection 
between the brain tissue and the electrode. The implantable 
neural recording devices have to achieve strict specifications, 
including the power consumption, noise and distortion 
requirements, defined maximal thermal dissipation and 
specified input frequency range. The presented architecture is 
an Operational Trans-conductance Amplifier (OTA) based 
capacitive feedback single input differential output amplifier 
including pseudo-resistors chains to achieve programmable 
large time constant with significantly reduced distortion and 
robustness. 

II. BACKGORUND OF NEURAL RECORDING 

A. Neural Signal 
Even thought a neuron can produce 100 V internal 

voltage changes relative to the extracellular fluid, this can be 

 
 

recorded directly only with patch-clamp electrodes, but the in-
vivo chronic recording using multi-electrode arrays which able 
to utilize the smaller extracellular potentials from several 
micrometers from the cell [3]. 

 
Fig. 1 Typical neural signal 

The amplitude of the signal is on the order of 100 V (Fig. 
1)[4]. The neural action potentials are called „spikes”. 
Neurons rarely fire more rapidly than 100 spikes per second, 
although rapid bursts of several spikes are possible. Neurons 
produce spikes of nearly identical amplitude and duration and 
information is encoded in the timing of spikes. 

The low-frequency (under 200 Hz) oscillations are known 
as Local Field Potentials (LFPs). They arise from the 
synchronous activity of many neurons in one region of the 
brain. These neurons are far away from the electrode for their 
individual action potentials to be detected, but the many 
neighboring cells create a large signal that is easily detected 
[3]. In some experiments the electrode arrays scared the tissue 
around microelectrode tips. This scar tissue tends to attenuate 
spike signals from nearby neurons, but LFP signals are less 
affected. 

In many applications, it is desirable to separate LFP from 
spike signals so they may be analyzed separately. This is 
easily accomplished by linear filtering since LFPs occupy 
frequencies from approximately 0.5 – 200 Hz, while spikes 
have energy concentrated in the 300 Hz – 7 kHz range. 

B. Amplifier Requirements 
The realization of large time constants is fundamental for 

design filters with very low cut-off frequencies especially in 
implantable biomedical sensors. The filters are required to be 
tunable. In addition, realizations with low power dissipation 
and small size are also critical. Several approaches for the 
design of integrators with very large time constants have been 
reported [5-7]. The trivial solution to employ on-chip physical 

Brain activity measurement with implantable 
microchip 
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resistor and capacitor requires large chip area and it would not 
be tunable. The possible solutions can be categorized into 
pseudo-resistor implementations [3,5,9,10], switched-capacitor 
(SC) methods [13-15] and operational trans-conductance 
amplifier capacitor (OTA-C) techniques with very small trans-
conductance’s [13-15] to allow the on-chip capacitance to be 
kept manageable low. 

C. MOS Pseudo-Resistor 
This work is based on pseudo-resistors, as they outperform 

other solutions in term of power and area efficiency to reach 
large time constant. The pseudo-resistance has good size and 
parasitic values (in the range of fF), but it also has some 
serious non-ideal behavior, which means poor robustness and 
bad distortion in the LFP range. 

To able to handle the pseudo element it is necessary to 
modeling the resistance of the MOS transistor. 

 
Fig. 2 Transistor model 

A descriptive linear model bases on the following components 
[6]: the source diffusion; the channel resistance; accumulation 
resistance; component resistance; drift region resistance; 
substrate resistance. For more appropriate result it is needed a 
nonlinear approximation. 

 (1) 

In the strong inversion (2) and weak inversion (3) region it 
is possible to explain the resistance as following: 

  (2) 

  (3) 

where n is the slope parameter. 

The most prevalent utilization of the MOS transistor as a 
resistor is the pseudo-resistor. That is construing the features 
of this solution, like the minimal size, simplicity and the 
outstanding effective resistance [9]. 

 
Fig. 3 Schematic of the pseudo-resistor element 

The basic symmetric element contains two transistors that 
are connected as a MOS diode and a parasitic source-bulk 
diode connected in anti-parallel. If the voltage across the 
device is small enough, then neither diode will conduct 
strongly, and the effective resistance is very large (> 10 GΩ). 

 
Fig. 4 Diode-connected and PN junction is forward-biased MOS transistor 

cross-section image 

For voltage polarity Vo > Vf across the element (Fig. 4) the 
side of Vo in the MOS case acts as the source of the transistor. 
For the opposite polarity, the driven side is a forward-biased 
source-gate junction. 

 
voltage difference [mV] 

Fig 5. Current voltage relation on a pseudo transistor 

The current-voltage relationship (Fig. 5) [5, 10] of the 
expansive element means that the effective resistance of the 
element is large for small signals and small for large signals. 
Therefore the adaptation is slow for small signals and fast for 
large signals. 

The nonlinear variation of the resistance in the feedback 
loop means the transfer-function would not be permanent at 
the whole working period. If the cut of frequency is altered the 
whole distortion increases. This effect impairs significant in 
the lower frequency range (under 100 Hz). 

Another relevant problem to address with this solution is the 
large impact of the technological parameters and the 
operational conditions. The biomedical applications have strict 
operating requirement about the temperature (30-44 C°) that 
actually reduce the variation, but still remain large 
manufactured uncertainty (which depends on technology 
node). 

III. BASIC NEURO-AMPLIFIER TOPOLOGY 
The amplifier is based around an operational 

transconductance amplifier (OTA) that produces a current 
applied to its input (Fig. 6) [4,5,10-12]. A capacitive feedback 
network consisting of C1 and C2 capacitors sets the mid-band 
gain of the amplifier. The input is capacitively coupled 
through C1, so any dc offset from the electrode-tissue interface 
is removed. C1 should be made much smaller than the 
electrode impedance to minimize signal attenuation. The R2 
elements shown in the feedback loop set the low-frequency 
amplifier cut-off. 

The approximate transfer function is given by 

   (4) 

The midband gain AM is set by the capacitance ratio C1/C2, 
and the gain is flat between the lower and upper cutoff 
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Fig. 6 Schematic of the capacitive feedback amplifier 

frequencies fL and fH. The product of R2 and C2 determines the 
lower cutoff frequency, while the upper cutoff is determined 
by the load capacitance CL, the OTA trans-conductance Gm, 
and the mid-band gain. Capacitive feed introduces a right-half-
plane zero at fz, but this zero can be very at high frequency by 
setting 

�� ≪ �����     (5) 

so that it has little practical effect on amplifier operation. The 
OTA contributes noise primarily between fL and fH. Below a 
particular frequency called fcorner, the noise contribution from 
vnR will dominate. If R2 is implemented as a real resistor so 
that its noise spectral density is 

���� ��� � 4����     (6) 

and C1 >> C2, Cin, then fcorner is approximately 

������� � ����
��� ����    (7) 

A similar result is obtained for pseudo resistor element 
element used as R2 in. To minimize the noise contribution 
from the R2 elements, we should ensure that fcorner << fH. 

If the noise contribution from R2 is negligible and C1 >> 
C2, Cin, then the output rms noise voltage of the neural 
amplifier is dominated by the noise from the OTA. 

����� � ����
����

�� � � ���
���

� ���
���

�   (8) 

where gm1 is the trans-conductance of the input devices M1 
and M2. The noise of the cascode transistors is negligible. 

 
Fig. 7 Differential input cascoded OTA 

In that case the load capacitance is determined by 

��� 4kT
���� ���

     (9) 

In practical implantable multi electrode systems, the size of 
the capacitances is very limited, because of the minimal 
fabrication size for the C2 and the available space for the C1, 
which is why we have to choose them deliberately.  

IV. PROPOSED SERIES-CONNECTED DIGITALLY 
CONTROLLABLE PSEUDO-RESISTOR 

There is a possible tradeoff between the noise and 
distortion. Using more pseudo resistor element in series helps 
decreasing the nonlinearity effect at the price of increasing 
noise figure. In this section this tradeoff is analyzed on 
resistor-chains, which contain different number of pseudo 
resistor element. 

The series of pseudo-resistors results in decreasing 
distortion approximately linearly with the number of elements, 
due to the voltage different would be smaller between the two 
sides of each element (Fig. 8). 

voltage difference [mV] 

Fig. 8 Resistance variation at different number pseudo-resistor in series 
(curves PS2, PS8, PS16, PS32, PS64 respectively) [GΩ / mV] 

In order to fulfill the accuracy requirements in the whole 
system, we need satisfy the total harmonic distortion (THD) 
on the every frequency as well. For a typical 8-bit accuracy 
case, we would need to keep at least the 60 dB level for the 
frequency range of interest (Fig. 9). 

 
frequency [kHz] 

Fig. 9 THD of the Harrison-topology with different resistor implementation 
showing the constraint for a typical 60 dB system 

A. Gated Pseudo-Resistance 
Because of the high corner deviations and the frequency 

tuneability, another important aspect in the design is the 
resistance control. 

It possible to give controllability to the resistance if we use 
switches to shortcut the remaining part of the chain (Fig. 10). 
This gated structure needs to be designed at least the required 
resistance plus the corner variations. Note that the large 
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number of the series connected pseudo resistor still does not 
have area large overhead neither the parasitic. 

 
Fig. 10 Gated pseudo-resistance 

The switch implementation needs careful design as well. 
Large open state impedance are required so that they could be 
commensurable to the pseudo-resistances, otherwise the 
leakage will reduce the overall resistance; hence they must be 
optimized to the OFF resistance oppositely the general usage. 

Another issue is the sizing of the different segments. It is 
not effective to use identical resistors if we like to tuning and 
compensating with the same chain (Fig. 11). The exact choice 
of distribution (linear, exponential, or binary weighted) 
depends on the required cut-off frequencies and the degree of 
the corner deviations. 

 
Fig. 11.a Transfer function at different fL  

 
Fig. 11.b Transfer function at different fH 

Finally, we got a programmable solution that helps us to 
increase the robustness against the technology parameter 
variation, to reduce the significant distortion and gives us the 
possibility to choose the cut-off frequency. 

V. MEASUREMENTS 
For proof of concept we designed and sent for 

manufacturing this architecture with 32 pseudo-resistor and a 
low power LNA. Targeted technology is the TSMC 90 nm LP-
RF.  By the time of the revision process and camera-ready 
paper deadline the ASIC measurements will be available and 
presented. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The main contribution in this paper, that we presented an 

integrated low noise amplifier circuit for the battery less 
implantable neural recording, and reviewed the most important 
design considerations. The MOS pseudo resistor chain is 
genuine innovation which is not used any other solutions on 
this area. The comparison between the switched-capacitance, 
the pseudo resistance and the modified OTA topologies as 
generally are not definite. As long as the current cancellation 
and division generate a continuously current consumption and 
not gives any chance for tuning the transfer-function [8], till 
then the switched capacitor provide a fine tuning method but 
generates high distortion. The basic MOS pseudo resistance 
not able the handle the low frequency input, because the bad 
distortion and sensitivity for the corner variation as a SC 
resistances. The gated chain could be the optimal solution. It 
gives the tuning range to decreasing the corner effect and to be 
able handle the local field potential range. In summary in this 
paper, an integrated tunable low noise amplifier circuit is 
presented for implantable neural recording, and introduced a 
MOS pseudo resistor chain outperforms existing solutions in 
terms of area and linearity. 
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Terahertz imaging 
Image acquisition in the terahertz frequency domain 
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Abstract—Image capturing in the terahertz frequency domain 
is a great challenge. Depending on the realized measurement 
configuration it has various application areas. Non-invasive 
analysis of different tissues is one of its most important 
applications. Our new CMOS based detector can be a good basis 
for such an employment. In the followings I present our terahertz 
measurement setup and summarize my work on implementing a 
terahertz imager.  

Keywords-componen, terahertz, imaging, sensor fusion 

I. INTRODUCTION
Terahertz imaging is not an old research area, see [1] for the 

first  promising  imaging  techniques,  and  commercial 
applications  of  terahertz  imaging.  Speaking  about  the 
frequency  spectrum  this  domain  between  the  millimeter  and 
infrared  range  is  mentioned  as  the  “terahertz  gap”.  This 
motivates  the  most  rapid  development  among  the  frequency 
domains.  If  terahertz  imaging  became  cheaper  and  faster, 
numerous applications would be built on  it  regarding biology, 
material engineering and medicine. For  instance:  the thorough 
observation of cell cultures and thick excisions, which involves 
the  qualitative  analysis  of  the  matter;  the  examination  of 
different  surface  structures;  exploring  the  roots  of  tooth  and 
diagnosing skin cancers (especially basal cell carcinoma). 

II. THE CHALLENGES OF SENSING
Due to many physical limitations, active image acquisition 

was  realized,  which  utilizes  dedicated  illumination  source. 
However, the power of the incident radiation is still quite low, 
hence  the  SNR  of  the  detector  becomes  critical.  To  alleviate 
this  fact,  we  attempted  to  cancel  out  a  certain  portion  of  the 
noise  by  utilizing  compressed  sensing,  cf.  [2].  Thorough 
analysis and experimentation showed that it is indispensible to 
boost  up  the  SNR  by  oversampling  in  contrast  to  the  CS 
literature. In parallel, we have to rather exploit the advances of 
greater sensor arrays. This is made possible by the utilization of 
purely CMOS based detectors. 

III. OUR THERMOPILE SETUP

At  the  very  beginning, we  used  thermopile  based  sensing 
elements. These had high theoretical sensitivity (100V/W) but 
we  can  achieve  low SNRs  during  their  practical  applications. 
The other problems with these detectors were their immature c 
manufacturing  process  as  THz  sensors.  In  addition  it  was 
difficult to integrate them into a complete system. 

IV. OUR ACTUAL SETUP

In our actual setup we are using the first generation CMOS 
detector which was manufactured at 180 nm  technology. This 
provides relatively low self noise. 

Different antenna and detector configurations were realized 
to help determining the best arrangement. Figure 1. shows the 
optical setup. 

Figure 1.  Our actual optical setup. a) WR 9.0 AMC (amplifier multiplier 
chain) b) beam splitter c) laser for optical positioning d) detector bord e) 
parabolic mirrors f) common power supply (the 9-14GHz base oscillator 

cannot be seen). 

V. FUTURE PLANS

The  second  generation  CMOS  detectors  embedded  into  a 
system on a chip is going to arrive from the factory in the near 
future,  which  has  been  designed  by  our  group.  These  are 
designed  at  90  nm  TSMC  CMOS  technology,  which  means 
several  advances  and  new  challenges  within  the  process  of 
sensing. 

The self noise of  the sensor  is significantly increasing, but 
higher sensitivity and bigger responses are also expected. 

Higher  sensor  density  and  more  efficient  area  utilization 
could  be  achieved  by  smart  detector  array  arrangement  and 
careful placing of the auxiliary electronics, cf. [3], [4]. 

As mentioned before by utilizing the detector arrays higher 
accuracy and significantly faster acquisition can be achieved. 
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IV. THE PRINCILE OF SENSING
Figure  2.  indicates  the  basic  principle  of  the  sensing. The 

detector is a MOS transistor, which is biased to a near threshold 
gate potential. This results in a low DC current on the transistor 
at  small  source  to  drain  voltage.  The  gate  of  the  detector  is 
attached  to  the  antenna  through  a  matched  feed  line.  This 
current  is  modulated  by  the  terahertz  signal  on  the  gate  of 
detector.  The  process  does  not  include  any  rectification,  only 
the  macroscopic  changes  of  current  are  detected  during  a 
longer  sampling  period.  The  transistor’s  channel  behaves  as 
active, nonlinear media, resulting in measureable change in the 
device current. 

Figure 2.  Schematic of a detector element without the antenna and the 
auxiliary processing elements. 

V. CREATING TERAHERTZ IMAGE

To  start  building  a  practically  useful  image  with  a  few 
sensors  it  is  necessary  to  utilize  a  scanning  device.  That way 
the terahertz image is made by pixel by pixel sampling. For that 
purpose  we  designed  a  high  precision  mover  to  operate  the 
sample to be observed. In this case one can accurately position 
the  sample  relative  to  the  individual  sensor  elements  on  the 
chip. 

A. The mechanics 
The  sample  mover  consists  of  X,  Y,  Z  components.  To 

perform 2D scanning the samples are moved in the X, Y plane. 
The Z dimension is to bring the sample into focus and to make 
possible other corrections regarding the scanning plane.  

B. Motor control 
To automate the operation of the scanner two phase hybrid 

stepper  motors  are  used.  Compact  complete  solutions  are 
available  for  this  problem,  but  to  have  full  control  over  the 
dynamics  custom  solutions  are  needed.  For  that  two  other 
approaches were investigated as well. A fully PC based control 
provides  a  low  cost  solution  for  testing  purposes.  The  other 
approach involves additional dedicated DAQ cards and makes 
possible  to  integrate  the  control  of  the  whole  measurement 
setup into a single controller interface. 

In  our  application  relatively  high  torque  is  needed  (0.5 
Nm).  Thus  we  have  to  accelerate  the  mechanical  parts 
smoothly. However stepper motors driven in full step mode can 
vibrate  especially  at  lower  speeds.  To  cope with  the  problem 
we obtain  full  control of  the dynamics by directly driving  the 
DMOS full bridges. We produce signals, which make possible 
seamless motions at minimal losses of torque.  

VI. SENSOR FUSION

A. Overview
My  ultimate  goal  is  to  produce  detailed  multi-spectral 

images about 1-3 mm thick samples which contain the precious 
information provided by the terahertz wave penetrated through 
the material. 

If the samples are such tissues what are transparent to light, 
we  can make  infrared  images  as well  and  register  the  results 
with  the  terahertz  measurements  easily  in  the  setup.  This 
condition  holds  in  general  as  the  considered  samples  are  thin 
enough to be transparent for a certain degree. Therefore it was 
obvious to apply sensor fusion and to synthesize such an image 
that flexibly joins the data gathered from different sources. 

B. Image segmentation 
The infrared image is segmented first by applying a Canny 

edge detector. This is for an optional enhancing of the borders 
of  different  structures.  After  that  I  utilize  region  growing  to 
obtain full segmentation. The two results can be combined. To 
explain  the  selected  region  growing method  in more  details  I 
want  to  give  a more  comprehensive  view  of my motivations. 
Different  imaging  techniques have  to  be developed which are 
built upon each other: 

First, I utilize one of our 180nm CMOS detectors to make a 
scanned  image.  Here  the  optical  setup  is  simple  as  only  one 
pixel and constant optical path  (moving  sample)  is used. This 
indicates  that  local  artifacts  can  appear only  at  the borders  of 
the  sample  holder.  Therefore  by  image  processing  simple 
global operators can be used to segment the image and define 
significant regions. 

As a second step, the capabilities of the detector array have 
to  be  exploited.  It  makes  possible  to  speed  up  the  scanning 
process or enhance  the spatial precision of  the sensing. But in 
this case due to the inhomogeneity of the sensor array and the 
different  optical  setup  I  have  to  concern  significant  local 
disturbances.  For  this  reason  transitivity  is  needed  by  the 
segmentation. 

Therefore an enhanced centroid region growing can be used 
to  classify  the  pixels  that  are  related  to  each  other.  Thus  a 
cumulative distance measure  is created, which is based on the 
distance  from  the  neighboring  pixels,  the  distance  from  the 
central element and the distance from the statistics of the given 
region. By the weight of the three components we can balance 
the  different  properties  of  the  classifier  for  instance  the 
transitivity or its sensitivity to drift. 

C. The speed criteria 
It is important to keep the time needed for the scanning as 

low  as  possible.  In  one  dimensional  scanning  high  resolution 
can be  achieved when  the  sample  travels  at  a  constant  speed. 
To  ensure  this  constant  accurately  tuned  speed  proper 
controlled acceleration phases should be realized. To keep the 
scanning  time  low  different  spatial  resolution  has  to  be  used 
among  the  X  and  Y  directions  to  enhance  the  speed  of  the 
acquisition. 

ant. in 

Vout 
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By  changing  the  direction  of  the  “constant  speed  mode” 
from  X  to  Y  one  can  achieve  better  spatial  sampling 
distribution. 

CONCLUSION
Terahertz  imaging  is  possible  with  the  novel  CMOS 

detectors which  can  reduce  the  price  of  this  technology.  It  is 
worth  to focus on designing greater detector arrays which can 
depress the needed time for image acquisition. Such results can 
advance terahertz imaging to become more general and further 
its application in new areas. 
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Abstract—A new type of thermopile structure is developed for 
THz radiation detection. A regular thermopile is based on the 
Seebeck effect. In the present article the infrared operation 
principle of the micromachined thermopile is demonstrated. The 
idea of the linearly arranged dipole antennas is detailed, namely 
that the polarity sensitive antenna array is capable of detecting 
THz radiation. The fabrication process of such devices is 
discussed. Two type of responsivity measurements are performed. 
One for measuring the infrared responsivity and another 
measurement for THz responsivity. These measurements show 
that the THz responsivity is about 96 V/W. The infrared 
responsivity in vacuum chamber measurement has increased 
significantly. This implies that by using a proper vacuum casing 
the performance of the detector for THz radiation detection could 
be improved and the device could reach as high as 1176 V/W.  

Keywords: thermopile, THz, MEMS 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The operation principle of the device is based on the Seebeck 
effect which is detailed in [1],[3]. This type of thermoelectric 
effect is extensively used in thermopair temperature sensors. 
These sensors allow temperature measurements. A thermopile 
is constructed of similar thermopairs connected in series in 
order to multiply the output signal to a well conditioned level. 
By using MEMS technology these devices could be 
miniaturized. A simplified sketch shows such a device in Fig. 
1.b). The strong difference in the thermal resistance along the 
loop is crucial in the operation principle. Primarily it is used 
for sensing the infrared radiation [3]. Due to the good heat 
isolation of the membrane the absorbed power heats up the 
inner ends of the thermopair loops, while the outer ends are 
thermalized by the substrate to the temperature of the 
surrounding. The great asymmetry of the heat conduction is 
the key point of the device.  The device can be fabricated by 
an electric heater on the membrane and then it can sense the 
gas flow as it results in the cooling of the heater [4]; in 
addition this construction is an electronic device realizing 
Quadratic Transfer Characteristics [5]. Regarding the THz and 
mid-infrared radiation the thermopiles were used only for 
read-out the temperature increment caused by absorption of 
the radiation in the feed-point resistance of the metallic 
antenna [6], or in the thin-film absorber [7].  

Another construction for sensing the mm wave and THz 
radiation was suggested in [2]. In this case the thermopairs are 
arranged linearly instead of loops, as it is schetched in Fig. 1. 
a). Here the thermocouple lines act as short circuited dipole 
antennas. The high-frequency electric field parallel to these 
lines induce currents and Joule heating in them. 

 

II. FABRICATION PROCESS 
The description of the fabrication process can be found in 

[1]. The conventional poly-silicon thermopile technology was 
combined and improved by double side bulk silicon 
micromachining [3],[8],[9]. For reducing the residual stress in 
the suspended membrane a stacked layer structure was 
adopted containing a double layer of non-stoichiometric 
silicon-nitride (SiNx) and silicon-oxide (SiO2) with the 
adequate thickness ratio [10]. The main steps of the process 
are shown in Fig. 2. 

A low stress non-stochiometric silicon-nitride (SiNx) is 
deposited on the substrate using low pressure chemical vapor 
deposition (LPCVD) at 830 oC temperature.  A SiH2Cl2:NH3 = 
4:1 gas mixture is employed within this process. To reduce the 
stress in the 700nm thick silicon-nitride membrane, a 200nm 
thick SiO2 is deposited on top of it. CVD process with SiH4 
precursor is used for this purpose at 450 C. Using LPCVD at 
630 C and SiH4 as precursor, functional poly-silicon is 
deposited and etched for the given geometry (10m wide 
poly-silicon strips) defined by the lithography.  Ion 
implantation of boron and phosphorus ions at 40keV is used 
for setting the p and n doping of the poly-silicon stripes. It is 
followed by the two step annealing process (600 C and 1050 
C) which results in 23.7Ω/□ and 37Ω/□ sheet resistance for n 
and p type poly-silicon respectively. The contact pads and the 
wiring was structured from evaporated Al. KOH backside 
anisotropic alkaline etching at 78 C temperature is deployed 
for removing the substrate underneath the membrane. Finally 
the chips were diced and mounted on the prototype panels.  
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Figure 1. Thermopile structures: a) linear arrangement of thermopairs – act like antennas;  
b) looped arrangement – conventional micromachined thermopile. 

III. INFRARED RESPONSIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
Conventional thermopile detectors originally detect the 

incident infrared radiation that heats the membrane region. 
From the point of characterizing of the THz decection 
properties of the modified thermopile the infrared responsivity 
of the device also delivers useful information. The sensitivity 
is defined as the output voltage of the device for a given power 
that heats the membrane [V/W].  

In order to measure the responsivity for infrared radiation a 
measurement setup has been built that is capable of measuring 
the performance of the device in atmospheric conditions and 
in vacuum as well. The vacuum chamber is used for this 
purpose. Within this chamber a black body with 50	mm�
50	mm	painted with black paint (emissivity � � 1) is placed 
20 mm from the detector. The black body is heated with 
temperature controlled Peltier elements (~150	W). By setting 
the temperature of the black body to a specific intensity, the 
emitted radiation power can be estimated by the Stefan-
Boltzmann law: 

P� � � � � � � � �� 

The emitted power varies between 1.36W  and 2.74	W  for 
40°C and 100°C respectively. At this point it has to be noted 
that the detector senses a temperature gradient, thus the room 
temperature influences the output voltage.  

As mentioned earlier the detector is placed 20 mm from the 
black body. The two surfaces are parallel to each other, i.e. 
both surface lie on the x-y plane but with a 20 mm shift on the 
z axis. The view factor [12] between the two surfaces can be 
calculated using analytic or numeric methods. The detector 
has a 1.6	mm� 0.745	mm  effective area. Using the 
geometries this gives the 	��� � 0.000314231  view factor. 
Having these all the necessary parameters the incident power 
on the detector can be calculated:  

�� � ��� � �� 

Figure 3. shows the results of the measurements. The detector 
in hand has been measured atmospheric and vacuum 
conditions as well. The responsivity on atmospheric pressure 
is 12V/W. By creating vacuum in the chamber the responsivity 
of the device rose to 147 V/W. This phenomena occurs 
because of the thermal conductivity of the air. The heat that 
build up on the membrane region is conducted to the 

environment thru the conductivity of the air. Thus the 
temperature gradient along the membrane drops significantly 
which result in the drop of the output thermovoltage. the 
vacuum in the chamber reaches the 10-2 Pa pressure. A proper 
vacuum casing thus is necessary for the efficient operation. In 
the mean time it has to be noted that the accumulated heat in 
the structure falls more slowly in vacuum as the conductivity 
of the air doesn’t help cooling it down.  

IV. THZ RESPONSIVITY MEASUREMENTS 
For a first attempt to prove that the induced current heats up 

dipole antennas was demonstrated in the Ku band at 13 GHz.  
The first near THz measurements were performed by P. Basa 
and G. Károlyi at the Universität Duisburg-Essen at 100 GHz 
using a microwave source. The measurement proved that the 
device (not the one that is the subject of the present article) is 
capable of detecting microwave radiation with a responsivity 
of 5.6 V/W, where the power was estimated as the product of 
the chip area and the radiation intensity. I.e. the reflected and 
transmitted powers are not known. It should be noted here that 
this situation regards to all radiation measurements, even to 
the IR and to the broad-band THz. 

The first terahertz measurement of the device were 
performed in the DESY laboratory in Hamburg using a 
broadband pulsed THz laser source. The source consists of an 
impulse fs laser source, a Lithium-niobate (LiNbO3) non-linear 
crystal, an attenuator and the necessary equipment. Fig. 4. 
shows the measurement setup set for calibration. The fs laser 
hits the LiNbO3 crystal that emits a ps pulse that has most of its 
power in the THz region. The theory behind pulse generation 
is detailed in [11].  The source provided ps impulses with 
1.6µJ energy at about 1kHz frequency, which in sum add up 
1.6mJ for the broadband frequency region. The timeseries and 
the spectra of the impulse can been seen on Fig. 5.  

In our measurements the path of the fs laser has been 
blocked between the waveplate and the mirror. This way only 
the THz radiation reached the device. The thermopile sample 
has been placed in the focus beam. The spot size at the focus 
was about 2 mm. The obtained sensitivity for the THz 
radiation can be seen on Fig. 3. The measurements have been 
done in atmospheric conditions. The detector has a 96 V/W 
responsivity for such a broadband radiation. Such a detector 
has a 10-100 ms time constant that is order of magnitudes  

 
a) b)
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Figure 2. Principal fabrication process flow. 

higher than the what the impulses are generated (1ms). Thus 
the detector senses the sum of the impulse energy in a time 
interval. It has to be noted that by a proper vacuum casing the 
responsivity of the detector could be increased by the same 
magnitude as the vacuum conditions increased the 
performance for the infrared radiation. This is so, because the 
conductivity of the air is only affecting the performance of the 
detector. Using such a casing the responsivity could reach the 
1176 V/W value.  
 

CONCULSIONS 
First the infrared operation principle of the micromachined 

thermopile has been demonstrated. Then the idea of the linearly 
arranged dipole antennas has been detailed, namely that the 
polarity sensitive antenna array is capable of detecting THz 
radiation. The fabrication process of such devices is discussed. 
Two type of responsivity measurements have been performed. 
One for measuring the infrared responsivity. It has been done 
by using a temperature controlled black body in atmospheric 
and vacuum conditions. Another measurement for THz 
responsivity has been done using an impulse laser source. As a 
conclusion it can be stated that by using a proper vacuum 
casing the responsivity of the device could reach as high as 
1176 V/W.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Pulsed laser THz measurement setup.  
 

Figure 3. Measured responses for infrared and THz radiations in atmospheric 
and vacuum conditions. The  broad band THz source was used (see below). 
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Abstract—Computationally intensive problems can be repre-
sented with data-flow graphs and automatically transformed to
locally controlled floating-point units via partitioning. In theory
the lack of global control signals enables high performance
implementation however placing and routing of the partitioned
circuits are not trivial. In practice to create a high performance
implementation the clusters should be placed efficiently on the
surface of an FPGA using the physical constraining feature of
CAD tools. In the paper a new partitioning strategy is presented
which not only minimizes the number of cut nets but produces
partition which can be mapped without long interconnections
between the clusters. The new strategy is demonstrated during
the automatic circuit generation from a complex mathematical
expression. The proposed partitioning method produces more cut
nets than common strategies however the resulting partition can
be easily mapped and operate on significantly higher frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computational problems defined on a mesh can be effi-
ciently accelerated by FPGAs. In this type of problems a
mathematical expression has to be evaluated continuously and
many times over different points of the mesh. The imple-
mented circuit can be decomposed to a memory interface and
an arithmetic unit. Our primary aim is to automatically map
the given mathematical expression to the FPGA. Automation
can speed up the development process and graph optimization
techniques can produces even better solutions than manual
designs. In the paper a mathematical expression related to a
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [1] problem is used as
a test case.

To reach high operating frequency the arithmetic unit shall
be partitioned and a local control unit should be assigned to
every cluster. In a previous work [2] it was demonstrated
that the ideal partitioning minimize the number of the cut
nets and the number of I/O connections of the clusters is
less than roughly 10. The latter constraint will guarantee
that the signals of the control unit will have tolerable fanout
and will not decrease the operating frequency of the rest of
the circuit. FIFO buffers are used to synchronize the data-
flow between the clusters therefore minimization of the cut
nets will minimize the number of extra FIFOs and the area
requirements of the circuit. There is a trade-off between the
speed of the control unit and the size of the circuit, however the
operating frequency of the system is determined by the slowest
arithmetic unit. In [2] a simple greedy algorithm was proposed
which finds a partition with valid I/O constraint however
other existing methods can be modified for this task too.

Fig. 1. Placement constraints and the placed instances of a circuit generated
from a partition which was created by the greedy partitioner [2] used as a
reference. The connectivity of the clusters are indicated by orange lines. The
edge cut of the clusters was minimized but the clusters cannot be mapped to
FPGAs without long connections. Red lines indicate a critical net (also shown
on Figure 2.) associated to an input variable of the original mathematical
expression. The input variable is used in three different operations in the
expression and the associated three arithmetic units belong to three different
and distant clusters. The FIFOs shall be placed close to their clusters and also
close to each other but this cannot be solved at the same time.

Two famous graph partitioning algorithm (hMetis [3], spectral
technique [4]) were modified and circuits were generated
from the partitions produced by all three algorithm. Placement
and routing of the circuits in all three cases gave slower
operating frequency than expected because distant clusters
were connected by long nets. These slow interconnects cannot
be eliminated even by using placement constraints because the
topology of the clusters is not suitable to keep all the connected
clusters close to each other on the surface of the FPGA. In
the paper a new partitioning strategy is proposed to create
a partition which can be drawn into the plane without long
interconnections to overcome the limitations of the common
partitioning strategies.

II. DRAWBACKS OF MIN-CUT PARTITIONING ALGORITHMS

The number of cut edges can be minimized by common
graph partitioning techniques and the size and I/O connec-
tions of the clusters also can be balanced or constrained.
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The number of cut nets shall be minimized to reduce the
extra area requirements of the circuit while constraining the
number of I/O connections of the clusters provides high-
speed local control units. Implementation of the partitioned
circuits without physical constraints gave very poor timing
results. CAD tools give the designer the ability to constrain
the physical position of parts of the circuit. Constraining the
placement of the partitions and the connecting FIFOs gave
better timing results in all three cases but it was still far
from the theoretical maximum. An example circuit partitioned
by the greedy algorithm with placement constraints is shown
in Figure 1. A critical net with a fanout of three which
limits the operating frequency is colored by red. The net
corresponds to an input variable (also indicated by red in
Figure 2.) of the mathematical expression which is used in
three different operations in the expression. If the partitioning
algorithm puts the arithmetic units associated with the three
operations to different clusters three FIFOs are generated to
solve the synchronization problem. The input of the FIFOs
are connected to the same source and to the corresponding
clusters. Slow nets cannot be avoided if the clusters cannot be
placed close to each other. This phenomena also exists at lower
layers (indicated by green in Figure 2.) if a vertex provides
input to several vertices they should belong to the same or
neighboring clusters otherwise the operating frequency will be
limited by the long interconnection. The other two reference
algorithms have the same weakness and create partitions which
cannot be placed without nets connecting distant clusters. This
phenomena gave the idea to design a new algorithm which
creates slightly more cut edges but the resulting partition can
be placed without long connections between the clusters.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The main idea of the algorithm is to draw the graph into the
plain before the partitioning starts. If a representation of the
graph which minimizes the distance between the connected
edges is given a simple greedy clustering algorithm can
provide a partitioning without long interconnections between
the clusters. Furthermore even the placement becomes trivial
and can be easily automated.

One of the initial step of the algorithm is to create a bipartite
graph from the original data-flow graph. Every floating-point
unit is represented by a vertex of the graph and has a delay
associated with it. A bipartite graph can be easily created via
a breadth-first search which visits every vertex of the graph
and computes the level of the vertex and the time required
for the input to reach the given vertex based on the levels
and delays of its ancestors. If the levels of its ancestors are
different the algorithm can inserts the proper number of extra
vertices (delays) after the problematic ancestor. In physical
implementation these delays will be shift registers which hold
the data for the proper number of clocks. The computed levels
will determine the vertical coordinates of the vertices and the
layer in which they are.

Vertices get horizontal coordinates randomly then the num-
ber of edge crossings is minimized to create a good initial

solution. Minimal edge crossing objective does not guarantee
good placement but it was found to be a good initial solution
for our vertex swapping iterative algorithm. In physical im-
plementation an edge crossing is not a limiting factor if the
edges goes to the same cluster. However the global operating
frequency of the system can be affected by edges going to
different or non neighboring clusters.

A. Objective

The objective is to minimize the distance between the
connected vertices. As the partition clusters are determined
based on the position of the vertices this objective automat-
ically avoid long interconnections between the clusters. The
distance between two vertices are determined according to
their horizontal coordinates:

distance(A, B) :=
{

(xA − xB)2 if A and B are connected
0 otherwise

where xA and xB are the horizontal coordinates of vertex A
and B respectively. Both horizontal and vertical coordinates
are integer numbers. The physical size of the floating-point
units are not considered in this representation and set to 1.
Vertical coordinates can be neglected because the distance is
always one as the graph is a bipartite graph.

Manhattan distance cannot be applied: if vertex A is con-
nected to two other vertices which are relatively far from
each other it only guarantees that vertex A will be somewhere
between the two vertices but not at the middle of the interval.

B. Proposed algorithm

The proposed algorithm consists of two greedy phases.
The first phase collects global information about the graph
by positioning the vertices, while clusters are created in the
second phase using the information encoded in the spatial
position of the vertices.

1) Barycenter and iterative movement: The first greedy
phase tries to minimize the distance between the connected
vertices which is the objective function. A simple swap-
based algorithm like Kernighan-Linn [5] have been designed
which minimize the distance between vertices of all layers
together. This algorithm can be easily trapped in the local
minimum therefore the initial placement of the vertices is
critical. Barycenter heuristic [6] is a fast and simple algorithm
to create an initial solution for our purposes however various
min-crossing algorithms can be chosen to gain even better
initial solution [7]. Barycenter heuristic tries to minimize the
edge crossing in a layered digraph. The minimization of the
edge crossing is NP-complete, even if there are only two
layers [8] however barycenter heuristic is one of the best
heuristic available [9]. Barycenter method is basically a layer-
by-layer sweep method: in every iteration one layer of the
digraph is fixed and the vertices of the next layer is arranged.
The horizontal coordinate (xA) of each vertex(A) is chosen to
the barycenter of its neighborhood in the fixed layer:

xA :=
1

deg(A)

∑
v∈NA

xv
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Fig. 2. Partition of the CFD graph created by the proposed algorithm. Inputs and outputs of the mathematical expression are represented by small rectangles
and diamonds while floating-point units are represented by circles respectively. The clusters of the partitioning are indicated by big rectangles. Vertical and
horizontal position of the vertices were determined in the first phase of the algorithm to minimize the distance between the vertices. Clusters can be easily
mapped to FPGAs keeping the same relative positions as shown in Figure 3. Vertices colored by red and green are typical examples for vertices which should
be placed close to each other because they will have common nets in the implementation.

where NA denotes the set of the neighbors of vertex A and
xv denotes the horizontal coordinate of vertex v.

Result of the first phase applied to the examined graph
shown on Figure 2.

2) Rectangular clustering based on position: The second
phase is another simple greedy algorithm which search the
results produced by the first phase for rectangular clusters.
Height of the rectangular domains can be chosen arbitrary
however in our examples it is set to two. The algorithm
is started from the top left corner and the largest possible
rectangular cluster is searched which still meets the I/O con-
straint. Next the algorithm moves left and search for the largest
possible rectangular cluster of the rest of the unclustered
vertices. If there are no more unclustered vertices on the
selected layers the algorithm moves down and continues with
the lower layers.

In the second phase decisions can be made on global
information even with a simple greedy mechanism. Better
digraph or planar partitioning algorithms are published in the
literature and will be considered in our future works however
even this algorithm makes the circuit generation significantly
better than the previously used reference algorithm [2]. The
resulting partition clusters of the second phase is shown in
Figure 2.

3) Main steps of the algorithm: The main steps of the
algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1:

IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

The circuits were implemented on a Xilinx Virtex-6 SXT
FPGA (XC6VSX315T) with speed grade -1. Position of
specific parts of the circuit is constrained by using the Xil-
inx PlanAhead [10] software. It enables the user to create

Algorithm 1 Main steps of the proposed algorithm.
1: Create delay vertices to make the graph bipartite and

associate every vertex with a level according to how many
levels its ancestors has.

2: Place every vertex into a layer according to the associated
level. (The order of vertices on a given layer is random.)

3: Create an initial solution for the iterative swap-based
algorithm by barycenter heuristic.

4: Find the vertical position of the vertices and a local
minimum of the objective function using a simple iterative
swap-based algorithm.

5: Determine the rectangular clusters based on the vertical
and horizontal positions of the clusters using a greedy
algorithm.

rectangular placement constraints also called pblocks. FIFOs
and floating-point units were generated by the Xilinx Core
Generator [10].

The arithmetic unit of the CFD problem consists of nearly
50 floating-point units therefore placement of smaller parti-
tioned graphs with 5-10 vertices had been investigated before
its implementation. The Xilinx P&R tools are likely to disperse
the registers of the FIFOs which can limit the operating
frequency of the circuit therefore separate pblocks should be
created for the FIFO buffers. On the other hand the Xilinx
P&R tools were able to place and route the floating-point
units inside the clusters if one pblock is defined for each
cluster. Therefore this method has been applied during the
implementation of the partitioned CFD graph and one pblock
is generated for every FIFO and every cluster.

Currently the pblocks was placed manually with the help
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Fig. 3. Placement constraints and the placed instances of the arithmetic unit
of the CFD problem generated by the proposed algorithm. However it has
more clusters and cut edges compared to the result of the reference algorithm
(see Figure 1.) mapping of the clusters to the FPGA is trivial and can be
automated based on the spatial position of the vertices (see Figure 2.)
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Fig. 4. Connections of the clusters plotted by graphviz [11] in case of hMetis
(A) and greedy (B) partitioner.

of a graphviz [11] plot depicting the connections between
the clusters (see Figure 4). In case of the proposed algorithm
placement was very straightforward and the resulting layout
is shown in Figure 2.

In case of the reference algorithms the placement of the
clusters to minimize the length of their connection was very
challenging. Placement constraints and the placed instances are
shown in Figure 1. in the case of the greedy reference algo-
rithm. Red lines indicate a critical net with a large propagation
delay which cannot be avoided because the endpoints are
placed into distant clusters. Placement results of the proposed
algorithm is displayed in Figure 3. and no long connections
can be observed between the clusters. Partitioning results,
resource utilization and operating frequency are compared
on Table I. Partitioning results of the proposed algorithm is
slightly worse and the area requirements are greater than the
reference algorithms however operating frequency is signifi-
cantly increased.

V. CONCLUSION

Graph partitioning strategies can create partitions which can
be converted to circuits with small extra area requirements

TABLE I
IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS OF VARIOUS PARTITIONING STRATEGIES

USING THE CFD GRAPH.

without parti-
tioning*

modified
hMetis

Greedy [2] Proposed algo-
rithm

Number of clusters - 7 11 16
Number of extra FIFOs 23 49 55 89

Number of Slice Registers 15,534 18,866 19,148 21,998
Number of Slice LUTs 12,084 14,275 14,614 16,883

Number of occupied Slices 5351 4,284 4,801 5,751
Clock frequency (MHz) 133.97 325.627 275.482 369.959

∗Implemented on Virtex-5 FPGA.

and high operating frequency. However operating frequency
cannot reach the theoretical maximum if the clusters cannot be
mapped to the surface of the FPGA efficiently. An algorithm
was successfully designed in which the vertices of the input
graph are placed to minimize the distance of the connected
vertices then the positioned vertices are partitioned. The re-
sulting clusters can be mapped to the FPGA without long
interconnections and the operating frequency can be further
improved in the price of a slight area increase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sequential Monte Carlo methods arose for the computation
of optimal estimates in nonlinear and non-Gaussian state-space
models where analytic solutions are not available. They found
applications in diverse areas such as localization, navigation,
tracking, robotics and signal processing, see e.g. [1] for a
representative sample. More recently they have been applied
in financial mathematics (to stochastic volatility models and
to the computation of credit losses, see [2] and [4]). For the
mathematical theory, consult [3].

In this short summary I will briefly describe our variant
of the Genetic Algorithm, that suits ideally on a coarse-grain
architecture.

The new variants of these algorithms could be implemented
on an array of processors and, using parallelism and local
communication, could greatly enhance computational speed
without substantial loss in precision.

It is already clear that the basic idea of the new algorithm
may be applied to a much more general class of stochastic
optimization. This is subject of current research.

II. GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Genetic algorithms (GAs) and their utility in practical
problems have been introduced by John H Holland in 1975
[5]. Since then these methods (with various alterations) have
been applied to a large class of problems. These heuristic
search algorithms, inspired by natural selection and evolution-
ary mechanisms, can provide solutions faster than exhaustive
search, and give better results than greedy algorithms.

It can be observed in biological networks and among
organisms that mate selection and genetic inheritance between
generations happens locally, according to a topographic rule.
The genomes that are able to overcome the challenges of
nature in a well-defined environment (in the territory of the
individual) can be inherited to the next generation, and spread
out in a diffuse-topographic way in the population.

Examining evolution and natural selection we can see that
a parallel and topographic approach is more realistic and
similar to the original, motivating idea than the commonly
used “global”, non-topographic selection rules. This also refers
to GAs, and a parallel topographic implementation can out-
perform its “regular” single-core ancestors.

Genetic algorithms are often used in complex tasks with
strict time limits (or with high memory requirements). A par-
allel, fast, effective implementation can be useful for solving
a wide range of problems.

The global selection and information gathering makes gen-
eral genetic algorithms unfeasible to be implemented on a
CNN in an effective way. Cellular architectures encapsulates
the previously mentioned similarities and advantages that
our living environment has in case of the natural selection.
An altered version, the cellular genetic algorithm with local
selection rule can easily exploit all the advantages of cellular
architectures.

The algorithm was tested on two typical benchmark prob-
lems the N -queen problem (see [8], [7],[6]) and the knap-
sack problem ([9],[11]). These two problems are the most
frequently used tasks to gauge the efficiency of genetic al-
gorithms.

1) Description of the cellular genetic algorithm: The reg-
ular genetic algorithm can not be effectively implemented on
a parallel architecture because for the selection step we need
to collect fitness values from all the genomes. All the other
steps could be easily implemented on a fine-grained (single
instruction multiple data) architecture, where every processing
unit represents one genome.

Mutation, as well as fitness calculation effects the state
of one element only, thus their calculation does not need
information from any other genomes. Hence these operations
can be carried out easily in a parallel way on every processing
unit.

We will use an altered version of GA, a two dimensional
variant of the so-called cellular genetic algorithm. The theory
of these algorithms was introduced in [14], [13]. Here we
will implement a two-dimensional variant on an nxn array,
where the radius of the communicating neighbourhoods can be
set arbitrarily, by repeating the parent selection step with one
neighbourhood radius. We can set the exploration/exploitation
ratio with this parameter, instead of using an nxm grid
and varying the n/m ratio, as in [12]. In this method we
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Fig. 1. The small set, the neighbourhood of a given processor (representing
a particle during the algorithm), that determines the calculations. The grid
structure represents how the information spreads out from processor to
processor, from neighbourhood to neighbourhood.

will determine the parents locally, the selection of the fittest
genomes and the recombination is done in a topographic way,
just like in the case of real organisms.

In an iteration every genome will select the fittest genomes
in a neighborhood of radius NegihSize, and these parents
will create the gene pool of the respective genome for the
next generation.

We will make one crucial alteration with respect to the
original GA, so as to avoid the global ordering of genomes
according to their fitness. We will rather find and use the local
extrema (minima or maxima) of the fitness values. With this
we can ensure parallel execution, and a prefect mapping to a
cellular architecture.

In the present paper we will use only the simplest, but
also most general variation of cGA. This contains all the
important features from the implementation point of view.
This implementation can be used for solving other types of
problems, and can be adapted to improved versions of GAs,
too.

Because heuristic improvements (like [15] or [16]) nearly
always intervene at the stage of mutation, fitness calculation or
at other genome-dependent stages they can also be realized in
the topographically distributed, multi-parallel implementation
on CNN architecture.

The pseudo code of a cGA using deterministic sampling is
the following: Algorithm 1.

The parameters of the algorithm are the following:
PopsSize: the size of the population, i.e. the number of

genomes used in an iteration.
MutFact: mutation factor.The probability that a randomly

selected gene will change its value.
NegihSize: Neighborhood size. This parameter determines

the size of neighborhood in which the parents are searched.
The larger value means more possible parent candidates.

A. Performance analysis of cellular genetic algorithms

Various versions of cellular genetic algorithms have been
investigated and proved to have a faster convergence than

Algorithm 1 Cellular Genetic Algorithm
Require: MutFact NegihSize PopsSize MaxIter
Ensure: gmin
gmin ⇐ 1
Iter ⇐ 0
while Iter < MaxIter AND gmin �= 0 do
{1- initialization};
for i = 0toPopSize do

for every gene in gi do
gene ⇐ randomgene()

end for
end for
{2- selection recombination};
for i = 0toPopSize do

for each neighbour in
LocalNeighbourhood(gi, NegihSize) do

Parent1, Parent2 ⇐ SelectParents(neighbour)
end for
{recombination};
gnewi+j ⇐ recombine(Parent1, Parent2)

end for
g ⇐ gnew
{mutation};
for i = 0 to PopSize do

for every gene in gi do
a ⇐ randomnumber(0, 1)
if a < MutFact then
gene ⇐ randomgene()

end if
end for

end for
Iter ⇐ Iter + 1

end while

their ‘regular’ counterparts [17]. However, a two-dimensional
mapping on the algorithm, with varying neighbourhood size
(repeated steps on neighbourhoods in one iteration) has never
been implemented on a cellular architecture. Only one dimen-
sional cellular arrays [14] or grids with fix negihbourhood
radius (usually one) but varrying grid shapes have been used
[10].

Because GAs (especially cellular versions) are too complex
to investigate their convergence speed analytically, we decided
to simulate them on a virtual cellular architecture before the
actual implementation.

Simulations were carried out with the following parameters:
1096 genomes for the N -queen problem and 512 genomes
for the knapsack problems (bounded and unbounded versions)
were generated with uniform distribution in the state space.
1000 repeated tests were executed and averaged for every
single parameter set. According to the compiler results for
the N -queen problem for a population with 1096 elements one
iteration takes 15434 clock cycles (the cores on the Xenon chip
are operating with 100 Mhz, this means 154 usec per iteration).
With this performance we can execute 6479 iterations in one
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second. For this problem 4− 5 iteration is usually enough to
find the optimal solution. With 6479 iterations we expect that
one could solve much more difficult problems in less than a
second.

The total running time was distributed amongst the opera-
tions as follows:

Calculation of the fitness values: 6698 clock cycles (67
usec).

Selection of two parents (with neighborhood radius 1, i.e.
from nine elements): 5700 clock cycles (57 usec). We remark
that with radius k it would take k × 57 usec, because we
have to iterate the selection k times. The execution with
larger neighborhood radius has also been tested on the real
architecture.

Crossover: 2850 clock cycles (28 usec).
Mutation: 96 clock cycles (0.9 usec).
The bounded knapsack problem can be solved with the

cGA in an average 7.12 iterations while the unbounded one in
average 13.47 iterations. With the GA we will need 11.43 and
17.92 average iterations for the bounded and the unbounded
knapsack problems.

III. INTEGRAL CALCULATION

In the previous semesters I have examined and implemented
a cellular version of the Particle Filter algorithm, that suits
ideally on kilo-processor architectures.

It was shown that Particle filters (PF) can be used for state
estimations and probability estimations. They work well with
in case of difficult, non-linear, Markovian models, even in
those cases where the Kalman filters can not be used.

Particle filters without resampling are not efficient enough
to be used in complex, practical problems.

On the other hand Particle filters with resampling have good
and much higher performance but they will lose the ability to
be used for probability estimations.

With a small alteration PF with resampling can be used
for probability estimation, this change requires some extra
computation, but the number of particles can be decreased
drastically.

A. PFs with resampling

However even with resampling one can calculate the prob-
abilities between state transitions with the following ’trick’.

Lets assume our process is in step j (no resampling have
occurred in the previous steps), before resampling and state
estimation (here i can make assumption about state xj).

We can calculate the weights for every particle, and divide
them into two groups: particles with matching and differing
observations. Here we can estimate, that until point j, the
probability that our trajectory will be identical with the given
observation (ot) is:

P (yj = oj) =
Gj

N
(1)

Where G is the number of matching trajectories and N is the
total number of particles (N = W +G). After the resampling

step all the particles will be considered as ’matching particles
(G), so G = N if we would make a calculation after the
resmapling. Because this is still iteration j, the probability
has to be equal to the previous expression. To calculate the
same probability after the resampling step we can introduce
a ’correcting factor’: Before the resampling step we had G
matching particles from N particles, and now we have N
matching particles. We can add virtual particles (they will not
effect our computation) and consider that in the beginning we
have started the algorithm with N ∗ (N/G). This way we can
conserve the calculated probability. (we can note the number of
virtual and real particles at iteration j with Nj = N ∗ (N/G))

After the k-th iteration the probability of a trajectory will
be:

P (yk = ok) =
Gk

Nk
(2)

because the probability was conserved during every resam-
pling.

This way I can calculate probabilities with resampling
particle filters, which makes the number of particles to be
used exponentially less. for this model and for a trajectory
with 100 samples: the Pf with resampling could calculate the
probability with 300 particles with the same accuracy. With the
old method (without resmapling) I needed 10000000 particles.

The main point is, that this way the number of used particles
will not depend on the length of the trajectory.

IV. ESTIMATION OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF A
TRAJECTORY

In many application our aim is not to determine the proba-
bility of the observations, but to determine the probability of
a trajectory of the hidden states.

from a more practical point of view: -first we have an
observation according to our model -from this observation we
can approximate the trajectory of the unknown hidden states,
usually there are more possible sequence of hidden states to
results the given observations (especially if our observation
is nonlinear) - as the last step we should determine the
probability of one selected sequence of hidden states that
matches our observation.

In a more mathematical form:

p(xt = st, xt−1 = st−1...x1 =

s1|yt = ot, yt−1 = ot−1...y1 = o1)
(3)

where st is a given series of hidden states and ot is a
sequence of observation.

A. Results

With this type of calculation one iteration of θ′ with 1000
particles and over a 30 steps long trajectory could be calculated
in 5.6 second on a single core architecture and θ′ can be
calculated with average error 0.02.

In case of the normal method (without resampling)θ′ can
not be estimated with 1000 particles, because in most of the
cases there are no trajectories that will match our observations.
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This way for a longer trajectory the computation time will
increase linearly (instead of the exponential growth of the
normal method).

With 10000 particles θ′ can be approximated with 0.006
average error.

With 10000 particles the ’regular method’ could approxi-
mate theta with 0.4 average error.

B. Estimation of the probability of a trajectory

Estimation of a trajectory based on a model is relatively
simple. The problem and its solution can be explained through
the following simple example:

Let us have a first order autoregressive model:

xt = xt−1 ∗ θ +N(0, 1) (4)

Where xt is a system state at time t, the state transition
rule is known, but we will not have the x values during the
simulation.

From the system we will have the following observation:

yt =

{
�xt� , if : xt − �xt� < 0.5

�xt + 1� , if : xt − �xt� ≥ 0.5
(5)

We call y the observed state. This is a regular quantized signal
based on nearest neighbor quantization, these observations can
be seen in many practical problems.

This is a function of xt for simpler notation we will use it
as:

yt = φ(xt) (6)

In practical problems we usually have one trajectory gener-
ated by the previous model: rt which contains a given number
e.g.: 100 iterations t = 1, 2...100.

We have a previously defined series of the observations: ot
and our aim is to estimate the probability that from the given
model we will get the given trajectory of observations:

p(yt = ot, yt−1 = ot−1...y1 = o1) (7)

or with a simpler notation: P (yt = ot) for every t =
1, 2...100

In case of models with infinite state space this calculation
is hard (can not be done) analytically, hence the non-linear
observations.

Particle filters are used in case of this difficult stochastic
models, and non-linear observations. They are useful in state
estimation, because the distribution of the particles follows
the distribution of the model. From these distributions we can
make probability estimation according to our trajectory.

V. CONCLUSION

In the previous semesters I have implemented a cellular
version of the genetic algorithm and tested it not only in
simulations but also on the Xenonv3 architecture. This algo-
rithm uses the advantages of topographic algorithms and the
structure of cellular neural networks, see [18]. The present
study shows, that this algorithm – implemented on cellular
architecture like the Xenon-v3 – could provide a solution to

many problems where optimization task is complex and an
optimal or suboptimal solution has to be reached with a strict
time limit. I have also introduced a brief description how
particle filters with resampling can be used for the estimation
of the probability of different trajectories. This method allows
numerical integration of certain autoregressive moving average
processes, however the validation, simulation and application
of this method is in progress.
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Abstract—Novel heuristic methods for complex optimization
problems are based on high level algorithmic models, called
metaheuristics. These models provide an ability to create gen-
eralized algorithms, and also open the way for defining hybrid
algorithms. Hybrid metaheuristics are often parallel, and use
multiple heuristics, which are communicating with each other,
during the optimization process.
In this paper a new constructive metaheuristic method will be
introduced. It grows particular solutions parallel, which are
fused step-by-step to a single general solution of the optimization
problem. It is similar to the behavior of amoebas. The Amoeba
method uses subordinate heuristics, which can be chosen option-
ally. We show a derivative heuristic of Amoeba for the Sequential
Ordering Problem(SOP), called SOP-Amoeba1, which can keep
the local error summing down, and provides similar quality
solutions to the naive greedy method.
SOP-A1 algorithm is parallel, and this method has more addi-
tional benefits than growing a single particular solution.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Metaheuristics and the search landscape

Metaheuristics typically define generalized ways of scout-
ing the search landscape. Search landscape in combinatorial
optimization, is a discrete, high dimensional solution space,
with a neighborhood function, which depends on the allowed
elementary modifications on solutions.1

Basic metaheuristics are Local Search, Simulated Anneal-
ing(Kirkpatric 1983), TABU Search(Glover 1989), Variable
Neighbourhood Search(VNS), Guided Local Search(GLS),
Ant-Colony Optimization(ACO), Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion(PSO) and Evolutional Optimization(Holland 1975, Fogel
1994), brief summary and further references can be found
in [2]. All methods have to deal with the diversification-
intensification problem: on one hand the convergence which
leads into a local optimum have to be restrained, on the other
hand it is necessary to reuse the knowledge from best known
solutions. All of the above mentioned heuristics are iterative,
and define how to move in the search landscape, and how to
handle the local optimum problem. Iterative methods use con-
structive heuristics to build initial solutions, and improve them
till it is possible, so iterative methods provide better solutions,
but it takes more time. Constructive heuristics always take part
in iterative and population based methods, and be used alone

1we get all of the neighbors of a solution with one of the elementary
modifications

in special cases, where the execution time is critical, so the
examination of these methods are important.

B. Hybrid metaheuristics

The goal of hybridization is combining the advantages of
the participating methods. The integration of a constructive
heuristic into an iterative one, is a trivial example. There
are two basic forms of hybridization: integrative combina-
tion, and collaborative combination. Integration means that
a metaheuristic has integrated other methods, which leads
better solutions. In collaborative combinations, metaheuristics
run parallel and exchange information to each other. This
is an emerging research direction, summaries in [1], [3]
show promising examples. A hybrid metaheuristic method
was suggested for handling SOP in [4], where an Ant-Colony
System hybridized with a special 3-exchange local search. In
that work, the authors used TSPlib reference problem set,
which included both real world SOP instances, and random
problems for testing optimality. In this paper we use the same
problem set for measuring performance. We hope that the
metaheuristic, which will be presented here, can be applied
in the future hybrid methods, but in this work we show only
the method itself, and its derivatives for the SOP.

II. SOP-AMOEBA

A. Amoeba metaheuristic

The main concept of Amoeba method is building many
particular solutions parallel. This method is a kind of greedy
heuristic, in each step a solution element is chosen. There
are many solution parts, and all of them want to join to an
other solution part. In finite steps we have only one particular
solution, which will be the output of the method.

AMOEBA METAHEURISTIC:
1 create a partition of the task
2 initialize the elementary particular solutions

while num of independent particular solutions �= 1
3 update particular solutions
4 choose a part
5 the chosen part incorporates its candidate

Amoeba has two subordinate heuristics: one for choosing a
part(part-choosing heuristic), and one for selecting candidates
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for each part(candidate-choosing heuristic). When the number
of independent solutions reaches 1, we have a solution for the
primary problem. It is trivial that the naive greedy method is
an Amoeba, which always chooses the same part during the
process.
We can create Amoeba methods for different optimization
problems by defining the above mentioned points of the
Amoeba metaheuristic. In graph-based problems, the particular
solutions are subgraphs(for example: paths), which create
connections to each other, when a subgraph incorporates its
candidate subgraph.

B. Sequential Ordering Problem(SOP)

The sequential ordering problem(SOP) is a combinatorial
optimization task, which was defined by Escudero(1988). SOP
can be derived from the traveling salesman problem(TSP),
by adding precedence constraints to the cities. Every city can
have a list of other nodes, which have to be before them in the
solution. Because of all TSP instances are special SOP ones,
SOP is also NP-hard. Many real-world tasks leads to SOP:
pick-up and delivery tasks, planning robot actions(to build
multilevel buildings with minimal cost), ordering problems
with cost function minimization. Formal definition:
Given: A directed complete graph DKn and a weight-
function c : E(DKn)�R+ and a poset P on set V (DKn)
with relation R(P).
Task: Give a permutation V (DKn) = {v1, v2, ..., vn}, where∑n−1

i=1 c(e(vi, vi+1)) is minimal on the linear extensions of P.

R(P) is a set of constraints, (vi, vj) ∈ R(P ) means
that vi have to be before vj . Linear extension of P is a total
order, where all of the relations in R(P) are satisfied. In
practice, SOP is given by a matrix A, where Ai,j = −1 if
(vj , vi) ∈ R(P ), Ai,j = c(e(vi, vj)) otherwise.

C. SOP-Amoeba

Amoeba metaheuristic is a generalized optimization model.
Here we show a specialized Amoeba method which constructs
solutions for the SOP. If the following points are inserted into
the Amoeba metaheuristic, we get the SOP-Amoeba method.

1. CREATE PARTITION OF THE TASK:

We divide the primary task into n decision tasks. If all
nodes decide which are the next nodes in the route, we
get a candidate solution. Elementary particular solutions are
sections(paths), which have only one node. These sections
joins to each other till we get a Hamiltonian path, where the
constraints defined in R(P) are satisfied. At this point, each
node vi is a section and has these data structures:
CAN(vi): list of candidate sections for section vi
Route(vi): Inner route, the list of nodes in section vi
is independent(vi): vi can be chosen
In this method the first step is only theoretical, but it is
possible, that the partition depends on the problem instance.

2. INITIALIZE THE ELEMENTARY PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS:
1 for all section vi
2 Route(vi) = {vi} // inner route
3 CAN(vi) = {v1, v2, ..., vi−1, vi+1, ..., vn}
4 // where c(e(vi, vj)) ≤ c(e(vi, vj+1))∀j �= i
5 is independent(vi) = TRUE
6 // Add transitive relations to R(P):
7 if (a, b) ∈ R(P ) and (b, c) ∈ R(P ) and (a, c) /∈ R(P )
8 (a,c)�R(P)
9 Add E to V (DKn)

10 // with c(e(vi, E)) = inf and c(e(E, vi)) = inf
11 Route(E)={}
12 CAN(E)={}
13 is independent(E) = FALSE
14 for all section vi
15 add (vi, E) to R(P)
16 add as last element E to CAN(vi)

In the second step we can find the candidate-choosing heuris-
tic. In the CAN(vi) lists the order of the candidates depending
on that method. In this work the candidate-choosing heuristic
is a naive greedy one, which chooses the closest possible node
first.

3. UPDATE PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS:
1 for all independent vi
2 num = 0
3 for each vj ∈ CAN(vi) // from j=1
4 if (vj , vi) ∈ R(P )
5 delete vj from CAN(vi)
6 continue with next iteration
7 if ∃vk (vi, vk) ∈ R(P ) and (vk, vj) ∈ R(P )
8 delete vj from CAN(vi)
9 continue with next iteration

10 if ∃vk (vk, vi) ∈ R(P ) and (vj , vk) ∈ R(P )
11 delete vj from CAN(vi)
12 continue with next iteration
13 num = num+ 1
14 if num == 2
15 break loop

Before every iteration in the main loop of Amoeba, we update
the particular solutions. In the pseudo code, we show the case,
where are enough to provide validity of the first and the second
candidates. Each candidate, which leads to deadlock in the
later steps are deleted. To avoid deadlock, we need to check
three conditions for every vi and CAN(vi), if one of them
not meets, we delete the candidate definitely.

4. CHOOSE A PART:

We can choose parts optionally, for example randomly, but
we can use heuristics to select, which part can choose its
first candidate. The variants defined here, are made to increase
optimality of the solution. All of these methods suppose the
usage of naive greedy candidate-choosing heuristic2.

2every section chooses the closest valid section
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Variations of part-choosing heuristic

1) Amoeba-Greedy: This is the naive variant of part-
choosing. Simply chooses the same vi during the execution.
Only one particular solution grows to a candidate solution.

2) Amoeba-1: We choose a part with MAXIMAL possible
loss.

p loss(a) = c(e(a, CAN(a).sec))− c(e(a, CAN(a).first))

This loss occurs when an other section makes connection, and
a can not choose its first candidate.

3) Amoeba-2: If a part incorporates its candidate, other
parts are not able to connect to that candidate anymore, so
they realized their possible losses. We choose the part, which
causes MINIMAL possible loss.

c loss2(a) =
∑
i∗

p loss(vi∗)

i∗ : CAN(vi∗).first = CAN(a).first vi∗ �= a

4) Amoeba-3: This part-choosing method is a combination
of the previous two heuristics. With α, β parameters we
weighed the two goals: choose parts with high possible loss,
and minimize the caused loss on other parts.

c loss3(a) = α · c loss2(a)− β · p loss(a)

5) Amoeba-4: A modification of SOP-Amoeba3. This
method takes the inner circle into consideration in the cal-
culation of caused loss. If the candidate wants to choose a, it
can not, because this would cause inner circle.

c loss4(a) = α · (c loss2(a) + C)− β · p loss(a)

C =

{
p loss(CAN(a).f) if CAN(a).f = a

0 otherwise

6) Amoeba-5: We can calculate the accurate value of
caused loss for a candidate choose. We select the part, which
causes the minimal loss. This method summing the possible
losses for all parts, which won’t be able to choose their first
candidate at the next iteration of Amoeba algorithm.

c loss5(a) = α ·
∑
i∗

p loss(vi∗)− β · p loss(a)

i∗ : CAN(vi∗).f = CAN(a).f vi∗ �= a
⋃

vi∗ = CAN(a).f and CAN(vi∗).f = a

⋃
(vi∗ , a) ∈ R(P ) and (CAN(a).f, CAN(vi∗).f) ∈ R(P )

⋃
(a, vi∗) ∈ R(P ) and (CAN(vi∗).f, CAN(a).f) ∈ R(P )

This loss with α = 1, β = 0 surely appears in the resulting
solution, so the sum of these losses, with the sum of minimal
cost candidates at first step, as offset3, is a lower bound
on the cost of the resulting solution. We can find a perfect
greedy candidate by calculating the loss for all possible

3this is the trivial lower-bound on the solution’s cost

part-candidate pairs4. If we use candidate vj �= CAN(a).f ,
the arising loss on a have to be added.

When we have a part and a candidate for it, we are ready to
create a new particular solution by combining them. If section
A joins to section B, we get section A’ = {A,B}. B will be not
independent. We have to refresh R(P), because R(P) contains
relations on the independent sections only. All of the relations
with B given to A’, and A’ inherits the candidate list of B.
Step 5. holds the transitive closed property of R(P).

5. CHOOSEN PART A INCORPORATES ITS CANDIDATE B:
1 // All constraints for B given to A
2 for all vi : (B, vi) ∈ R(P )
3 (A, vi)�R(P)
4 delete (B, vi) from R(P)
5 for all vi : (vi, B) ∈ R(P )
6 (vi, A)�R(P)
7 delete (vi, B) from R(P)
8 // Refresh A’s candidate list
9 delete A from CAN(B) list // inner circle

10 CAN(A) = CAN(B)
11 // Create connection
12 Route(A) = {Route(A), Route(B)}
13 // Refresh candidate lists points to B
14 for all independent section vi
15 delete B from CAN(vi)
16 // Independence
17 if B not independent // iff B contains E
18 is independent(A) = FALSE
19 else
20 is independent(B) = FALSE
21 // Clear B
22 Route(B)={} CAN(B)={}
23 // Hold the transitive closed property of R(P)
24 for ∀vj : (A, vj) ∈ R(P )
25 for ∀vi : (vi, A) ∈ R(P )
26 if (vi, vj) /∈ R(P )
27 (vi, vj)�R(P )

In each iteration, the number of independent solutions de-
creased by 1, so in finite steps we get the state, where we have
only one independent section. This section has the solution in
its ROUTE() structure. At the end of the execution, R(P) is
an empty constraint set, because in each iteration, the base-set
of R(P) is reduced by 1.

III. RESULTS

A. Characteristics of SOP-Amoeba

SOP-Amoeba is a deterministic5 constructive heuristic
method, which builds a single solution from many particular
solutions, connecting two parts in each step. There are no
back-track, if two nodes are connected in a part, they will be
connected in the result too, so we can start the execution of a

4not only for part-first candidate pairs
5with deterministic subordinate heuristics
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solution, before the execution of the optimization ends.
In SOP-Amoeba, the candidate-choosing and part-choosing
methods can be selected optionally. After step 3 in the main
loop, the valid candidates for all independent sections are
known, this information can be used by other heuristics in
hybridizations. The option of choosing provides several advan-
tages: we can support the growing of predecessor-independent
parts, for multi agent planning; we can find successor for
the more important nodes first; we can handle time-window
problems6.
The method declared by the pseudo codes, with Amoeba-1
part-choosing, is the SOP-Amoeba1 algorithm. The size of
the input is n2, where n is the number of nodes included in a
problem. SOP-Amoeba1 has O(c · n2 · log(n)) computational
complexity, this comes from shorting lists with n elements for
all nodes in step 2. The memory usage is mainly depends on
the CAN() lists, which need O(c · n2) memory space. The
algorithm is complete, so if the input is contradiction free, we
get a linear extension of P. If the constraints are unsatisfiable,
one of the independent sections will have no valid candidates.
SOP-Amoeba is a parallel method: step 2-4 can be executed
parallel for all sections, one synchronization needed in each
iteration, when the chosen section incorporates its candidate
in step 5.

B. Measurement results

We use TSPlib SOP instances for testing optimality: there
are real-life problems for example (rbgxxxa), which de-
rived from a stacker crane application, and random gen-
erated instances (prob.x). A comparison between different
part-choosing methods and best known solutions is shown
in Figure 1. We found that Amoeba1 is the most effective
on the test instances, with 26% average distance from best
known solutions. All best known solution comes from iter-
ative methods, we mentioned that iterative methods provide
superior solutions, but they need more time. The leading
heuristics[4] have random components, these methods can
have 1-10% dispersion between solutions generated for the
same instance. In Figure 1 we show results for the Amoeba-
Greedy(SA-G), Amoeba-1(SA-1) and Amoeba-5(SA-5) part-
choosing methods only, because these are the extreme meth-
ods. The SOP-Amoeba1 construction method is better than the
naive greedy by 7,4% average. It is interesting that Amoeba-1
beats Amoeba-5 by 5% too, so the calculation of caused loss
less effective, than choose the parts, with highest possible loss.
This result showed that we can reach better solutions by
growing multiple particular solutions, the local error summing
is restrained by the Amoeba-1 part-choosing method.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we showed a generalized constructive meta-
heuristic method called Amoeba, and a derivative algorithm
SOP-Amoeba for handling the sequential ordering problem.
We define many part-choosing methods for SOP-Amoeba,

6in this case we may need back-tack

Fig. 1. Measurement results: Problem instances comes from TSPlib. N is
the number of nodes, ‖R‖ the number of constraints. The results shows the
cost of the solutions given by different methods.

and found that the Amoeba1 is the most effective one. In
SOP-Amoeba we can define optional subordinate heuristics.
If we do the test defined in point 3 of the algorithm, we
know the valid candidates for all particular solutions, this
gives opportunities to create SOP-Amoebas for specific tasks,
and this information can be used by other heuristics in hybrid
methods.
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Abstract—Transmission line analysis in high frequencies needs
use of full wave numerical approaches like Transmission Line
Matrix method (TLM) which is one of the most powerful
and useful approach in electromagnetism. It can be used for
analysis of geometrical or non-geometrical, isotropic or an-
isotropic, homogeneous or inhomogeneous structures with or
without electrical or magnetic losses. In this paper a general
discretization for the 3D symmetrical condensed node (SCN)
with Stubs TLM is given. Acceleration of the a 3D SCN TLM
computation on a high performance field programmable gate
array (FPGA) is described as well. The key points of the
implementation are the minimization of the memory transfers
and maximization of the operating frequency.

Index Terms—Transmission-Line Matrix Method, Time Do-
main Electromagnetism, FPGA, models of computation, High-
performance computing

I. INTRODUCTION

A new paradigm of computer programming is required when
algorithms has to be implemented on parallel processors. To
obtain more performance out of numerical models running on
traditional serial computers higher clock frequency is needed
which will produce exponentially more heat. Another way to
get more performance out of these models is to adapt them
to the new multi- [1], [2] and many-core [3], [4] CPUs or
GPUs or array computers where small pieces of the problem is
processed simultaneously on all cores; the heat increase is now
linear. This type of problems has a good mapping potential
to parallel architectures, because several equations should be
calculated using only a small local data set from a large array
of data.

The challenge of this work is to find an optimal (maximum
operating frequency, minimum power usage, minimum area,
minimum memory latency) implementation of TLM method
for FPGAs.

II. 3D TRANSMISSION-LINE MODELING METHOD NODE
TYPES

A. Transmission-Line Modeling Method

The transmission-line modeling method was first published
in 1971 [5], since then it has being referred as TLM. Some-
times is called transmission-line matrix method. The TLM
discrete models of electromagnetic fields have being applied
for modeling 1- 2- and 3-dimensional environments with
time varying and frequency applications. This is an explicit
numerical method which is based on the solution of waves on
electric transmission line.

A TLM model is built from a set of transmission line
segments, lumped resistors, and sources. An inductor and a

capacitor can be replaced by a stub or a series transmission
lines. A resistor is modeled by an infinite transmission line
stub. A cubic element is modeled by a set of uniform trans-
mission lines connected to the six adjacent cubic elements of
the analyzed environment. Losses of the medium, the external
sources, the mutual effects and the non-uniformity are also can
be added to the TLM circuit to represent a grid node. Each grid
node is formed by twelve, fifteen or more transmission lines.
All the series transmission lines have characteristic impedance

Z0 =

√
L

C
=

1

Y0
[Ω] (1)

while the environment non uniformity is represented by ca-
pacitors Cs and inductors Lt in each 3D grid node (p,q,r) [6].
As the intrinsic impedance of the medium is modeled by the
characteristic impedance of a transmission line, the following
equations relate all inductances and capacitances involved at
each node:

c =
1√
LC

=
1

√
ε0μ0

[m/s] (2)

The inductors and capacitors are modeled as stub or link
lines. The inductors are represented as short-circuit stubs, and
the capacitors are open-circuit stubs. The impedances ZCs

and
ZLt

are the stub transmission lines characteristic impedances
for Cs and Lt, respectively.

B. Symmetrical Condensed Node

There are several types of 3D TLM nodes in the class of
symmetrical condensed node (SCN) models, the simplest one
is the symmetrical condensed node [7] and the most complex
is the general symmetrical condensed node (GSCN) [8].

The symmetrical condensed node is a dodecaport machine
which mimics the electromagnetic field on a piece of space.
A general symmetrical condensed node can model variations
of the medium as electric, magnetic and loss non uniformity
[8].

The complexity of the hybrid symmetrical condensed node
[9] model is between the symmetrical condensed node and the
general symmetrical condensed node. The hybrid symmetrical
condensed node considers only the variation of the electrical
permittivity and the variation of the losses along the medium
being modeled. This method is ideal for parallel implemen-
tation because it provide a reasonable compromise between
model accuracy and implementation complexity.
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Fig. 1. 3D TLM SCN input voltage polarization

C. Node Port Numbering

Numbering of the neighborhood of the actual cell is orga-
nized in a logical way; it is easy to keep in mind and to analyze
the direction of propagation. For the three directions x, y, z,
the first four voltages propagates in the x direction, the middle
four voltages propagates in the y direction and the last four
voltages propagates in the z direction. Even numbers are at
the lower scale and odd numbers are at the higher scale. The
numbering are also organized in a sequence of pairs: [(1,2),
(3,4); (5,6), (7,8); (9,10), (11,12)].

Based on this numbering the relation between the incident
voltage at time step n+1 to the reflected voltage at the adjacent
node at time step n is

V i,n+1
ϕ±1 = V r,n

ϕ |AdjacentNode (3)

where i is the incident voltage; r is the reflected volt-
age; n is the discrete time step; ϕ is the node port,
ϕ�{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12};

D. Scattering Matrix

Relation between incident and reflected voltages of one cell
at time step n are described by the TLM scattering matrix.
For the hybrid symmetrical condensed node the relation of the
incident voltage to the reflected voltages are shown in Table I.,
where columns 13, 14 and 15 shows the coefficients for the
shunt capacitances, while columns 16, 17 and 18 takes the
current sources for the x, y and z directions into consideration.
Columns from 1 to 12 are for the node ports, the table lines
are grouped in three parts, one for each direction. In this table
the port numbers are followed by the respective direction just
to ease interpretation. Blank spaces represent a zero element.
Therefore, fifteen linear equations should be computed where
each equation requires eight coefficients, seven input voltages
and one current source.

app = − Y0 +Gs + 2(Yl − Yt)

2[Y0 +Gs + 2(Yl + Yt)]
(4)

bpq = − 2Yt

Y0 +Gs + 2(Yl + Yt)
(5)

cpp = −[
Y0 +Gs + 2(Yl − Yt)

2[Y0 +Gs + 2(Yl + Yt)]
+

RtYt

2(RtYt + 4)
] (6)

dpq =
2

RtYt + 4
(7)

gpq =
2Y0

Y0 +Gs + 2(Yl + Yt)
(8)

hpq =
Y0 −Gs − 2(Yl − Yt)

Y0 +Gs + 2(Yl + Yt)
= gij − 1 (9)

kpq =
1

Y0 +Gs + 2(Yl + Yt)
(10)

V16 = jxZ0ΔzΔy V17 = jyZ0ΔxΔz V18 = jzZ0ΔxΔy
(11)

GSp = σep
ΔqΔr

Δp
[S] (12)

Rmp = σmp
ΔqΔr

Δp
[Ω] (13)

Ypq =
1

Zpq
=

√
Cpq

Lpq
[S] YOq =

2Ci
O

Δt
[S] (14)

Δt = Δp
√

CpqLpq[m/s] (15)

CrpΔr + CqpΔq + Cp
O = ε0εp

ΔqΔr

Δp
[F ] (16)

LrpΔr + LqpΔq = μ0μp
ΔqΔr

Δp
[H] (17)

where Rt magnetic losses [Ω] at direction t = x, y or z;
Gs electric losses [S] at direction s = x, y or z;
Cpq Capacitance [F/m] of the six lines;
Lpq Inductance [H/m] of the six lines;
COp

Capacitance [F] of the three open lines stubs;
p,q,r are replaced by x, y, z.

TABLE I
HSCN SCATTERING MATRIX

Yl x x x x y y y y z z z z
Capacitors Sources

Yt z z y y z z x x y y x x
Ys y y z z x x z z x x y y x y z x y z

Rt Gs 1y 2y 3z 4z 5x 6x 7z 8z 9x 10x 11y 12y 13 14 15 16 17 18
y x 9x dzx −dzx bzx bzx azx czx g k
y x 10x −dzx dzx bzx bzx czx azx g k

x 13x b b b b h k
z x 5x dyx −dyx ayx cyx byx byx g k
z x 6x −dyx dyx cyx ayx byx byx g k
z y 1y axz cxy dxy −dxy bxy bxy g k
z y 2y cxy axy −dxy dxy bxy bxy g k

y 14y b b b b h k
x y 11y bzy bzy dzy −dzy azy czy g k
x y 12y bzy bzy −dzy dzy czy azy g k
y z 3z axz cxz bxz bxz dxz −dxz g k
y z 4z cxz axz bxz bxz −dxz dxz g k

z 15z b b b b h k
x z 7z byz byz ayz cyz dyz −dyz g k
x z 8z byz byz cyz ayz −dyz dyz g k

Voltage numbering is followed by the associate polarized
direction just to ease the understanding. Sub-indexes l, t and
s are replaced by x, y and z. Yt − Y pq;Yl − YOq

.
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Fig. 2. Scattering matrix calculation

III. IMPLEMENTATION ON FPGA

The structure of the TLM model simulation is shown in Fig
3. First the Electronic (E) and Magnetic (H) field values are
initialized to 0, and several constants, based on the properties
of the different materials used in the model, are computed.
This calculation should be done only once therefore it is
implemented on the host PC.

Electronic and Magnetic field values are stored in the on-
board memory of the FPGA card. Off chip memory bandwidth
of the FPGA is significantly smaller than the GPGPU systems.
Therefore efficient buffering of the loaded values is critical for
high performance implementation. The models usually con-
tains few different materials (chopper, dielectric material, air)
therefore the precomputed constant values can be stored in the
on-chip memories to save bandwidth. Instead of loading all of
the six neighbors which used during the computation, a simple
buffering scheme is used to further reduce memory bandwidth.
Two plates are cut from the computational domain and these
state values are stored in the on-chip block memories.

During the excitation step 12 voltage values are calculated
according to Figure 1. For this step only 3 multipliers are
required because changing the sign of a floating point-number
can be carried out by an inverter and multiplication by integer
power of two can be computed using an adder/subtractor to
modify the exponent of the number. In addition the computed
values can be reused during the computation of the neighbor-
ing cells.

The values of the scattering matrix is calculated in the next
step. Most of the computing resources are required during this
step. Elements of the scattering matrix is computed according
to Table I using equations 4-10. Fortunately several partial
results can be shared between the equations as shown in Figure
2. and the area requirements can be decreased significantly.

The reflected voltages are computed by a matrix vector
multiplication using the previously computed scattering matrix
and the incident voltages. Due to the symmetry properties of
the scattering matrix the computation can be broken down to
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Fig. 3. The implemented architecture

several 2× 2 matrix vector multiplications and additions. For
this step 81 adder and 48 multiplier is required ( Table II.).

TABLE II
REQUIRED RESOURCE OF THE OPERATIONS

Multiplier Adder Divisor Subtractor Change sign Division with 2
Input 3 0 0 0 0 0

S matrix 12 75 21 9 21 48
Matrix multip. 48 81 0 0 0 0

Output 21 24 0 9 3 6
Sum 84 180 21 18 24 54

In the final step E and H values are calculated (see 18,19)
using the reflected voltages and saved to the off-chip memory.

Ex = −V i
1 + V i

2 + V i
9 + V i

10

2Δl
(18)

Hx =
V i
3 − V i

11 + V i
12 − V i

4

2Z0Δl
(19)

The memory requirement of each cell is 49 byte when
double precision is used. This contains 6 time dependent
state values and 1 byte to select the appropriate boundary
conditions, signal sources and materials. Part of this array data
is stored in the on-chip BRAM memories of the FPGA. On the
largest Virtex-6 FPGA 781714 cell values can be stored on-
chip therefore the maximum size of the grid is 625×625×625
cells. There are not enough logic and DSP resources on Virtex-
5 FPGA to implement the full architecture without resource
sharing (Table III.).

IV. PERFORMANCE

Performance of the software simulation depends on the
size of the simulated structure if the size is larger than
128× 128× 128 the performance drops to a lower level, due
to the memory bottleneck and L3-cache memory occupancy
in Intel CPUs. The optimal grid size for GPUs is around
160 × 160 × 160, while an FPGA can efficiently compute
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TABLE III
REQUIRED RESOURCES ON FPGA

Sum (D) Multiplier Adder Divisor Subtractor Change sign Division with 2 SUM Virtex-5 Virtex-6
LUT 23436 146340 5859 14634 360 1296 191925 149760 295200
FF 34692 129420 8673 12942 0 3456 189183 149760 393600

DSP 924 540 231 54 0 0 1749 1056 2016
BRAM 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 11664000 38304000

Number of cached cells 238040 781714

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATIONS

Implementations

Intel Q9300[10] Intel Xeon X5550[10] NVIDIA GTX480[10] XC6VSX475T

Implementation type Software Software Software (Cuda) FPGA
Technology (nm) 45 45 65 40

Clock Frequency (MHz) 2500 2666 (3060) 1400 300
Number of Processing Elements 4 Cores 4 Cores 480 Cuda Cores 1 PE

Power Consumption(W) 95 95 450 120
Million cell iteration/s 10,5 18,5 180 472

Speedup 1 1.76 17.11 44.95

on 625 × 625 × 625 sized grid. Performance of the different
implementations are summarized on Tabel XY. For easier
comparison to related work a 128 × 128 × 128 sized grid
is used during the computations. Even implementing a single
processing element on an FPGA is 44.95 times faster than an
Intel Q9300 processor when all four CPU cores are used. The
Virtex-6 FPGA based solution is 2.6 times faster compared to
a high performance General-purpose graphics processing unit
(GPGPU), where the GPU is using all of the stream processors
during the computation.

V. CONCLUSION, FUTURE WORK

An optimized architecture to calculation the HSCN-TLM
method was successful, using a Virtex-6 SX475T FPGA. The
solution is optimized to reduce the memory transfer between
the FPGA and the off-chip memory. The main parameters of
the architecture are described and compared to the parameters
of the software simulation of the HSCN-TLM model running
on high performance processors such as Intel Q9300 and
Intel Xeon 5550 and running on GPGPU such as NVIDIA
GTX480. The proposed architecture is significantly faster than
a multicore processor or GPGPU.

The current implementation is optimized for a single FPGA
in the future the architecture can be extended to use multiple
FPGAs for even faster simulation. On the other hand the
bandwidth limitation of the current architecture can be solved
by using the new Virtex-7 generation FPGAs where more
logic and I/O resources are available. Finally the accelerator
architecture should be integrated to an existing software en-
vironment to utilize the fast computation of the TLM method
in a high speed PCB design scenario.
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Abstract— In this paper, we address the problem of
multi-target tracking (MTT) with dynamically changing objects.
It preforms robust multiple object tracking in a noisy, cluttered
environment with closely spaced targets. Our method uses the
Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) estimation framework to
estimate and predict the state space of the maneuvering targets.
In the first part, we demonstrate a method to simultaneously
estimate the state-space and the tracking index by adaptive
learning to ensure smooth spatio-temporal tracking. The second
part deals with dynamical selection of parallely extracted features
based on a spatio-temporal consistency metrics to maximize the
robustness of data association and reduce the overall complexity
of the algorithm. The proposed model is very general and can
be applied for a solution of a variety problems. Experiments on
simulated computer generated videos and also real-world videos
validate the proposed method.

Index Terms—multiple-target tracking, object detection, data
association, feature extraction, dynamic feature selection, motion
filters

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple target or object tracking (MTT) is a very important
task in many computer vision applications [1]. However, it can
become a challenging problem, especially if the object is in a
dynamically changing environment. A number of computer
vision applications could be characterized by two complex
stages of processing. The first stage is the topographic image
acquisition, which may include pre-processing, background
subtraction [2], image segmentation [3], and post-processing.
The second stage is a non-topographic sensing which includes
the feature-signature extraction [4] and the target tracking
back-end.

A video scene usually contains an unknown number of
objects, and multiple observations for each object which
needs to paired in a spatial and temporal consistent manner;
this is called data association [5]. The data association
step is followed by state-estimation of each track. At last,
predictive-corrective filtering is applied to estimate the next
state of each object.

The overall numerical complexity of the tracking
algorithm is crucial in order to meet the systems real-time
demand. Application areas may include traffic monitoring,
vehicle navigation, automated surveillance and biological
applications.

II. DYNAMIC TRACKING

A. Algorithm Overview

Multiple target tracking can be defined, as estimating the
trajectory of objects in the image plane as they move around
in the scene. Generally, an object segmentation algorithm runs
on each frame of the video flow in order to detect objects.

The detected objects are then assigned to consistent labels,
called tracks. The temporal analysis of tracks can be used to
identify and select features that best represent each object. The
final goal of target tracking is to determine the position of an
object or a bounding box on each frame of the video sequence.

B. Hierarchical Feature Extraction

The input image is highly redundant. The transformation, to
reduce the dimensionality of input data while keeping relevant
information content, is called feature extraction. For each
object, a number of features are calculated from the image.
A set of seven statistically independent features groups are
determined that can identify and describe each object in a
given frame.

The result of the segmentation algorithm is a binary mask,
where black pixels correspond to the background pixels and
white pixels correspond to the foreground pixels. The x and
y coordinates are the centroids of each connected foreground
pixel on the mask image. The shape of the objects is described
by the eccentricity metric, which measures how much the
object deviates from a circle. In order to extract the color
information, the original color input image is converted to
YCbCr color space. For each chromatic channel (luminance,
blue and red) the average intensity value is extracted. All
features are is normalized between 0 and 1 values in order
to make comparable measurements between each frame of the
video sequence.

C. Data Assignment

The assignment of measurements to consistent tracks is
accomplished using a combinatorial optimization algorithm
called the Hungarian method. Only features that are selected
contribute to the calculation of the distance matrix. The
assignment algorithm is used to match the current and
predicted states together with minimal cost. The time
complexity of the assignment algorithm is low order
polynomial. More complex data association models can be
applied, such as Monte Carlo data association.
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In a real-time application, the number of features should
be minimal to increase the speed of the system, but all
the relevant information must be kept. This can be done
by creating a hierarchy in the features based on their
confidence or robustness. The noisy feature channels should be
filtered out. The tracking system consists of feature selection,
data assignment, state space estimation, prediction and error
correction.

D. Feature Selection

The feature selection is done by analyzing the spatial and
temporal property of each feature channel. The “good” features
are selected based on a spatio–temporal consistency metric.
Let xik and be the feature state space vectors at frame k for
the i-th object (i = 1..m). Let Dk(n) denote a vector which
represents each features discriminative power (eq. 1). This
can be defined as the minimum of pair wise l1 distance of
the current state space vector n-th component between the i
and j-th objects. This will give high values if the inter object
distance is high in the feature space.

Dk(n) = min
i,j
i<j

�
d1(xik(n), xjk(n))

�
(1)

The second term of the consistency metric is the inverse
of the residual gradient magnitude of the previous state
space estimation (eq. 2). This penalties feature that change
considerably in time.

Rk(n) =
1

1
2

�
1 + 1

m

�m
i=1 |xik−1 − xi

k|
� − 1 (2)

The final consistency metric (eq. 3) is defined by a linear μ
parameter homotopy of the first part (D) and the second parts
(R).

Ck = (1− μ)Qk + μRk (3)

Note that since all the state variables are normalized
between 0 and 1 the resulting components of the consistency
metric C (eq. 3) will also be between 0 and 1. The final feature
selection for frame k will be denoted by Sk (eq. 4). These
features are the ones that are well separated from each other
and do not change considerably in time.

Sk,1×s = arg max
m=1..s

Ck(m) (4)

E. Event Detection

The above tracking system works very well if there are no
events happening in the scene. In this section we define a
number of events which needs to handled in order to increase
the performance of the tracking system.

1) Track initialization when an object enters the scene.
2) Track intersection when two objects collide.
3) Track persistence when an object is being partially

occluded by the background.
4) Track deletion when an object exits the scene.

Entering and exiting the scene can usually be detected
if a rectangle is drawn around the edge of the scene.
We can predict the intersection of two or more object by
checking weather their predicted bounding boxes will overlap.
If intersection occurs then we reconfigure the tracking indexes
these object to enter a mode when we rely more on the model
prediction than on the measurements, since the measurement
of the intersecting object will be corrupted.

III. SINGLE OBJECT STATE ESTIMATION

A. Deterministic Linear Dynamic System

The general equation of deterministic linear dynamic system
can be given by

x(k + 1) = Φ(k)x(k) + Γv(k) (5a)
z(k) = H(k)x(k) + w(k) (5b)

In 5a the x(k) is the target state vector at time k, Φ is the state
transition matrix, v(k) is the unknow target maneuver, Φ is the
state transition matrix, and Γ is the noise gain. The equation
5b is the output equation, where z(k) is the output and H(k)
is the measurement matrix. The process noise v(k) is assumed
to be zero-mean, white Gaussian noise with covariance

E[v(k)v(k)�] = Q(k) (6)

w(k) is the measurement noise which is also assumed to be
zero-mean, white Gaussian noise with covariance

E[w(k)w(k)�] = R(k) (7)

The process noise, the measurement noise and the initial state
are assumed mutually independent.

B. Kinematic Models

Multiple models can be used to describe the path of a
moving object. Two well know models are the:

1) discrete White noise acceleration (DWNA)
2) discrete Wiener process acceleration (DWPA)

DWNA and DWPA are also called second and third order
polynomial models. The corresponding state transition matrix
Φ eq. 8, the gain vector Γ eq. 9 and the output vector H eq.
10 are given by following equations.

Φ =

⎡
⎣
1 T 1

2T
2

0 1 T
0 0 1

⎤
⎦ (8)

Γ =

⎡
⎣

1
2T

2

T
1

⎤
⎦ (9)

H =
�
1 0 0

�
(10)
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C. The Tracking Index

The tracking index (Λ) is the only design parameter of out
tracking system, however it needs to be estimated beforehand
to ensure high tracking performance. The derived steady-state
filters are the α−β, α−β− γ filters and the coefficients α,β
and γ are the steady state Kalman gain components.

lim
k→∞

W (k) � [g1 g2 g3]
� �

[
α

β

T

γ

2T 2

]
(11)

The tracking index is a dimensionless, proportional to the
ratio of position uncertainty due to the target maneuverability
and the sensor measurement eq. 12. The tracking index is
discussed more rigourously in [1] or in [6].

Λ � σvT
2

σw
(12)

Equations 13, 14 and 15 summarizes the exact formulae of
the steady state Kalman gains. The position gain coefficient:

α = −1

8

(
Λ2 + 8Λ− (Λ + 4)

√
λ2 + 8Λ

)
(13)

The velocity gain coefficient:

β =
1

4

(
Λ2 + 4Λ− Λ

√
Λ2 + 8Λ

)
(14)

The acceleration gain coefficient:

γ =
β2

α
(15)

D. Estimating the Tracking Index

In this section we give a adaptive algorithm to estimate the
tracking index (Λ) with a simple recursive adaptive filter. Let
τ(k) be a track consisting of the position states of an object at
time k, then τ∗� (k) is an exponential decaying moving average
process with � parameter (eq. 16).

τ∗� (k) = �τ(k) + (1− �)τ(k − 1) (16)

The adaptation of the tracking index Λ is performed
by eq. 17. The adaptation will force Λ in such a way
that the predictions of state estimation will fall within a
gating-range (Gr). For high noise measurement it will decrease
Λ meaning we will rely more on the model estimation than the
measurement. For low noise measurements it will increase the
tracking, and rely more on the measurements and it enables
for agile maneuvers in the future.

Λ̃(k + 1) =

{
(1 + δ)Λ(k) |τ∗� (k)− τ(k)| ≤ Gr

(1− δ)Λ(k) |τ∗� (k)− τ(k)| > Gr
(17)

Note that δ is chooser such that it results in a slower
adaptation then the kinematic parameter estimation. An other
solution can be if we periodically alternate the state parameter
adaptation and tracking index adaptation cycles. The final
tracking index value Λ is truncate between a minimal (Λmin)
and maximal (Λmax) values (eq. 18).

Λ(k + 1) = min
(
max

(
Λ̃(k + 1),Λmin

)
,Λmax

)
(18)

In our experiment we used Λmin = 0.001 and Λmax = 5.

IV. REFERENCE VIDEOS

The algorithm was evaluated on six video flows. The first
three videos are computer generated video flows for which
very accurate references can be synthesized.

A. Simulation Videos

1) Scene 1 (Shapes): (350 frames, 320 × 240 pixels, 5
objects, G=25). The first video Scene 1 (Shapes) contains five
dynamically changing objects. Each object is able to change its
location, visibility, orientation, color, shape, noise, and inner
structure according to the following list:

• Location: [0–1]
• Visibility: [0–1]
• Orientation: [0–360◦]
• Color: [red, green, cyan, blue]
• Shape: [circle, triangle, square, pentagon]
• Noise: [on off]
• Inner structure: [dots, lines, concentric circles]
2) Scene 2 (Bipeds): (550 frames, 490 × 270 pixels, 6

objects, G=70). The second video flow is called Scene 2
(Bipeds). This scene contains walking humans with crossing
and overlapping paths; they are in partial and full occlusion,
entering and exiting the scene.

3) Scene 3 (Cars): (310 frames, 490 × 270 pixels, 6
objects, G=30). The third video flow is called Scene 3 (Cars).
The first two scenes contain non-rigid objects, while the third
scene contains only rigid objects.

Figures 1, 2 contain the simulation videos and their
corresponding references.

Fig. 1. Computer generated video flows with added Gaussian noise. From
left to right: Scene 1 (Shapes), Scene 2 (Bipeds), Scene 3 (Cars)

Fig. 2. Object ID map flows for the simulation videos. Each object is assigned
a unique color. From left to right: Scene 1 (Shapes), Scene 2 (Bipeds), Scene
3 (Cars). The images have been modified for printing.

B. Real-World Videos

1) Scene 4 (Intersection 1): (315 frames, 420 × 270
pixels, 6 objects, G=5). The first real video is an
intersection containing one car, and three pedestrians. Since
our segmentation algorithm currently is unable to separate
jointly initialized groups, we will track them as a single group
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until separation. However in the corresponding references we
included both the group bounding box and the single person
bounding boxes.

2) Scene 5 (Intersection 2): (360 frames, 420 × 270 pixels,
5 objects, G=5). The second real video is the same intersection,
but it contains four cars and a single pedestrian.

3) Scene 6 (PETS: (430 frames, 320 × 240 pixels, 7
objects, G=5). The last scene is the PETS 2001 video.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The algorithm has been evaluated using multiple metrics.
The dynamic feature selection can be characterized by the
spatio-temporal consistency metric. Figure 3 summarizes the
distribution of the consistency metric for each feature. For
each feature the minimum, maximum and the mean value
is shown in descending order. Larger values represent more
discriminative features.
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Fig. 3. Summary of feature quality distribution on the six video sequences.

Figure 4 shows the probability a feature being selected at a
given time. The more discrimnative features are selected with
higher probability for tracking the objects.
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Fig. 4. This figure summarizes the probability of selection of a single feature.

The last figure 5 show the results of dynamic tracking on
all of the video sequences used for the evaluation.
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Fig. 5. Summary of tracking videos showing track information. The first
three videos are the computer generated videos and the last three videos are
the real-life videos used in the evaluations.

VI. CONCLUSION

The tracking framework that was evaluated uses adaptive
tracking index estimation with dynamic feature and signature
selection. This algorithm can be used to track objects
in a changing environment after a topographic CNN-like
segmentation and feature extraction. The algorithm arranges
the parallelly extracted features into a hierarchy, based on their
consistency measurement. The overall complexity is reduced
by keeping only the relevant features for tracking the objects
in the scene. This saves considerable processing time. Based
on tests on synthesized videos and real video sequences, it has
been confirmed that selecting 3-4 features dynamically could
result in as good tracking as using all the features.
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Abstract—In this paper while we are presenting part-of-speech
tagging we are also describing the most common methods:
Hidden Markov models and Maximum entropy models. After
reviewing the widely used freely available taggers we introduce
the basics of a newly developed hybrid system. We are showing
that this system is competitive with the state-of-the-art Hungarian
one. Finally we introduce some techniques with which we think
our results is going to be improved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In corpus linguistic, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, also
called grammatical tagging or word-category disambiguation,
is the process of marking up the words in a text (corpus) as
corresponding to a particular part of speech, based on both
its definition, as well as its context. In another contexts the
task can be interpreted to involve word stemming as well.
This approach make sense especially for those languages when
stemming is not an easy truncating task and depends heavily
on the grammatical label.

Several natural language task requires the accurate as-
signment of POS tags to previously unseen text. Due to
the availability of large corpora which have been manually
annotated with POS information, many taggers use annotated
texts to learn either probability distributions or rules and use
them to automatically assign POS tags to unseen text. The
stochastic approaches are the most widely used in nowadays
since its robustness, henceforth we are not investigating other
methods.

In the second section we are presenting the most widely
used methods for the task and are also introducing the
Hungarian morphological coding systems. After that we are
reviewing the freely available taggers that are commonly
used for research purposes and also presenting the current
Hungarian results in the field. In the fourth section we are
introducing the basics of a new hybrid POS tagger. Finally
we are presenting current results compared with the state-of-
the-art and introducing ideas how it shall been improved.

II. BACKGROUND

In the field of natural language processing many task,
such as POS tagging or named entity recognition (NER),
can be interpreted as a labelling or classifying task. For
solving these kind of classification tasks the most popular

approaches are based on one of the following stochastic learn-
ing technique: Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Maximum
Entropy Modelling (also called Maxent modelling or MEMM)
and Conditional Random Fields (CRF). Hereinafter we are
describing the two most widely use ones.

A. Hidden Markov models

A HMM – as described by Thede and Harper [1] – is a
statistical construct that can be used to solve classification
problems that have an inherit state sequence representation.
The model can be visualised as an interlocking set of states.
These states are connected by a set of transition probabilities,
which indicate the probabilities of travelling from one state to
another. A process begins in some state then at discrete time
intervals it moves to a new one ruled by the transition probabil-
ities. In a Hidden Markov model the exact path sequence of the
states that the process generates is unknown (hidden). In each
state one of a set output symbols is emitted by the process.
The emitting is determined by a probability distribution that
is specific for each state. The output of the process is a
sequence of output symbols. In practice for labelling problems,
especially for part-of-speech tagging, second order models
are used. In this case the state transitions and the omitting
probabilities depend on the previous two states.

The following five element describes formally a HMM:

1) N , the number of distinct states in the model. In part-
of-speech tagging it is the number of all the possible
syntactical labels, where each state represents a tag.

2) M , the number of distinct output symbols in the alphabet
of the HMM. In grammatical tagging this is the size of
the lexicon.

3) A = {aijk}, the state transition probability distribution,
where aijk = P (τp = tk|τp−1 = tj , τp−2 = ti) so it is
the probability to move to the next state depending on
the previous two states.

4) B = {bij(k)}, the observation symbol probability dis-
tribution. bij(k) is the probability that the k-th symbol
is emitted when the model is in the state j and was in i.
In part-of-speech tagging it is the probability of emitting
the word wk when the model is at the state labelled by
the tag tj and was in ti.

5) π = {πi}, the initial state distribution. πi is the proba-
bility that the model will start in state i. In our case it
is the probability of a sentence starting with ti.
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Baum-Welch algorithm is used for estimating the 3), 4) and
5) distributions from the training corpus. In the other hand, to
tag a W sentence using the given model, the most probable
T tag sequence is supposed to be found that has the maximal
value according to the probability P (W |T ). Viterbi algorithm
is a common method for calculating the globally most likely
sequence according to a HMM.

This model has the problem of handling word forms that
are not seen in the training data. A common solution is
to incorporate contextual features for unknown words (e.g.
affixes) that are gathered in the distribution cij(k) which is also
utilised for tagging. Smoothing methods are also commonly
utilised handling data spareness.

B. Maximum Entropy models
Maxent models for natural language labelling tasks were

firstly successfully introduced by Ratnaparkhi [2] in 1996.
These models are extensively used in several fields of natural
language processing (NLP) with state-of-the art results , such
as statistical parsing , NER and POS tagging [3].

The principle of Maximum Entropy – as described by Le-
Hong et al. [4] – states that given a set of observations, the
most likely underlying probability distribution is that which
has minimal bias – that is maximal entropy – while verifying
the statistical properties measured on the observation set. In
POS tagging a maximum entropy tagger learns a log-linear
conditional probability model from the tagged text. One of
its most appreciable strengths compared with other methods
is that is potentially allows a word to be tagged with a label
it has never been observed before. In the maximum entropy
framework it is also possible to define and incorporate complex
properties, not restricted to n-gram as it is in a Markov model.

The constraints of the model are the expectations of fi(i ∈
[1, k]) feature functions according to the joint distribution p are
equal to the empirical expectations of the feature functions in
the training data distribution p̂:

Epfi(h, t) = Ep̂fi(h, t) (1)

In order to make the model easily computable p(h, t) ≈ p̂(h) ·
p(t|h) estimation is used. Applying this to (1) it can be written
as: ∑

h∈H,t∈T

p̂(h)p(t|h)fi(h, t) =
∑

h∈H,t∈T

p̂(h, t)fi(h, t) (2)

(H is the space of the possible contexts and T is the set
of tags.) The model that is the solution for this constrained
optimisation task is a log-linear model with the parametric
form:

p(t|h;λ) = 1

Z(h, λ)
exp

k∑
i=1

λifi(h, t) (3)

Where Z(h, λ) is the normalising term that equals to∑
h∈H exp

∑
i=1..k λifi(h, t). There exist efficient algorithms

for estimating the λ = (λ1, . . . , λk) parameters of the model
such as Generative Iterative Scaling (GIS), Improved Iterative
Scaling (IIS), L-BFGS1 and conjugate gradient methods.

1A limited-memory quasi-Newton method for unconstrained optimisation.

In the other hand for classifying according to a model
usually the Beam search or the Viterbi algorithm is used. Given
a word w and its context h, the model assigns probability for
each possible tag t. The probability of a tag sequence t1 . . . tn
according the the sentence w1 . . . wn can be estimated as:

p(t1 . . . tn|w1 . . . wn) ≈
n∏

i=1

p(ti|hi) (4)

Morphological coding systems

For Hungarian language – as described by Farkas et al. [5] –
morphological coding systems – that are in use – are the MSD,
KR and the HUMOR ones. The MSD morphological coding
system was developed for a bunch of languages including
Hungarian. Within the codes the first position determines
the part-of-speech while other positions offer other types of
linguistic information (e.g. in the case of verbs, the type,
mood, tense, number and person are provided). The KR coding
system was developed with respect to the morphology of the
Hungarian language, however, its basic syntax is language-
independent. Linguistic information is encoded in hierarchical
attribute value matrices: there are default values (e.g. singular
or 3rd person) and only those that differ from these manifest
in the code. The HUMOR coding system is used by the
unification-based morphological analyser (MA) HUMOR [6].
The code is an aggregation of a set of labels, which are
generated for morphemes by their capability of fusing with
others. These labels are describing the fusing property or even
the forbiddance. A word can only be built upon morphemes
that are not forbidden to fuse with their neighbours.

III. PART-OF-SPEECH TAGGER IMPLEMENTATIONS

There are several freely available taggers in the web [7],
now we introduce the most popular ones.

• TnT – It [8] is based on a Hidden Markov model
that also incorporates a combination of unigram, bigram,
trigram model and several lexical properties for handling
unknown words. For many languages it is successfully
used because of its simplicity and fastness.

• HunPOS – An open source OCaml re-implementation
[9] of the TnT. Widely used tagger which also able to
use a POS lexicon to restrict the tag set for unknown
words.

• MXPOST – Maximum Entropy based part-of-speech
tagger [10], which simultaneously uses many contextual
features to predict the POS tag.

• OpenNLP – Open source JAVA implementation of the
Maximum Entropy machine learning method, with many
application (such as POS tagger). It is implemented
following the guidelines by Ratnaparkhi [10].

• Stanford tagger – A log-linear part-of-speech tagger [3]
that uses a cyclic dependency network for incorporating
preceding and following contextual predicates as well.

The first Hungarian stochastic POS tagger was firstly intro-
duced by Oravecz and Dienes in 2002 [11]. It is built upon
the TnT, and incorporates ambiguity class features with which
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it was reported to achieve 98.11% accuracy on the Hungarian
National Corpus [12]. This corpus is labelled with MSD codes,
so the tagger also uses these annotations.

Halácsy et al. [13] showed that using a Maxent model with
proper contextual features combining with the output of the
TnT it is possible to make a more accurate2 system. In 2007
his team created the HunPOS, which is currently reported to
be the state-of-the-art for Hungarian POS-tagging with 98.24%
accuracy on the Szeged Corpus. These tools are also using the
MSD annotation system.

Two other results should be mentioned as well related to
the previous works:

1) Kuba et al.(2005) [14] investigated other machine learn-
ing methods for the task, such as C4.5, RGLearn, TBL
and the combination of these, but the result achieved by
Oravecz [11] still remained the most accurate.

2) Zsibrita et al. [15], [16] created a basic language
processing toolkit (magyarlanc) for Hungarian which
includes a part-of-speech tagger as well. This part of
the system is based on the Stanford’s one and uses both
of the MSD and KR coding systems. Investigations were
only made on the whole toolkit showing an 91.02% F-
value.

IV. TOWARDS TO A HYBRID SYSTEM

Most of the previously seen taggers hit their limits in
Hungarian texts when the document has a lot of unknown
words3. In these cases incorporating a morphological analyser
could help with dealing them. This idea was also used in the
magyarlanc, but not in the others. There is also a lack of
such a software which utilises the HUMOR4 and is able to do
stemming simultaneously. Because of this we decided to create
a software which: incorporates a morphological analyser and
is able to find the proper stems for the all of the words (even
for OOV5 ones). The new POS tagger (HumPOS) uses the
HUMOR as its analyser. We decided to build or system upon
a Maximum Entropy model since its model fits well for the
Hungarian morphology. We decided to start the development
with the OpenlNLP [17] toolkit, since it is applied for many
languages and several tasks.

We needed a HUMOR labelled training corpus but non of
the previous ones were like this so Attila Novák6 created one
from the Szeged Corpus. There are two other integral part of
our system which is build upon these lexical resources.

• The token frequency table which holds data about each
token’s frequency in the corpuses above merged together
with the Morphdb.hu [18].

• The morphological guesser is a table generated by HU-
MOR. It has transformation-suffix-analysis triples where

2The accuracy is 98.17% which is measured on the Szeged Corpus.
3In part-of-speech tagging unknown words are those which are not seen

previously during the training.
4Since its generative behaviour it covers the widest scale of Hungarian word

forms.
5OOV words are those which are not recognised by the analyser.
6Morphologic Ltd.

an analysis is permitted for a suffix if there exists a
word with the suffix having the proper analysis. The
transformation is description about getting the word’s
stem.

POS tagger at work

The HumPOS uses the Maxent model for building its own
model of the part-of-speech tags. During the training we use
the features suggested by Ratnaparkhi [10].

For tagging the Beam search method is utilised with a
threshold 37. In each step of the search the morphological
analyser validates the found elements, ensuring that the anal-
ysises are valid ones. If no valid ones are found, then the
tagger gets all the possible outputs from the HUMOR and
ranks them according their lemma’s frequency value, finally
keeps the top three analysises.

Stemming is done by the HUMOR: if there are more than
one stem for the given tag, then the system selects the most
frequent one. HumPOS tries to guess a valid stem for the
OOV words as well. After tagging an OOV word the HumPOS
looks up and applies proper triples and selects a lemma as seen
before.

V. EVALUATION

For the evaluation the training corpus8 was divided into
three parts. 80% is used for training, 10% is for development
and other 10% for testing. Since the research is still in
progress we are only presenting results which are made on
the development set.

In this linguistic task the performance is measured with (to-
ken) accuracy that is calculated: R/A where R the right tagged
words count, and A is the total tokens amount. Sometimes it is
also calculated for the unknown and ambiguous tokens as well.
Measuring sentence accuracy is done similarly: a sentence is
well labelled if all the tokens are well tagged. It is important
to notice that performances of systems which does not use the
same morphological coding system9 should not be compared,
since the sizes of the coding systems may vary between ten
to thousands.

The first part-of-speech tagger that we are investigating is
a baseline (BLT) tagger. It assigns to a known word its most
frequent POS tag. For unknown words the tag [FN][NOM]
is applied, since this is the most frequent amongst all. The
HunPOS can utilise a morphological lexicon, we are evaluating
this with (HP2) and without (HP1) the lexicon. Finally HMP1
stands for the tagger that is built upon the OpenNLP toolkit
without the HUMOR and HMP2 is developed with it.

Previously seen [9], [11], [13] that a baseline tagger usually
has a relative good performance in this task. Depending on
the corpus it’s token accuracy is usually between 85-90%.
Investigating our baseline result – 92.30% that is significantly

7Ratnaparkhi [10] and Toutanova [19] showed previously that beam sizes
above 3 do not influence the performance of a Maximum Entropy model.

8It has a size with 70084 sentences
9This is even more true for different languages.
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TABLE I
POS TAGGERS COMPARISON

BLT HP1 HP2 HMP1 HMP2
Token accuracy 92.30% 98.04% 98.97% 96.41% 98.87%
Ambiguous ta. 92.11% 96.89% 97.37% 95.85% 97.08%
Unknown ta. 14.54% 84.23% 96.90% 72.91% 96.13%
Sentence accuracy 35.75% 74.73% 84.81% 59.61% 83.48%

higher then presented by Halácsy and Oravecz – we can take
the cognisance that the corpus on which our evaluation is run
is more consistent than the Szeged Corpus and the Hungarian
National Corpus. We can also say – according to Halácsy et
al. [13] – that using a MA only for filtering makes a stochastic
tagger more robust in this way increasing the overall accuracy.
What is remarkable that using this simple idea we could reduce
the amount of the maximum entropy method’s token errors
with 68.48% and the amount of the sentence errors as well
with 59.05%. Finally it can be concluded that we managed to
develop a system, which is in all of the measured attributes
close to the state-of-the-art.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article we introduced the most common used stochas-
tic methods that are used in statistical natural language pro-
cessing. We also reviewed the most popular part-of-speech
taggers paying particular attention to the Hungarian ones
showing their current results. With a combination of currently
available methods we introduced a POS tagger which is
capable of determining the proper lemmas as well. Finally it
was shown that using a morphological analyser in a Maximum
Entropy model the state-of-the-art results are approachable.

Future plans

Our goal is to create the state-of-the-art system for Hun-
garian. For this we think there is still place for improvement
in HumPOS. We are planning to incorporate more contextual
features in the model such as the ambiguity class of tokens.
Current researches [3] showed that using cyclic dependency
network for English POS tagging significantly increases the
performance of such a system. We deeply believe that it is
adaptable for Hungarian as well. Another way to improve the
performance is to adapt rules during the Beam search to filter
out those cases which is known to be linguistically impossible.
The error table10 of HumPOS can be very useful for determin-
ing these rules. Since the lack of a proper lemmatized testing
corpus our stemming method performance is still waiting to
be evaluated.
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Abstract—This paper deals with a new sight of view of POS 
tagging and lemmatization. Nowadays there are several methods 
to solve these tasks separately, but this is unusual to make this 
process in one step. If we define text annotation problem as a 
translation from a simple text to an annotated and lemmatized 
one statistical machine translation could be used to solve these 
task simultaneously. Secondly opposite to the current machine 
translation systems SMT finds the rules without defining feature 
sets. The goal of this study was to investigate the possibilities 
using SMT system for POS tagging and lemmatization. 

Keywords—Statistical Machine Translation (SMT), text 
annotation, lemmatization, Szeged Korpusz 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Wide spectrum of opportunities was opened because of the 

fast development of information technology in almost all 
disciplines. This evolution could be detected on the field of 
computational linguistics as well. Processing of huge text 
materials has become easier, even the efficiency of these 
systems is increasing. It is really difficult to find out the 
regularities in the grammar of different languages with rule-
based methods, although statistical methods could provide 
obvious solutions for these tasks. The aim of this paper is to 
analyze and implement a Hungarian POS tagger and 
lemmatizer system based on statistical machine translation 
methods (SMT) and estimates the possibilities in this field. 

There are several methods for text annotation; the two most 
widely-used are the rule-based technique and the method based 
on machine learning. Both methods have many advantages, but 
they have similar problems as rule-based SMT systems. It is 
very difficult to set up the proper rules for the system that 
covers all possibilities and the process needs serious attention. 
It is really hard to define the rules because of the exceptions 
and ambiguities. 

Therefore statistical methods are used more than rule-based 
ones. In case of Hungarian language there are almost only 
machine learning (ML) methods for POS (Part-Of-Speech) 
tagging. The main advantage of such techniques is that the 
system finds the rules itself. For this feature sets has to be 
defined. To find all the features it could be a difficult task, and 
the complexity of the system is terribly increasing with the 
increase of the size of the feature set, which made the process 
much slower. 

Since the task can be considered as a translation between 
two languages; an SMT system could be used to make the 
translation, if the simple text and the annotated one are 
considered as bilingual corpora. The benefits of this method are 
that the system finds the rules without defining feature sets and 
it could do the POS tagging and the lemmatization 
simultaneously. Secondly this is a language independent 
method, where the performance and the language of the system 
mainly depends on the quality of the corpus. 

In the second section I present the background of the SMT 
system, the task of the text annotation and the lemmatization. 
After that I represent the evaluation and results of my system. 
Finally some improvements are presented. 

II. STATISTICAL MACHINE TRANSLATION 
Machine translation is a basic branch of statistical 

language processing. Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) 
has a great advantage over rule-based translation; namely a 
bilingual corpus is needed to set up the system training set, 
the knowledge of the language grammatics is not required to 
create the architecture of SMT system. This corpus is the 
input of the system, from which statistical observations and 
rules are determined. The idea of the SMT method comes from 
speech recognition systems. [1] 

The phrase, which we want to translate – i.e. the source 
sentence, is the only certain thing we know in the beginning of 
the translation. Therefore, the system can be defined as a 
noisy channel. A set of target sentences is passed through 
this channel. T h e  output of the channel is compared with 
the source sentence. The result of the translation is the 
phrase, which provides the most appropriate match with 
the source sentence. This process can be formulated by  
Bayes’ theorem as the product of two stochastic variables 
called language model and translation model. The next figure 
represents this method. 

 
 Figure 1.  The idea of the SMT process  
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A. Frameworks 
Now I describe the frameworks that implements SMT 

methods and I used. 

1) MOSES 
Several methods were studied, which are able to obtain 

information from parallel corpora. Finally, we decided to use 
IBM models, which are relatively accurate, and the used 
algorithm was adaptable to our task.  Based on these findings 
we decided to use the MOSES framework [2, 3], which 
implements the above mentioned IBM models.  This system 
includes algorithms for the preprocessing of the parallel corpus, 
the setup of translation and language models, the decoding and 
the optimization to the BLEU score.  

2) JOSHUA 
The second SMT system framework is JOSHUA [4], which 

not only applies word or phrase level statistics, but takes into 
account the morphological characteristics of the language. 
Chomsky’s generative grammars are able to help us to solve 
this task. The languages, which could be described with 
grammatical rules, belong to the class of regular languages and 
context-free grammars (CFG). The great advantage of the 
JOSHUA system is that it is able to translate between these 
CFG rules in such a way, that rules can be specified for both 
source and target languages, furthermore the probability of the 
transformation into each other. 

B. Evaluation 
To evaluate the systems evaluation an automatic method 

was used. The BiLingual Evaluation Understudy [5] – BLEU 
score – is a frequently used algorithm to measure the quality of 
an SMT system. The essence of this method is that the SMT 
translations are compared with the reference sentences. The 
system calculates the result score in the interval from 0 to 1. 
For a better readability it is presented in percent form. 

Beside the automatic method the precision of the system 
was calculated as well. This evaluation was used in sentence 
and in token level as well. 

C. Text annotation 
During this work in the field of machine translation the 

POS tagging of the corpus had to be used. That gave the idea to 
use SMT system as a POS tagger. POS tagging is the process 
of marking  the words with a corresponding part-of-speech tags 
based on both its definition, as well as its context. This task is a 
really important in the field of computational language 
technology because this is the base of numerous methods and 
complex algorithms (e.g.: Information Retrieval, machine 
translation, word sense disambiguation, parsing, etc.) Part-of-
speech tagging is harder than just having a list of words and 
their part of speech, because some words can represent more 
than one part of speech at different times, and because some 
part of speech are complex or unspoken. For example the 
Hungarian word ‘vár’ has two different meanings. These two 
meanings – ‘wait’ and ‘castle’ - have different part of speech; 
i.e. verb and noun. 

1) Coding systems for POS tags 

There are three types of coding systems used for 
morphological coding in Hungarian language; namely KR, 
HUMOR and MSD-systems. The morphology of Hungarian 
language was taken into consideration, when KR-coding 
system was developed. Its basic syntax is language-
independent. 

The HUMOR [6] morphological coding system is based on 
unification. Different labels are used as tags. These labels are 
generated based on the capability of fusing of morphemes with 
others. The different labels could allow or contradict each 
other. One word can be built up from morphemes, for which 
the labels do not exclude each other. 

The MSD-coding system was used to analyze the corpus 
from morpho-syntactical point of view. The MSD-coding 
system is applied for coding the different attributes of words – 
mainly morphologically-, and could be used for most of 
European languages. The morpho-syntactical attributes of 
words – for example type, mood, tense, number, person etc. – 
are represented as a character set. In the place of attributes, 
which are missing or not interpreted in natural languages, 
character ’-’ is used. In first position the main POS categories 
of words are available.[7] 

D. Existing implementation of POS tagging 
Oravecz and Dienes made the first stochastic Hungarian 

POS tagger based on MSD codes in 2002. It was reported to 
achieve 98.11% accuracy. [8] 

Halácsy et al. used a Maxent model with proper textual 
features. His team created the HunPOS which is currently 
reported to be the state-of-the-art for Hungarian POS-tagging 
with 98.24% in 2007. It based on MSD code as well. [9] 

E. Lemmatization 
In computational linguistics, lemmatization is the 

algorithmic process of determining the lemma for a given 
word. The lemma is the dictionary form of a word. Since the 
process may involve complex tasks such as understanding 
context and determining the part of speech of a word in a 
sentence (requiring, for example, knowledge of the grammar of 
a language),it is a hard task to implement a lemmatizer for a 
language like Hungarian, because words appear in several 
inflected forms. 

F. Corpus 
The Szeged Corpus 2 [10] was used as parallel corpus, 

which was made by the Language Technology Group of the 
University of Szeged. This XML-based database contains both 
plain texts and their part-of-speech clarified version using the 
MSD-coding system. The advantage of the corpus is that it was 
manually controlled, therefore it is a very accurate data set. 
Further benefit is that it is general and not topic specific. The 
only main disadvantage is that we get a relatively small corpus. 
It contains 1.2 million words, which covers 155 500 different 
word forms and cover further 250 thousand punctuation marks. 
Nevertheless it seemed to be suitable for the task, because the 
morphological tags are of a limited number in a language, so 
they can occur frequently enough even in a smaller corpus. For 
testing the system the subpart of the corpus was used which 
contained 1500 randomly selected sentences. 
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III. RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
It is easy to see that POS tagging can be considered as a 

transformation problem between simple text and annotated one, 
therefore the question arises how SMT systems could be used 
as POS tagger. In the first test the system was trained with the 
unmodified text of the corpus. The foreign language was the 
simple text, the target language was the lemmatized and 
annotated sentence. Table 1 shows the results of the system. 

TABLE 1. 

The system’s performance I. 
System BLEU score Correct Incorrect 

MOSES 90.97% 90.29% 9.71% 

JOSHUA 90.96% 90.79% 9.21% 

 

Some mistakes of the system were realized during the 
evaluation. The first and maybe the main problem came from 
the structure of the corpus. In the annotated corpus there are the 
lemmas of the words connected to the morphological tags, but 
in the case of multi-word phrases (for example: multi-word 
proper names, verb phrases) the tag joins only the last word of 
each phrase. The lack of the marks of the words contained a 
unique part of speech sequence that makes false translation 
model. Because of that mistake the system had joint a plus tag 
(‘)_[PUNCT]’) to the proper names which resulted in worse 
results. To solve this problem all independent tags were joint to 
the previous word. The results can be seen in Table 2: 

TABLE 2. 

The system’s performance II. 
System BLEU score Correct Incorrect 

MOSES 90.97% 90.80% 9.20% 

JOSHUA 90.96% 90.72% 9.28% 

 

From the table we can see that besides unchanged BLEU 
score the precision of the system is increased with 0,5-0,6 
percent. This is because unnecessary elements were not put to 
the translation, but the translation of multi-word phrases still 
did not work. To solve this issue, it is indispensable to join 
these phrases to find named entities. Multi-word phrases were 
joint in the corpus to improve the system .The implementation 
of a named entity recognizer was not included in this study. 
After the training we got these results. 

TABLE 3. 

The system’s performance III. 
System BLEU score Correct Incorrect 

MOSES 90.96% 91.05% 8.95% 

JOSHUA 90.77% 91.07% 8.93% 

 

Numerically from the 1500 sentence of the test set there 
were 691 absolute correct and 1309 sentences with any 
mistake. At first sight this is a quite strange rate, but if we see 
the results of the token level (32031 correct and 3135 incorrect) 

we got much better numbers. Table 3 shows that the join of 
related words increased the precision of the system, however 
the BLEU score was lower than the previous system’s result. 
The evaluation revealed that the wrongly annotated sentences 
could be divided into two categories. The first category is when 
the system does not do the translation, but gives back the 
original word (2302 pieces). In most cases these words are not 
included in the corpus, so they could not be in the translation 
model. If the SMT does not find an entry in the corpus it puts 
the original form into the translation . The other type of error is 
the set of incorrect annotations (833 pieces). Two subcategories 
can be recognized in this case. The first is when the system can 
find correctly the main POS tag of the word but it makes a fail 
in the further analysis; secondly when it fails to find the correct 
main POS tags. 

It is easily reasonable that the quality of the system can 
increase with post processing. If the system marks the 
unknown words with the most probable tag (i.e. noun) there is 
the biggest chance to get the correct POS tag. From the 
incorrect tagged words of the test set 1330 pieces are noun. 
Secondly the bigger parts of the multi-word sentences are 
proper names. So after the post processing the precision of the 
system is 95.35%. Table 4 shows an example from the results 
of the system. 

TABLE 4. 

Example from the text annotation result 
System 
name System's translation 

Simple 
text: 

mindenképp kötelességtudó szeretnék lenni , de azért nem 
olyan fanatikus szinten , mint egyes felnőttek , hogy még a 
családot is feláldozza a kötelesség miatt . 

Reference 
annotation 

mindenképp_[Rg] kötelességtudó_[Afp-sn] szeret_[Vmcp1s---
n] lesz_[Vmn] ,_[Punct] de_[Ccsp] azért_[Rd] nem_[Rm] 
olyan_[Pd3-sn] fanatikus_[Afp-sn] szint_[Nc-sp] ,_[Punct] 
mint_[Cssp] egyes_[Afp-sn] felnőtt_[Nc-pn] ,_[Punct] 
hogy_[Cssp] még_[Rx] a_[Tf] család_[Nc-sa] is_[Ccsp] 
feláldoz_[Vmip3s---y] a_[Tf] kötelesség_[Nc-sn] miatt_[St] 
._[Punct] 

SMT 
annotation: 

mindenképp_[Rg] kötelességtudó_[Afp-sn] szeret_[Vmcp1s---
n] lesz_[Vmn] ,_[Punct] de_[Ccsp] azért_[Rd] nem_[Rm] 
olyan_[Pd3-sn] fanatikus_[Afp-sn] szint_[Nc-sp] ,_[Punct] 
mint_[Cssp] egyes_[Afp-sn] felnőtt_[Nc-pn] ,_[Punct] 
hogy_[Cssp] még_[Rx] a_[Tf] család_[Nc-sa] is_[Ccsp] 
feláldoz_[Vmip3s---y] a_[Tf] kötelesség_[Nc-sn] miatt_[St] 
._[Punct] 

SMT only 
POS 
tagger: 

[Rg] [Afp-sn] [Vmcp1s---n] [Vmn] [Punct] [Ccsp] [Rd] [Rm] 
[Pd3-sn] [Afp-sn] [Nc-sp] [Punct] [Cssp] [Afp-sn] [Nc-pn] 
[Punct] [Cssp] [Rx] [Tf] [Nc-sa] [Ccsp] [Vmip3s---y] [Tf] 
[Nc-sn] [St] [Punct] 

 

A question could arise; namely whether if the system is 
able to distinguish the disambiguation in the text, and give a 
proper POS-tag? The answer was given by the properties of the 
SMT system. For those phenomena that have enough examples 
in the corpus, the SMT system performs really well. If all 
polysemous phrases are in the training corpus in the fine 
frequent, the system could decide correctly between the 
meanings of the phrases. Unfortunately such kind of corpus has 
not been produced yet and probably it will not be created in the 
near future. Since the Szeged Korpusz is relatively small, 
probably it does not contain all meanings of a multiple-
meaning phrase. In such cases the system will choose the most 
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probable entry of the models; so it could not solve the question 
of the disambiguation with that resource.  

It follows from the above that any rules could be learnt 
from an appropriate corpus. Since the size of our corpus is fix, 
improvement of the quality of the system could be gained with 
the decrease of the complexity of the annotation task. In our 
case it could be achieved if we translated the simple text to the 
“language” of the POS tags. Therefore the lemmas were not 
written before the tags, because the number of these tags are 
much fewer than Hungarian words, a relatively accurate system 
could be built from a smaller corpus. On the other hand, if the 
lemmas are left from the annotation and we translate only to 
the set of tags, the order of the morphemes in the sentence will 
be much more weighted in the translation and the language 
model as well. 

TABLE 5. 

The system’s performance IV. 
System BLEU score Correct Incorrect 

MOSES 88.65% 91.22% 8.77% 

JOSHUA 88.57% 91.09% 8.91% 

The results of the system are shown in Table 5. We can 
again observe the decrease of the BLEU score compared to the 
baseline system’s one, but the precision was the best. 
Numerically 703 correct sentence and 1297 incorrect one, 
32081 correct tokens and 3085 incorrect ones. That system did 
not annotate 2303 pieces of words from which 1330 pieces are 
nouns, so after the post processing the precision of the system 
was 95.01%. Despite the fact that there was no lemmatization 
the algorithm could be used, because another system would be 
trained for the lemmatization task and we would combine the 
results of the systems, thus the quality of the baseline system 
would be increased. 

In the previous case the task of lemmatization has been lost 
in order to set focus on the POS tagging task. With the decrease 
of the number of the words of a language the quality of the 
SMT system has been increased. It follows that further 
decreasing this number, the results should be better. Therefore 
in the next experiment I examined the results of the system if  
the annotation is done on a previously lemmatized corpus. The 
results can be seen in TABLE 6: 

TABLE 6. 

The system’s performance V. 
System BLEU score Correct Incorrect 

MOSES 80.05% 76.35% 23.65% 

Against the expectations a huge decrease of the accuracy 
can be observed. Against the previous results when 6323 pieces 
of tokens were incorrect from which only 716 pieces were not 
annotated by the system. So because of the decrease of the 
complexity of the foreign language the system could annotate 
the most part of the text, in parallel the number of the incorrect 
annotations increased. That is due to the ambiguity problem, 
because a noun and a verb have different affixes, but have the 
same lemma. In that case the system can only calculate with the 
environment of the word. To find the correct meaning of the 

word a corpus is needed where both meanings are represented 
in a convenient number. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this article I investigated the possibilities using SMT 

system for the task of POS tagging and lemmatization. I find 
that these tasks can be considered as a translation from the 
language of simple texts to the language of its annotations. I 
presented that the quality of the system is quite good, the best 
result has 95.35% accuracy. Altough that quality is far from the 
state-of-the-art system’s performance, but I gave an absolutely 
automated system which finds itself the rules without 
previously setting any feature sets. Secondly against the proper 
POS taggers this system made the annotation and the 
lemmatization in the same time. Even then the results warned 
us that the statistical methods alone are not enough to solve this 
task either, it needs some kind of hybridization. The given 
results were encouraging and they pointed out that this way of 
research contains further possibilities. 
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Abstract  – In this presentation I introduce a concept of a 
system and its modules that can be helpful in Hungarian medical 
texts, mostly diagnoses and anamneses. The medical corpus is 
from SOTE, and it is a big help for us. Text mining can be very 
helpful for doctors and researchers, but the texts to be used 
should guarantee anonymity. For this reason some pre-processing 
steps was needed to substitute real proper names of the 
documents. New information found with the help of medical text 
mining can help in identification of diseases in question. 

Index Terms: medical diagnoses; anamneses; text mining in 
medical texts; Latin morphological parsing; medical ontology 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The  base  of  the  text  mining  methods  is  the  rich 
representation  of  the  texts.  There  are  different  approaches: 
rule-based  and  statistical  methods.  The  representation  of  the 
knowledge  is  the  gate  between  processing  structured 
information and unstructured information. 

Four  main  approaches  of  text  mining  methods  can  be 
distinguished: 

‐ Data-oriented definition: text mining is an operation 
on  symbols  of  the  texts;  it  tries  to  find  associations 
with statistical, data-mining methods. 

‐ Structure-oriented definition: this  method  uses 
morphological approaches. 

Intelligence-oriented definition:  this method uses ontologies 
and taxonomies as representations. 

‐ Business-oriented definition:  this  concept  is  much 
more pragmatic; it is a system built from modules that 

work  together  to  grab  human  readable  information 
from databases, diagnoses, anamneses. 

Medical  text  mining  is  a  special  area  of  general  text 
processing, because medical texts contain a lot of Latin terms 
or  Medical  Latin  expressions  that  can  be  handled  by 
automatically  methods.  The  Medical  Latin  language  is  a 
special  language differing  from  the Classical Latin  language. 
To analyze a Medical Latin diagnosis or anamnesis, we have 
to have special methods and pre-processing steps, which I’ve 
sold with automatically methods. My aim is to build a system, 
which can be helpful – by analyzing diagnoses and anamneses 
– for doctors and for researchers to get more information about 
diseases, and  to be supported  in  their decision-making. Some 
typical Medical Latin expressions I’ve retrieved from existing 
medical dictionaries. 

II. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL FROM MEDICAL 
DICTIONARIES 

I have worked with the following dictionaries: 

1. Hungarian-Latin  morphological  dictionary 
M-80500 M 00 805-808 LAPHÁM TUMOROK 
M-80502 L 01 Carcinoma papillare in situ 
M-80502 V 01 Papillaris in-situ carcinoma

2. Hungarian-Latin  topographical  dictionary: 
T-00400 M 05 nyálkahártyai 
T-00400 L 01 tunica mucosa 
T-00400 M 01 nyálkahártya 

3. Hungarian-Latin procedure dictionary: 
P1-95348 M 01 háromosztatúideg-kimetszés 
P1-95348 V 01 trigeminálisideg-excízió 
 

4. Hungarian-Latin disease dictionary: 
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$D4-00A41$  L 01  multiplicata epiphyseal dysplasia                                                                                   
$D4-00A41$  V 01  multiplex epifízeális diszplázia                                                                         
$D4-00A41$  M 01  többszörös csövescsonti porcvégi  
  rendellenes fejlődésű 
 

5. Multilingual anatomical dictionary: 
LA cervicalis [-e] 
EN cervical; C. (pertaining to the neck) 
DE zervikal; Zervix-; Hals- (zum Hals gehörend) 
HU cervikális; nyakhoz tartozó

 
III. THE MEDICAL LATIN PARSER 

The  parser  is  partially  written  by  me.  I  added  special 
medical  affixes  to  it,  like  -isis  or  
-aris.  I  have  also  developed  a  taxonomy-building  ability:  an 
XML  database  has  been  from  the  above  dictionaries.  The 
parser’s input and output are simple text files (see Figure 1.)  

Figure 1: parsing of word “abdomen”

IV. BUILDING A MEDICAL LATIN CONCEPT 
DATABASE 

To  make  the  program  understand  the  Medical  Latin 
expressions,  I have built an XML-based expressions database 
containing  the  expressions  of  the  above medical  (anatomical 
and  pathological)  dictionaries.  The  result  is  human  readable 
(Figure 2). 

Figure 2: parsing of word “abdomen”

In  this XML  file  every  expression  or  a  simple word  is  a 
<kifejezes>;  every  part  of  which  is  a  <reszkifejezes>.  If 
<reszkifejezes>  contains  more  than  one  word,  that  is,  the 
expression contains more subexpressions with more  than one 
word, it is a <reszszo> (Figure 2).  

V. THE HUNGARIAN MEDICAL CORPUS

The Hungarian medical corpus is from the SOTE, and it is 
containing 465 MB plain  text, diagnoses, anamnesis, medical 
expressions. 

VI. PROLOG 

Prolog  is  a  logic  programming  language  associated  with 
artificial intelligence and computational linguistics. Prolog has 
its roots in formal logic, and unlike many other programming 
languages,  Prolog  is  declarative.  The  program  logic  is 
expressed in terms of relations, represented as facts and rules. 
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A  computation  is  initiated  by  running  a  query  over  these 
relations.  Prolog  can  be  used  to  parse  natural  language  texts 
(Figure 5). 

<sentence>    ::=  <stat_part> 
<stat_part>   ::=  <statement> | <stat_part> <statement><statement>   ::=  
<id> = <expression>  
<expression>  ::=  <operand> | <expression> <operator> <operand> 
<operand>     ::=  <id> | <digit> 
<id>          ::=  a | b 
<digit>       ::=  0..9 
<operator>    ::=  + | - | * 

Figure 5: Language description in Prolog 

Some  Prolog  implementations,  notably  SWI-Prolog,  support 
server-side web programming with support for web protocols, 
HTML  and  XML.  There  are  also  extensions  to  support 
semantic web formats such as RDF and OWL. I use Prolog for 
managing  the  output  of  the  Stanford  parser.  Because  the 
output  is  in  tree-format,  the  words  and  the  grammatical 
information are in brackets, it can easily be handled with  this 
programming language. 

VII. WORKING WITH SWI-PROLOG IN TEXT-
MINING 

SWI-Prolog  is  a  freely  usable  Prolog  implementation.  I 
have  tried  it  on  a  Hungarian  corpus,  with  a  Hungarian 
morphological  parser  [9.].  The  parser’s  output  was  similar, 
like the Stanford parsers output, so both software result can be 
handled  with  the  Prolog’s  methodic.  An  example  of  the 
Prolog’s  input  file  (that  is  the  morphological  parsers  output 
file) is shown by Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Morphological output 

The Prolog program grabs out the relevant words from the 
text and writes them out to a text file (part): 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

My  goal  is  to  develop  an  efficient  algorithm  and  system  to 
automatically process medical texts. The system will consist of 
the following modules:  

 a Medical Latin parser (which I have finished),  
 an  XML-based  expressions-database,  which  I  have  also 

finished) 
 the MySQL-based BioLexDB 
 the Stanford-parser (what I have tested this year) 
 a  medical  corpus  (I  have  started  to  build  partly  from 

internet sites and partly from still ready corpora) 

The downloader  script  and  the  text-cleaning  script  are  ready. 
The parser  is  also  a  good  tool  to  analyze  the  data. My Latin 
parser  and  my  medical  XML  database  from  medical  Latin 
dictionaries serve as a basis of the system. The BioLexDB can 
be a good add-in, the Prolog NLP functionality makes easier to 
deal with the output of the morphological analyzer.  
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Abstract—This paper presents a design of an anthropomorphic
biomechatronic hand(bmt-h), focusing on the design of the fingers
and its bio-inspired flexor-extensor like low-level control. The
kinematic description, the detailed explanation and presentation
of the 3D CAD design are included. The description of the applied
3D tactile and magnetic sensors are also detailed in the article.
Matlab simulation results and also the first experiments of the
hardware prototype gave promising results and show that the
approach can be an effective solution for the need of a hand-like
actuator in robotics.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last twenty years there was an extensive research
about robotic hands, which goal was to design and develop
an anthropomorphic dexterous hand [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
There are two main concept of designs, one with a local
control where the actuators are in the hand [1], [3], [4], its
reduces the amount of space which it requires, and the weight.
The small weight is always an important aspect but in many
cases this reduces the DOF. The second design is where the
actuated structure and the actuator mechanism are separated
and connected with artificial tendons, such a hand is capable
to do manipulation tasks like a human hand can do, here every
joint has an independent control, and there are no passively
controlled joints.

The commercially available prosthetics are similar to the
first type but are limited in their movement capability and they
have a lack of sensory information and a not so sophisticated
control.

In this paper a design of an anthropomorphic biomecha-
tronic hand will be presented. Primarily the design of the
finger, the concept of a full hand and the experimental tests.

The main goal of the research is to have an artificial hand
which can be used in robotic applications and which could
give a basis of new prosthetics design too.

In Section II. the basic design concepts of a BMT-H is
presented, in Section III. shows a detailed mechanical structure
of a finger. Section IV. discuss the type of sensors in the human
hand and our selections which correspond to them. In Section
V. it will be shown a tests setup for the first prototype and the
experimental results. Finally, conclusions and future work are
discussed in Section. VI.

II. BIOMECHATRONIC HAND DESIGN

”The human hand is a precise tool”. It has 27 bones and it
can be divided into three main parts [7]:

• Carpus – wrist
• Metacarpus - mid hand
• Phalanx – fingers

The exact value of the DOF in the human hand is determined
by the number of independent muscle groups. If we consider
a situation where each DOF has three positions (two end
positions and a middle one) then there would be 327 available
positions, which is more then ∼ 7 billion states.

One of the major functions of the hand is to grip and
manipulate objects. Gripping objects generally involves flexing
the fingers against the thumb. Depending on the type of grip
(Fig. 1), muscles in the hand act to modify the actions of long
tendons that emerge from the forearm and insert into the digits
of the hand. It produces combinations of joint movements
within each digit that cannot be generated by the long flexor
and extensor tendons alone coming from the forearm.

Fig. 1. The main gripping groups [8].

The main requirements of biomechatronic design to be con-
sidered from the beginning where the following: biomimetic
structure, control. To meet these conditions two separated
systems has to be implemented:

• actuation system: includes the actuators, force transfers
(cables, artificial tendons) , the sensors, and the control
electronic

• actuated system: the mechanical structure of the BMT-H

The actuation system bases on the extensor-flexor mechanism
of the human hand. This mechanism contains the muscle and
tendon complex, one for the extensor and one for the flexor.

Muscle force is proportional to physiologic cross-sectional
area, and muscle velocity is proportional to muscle fiber
length. The strength of a joint, however, is determined by a
number of biomechanical parameters, including the distance
between muscle insertions and pivot points and muscle size.
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Fig. 2. A.) The extensor-flexor structure of the human finger. B.) The
actuation system of the BMT-H

We represent the muscles in our design with servo actuators
in the configuration that can be seen in Fig. 2.

In the human body the muscle power is transferred by the
tendons. The tendons can be modeled as elastic fibers, force
can be applied lengthwise on them until the maximum length is
reached. After the stress ceases, the stored mechanical energy
releases.

Two main parameters stiffness and hysteresis describe the
tendons behavior in the actuation system .

Tendon stiffness is a mechanical property in the biological
structure which based on the force applied on the muscle end
tendon. When a greater force must be applied to achieve a
given extension then the tendon is stiffer, otherwise it is more
compliant.

The second property is hysteresis which is the amount of
lost energy during the recoil from the extension.

Tendons have viscous and elastic properties too, which
means it is a so called viscoelastic material, this property is
observed during deformation. In our concept we use Kevlar
fibers as tendons. It has the following properties we demanded
for artificial tendons. High tensile strength at low weight,
low elongation to break, high modulus (structural rigidity),
high toughness (work-to-break), excellent dimensional stabil-
ity, high cut resistance and self-extinguishing.

The structure of the BMT-H mimics that of the human hand
it has 21 DOF and can be divided into four main parts, to the
fingers, the thumb, palm and wrist, the size of the hand was
based on average adult male hand size. The maximum length
of the hand fully stretched is 212 mm, and the width is 85
mm shown in Fig. 3.

The thumb has to be designed to preform grasping tasks by
thumb oposation.

The actuating system is located in the forearm just like in
the human structure.

The first prototype was made using 3D prototype tech-
nology. The technology allows to produce three-dimensional
objects from a different type of materials. The BMT-H is made
up of two types of prototyping material a hard rigid one from
which the fingers are and a soft compliant one used for the
pads of the finger and in the palm.

Fig. 3. The first full BMT-H prototype, CAD design.

III. FINGER PROTOTYPE DESIGN

The BMT- finger prototype is designed by reproducing, as
close as possible to the size and kinematics of the human
finger.

Each finger has two interphalangeal joints (IP’s), distal
(DIP) and proximal (PIP). Between the proximal phalanges
and the metacarpals are the knuckles or metacarpophalangeal
(MCP) joints. The IP and MCP joints are capable of flexion
(bending) and extension (straightening). In addition, the MCP
joints are capable of abduction (spreading of the fingers) and
adduction (bringing the fingers together) [9] [10].

For the kinematic description of the finger we used a three
segment anthropomorphic model, showed in Fig. 4.

Where qi is the angel between xi−1 and xi, Cqi
is the Cos

of the qi angle, Sqi
is the Sin of the qi angle, li is the length

of the given phalanges, αi is the angle about common normal,
from zi−1 zo zi and di is the offset along zi−1 to the common
normal. We can use simplifications where αi and di are zero.

Fig. 4. The CAD design of the finger (A). Intermediate phalanges top and
side view (B), the guiding of the flexor tendons(a) and for the extensor (b).
The kinematic description of the finger, li is the length of the given phalanges,
x is the width, y hight of the phalanges are , qi is the angle between the i
and i + 1 phalanges

The thumb has been obtained by simply removing the distal
phalanx from the standard finger concept.
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IV. SENSORS

The human hand is not just a mechanical but a sensing tool
as well. The hand can distinguish between different grasped
objects based on tactile information (size, shape, material, and
surface properties). The five main tactile sensors in the hands
are: Meisner, Merkel, Ruffini, Vater-Pacini for actuali touch
sensing and free nerv endings for pain.

Besides the sense of touch the other important sens is
proprioception. Proprioception is the sense of the relative
position of neighboring parts of the body. Proprioception
provides slow feedback on the status of the body internally.
It is the sense that indicates whether the body is moving with
the required effort, as well as where the various parts of the
body are located in relation to each other.

In order to achive such a big modality of sensing in the
BMT- H it would be needed a lot of different types of sensors
which would required more space, computation power and
draining. We selected the following sensors for the different
senses.

A. Touch sensing

1) 3D Force sensor: The sensor (Model: TactoPoint, Tacto-
logic, HUN) is a small and sensitive contact-force measuring
unit, consisting of a single three-axial taxel. The three-axial
signal provides the possibility for basic dynamic, spatial-
temporal tactile measurements, while the extremely tiny size
(1 × 2 mm sensor chip size) allows to be placed even in the
phalanges under the viscoelastic pads [11].

2) Pressure sensor: A 44x44 pressure array (Model: 5051
, TekScan, USA), consists of two thin, flexible polyester
sheets. The electrically conductive electrodes, wThis sensor
is designed in to the palm.

B. Proprioception

The designed sensor (Model:AS5045 , Austriamicrosys-
tems, A) which is a magnetic rotary encoder for accurate
angular measurement over a full turn. It is a system-on-chip,
combining integrated Hall elements, analog front end and a
digital signal processing in a single device. To measure the
angle, only a simple two-pole magnet, rotating over the center
of the chip, is required. It is a contact less, 12 bit high
resolution, absolute type high speed digital readout (10 KHz)
sensor. The sensor requires a magnet which has a magnetic
field between 45–70 mT and it is made of Neodymium Iron
Boron (NdFeB) or Samarium Cobalt (SmCo).

V. TEST RESULTS

A. Test setup

The test setup which was used is shown in Fig. 5. A digital
camera was mounted in order to obtain a stable position
perpendicular to the plane of the movement of the finger
prototype at this configuration the MCP joint was fixed and
the PIP and DIP joints were controlled. The finger was
actuated with servo motors (Model: SG90, TowerPro, TW).
The test setup was controlled by a microcontroller (Model:
PIC18f2321, Microchip, USA). The test setup was based on

Fig. 5. Finger test setup (A) the finger prototype (I.), actuators (II.) and its
control unit (III.), (B).

position control. The tendon in the test setup was a kevlar
cable.

Before the hardware test computer simulations were made
on the position control. The simulation results are shown in
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The primary goal of the simulation was to
determine the length change of the tendons at a given joint
angle. The changing of tendons length were calculated in two
ways the first one was based on the model of the first prototype
showed in Fig. 6, where the actually angle change can be
calculated with the law of cosine because it is a line between
the emergent (B/K) point and the insertion (B/J) point. This
makes the change nonlinear, and it causes a changing lever
arm. At the next simulation (Fig. 7) the tendon was constrained
on a arc between the emergent (B/K) point and the insertion
(B/J) point to archive a linear change of the tendon length and
a constant lever arm.

The phalanges angels were measured by a given PWM duty
cycle shown in Fig. 8. The operation angle of the servo is
0o−170o, to control the servo actuators it needs a 50Hz PWM
with the up-time of : 0.45ms − 1.95ms (this parameters are
the rounded up average of the used actuators) that means to
step one degree we needed a ≈ 9µs stepping in the duty
cycle. In Fig. 8 four measurments can be seen: the (a) which
is the initial state where every joint angle is 90o in the (b) the
DIP joints expected position was 45o and the achieved was
≈ 35o, at (c) the PIP joint was controlled. It has to be noted
that in this test the DIP joint was also controlled to hold the
position with respect to the PIP, the expected angle was 25o

and the achieved was ≈ 23o. The (d) shows the end state of
the finger where the expected angle was 180o and the achieved
was ≈ 168o, because of the maximal angel of the servos.

VI. FUTURE WORKS & CONCLUSIONS

The functional test showed promising results, but there is
still room for improvement. First of all the investigation of
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Fig. 6. Finger motion simulation, the shown values in (A) are the length of the
tendons at the joints,(B) JK =

√
HK2 + HJ2 − 2 ∗ HK ∗ JK ∗ cos(γ)

where HK: distance between pivot and emergent, HJ: distance between pivot
and the insertion and HK = HJ, γ is the angle between HK and HJ

Fig. 7. Finger motion simulation,the shown values in (A) are the length of
the tendons at the joints,(B) JK = γ ∗ HK where HK: distance between
pivot and emergent, HJ: distance between pivot and the insertion HK = HJ,
γ is the angle between HK and HJ

Fig. 8. The angles of the finger joints are measured using the pivots axes
as mark points.

the movement of the human hand to achieve “human-like”
behavior, the muscle structure of the forearm to improve a
better optimal strategy for the actuation system to reduce
the amount of them. A low-level control which works as
reflexes. A second important objective that we are pursuing
is to implement a global–control, based on the functional,
biological structure of the cerebellum. This very challenging
goal could ultimately lead to the development of a novel
biomechatronic hand.
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Abstract —Current single-input single-output (SISO) technologies 
data rate cannot be significantly improved because of the severe 
bandwidth regulations. A promising solution to significant 
increase of bandwidth efficiency, transmission capacity and 
system robustness is the exploitation of the spatial dimension. 
Multiple–input multiple-output (MIMO) systems can turn 
multipath propagation, scattering from a limiting factor to a very 
powerful feature. The implementation of wideband MIMO 
system posts a major challenge to hardware designers due to the 
huge computing power required for MIMO detection. With the 
help of the General Purpose Graphical Processing Unit (GP-
GPU) the computing power is not a limiting factor anymore. In 
this paper after introducing the basic concepts of the MIMO 
system, the widely used system models, and detection algorithms 
are presented, finally the importance of many-core architectures 
are shown in the field of digital signal processing. 

Index Terms – multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), wireless 
systems, channel capacity, detection algorithms, graphical 
processing unit (GPU) 

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays,  the  challenges  in  wireless  communications 

systems  are:  increasing  the  link  throughput  (i.e.,  bit  rate)  and 
the  network  capacity[5][6][7].  The  limiting  factors  of  such 
systems  are  usually,  the  equipment  cost  and  the  radio 
propagation, and the frequency spectrum. However to fulfill the 
above  goals,  future  systems  should  be  characterized  by 
improved spectral efficiency. 

Research  in  the  information  theory,  has  revealed  that 
important  improvements  in  information  rate  can  be  achieved 
when  multiple  antennas  are  applied  at  both  the  receiver  and 
transmitter side. The key feature of multiple-transmit multiple-
receive antenna, i.e., Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), 
systems  is  the  ability  to  turn  multipath  propagation, 
traditionally a pitfall of wireless transmission, into a benefit for 
the user. MIMO effectively takes advantage of random fading 
and  when  available,  multipath  delay  spread,  for  multiplying 
transfer rates. 

The success of MIMO lies in the fact that the performance 
of wireless systems are many orders of magnitude improved at 
no  cost  of  extra  spectrum  only  complexity  is  added  to  the 
different algorithms and hardware. 

The  MIMO  techniques  can  basically  be  split  into  two 
categories: Space-Time Coding (STC)[10] and Space Division 
Multiplexing  (SDM).  STC  increases  the  robustness  of  the 

wireless  communication  system  by  transmitting  different 
representations of  the same data stream (by means of coding) 
on  the  different  transmit  branches,  while  SDM  achieves  a 
higher throughput by transmitting independent data streams on 
the different transmit branches simultaneously and at the same 
carrier frequency. 

However the complexity of the detector algorithms used in 
the  receiver  structures  is  defined  by  many  factors  (coding, 
channel,  antenna  mapping)  there  are  some  cases,  when  the 
detection  cannot  be  done  by  a  simple  hardware  components, 
instead  it’s  worth  using  many-core  architectures  such  as 
graphical processing units (GPUs), or field programmable gate 
arrays  (FPGAs).  Nowadays  the  multi-core  architectures  are 
playing a prominent role in computing theory. This is because 
their price is getting cheaper and the computational possibilities 
are  far beyond  that of  the general purpose processors. This  is 
very  important  because  the  computational  power  of  the 
supercomputers can be  reached by  scientists with  this kind of 
systems at a reasonable cost. Despite  the  fact  that  the number 
of  this  new  architectures  are  permanently  increasing,  the 
change is not trivial. The successful utilization of the facilities 
provided by these parallel architectures necessitates rethinking 
the programming paradigms, to redesign and implement the old 
algorithms and softwares. 

II. SYSTEMMODEL

Figure 1: Model of MIMO communication system 

As  shown  in  Figure  1,  a MIMO wireless  communication 
system  has  tN  transmit  and  rN receive  antennas.  In  the  case 
of  SDM  [8],  the  different  transmit  antennas  radiates  different 
streams  on  the  same  frequency.  This  can  be  denoted  by  the 
following equation: 
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In  the  case  of  narrowband  systems,  where  the  system 
bandwidth is smaller than the coherence bandwidth the system 
equation can be rewritten as: 

( ) =  ( )t tx Hs

Usually  this  model  is  further  simplified,  as  a  result  the 
continuous  time waveforms will  be  replaced  by  symbols  and 
assuming  quasi-stationary  channel  during  a  packet 
transmission,  the  channel  matrix  will  contain  complex 
numbers,  representing  the gain and  the phase deviation of  the 
channel  [1].  In  this  case  the  system model  can  be  defined  as 
follows: 

x = Hs

Where s represents the transmitted MIMO symbol vector, x
represents the received MIMO symbol vector, and H represents 
the channel matrix. In this case the vector and matrix elements 
are complex numbers. 

III. CHANNEL CAPACITY
One  way  to  express  the  gain  of  a  MIMO  system  over  a 

SISO  system  is  by  means  of  the  capacity.  In  general,  the 
capacity is defined by information theory as an upperbound on 
the information rate for error-free communication. The capacity 
of a MIMO communication link depends not only on the fading 
statistics, as for a SISO link, but also on the spatial correlation 
of the channel. This results in a random capacity whose instant 
value  depends  on  the  corresponding  instantaneous H  matrix. 
When the instant capacity is less than the chosen rate, a channel 
outage occurs. 

For a memoryless 1x1 (SISO) system the capacity is given 
by 

2

2 log (1 ) b/s/HzC h 

Where  h  is  the  normalized  complex  gain  of  a  fixed 
wireless channel or that of a particular realization of a random 
channel,  and   is  the  SNR  at  any  RX  antenna.  With  the 
increasing  number  of  receive  and  transmit  antennas  the 
capacity of a MIMO system, for N TX and M RX antennas, is 
given by [11] 

2 log det(I HH )  b/s/HzMC
N

   
  

Where  *H  means the transpose-conjugate of the H, which is 
the M x N channel matrix. 

Figure 2.  MIMO vs SISO channel capacity 

Foschini  [11]  and Telatar  [12]  both  demonstrated  that  the 
capacity  in  MIMO  systems  grows  linearly  with  rather  than 
logarithmically as in the SISO case. This result can be intuited 
as  follows:  the  determinant  operator  yields  a  product  of 
nonzero  eigenvalues  of  its  (channel-dependent)  matrix 
argument,  each  eigenvalue  characterizing  the  SNR over  a  so-
called channel eigenmode. 

Since the rank equals the number of nonzero eigenvalues, it 
represents  the  number  of  available  spatial  subchannels.  The 
number  of  spatial  subchannels  (or  eigenmodes)  indicates  the 
number  of  parallel  symbol  streams  that  can  be  transmitted 
through  the  MIMO  channel,  using  the  same  frequency 
bandwidth,  and  is  hence  a  measure  of  the  capacity  of  the 
MIMO channel. 

With  spatial  multiplexing,  the  virtual  subchannels  of  a 
MIMO  channel  are  exploited  by  sending  independent  data 
streams  on  multiple  transmit  antennas  to  improve  data  rates. 
Symmetric orthogonal channels are desirable since they do not 
have  null  modes,  and  hence  do  not  lose  transmitted 
information. Moreover,  these  channels  can  be  inverted  in  the 
receiver without noise amplification, leading to a good system 
performance. Two concrete measures for the orthogonality of a 
MIMO  channel  are  the  condition  number  and  Effective 
Degrees Of Freedom (EDOF). 

IV. DETECTION ALGORITHMS

A. Linear MIMO Detection[13] 
A straightforward approach to recover s from x is to use an 

Nt × Nr weight matrix W to linearly combine the elements of x
to estimate s, ŝ = Wx .

1) Zero forcing (ZF) 
Zero Forcing  is a  linear MIMO technique. The processing 

takes place at the receiver where, under the assumption that the 
channel  transfer  matrix  is  invertible,  is  inverted  and  the 
transmitted MIMO vector is estimated. 

This principle  is based on a conventional adaptive antenna 
array  technique,  namely,  linear  combinatorial  nulling.  In  this 
technique,  each  substream  in  turn  is  considered  to  be  the 
desired  signal,  and  the  remaining  data  streams  are  considered 
as  "interferers".  Nulling  of  the  interferers  is  performed  by 
linearly weighting the received signals such that all interfering 
terms are cancelled 
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2) Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) 
A drawback  of  the  ZF  is  that  nulling  out  the  interference 

without considering  the noise could boost up  the noise power 
significantly, which in turn results in performance degradation. 
To solve this, MMSE minimizes the mean squared-error. 

B. Nonlinear MIMO Detection 
1) V-Blast 
A popular nonlinear combining approach is the vertical Bell 

Labs  layered  space  time  algorithm  (VBLAST).  It  uses  the 
detect-and-cancel  strategy similar  to  that of decision-feedback 
equalizer.  Either  ZF  or MMSE  can  be  used  for  detecting  the 
strongest  signal  component used  for  interference  cancellation. 
The performance of  this procedure is generally better  than ZF 
and MMSE. 

2) Maximum Likelihood Detection (MLD)[8] 
In  MLD,  s is  estimated  according  to  the  Maximum 

Likelihood principle. The idea is to find a vector  js  for which 

the  probability  ( | )jp s x  is  maximized  (with  1 j K  ),
where K denotes all possible transmitted vectors: 

= tNK M

with M representing  the  number  of  constellation  points. 
Using Bayes’ rule, this probability may be expressed as: 

( | ) ( )
( | )

( )
j j

j

p x s p s
p s x

p x


where  ( | )
j

p x s  is  the  conditional  probability  density 

function  (pdf)  of  the  observed  vector,  given  that  js  is

transmitted.  Probability  ( )
j

p s  is  the  probability  of  the  j-th 
vector being transmitted. If the K vectors are equally probable 
to  be  transmitted,  then ( ) 1 /

j
p s K .  Furthermore,  the 

denominator  is  independent  of  js .  Consequently,  finding  the 

vector  that  maximizes  ( | )jp s x  is  equivalent  to  finding  the 

vector that maximizes  ( | )jp x s .

The  (conditional)  pdf  ( | )
j

p x s  is  a  complex  multivariate 
normal  distribution.  The  general  formula  of  a  complex 
multivariate  normal  distribution  x,  with mean  and  covariance 
matrix Q, can be shown to be: 

* 11 ( ( ) Q ( ))( ) det( Q) x xp x e  


   

For a specific channel matrix H and given  js , this leads to: 

* 1( ( Hs ) Q ( Hs ))1( | H, ) det( Q) j jx x

jp x s e


  

Consequently,  finding  the  maximum  of  the  conditional 
probability  ( | )jp s x  leads to: 

   1 1

2

s s ,...,s s s ,...,s

ŝ =  arg max (x|H,s ) arg min x-Hs
j K j K

j jp
 



The  last  formula  is  the MLD  solution. Note  that MLD  is 
optimal  in performance, because  finding  the maximum of  the 
conditional  probability  ( | )jp s x  leads  to  the  minimization  of 
the  symbol  error  probability.  Note  that  the  MLD  solution 
requires  an  exhaustive  search  through  all  possible  transmitted 
vectors K. So, the complexity is proportional to K, which is the 
main  disadvantage  of  this  method.  For  a  small  number  of 
transmit  antennas  (Nt<5),  however,  the  complexity  seems 
reasonable. 

C. Linear Adaptive MIMO Detection [13] 
Instead  of  assuming  known  channel  matrix  H,  which 

usually  requires  channel  testing  before  each  transmission  and 
then  calculating  W in  a  bursty  manner,  adaptive  algorithms 
estimate W directly  through  iteration  via  the  use  of  a  known 
training sequence at the beginning of each transmission. 

1) Least Mean-Square (LMS) 
LMS  is  an  estimate  of  the  steepest  descent  algorithm  and 

updates W according to 

  *

1 1W W s W x xi i i i i i
 

   ,

where μ is the update step size. 

2) Recursive Least-Squares (RLS) 
RLS is the recursive solution to the exponentially weighted 

least-squares (LS) problem. 

D. Computational Complexity 
The  comparison  of  different  MIMO  detection  algorithms 

implementation  complexity  is  shown  in  Table  1.  Since  the 
hardware  cost  of  each  algorithm  is  highly  implementation-
specific,  the  comparison  gives  a  rough  estimation  of  the 
required multiplications for each algorithm. 

Table I Computational complexity of different detection algorithms 

The GOPS  figure  is  calculated  for 25MHz bandwidth  and 
4-QAM modulation. Due to the over-simplified nature of these 
assumptions, the estimation in Table I is only meaningful in the 
order of magnitude  sense. The estimations  for LMS and RLS 
are per  iteration  and  those  for  the  nonadaptive  algorithms  are 
for  estimating  W and  do  not  take  into  account  the  cost  of 
estimating the channel matrix H.
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V. IMPLEMENTATION

Before redesigning some of the well known serial detector 
algorithms,  we wanted  to  test  the  capabilities  of  a  GTX  460 
NVidia GPU in a digital  filtering problem,  just  for  a proof of 
concept. The following block diagram shows the problem flow: 

The  key  concept  is  that  the  FFT  [3],  inverse  FFT  and 
filtering  algorithms  can  be  parallelized,  thus  giving  this 
computationally  intensive  parts  to  the  GPU  we  reach 
significant speedups. The signal and noise generation, the filter 
design  and  the  visualization  of  the  filtered  signal  is  done  by 
CPU. 

As shown in Figure 3. we can see that increasing the points 
number of the FFT, the CPU’s execution time is exponentially 
growing  while  the  GPU’s  execution  time  follows  a  linear 
growth.  The  results  show  that  if  we  want  to  evaluate  a 

610 points FFT, the GPU will perform 10 times faster than the 
CPU. 

Figure 3.  Signal frequency domain filtering time (CPU vs. GPU) 

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In  this  paper  we  showed  the  importance  of  MIMO 
communication  systems,  presented  the  basic  models,  derived 
the  channel  capacity,  presented  some  of  the  detection 
algorithms,  and  proved  that  GPU’s  can  significantly  improve 
the computational time of digital signal processing algorithms. 
In the future work we would like the examine the possibilities 
of parallelizing the presented detection algorithms and to reach 
high  data  rates  while  keeping  the  bit  error  rate  as  low  as 
possible with these very powerful many-core architectures. 
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Abstract—We introduce a color digital holographic microscope 

for measuring the biological content of water samples. Our 
approach uses single shot RGB exposure in an in-line 
holographic setup to obtain color images. With the application of 
appropriate numerical algorithms we can fulfill color crosstalk 
compensation, segmentation, and twin image removal tasks, and 
we obtain good quality color image reconstructions with 1μm 
resolution from a 1 mm3 volume. We briefly compare the 
conventional color CCD/CMOS and the Foveon X3 sensor for 
color digital holographic applications. The in-line holographic 
setup and reconstruction algorithms are presented with 
demonstrative simulations, experimentally captured and 
numerically reconstructed images.  

Keywords— Color Digital Holography, Digital Holographic 
Microscope, Color crosstalk compensation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The possibility to obtain volumetric information from a 

single image using wave field propagation algorithms makes 
digital holography a promising method to investigate freely 
moving biological organisms in water samples. As in ordinary 
holography, digital holography captures the interference 
pattern of two beams, namely the object and the reference 
beam, but instead of using a high resolution holographic 
recording medium, the digital holographic system uses an 
image sensor to capture the holograms. The reconstruction of 
this digitally recorded hologram is done numerically by the 
simulation of light propagation. Digital holography is 
frequently used to capture 3D-4D information of objects 
within a volume.[1], [2] In most cases the recorded holograms 
are monochromatic, however, since the color of the object can 
carry relevant information several multi-wavelength optical 
setups emerged. These approaches usually use time 
multiplexed recordings, where the objects are illuminated by 
only a single wavelength at a given time, the recording is done 
by a monochromatic sensor and the captured image is 
reassembled algorithmically. [3] There are experiments where 
objects were simultaneously illuminated by several 
wavelengths [4] and the refractive index of phase samples was 
determined using multi wavelength illumination. [5] To our 
knowledge there are methods that use only monochromatic, 
[6] two-color, [7] or sequentially exposed three color cases, 

 
 

[8] where digital holography is used in microscope. In the 
case of single shot three-color exposure, color-crosstalk can 
cause noise by false reconstructions. Our previous in-line 
approach used a conventional color CCD with a Bayer filter 
array,[9] whereas here we investigated the behavior of the 
Foveon sensor with our color compensation method, which is 
capable to greatly reduce the color crosstalk caused by the 
overlapping transmission curves. By utilizing the Foveon 
sensor the sampling issues of the conventional color CCD can 
be avoided. In the case of in-line holography, for multiple 
object recognition on additional segmentation and twin image 
removal is required. Our experimental results are presented in 
the paper.   

II. OPTICAL SETUP 

A. In-line holographic setup 
We use an in-line holographic setup where the illumination 

beam also serves as the reference beam. The other frequently 
used method is the off-axis holographic setup, where an 
additional reference beam is used which intersects with the 
object beam at a none zero angle on the hologram plane. Off-
axis setups can easily provide better quality images since the 
twin image and zero order terms are spatially separated from 
the object during the reconstruction process, and in multi color 
cases wavelength separation can also be done. [4] However, 
the off-axis architectures are more complex and costly 
systems, they can retrieve only approximately 1/3 of the 
resolution of the image sensor as the object, and thus it 
inherently sacrifices the majority of the achievable resolution. 
Although in-line architectures use the full resolution of the 
image sensor, but due to the overlapping noise terms (twin 
image, color-crosstalk) additional data processing steps are 
needed. An other very interesting feature of in-line systems is 
the capability to work with light sources that have a short 
coherence length. [10] Our approach uses the in-line setup, 
and can be seen in Fig. 1. A flow cell of 0.8 mm thickness 
containing fresh water algae samples is illuminated by a multi 
wavelength laser beam. We use an Olympus LUCPLFLN20X 
microscope objective with an achromatic tube lens of 150mm 
focal length. Previously we used a conventional Nikon D60 
single-lens reflex camera as a detector, but now we 
investigated the behavior of the SIGMA SD14 which utilizes 
a FOVEON X3 image sensor.  

In-line color digital holographic microscope for 
biological water quality measurement 

Márton Kiss 
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B. Light Source 
Digital holography assumes that the reference beam is 

known, therefore usually a distortion free single mode 
Gaussian beam is applied, where the Rayleigh range of the 
beam can be either treated as a plane wave or a spherical wave 
at the detector plane. Traditionally, a nearly perfect spherical 
wavefront is created by low-pass filtering of a focused laser 
beam with a pinhole of a few μm in diameter. This pinhole 
can be treated as a point like light source. Unfortunately, it 
tends to get blocked by dust or other particles easily. 
Furthermore, the proper adjustment of such a pinhole to the 
focused laser beam can be troublesome. Consequently, we 
implement a point like light source with an alternative method 
by using the fiber end of a single mode optical cable, which 
has 4.5μm mode field diameter. We have built an optical 
system which simultaneously illuminates the sample with red, 
green, and blue lights, thus it becomes possible to capture 
holograms of the object in the RGB color scheme at the same 
time, thus allowing us examine to moving samples. Using a 
proper detector even video rate color holographic recording 
can be achieved. We use pigtailed laser diodes as the red 
(650nm) and violet (406nm) light source, while a frequency 
doubled Nd:YAG laser is coupled into a fiber to get the green 
(532nm) one. To achieve simultaneous, parallel illuminating 
wavefronts fiber couplers are applied to guide all the lasers 
into a single fiber. We use Thorlabs FC632-50B-FC fiber 
couplers, which was designed for the 632nm wavelength, thus 
their performance is not ideal for the other two wavelengths. 
Nevertheless, cascading them as shown in Fig. 2 with properly 
set intensities provided us a coherent “white” laser source 
with nearly perfect spherical wavefronts. 

 

C. Detector 
The image sensor is the most crucial part in a digital 

holographic optical system. The pixel pitch, the effective area, 
and the image quality of the sensor is one of the main limiting 
factors for the observable volume size and for the resolution 
of the whole microscope. Most single chip color cameras use a 
Bayer filter to capture color information. This filter is a 2D 
array of color filters with RGB colors shown in Fig. 3a. The 
sensors photosensitive elements have similar absorption 
spectra, but the transmission characteristics of the 
superimposed Bayer filter makes them color sensitive. 
However, the transmission spectrum (see Fig. 3b) usually 
overlaps and thus the obtained image contains considerable 
color crosstalk. In our previous setup we used a Nikon D60 
camera which uses a Bayer filter array. Since the transmission 
spectrum of the Nikon D60’s Bayer filter is not available we 
measured the transmission of each of the wavelengths we 
used. Table 1 shows the results for reference. Using a detector 
with a 

Bayer filter also causes sampling problems of the wavefront, 
and thus various color artifacts. The color crosstalk of a Bayer 
filter array is relatively small, but the sampling method of 
these sensors makes color crosstalk compensation 
problematic. These difficulties can also be overcome by using 
a direct image sensor such as the Foveon X3. Unlike the 
Bayer filter array, the Foveon image sensor takes advantage of 
the fact that red, green, and blue light penetrate silicon to 
different depths, thus it is capable to capture the full range of 
colors at each pixel location. (See Fig. 3c) The main weakness 
of this sensor 

is the considerable higher color crosstalk which can be seen in 
Fig. 3d. We also measured the color crosstalk of the Foveon 
image sensor (see Table 2) at the used wavelengths.  

Figure 3.  a) Bayer filter array on the detector surface. b) Usual color 
sensitivity spectrum of a color CMOS sensor with Bayer filter array. c) The 
color sensitive pixel structure of the Foveon X3 sensor d.) Color sensitivity 

spectrum of the Foveon X3 image sensor. 

TABLE I 
NORMALIZED TRANSMISSION OF THE BAYERN  PATTERN’S COLOR FILTERS AT 

THE NIKON D60. 
Illumination 
wavelength 

Red Filter Green Filter Blue Filter 

650 NM 1 0.042838 0.005157 
532 NM 0.066383 1 0.032673 
406 NM 0.178884 0.115504 1 

Figure 1.  The used in-line holographic setup 

Figure 2.  The cascaded fiber couplers used to create a multi-colored light 
source used for illuminating the object. 
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III. LIGHT PROAGATION ALGORITHM 
There are three main methods for digital emulation of 

propagating wave fields between parallel planes.[11] These 
methods are the single Fourier transform based Fresnel 
method, the convolution based Fresnel method, and the 
angular spectrum method. They commonly use fast Fourier 
transform to calculate the propagated electric field 
distribution. During our measurements we used the angular 
spectrum method because it works even for small propagation 
distances, as does not use paraxial approximations. An 
extension of this method was recently found by Matsushima, 
[12] which improves the accuracy of the angular spectrum 
method for larger distances by proper sampling.  

A. The multi-wavelength algorithm 
A quick overview of the algorithm can be seen in Fig.(4). 

We start with the raw sensor data of the captured hologram. 
Due to the overlapping transmission curves, a color crosstalk 
compensation has to be made on the red, green, and blue 
components, to acquire the three holograms of the object at 
the different wavelengths. By using the angular spectrum 
method on one of the holograms the whole volume is 
reconstructed layer by layer to find the position of the objects. 
If there are two objects close to each other laterally, but at 
different depths the diffraction pattern of the first object is 
usually so spread out that it overlaps with the second object at 
the plane where the second object is in focus. To eliminate 
this problem we use a segmentation process where the objects 
in the examined volume are removed one after an other, so 
only the examined object remains. The next step is a twin 
image removal process to achieve the best possible image 
quality. The three holograms are then recombined to the color 
image which is then processed by an object classification 
algorithm to recognize the different types of algae in the water 
sample.  

 

IV. ERROR COMPENSATION 

A. Color crosstalk compensation 
As mentioned before, to record the color digital hologram 

the sample is illuminated with the combination of three laser 
beams with the wavelength of 406nm, 532nm, and 635nm. 
Each of these waves creates their own separate hologram, but 
the Sigma SD14’s Foveon X3 image sensor captures it at the 
same time. Due to the considerable color crosstalk shown in 
Table 2 the three holograms are mixed at the color channels of 
the sensory data. Because of the wavelength difference each 
hologram has to be processed individually, thus the first task 
is to separate them. We found a very simple method to 
overcome this problem. Using the values in Table 2 we can 
calculate the effect of the overlapping spectrum. Using  

1 0.503208 0.062338
0.585268 1 0.076821
0.301762 0.852527 1

T
 
   
  

 

effect of the overlapping sensitivity curves can be calculated 
as: 
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where M is the measured intensity vector and R is the real 
intensity vector. Here by multiplying the previous equation 

with   1

T


from the left we get: 

1
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Using this simple matrix multiplication we can compensate for 
the color crosstalk of the sensor. 

B. Segmentation 
Reconstruction of the in-line holograms is a hard problem 

not only due to the twin image (zero order terms) caused 
noises, [14] but the neighboring objects diffraction can also 
distort the reconstructed image quality. Furthermore, the 
common phase retrieval algorithms do not tolerate this type of 
biases.[15] Therefore, first we segment the recorded hologram 
according to the occurring objects sub-holograms. This 
segmentation is based on the objects reconstruction distance 
and their corresponding spatial supports, which can be 
determined by an algorithm that use an appropriate focus 
measure.[16] The algorithm is based on the special inner 
structure of the in-line holograms. The support of the 
segmented object decreases the aperture of the other objects 
and thus decreases the achievable resolution, but since we can 
achieve almost perfect segmentation, all the diffraction caused 
by the other objects becomes negligible. Diffraction pattern of 

Figure 4.  The schematics of the algorithm 

TABLE II 
NORMALIZED TRANSMISSION OF THE FOVEON X3 SENSORS COLOR CHANELS  

AT THE SIGMA SD14. 
Illumination 
wavelength 

Red Filter Green Filter Blue Filter 

650 NM 1 0.585268 0.301762 
532 NM 0.503208 1 0.852527 
406 NM 0.062338 0.076821 1 
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the other objects are abolished almost perfectly, and this way 
enhancing the quality of the reconstruction. 

C. Twin image removal 
The hologram of the segmented object is still an in-line 

hologram and so it is contaminated by twin image and zero 
order noises. As the estimated object support and 
reconstruction distance is known we can apply the well known 
Gerchberg-Saxton-Fienup phase retrieval algorithm. [17] Our 
solution extends this method to the recorded multi-wavelength 
holograms. This way we can remove the twin image 
diffraction pattern from the reconstructed object. 

D. Abberation compensation 
Although the main advantage of digital holography is the 

ability to reconstruct sharp images at different layers of a 
volume algorithmically, thus virtually increasing the depth of 
field of a microscope system, there are other benefits of 
knowing the whole wavefront. For example, after obtaining 
the recorded holograms, we can correct the aberrations of the 
optical system numerically. Using color holography the most 
common aberrations are the lateral and the transversal 
chromatic aberration. [3] Since we used a high end 
microscope objective, these chromatic aberrations were not 
observable, but we would like to note that using a less 
sophisticated microscope objective they cause considerable 
distortions. In these cases measuring the transfer function of 
the system for the whole volume, one can design an inverse 
transformation method to compensate for chromatic and some 
other type of aberrations as well. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Our main goal is to develop a Color Holographic Video 

Microscope to measure the biological content of water 
samples. The introduced color crosstalk compensation makes 
it possible to use simultaneous three-color illumination, and 
this way to record a hologram of the examined volume with 
three colors at video frame rate, since the illuminating colors 
are not time multiplexed. The color crosstalk usually causes 
smaller noise then the twin image. However, as twin image 
elimination is a deconvolution task, its success and quality 
considerably depends on the noise of the input in-line 
hologram. This way, without color crosstalk compensation, 
there is little hope of good quality twin image removal. Our 
earlier sampling method [9] can cause aliasing, which can be 
avoided by using the Foveon X3 sensor. The introduced color 
compensation method can also be used in the case of off axis 
architectures, where the effect of color crosstalk seems more 
crucial as the twin image noise does not exist. An in-line three 
color (RGB) digital holographic microscope setup using a 
Sigma SD14 camera was presented. We detailed the color 
compensation method, which is capable to greatly reduce, the 
color crosstalk caused by the overlapping color sensitivity 
spectrum of the image sensor. We gave experimental results 
of our segmentation and twin image removal algorithm. The 
performance of our color DHM is demonstrated by 

reconstructed images from a volume of flowing water 
containing algae.  
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Abstract—A three-dimensional (3D) measurement method of 
constrained tracking arm movements is presented. Healthy 
controls and post-stroke patients performed predefined tracking 
arm movements repeatedly. During the movement task the 
subject had to follow a moving disk (target) on a computer screen 
with a mouse pointer. The pointer was moved by means of mouse 
using a digitizer tablet. Each task consisted of four trial sets with 
fixed path shape (circle or square) and movement speed (normal 
or fast) conditions of the target. Spatial coordinates of anatomical 
landmarks of the subject’s arm and the surface electromyogram 
(EMG) of the main arm muscles were recorded with an 
ultrasound based movement analyzer system. Seven joint angles 
defining the spatial configuration of the arm were calculated 
from recorded landmark coordinates. Kinematical methods 
based on this seven-degrees-of-freedom model and EMG 
processing techniques are presented. 

Keywords-tracking; post-stroke; rehabilitation; 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Stroke is one of the major causes of motor disability. One 
third of the patients suffered from stroke will live with 
decreased functional capacity. About half of all hemiplegic 
survivors will be left with a non-functional arm. Thus, post-
stroke rehabilitation is the key of (partly) recovering an 
individual’s lost motor capabilities. To obtain objective 
information concerning arm function, kinematical measurement 
methods have been developed to assist the clinical evaluation 
process. These approaches include joint torque analysis [1], 
spatial target reaching movements [2,3] and planar circle 
drawing methods [4-6]. In most of these studies robotic 
exoskeleton systems were applied to measure the kinematical 
properties of the subjects’ movements, i.e. the end-effector 
path, the joint angles of the arm or the active range of motion. 
These methods showed a good correlation with the Fugl-Meyer 
scale applied in clinical studies [7], however using such a 
robotic device can induce some restrictions to the area of 
motion of the subjects’ arm compared to other commercially 
available optical or ultrasound-based movement analyzer 
systems. 

Computer-aided diagnostic methods have been developed 
to examine the effects of movement disorders affecting 
movement patterns while the subjects were using a computer 
mouse [8,9]. These studies showed that endpoint variability of 
repeatedly executed drawing arm movements carries important 
features in the diagnostic process. Variances of movement 

patterns at different levels (endpoint, arm-configuration and 
muscle activity) have been analyzed through both clinical 
measurements and simulation methods in the last few years 
[10-12]. The results of these studies show that variability on 
different movement levels indicates important features of 
specific arm movements thus can be used for clinical 
diagnostic purposes.  

In this study we investigated the influence of hemiparetic 
stroke on constrained tracking movement patterns. During a 
specific visuo-motor task the subjects had to follow a target 
moving in a plane (2D) with constant speed and path, while the 
spatial (3D) kinematics of the arm was recorded with an 
ultrasound-based movement analyzer system. The goal of this 
study is to evaluate whether a constrained movement task 
examined with an extended measurement apparatus can 
produce useful information assisting the diagnostic process of 
hemiplegic patients. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Subjects 
Nine healthy right handed subjects and nine right-handed 

patients with hemiparetic stroke affecting the right (dominant) 
upper limb participated in these measurements after giving 
informed consent. None of them presented any visual deficit. 
The measurements were performed at the National Institute for 
Medical Rehabilitation in Budapest (NIMR). The procedures 
of the measurement were approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the NIMR. 

B. Apparatus and procedure 
The subjects sat on a chair in front of a computer desk with 

monitor stand. The subject’s position was adjusted so that she 
or he was able to reach any part of the tablet’s active surface 
without totally stretching the arm or bending the trunk. The 
subjects were instructed not to bend their trunks during the 
movement. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 1. 

In each trial the subject saw a moving disk on the screen. 
The instruction was to follow the moving target with the 
mouse pointer as accurately as possible. The mouse pointer 
could be moved with a specific mouse device moving on the 
digitizer tablet.  
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Figure 1.  Measurement setup. The system consists of six main elements. 1. 
Measurement control PC, 2. Stimulus monitor, 3. Digitizer tablet,  
4. Movement analyzer ultrasound microphone, 5. Synchronizing hardware 
element, 6. Movement analyzer control PC 

During the experiment two paths (circle with diameter 
23cm and square with edge length 23 cm) and two speeds 
(normal and fast) were applied for the moving target. The 
normal speed was determined by a speed calibration method 
for each subject. Each measurement consisted of four trial sets 
according to the possible combinations of conditions. Each 
trial set consisted of ten trials with fixed conditions. No 
learning phase was allowed prior to the measurement. The 
effect of fatigue was not investigated. 

C. Instrumentation 
The presentation of the described visual stimulus, the 

related speed calibration method and handling of the digitizer 
tablet were implemented in MATLAB environment on a 
laptop computer. The position of the mouse pointer was 
recorded with the digitizer tablet. The task screen and the 
tablet were connected to the laptop. Arm movements were 
recorded by a ZEBRIS CMS 70P ultrasonic movement 
analyzer system equipped with six ultrasound-emitting 
markers and four bipolar surface electromyogram (EMG) 
electrodes. The marker and electrode positions are listed in 
Table 1. Muscle activities of four main arm muscles (deltoid 
anterior, deltoid posterior, biceps and triceps) were recorded 
simultaneously with 3D marker coordinates. The synchronized 
operation of the described system was assured by a self-
developed hardware element.   

 
 
TABLE 1. ULTRASOUND MARKER POSITIONS AND EMG RECORDING 

LOCATIONS 

Channel
number Marker position EMG position 

1 Proximal head of the clavicle Deltoid anterior 
2 Shoulder Deltoid posterior 
3 Elbow Biceps 
4 Wrist1 (ulna distal head) Triceps 
5 Wrist2 (radius distal head) --- 
6 Endpoint (tip of index finger) --- 

 
 

III. DATA ANALYSIS 

A. Kinematic data 
1) Seven-degrees-of-freedom arm model 

The recorded position data were sorted into four groups 
according to the different movement conditions. After 
temporal normalization (100 frames) seven joint angles were 
computed at each time percent for the whole arm (a similar 
angle definition method can be found in [13]). The defined 
joint angles are listed in Table 2. The instantaneous arm-
configuration was defined by these seven joint angles.  

 
TABLE 2. DEFINED JOINT ANGLES 

Joint Specific angle 

Shoulder 
Shoulder frontal 
Shoulder sagittal 

Upper arm rotation 

Elbow 
Elbow flexion 

Lower arm rotation 

Wrist 
Wrist elevation 
Wrist azimuth 

 
For the calculation of the individual angles an iterative 

rotation algorithm was used incorporating Rodrigues’ general 
rotation formula: 

 

            cos1sincos  vkkvkvv rot .  (1) 

Using this method a given vector in the three-dimensional 
space ( 3Rv ) can be rotated about any arbitrary rotation axis 
of unit length ( 3Rk ) by a given angle of rotation ( ). 
During the calculation the joint angles are computed in 
proximal to distal order. In the first step of the algorithm 
shoulder frontal angle is calculated as the inverse cosine 
function of the dot product of a unit reference vector and the 
normalized upper arm vector. Following this, the upper arm 
vector is rotated using (1) by a negative value of the computed 
shoulder frontal angle about the angle-specific rotation axis 
(which is the cross product of the reference vector and the 
normalized upper arm vector). This sets the arm to a virtual 
position in which the shoulder frontal angle is zero, thus it is a 
new reference position for the next angle calculation using the 
described dot product method. This step is repeated iteratively 
for every defined joint angle in the distal way. In each step an 
angle-specific reference vector is used for angle calculation, 
and the corresponding rotation axis for the negative rotation is 
applied. 

This algorithm performs the computation of seven joint 
angles that are minimally required to determine the exact 
position of the human arm in the three-dimensional space. Any 
further kinematic computation can be performed on the basis 
of this seven-degrees-of-freedom representation. 
 

2)  Kinematic stability 
When a task is executed repeatedly, variability on different 

movement levels is an important descriptor of movement 
stability (i.e. less variance across trials means more stable 
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movement execution). The total variance of repeatedly 
executed movement patterns can be computed as: 
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where V(t) denotes variance with respect to normalized time, 
N is the number of trials, xk(t) denotes the actual movement 
parameter (i.e. endpoint coordinates ( 3)( Rtk P ) or arm-
configuration vector ( 7)( Rtk AC )), and )(tx contains the 
average value across trials. x(t) and )(tx  are vectors in both 
cases, so the L2 norm is used to assure that the equation applies 
the Euclidean distance (scalar) of the two quantities.  

3) Structure of kinematic variance – the uncontrolled 
manifold approach 

Total joint angle variance given by (2) can further be 
decomposed into two vectors of orthogonal subspaces defined 
by the selected task variable [10]. In our case, endpoint 
position planned to be chosen as task variable. This variable 
defines an uncontrolled manifold (UCM), and a subspace 
orthogonal to the UCM (ORT) in the corres-ponding joint 
space. The method calculates the projection of the total 
variance into these subspaces using the null space of the 
Jacobian matrix in the mean arm-configuration, and the 
orthogonal subspace to this null space. 

Comparing these projected variances can give us deeper 
understanding of a movement disorder and the effectiveness of 
the applied rehabilitation techniques on kinematic level.  

B. EMG data 
1) Amplitude estimation by windowed RMS smoothing 

The recorded EMG data were sorted into four groups 
according to the different movement conditions just like in the 
case of kinematic data. For each trial EMG processing 
consisted of three stages:   
1) The data was filtered with a 4th order Butterworth band-pass 
filter (50-400 Hz)   
2) The filtered signal was smoothed with the following 
windowed RMS algorithm: 
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where RMS(t) is the root mean square value of the interval 
 atat  , , EMG(k) is the filtered electromyogram at time 
instant k. The window size is ( 12 a ).  
3) Temporal normalization (100 frames) of the filtered and 
smoothed signal was applied.  

With this method, a good estimation of the EMG amplitude 
can be obtained with respect to time, thus the control of the 
specific movement can be observed at muscle activation level. 
 

2) Spectral analysis – a wavelet-based approach 

While the amplitude estimation method can give a good 
insight into timing of muscles and force-EMG relationship, it 
has nothing to show about the spectral properties of the 
recording. The frequency content of an EMG signal can be 
analyzed using the Fourier transform. The main drawback of 
the Fourier transform is that it requires recording of the EMG 
signal over a substantial period of time, thus the temporal 
aspect of the signal disappears. Shortening the time period 
leads to the Short-time Fourier transform with its 
disadvantages that are not discussed here.  

There are other approaches to resolve events in the EMG 
signal by time-frequency analysis. One promising method 
applies a nonlinearly scaled filter-bank defined by specific 
wavelets to extract the power of the EMG in discrete 
frequency bands but continuously over time [14]. Using this 
method, specific event-related features of the muscle activity 
can be observed without modifying the original signal’s power 
properties. Based on this concept a specific method was 
developed to analyze the fatigue effect during cycling 
movements [15]. Principal component analysis (PCA) was 
applied to define a time-intensity pattern-space in which the 
effect of mild fatigue can be numerically expressed. Another 
important application of the referred wavelet analysis is the 
removal of the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal from the 
surface EMG recording [16]. This technique involves 
independent component analysis (ICA) to separate the ECG 
signal from the EMG. 

Applying these methods to our measured data will give us 
deeper insight into motor control processes in the examined 
movement patterns. In addition, these techniques can be used 
for tracking of motor unit recruitment in patients during the 
rehabilitation period. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this work a measurement system capable of recording 
important features of the human upper extremity during 
constrained tracking arm movements was constructed. Based 
on this system a measurement protocol was developed to 
examine the described movement patterns of healthy control 
subjects and post-stroke hemiplegic patients.  

During data analysis a model with seven degrees of 
freedom was developed to describe the spatial kinematics of 
the measured arm. Based on this model, endpoint and arm-
configuration variances of both control and patient groups 
were calculated. A representative example of the difference 
between the two groups in variability is shown in Fig. 2. (only 
one subject is considered from each group).  

Statistical analysis was performed on kinematic variances. 
We computed a three-level repeated measure ANOVA on 
mean endpoint and arm-configuration variances with 
movement path shape, movement speed and subject group 
being the repeated factors. Significant effects were found 
between control and patient groups. These results are being 
prepared for further publication. 
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Figure 2.  Representative kinematic variances of endpoint position and arm-
configuration with respect to time of a control and a patient subject. The 
patient  has larger kinematic variability in both movement parameters than the 
control subject, showing that computed variance can characterize the actual 
movement control state of the subject.  
 

Other methods, like the uncontrolled manifold concept has 
been employed to analyze the kinematics of constrained arm 
movements in more detail. The UCM technique can reveal the 
hidden structure of kinematic variance enabling us to have a 
closer look on the stability of movement control [17].  

Concerning EMG analysis, two methods were presented to 
show the potential of biosignal processing. Using the 
amplitude estimation technique we are able to analyze 
movement control processes at muscle activation level, while 
the wavelet-based approach can give us deeper insight into 
event-related muscle control and validation of rehabilitation 
processes. Furthermore, it can provide a new processing 
method in myoelectric prosthesis control. 

V. FURTHER PLANS 

Applying the measured kinematic data we are planning to 
perform the UCM analysis for both control and patient data to 
show the structural differences between healthy and damaged 
movement control systems.  

Besides describing the current state of motor control 
stability we would like to monitor the effectiveness of 
currently used movement rehabilitation techniques.  

In addition, our goal is to analyze the recorded EMG data 
with the described processing methods. We would like to use 
the wavelet-based decomposition to discover the spectral 
content of muscles during specific constrained arm 
movements. We are planning to use these results to reveal the 
relation between the spatial movement of the arm and muscle 
activities. This would be very beneficial for EMG based 
methods in neuroprosthesis control. 
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Abstract— As Moore’s law in single processor cores nearly 
came to a halt, and parallel architectures are present in all 
modern computers (namely the GPUs) and many embedded 
systems (FPGAs), there is a growing demand to map problems to 
these parallel hardware. The main purpose of my research is to 
develop a methodology that can assist parallelization by 
describing the problem space and by defining a “walk” of this 
space obeying the hardware limitations. This process is 
illustrated by three problems: CNN simulation on FPGA, global 
optimization with genetic algorithms on GPU and solution of 
PDEs with the finite-difference time-domain method on GPU. 

Keywords—gpgpu, fpga, parallel programming, cnn, genetic 
algorithms, partial differential equations 

I. INTRODUCTION
For decades  the main goal of microprocessor vendors was 

to produce higher and higher clock rates. However at around 3 
GHz,  the power  requirements became unreasonably high,  and 
performance had reached a limit. The long-standing practice of 
serial  programming  had  become  unsustainable:  single  thread 
performance  no  longer  increases  exponentially  with  time. 
GPGPU  (general  purpose  computing  on  graphics  processing 
units)  and  FPGA  (field-programmable  gate  array)  based 
software and hardware co-design has become popular means to 
assist general-purpose processors  in performing complex, data 
and/or computation intensive tasks. Today most computers ship 
with at least one such accelerator (usually a GPU), and already 
the CPU and GPU have appeared on the same silicone [1]. 

Different applications and algorithms however place unique 
and  distinct  demands  on  computing  resources,  so 
implementations  that work well with  one  accelerator will  not 
necessarily map to another. Programming methodologies range 
from direct hardware designs for FPGAs [2], through assembly 
and  domain  specific  languages,  to  high  level  languages 
supported by GPUs [3]. 

There is little research on how to use these special purpose 
processors  as  accelerators  for  general-purpose  computations, 
how  accelerators  and  tasks  map.  Also  a  challenge  facing 
developers  is  to  understand  application  behavior  on  different 
accelerators, to learn how to map, partition and execute parallel 
algorithms on these new hardware. As a first step to understand 
these  issues,  this  work  studies  three  different  applications  on 
different  hardware:  genetic  algorithms,  CNN  simulation  and 
solving a PDE with the FDTD method. 

The structure of the paper if the following: in section 2 the 
problem  is described  in greater detail with  additional  pointers 
to  related  work  in  this  field.  In  section  3  the  approach  to 
parallelizing  problems  is  described.  In  section  4  three  case 
studies  are  presented.  Section  5  summarizes  this  works  and 
points out possible future directions. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND RELATED WORK

Most  work  was  focused  on  specific  problems  and 
applications;  systematic  approaches  like  autoparallelization 
have yielded  few results,  and usually  focus on specific pieces 
of  code  that  allow  trivial  parallelization  [4].  Some  propose  a 
structured approach to parallelizing individual problems: using 
structural,  computational  and  implementation  patterns  to  find 
and exploit inherent parallelism [5]. 

Modeling  of  algorithms  on  parallel  architectures  has  also 
proven  difficult; most  performance models  [6,7]  require  low-
level source code to make estimates, which obviously requires 
implementing  the  problem  first.  These  models  offer  good 
quantitative estimates but require much effort. 

The  availability  of  cheap,  general  purpose  programmable 
Graphical  Processing  Units  has  made  an  impact  on  high 
performance computing, modern supercomputers utilize GPUs 
[8]  because  of  their  good  performance  to  price/power/effort 
ratio. GPUs require power in the range from Watts to hundreds 
of Watts  to  be  effective. On  the  other  hand,  very  low  power 
FPGAs are available, which are very energy efficient, enabling 
their  use  in  small  scale,  mobile  and  embedded  applications. 
Another problem is the price - few hundred dollar, high power 
GPU  and  a many  thousand  dollar,  low  power  FPGA  –  not  a 
realistic  comparison.  The  other  differentiating  factor  is  the 
programming  style,  which  usually  requires  very  different 
algorithms on these two platforms to solve a given problem.  

Because  of  these,  current  attempts  at  comparing  the  two 
platforms [9, 10, 11] seem unrealistic and unfair. 

For  these  reasons I  think  it would be  important  to classify 
problems  of  different  kind  and  scale  by  observing  the 
requirements of applications  to decide whether it makes sense 
to solve the problem on a given platform. For example in case 
of  a  large-scale  molecular  dynamics  simulation  the  primary 
concerns  are  computational  speed  and  cost,  so  the  GPU  is  a 
clear  winner,  but  in  case  of  embedded  signal  processing  the 
power constraints disqualify the use of GPUs. 
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III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The  goal  of  this  research  if  to  create  a methodology,  that 

given a problem one could analyze and decompose it, then map 
it onto a mathematical structure that exposes possible ways of 
parallelization. After  this,  specific methods of  implementation 
can  be  explored,  given  the  constraints  of  the  hardware,  and 
finally  a  decision  can  be made which  one  to  use. To do  this, 
different metrics are required that describe the different aspects 
of  the  hardware  and  the  problem;  like  speed,  power,  area, 
bandwidth, computational and data complexity etc. 

How  can  such  a  problem  be  attacked?  The  approach  has 
two sides: the hardware has to be abstracted, the problem more 
specific.  In  most  cases  this  can  be  done  using 
problem/implementation classes or patterns. An abstraction of 
the hardware is its computational and memory hierarchy, and a 
specific  algorithm  can  be  described  with  patterns  of 
computation, and flow of data. 

The  first  classification  possibility  is  the  constraints  of  the 
application,  like  expected  speed  performance  or  power 
limitations.  In  many  cases  this  can  completely  determine  the 
choice of  hardware  class,  but  sometimes parallelization  is  not 
worth  the  effort  (e.g.  High  power  gpu  vs.  cpu  or  low  power 
fpga vs. microcontroller). 

The  problem  can  usually  be  decomposed  into  overall 
structural  patterns  that  describe  the  high  level  computational 
and communicational steps that later will be parallelized. Such 
patterns  are  pipe  and  filter,  agent  and  repository,  iterative 
refinement,  map  reduce,  process  control  etc.  The  high  level 
computational  steps  can  be  classified  using  the  13 motifs  (or 
dwarves)  [5],  these  classes  describe  many  computational  and 
communication  structures  that  offer  different  possibilities  of 
parallelization.  These  first  two  steps  of  classifications  are 
hardware  independent  and  ideally  they  allow  for  different 
implementations. 

The  two  lowest  levels  of  classification  are  execution 
strategy and implementation strategy. Different implementation 
strategies  are  allowed  by  different  hardware,  we  can  identify 
different data and program structures. More elaborate ones like 
fork-join  and  shared  hash  table  for  CPUs,  SPMD  and 
distributed  array  on  GPUs,  some  cases  of  strict-data-par  and 
memory  level  parallelism  on  FPGAs.  The  lowest  level  is 
execution  strategy,  which  is  usually  a  hardware's  own,  like 
SIMD, thread pools, or digital circuits. 

The  connections  between  the  higher  and  lower  levels,  are 
the  parallel  algorithm  strategies  that  describe  a  way  of 
exploiting the parallelism within the upper level computational 
patterns,  and  take  into  account  lower  level  patterns.  On  each 
level of classification the program can be described by a graph 
of computations and communications, that are restricted at the 
lowest  level by hardware processing and memory hierarchies. 
Possible  transformations  of  these  graphs  can  be  entry  points 
into lower level classifications. 

The concept is to use a graph to describe all calculations in 
a  given  (sub-)task,  marking  dependencies.  Memory  accesses 
and  dependencies  are  embedded within  this  graph. During  an 
actual implementation a parallel walk is defined on this graph, 
which depends on both the parallel algorithm strategy class and 

the hardware: graph partitions and other properties may require 
different strategies to utilize or circumvent hardware limitations 
(like synchronization, communication restrictions, bandwidth). 

This model can support different metrics like computational 
time,  computational  and memory  access  efficiency. Based  on 
the properties of  the graph, several complexity metrics can be 
introduced  that  describe  the  computational  and  data 
dependencies:  these  could  point  out  how  "long"  these 
dependencies  last,  and  how  "far"  they  reach,  they  are  closely 
related to the implementation requirements like communication 
and synchronization. 

The  structured  decomposition  of  most  problems  into 
structural  and  computational  patterns,  their  description  using 
computational  and  data  flow  graphs  can  yield  qualitative 
models and estimates that could both help to determine the best 
fitting platform and to guide implementation. 

IV. CASE STUDIES
Three problems have been selected for further examination 

on two platforms: on an FPGA and a GPU. First I describe the 
hardware  and  programming  concepts  of  both  platforms,  then 
the implementation of the algorithms. 

A. Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) 
GPUs  are  inexpensive,  commodity  devices,  that  were 

developed  for  acceleration  of  video  games.  The  main 
advantage of a GPU is a very high memory bandwidth, up  to 
200 GB/s on latest Fermi architectures [12]. On the GPU chip, 
there  are  hundreds  of  programmable  cores,  with  possibly 
thousands  of  active  threads  that  are  executed  in  a  single 
program multiple data (SPMD) fashion. GPUs are flexible and 
easy  to  program  using  high  level  languages  and  APIs  that 
abstract away hardware details, like Nvidia’s own C extension, 
CUDA [3]. In CUDA the GPU is treated as a co-processor that 
executes  data-parallel  kernels  with  thousands  of  threads. 
Threads are grouped into thread blocks. Threads within a block 
can  share  data  using  fast  on-chip  shared  memory  and 
synchronize  using  hardware-supported  barriers.  Each  thread 
block  is  assigned  to  a  streaming multiprocessor  (SM). 
Coordination between thread blocks is only possible through a 
much slower global memory  (two orders of magnitude). Note 
that  the programming model  for a CUDA kernel  is  scalar not 
vector.  The  current  Tesla  architecture  combines  32  scalar 
threads  into  SIMD  groups  called warps,  that  are  executed  in 
lockstep. 

Experiments  were  made  on  different  GPU  hardware: 
GeForce  320M  with  6  SMs,  a  Tesla  S1070  with  four  Tesla 
C1060  inside,  each  equipped  with  30  SMs.  Each  SM  has  8 
streaming processors  (SPs), with each group of 8 SPs sharing 
16kB  of  per-block  shared  memory  [13].  The  global  memory 
space  of  the  320M  is  shared  from  system  memory,  so  it  is 
much slower than dedicated RAM, and cannot utilize coalesced 
memory  accesses.  There  is  6GBs  of  global  memory  on  each 
Tesla  unit,  in  total  24GBs  for  the  whole  rack,  with  global 
memory bandwidth of 100 (400) GB/s. 

B. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) 
Compared  to  the  fixed  hardware  architecture  of  the GPU, 

FPGAs  are  essentially  high  density  arrays  of  uncommitted 
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logic  and  are  very  flexible  in  that  developers  have  direct 
control  over  hardware  infrastructure  and  trade-off  resources 
and  performance  by  selecting  the  appropriate  level  of 
parallelism to implement an algorithm. In the FPGA paradigm, 
the  hardware  structure  is  used  to  approximate  a  custom  chip. 
This  eliminates  the  inefficiencies  caused  by  the  traditional 
Neumann  execution  model  and  can  achieve  vastly  improved 
performance and power efficiency. Though vendors provide IP 
cores  that  offer  the  most  common  processing  functions, 
programming  in  VHDL  and  creating  the  entire  design  from 
scratch is a costly and labor intensive task. 

VHDL is one of the most widely used hardware description 
languages.  It  supports  the description of  circuits at a  range of 
abstraction levels varying from gate level netlists up to purely 
algorithmic  behavior  [14].  Very  efficient  hardware  can  be 
developed  in  VHDL  but  it  requires  a  great  deal  of 
programming effort. FPGAs consist of  hundreds of  thousands 
of programmable logic blocks and programmable interconnects 
that  can  be  used  to  create  custom  logic  functions,  and  many 
GPFA products also  include  some hardwired  functionality  for 
common  functions. Fast  programmable FPGAs  cost  orders  of 
magnitude more than GPUs, however their power consumption 
is much lower. Fixed logic circuits can be manufactured for a 
fraction of the price of a programmable board. 

C. Genetic algorithm on a GPU 
Genetic  Algorithms  (GAs)  were  introduced  in  the  1960s 

[15],  since  then  it  has  become  a  popular  tool  for  researchers: 
they  are  effective  in  handling  a  wide  range  of  difficult  real-
world  problems,  mainly  global  optimization  [16].  In  general 
Gas  use  selection,  mutation  and  crossover  to  generate  new 
points  in  the  search  space.  The  set  of  points  forms  the 
population  of  the  algorithm,  where  the  initial  population  is 
usually  generated  at  random.  In  each  iteration  the  fitness  of 
each individual  is evaluated, and  the best are selected  to  form 
the  next  population,  introducing  random  mutations  and 
crossover  in  the  meanwhile.  The  iteration  goes  on  until  a 
stopping condition is reached. 

Genetic algorithms offer  straightforward parallelization,  as 
the  evaluation  of  individuals  is  independent  of  each  other. 
Several studies have shown it  is possible to offload part or all 
of the algorithm to the GPU [17,18]. The structural constraints 
of  the GPU do not enable global synchronization on the GPU 
that  would  be  necessary  to  implement  single  population 
iterations,  the  following  methods  of  coordination  have  been 
explored: 

 Offload  the  evaluation  of  the  fitness  function  to  the 
GPU, the rest is done on the CPU. Involves heavy use 
of CPU-GPU bandwidth. 

 The whole  process  is  done  on  the GPU,  this  requires 
global  synchronization  every  iteration,  which  implies 
starting a new kernel every iteration. 

 The  population  is  divided  into  subpopulations 
(islands),  communication  between  the  islands  occur 
only  every  few  iterations  (migration).  Theory  of 
distributed GAs is described in [19]. 

The  implementation  optimized  a  distributed  routing  table 
for Wireless Sensor Networks  (WSNs). We used a  two-tiered 
GA  approach:  one  for  individual  paths  and  one  for  routing 
tables with  all  paths.  The  network map  is  uploaded  to  a  fast 
constant memory,  and  in  the  first  stage  each  thread  block  is 
assigned one routing  table  to optimize, with  individual  fitness 
functions  for  each  thread  based  on  the  length  of  the  path. 
Afterwards the fitness of the table is calculated per thread block 
based on the total length of all paths and the load of individual 
nodes  (to  avoid  bottlenecks).  The  second  stage  is  a  GA  on 
routing  tables,  when  individual  paths  are  handled  as  atomic 
parts of an individual. The algorithm is depicted on Fig 1. 

  Figure 1.   Optimizing routing tables in a WSN 

D. Digital CNN simulation on an FPGA 
The  CNN-UM  [20]  is  a  powerful  analogic  machine, 

providing  massive  parallelism  with  its  cellular  structure.  The 
digital  simulation  is  done  by  converting  the  continuous  time 
wave equation to discrete time. 

This  results  in  a  structured  grid  computational  pattern, 
where  each  grid  point  is  a  CNN  cell,  connected  to  its  eight 
neighbors  in  case  of  radius  1.  As  the  target  platform was  an 
FPGA, the chosen implementation pattern was the pipeline. 

We used a Spartan 3 FPGA for the implementation, clocked 
at 50 MHz. A 32*32 BRAM was created  to store  the state of 
the CNN, data was uploaded via USB, and displayed through a 
VGA  connection.  Because  the  update  of  an  individual  cell 
requires  data  from  its  neighborhood,  the  use  of  a  buffer  was 



necessary  which  contained  the  data  from  neighboring  cells 
before they were updated. As the algorithm processes each cell 
row-by-row,  a  shift  register  of  size  32*2+1  was  used.  The 
pipeline  is  seven  stages  deep:  thus  seven  cells  were  being 
processed at the same time. 

E. FDTD solution of PDEs on a GPU 
Finite Difference Time Domain methods have been widely 

used  for  the  solution of PDEs,  several works demonstrate  the 
solution  of  e.g. Navier-Stokes  equations  [21].  This method  is 
also a case of  the structured grid  implementation pattern. The 
algorithm  discretizes  the  equation  in  both  space  and  time 
domain,  and  updates  individual  cells  that  depend  on  their 
neighbors. The test problem was the simple heat equation: 

��� � ���� � ���′
The implementation separates the space domain into 64*63 

grid point sized chunks and assigns them to thread blocks, that 
store them in local shared memory for fast access. This kind of 
separation  however  requires  the  exchange  of  ghost  cells 
between  chunks,  and  this  makes  global  synchronization 
necessary. Global synchronization by running kernels back-to-
back introduces a significant control overhead, and the contents 
of the shared memory are also lost between kernels. 

A  novel  synchronization  method  has  been  developed 
making  use  of  atomic  memory  accesses:  by  using  only  two 
counters  in  global  memory  and  increasing  them  atomically 
make  any  number  of  global  synchronizations  possible.  In my 
experience  when  the work  between  the  thread  blocks  is  well 
distributed,  the  overhead  is  only  1-2  memory  accesses 
(nanoseconds)  per  synchronization,  while  starting  kernels 
requires microseconds. In this case the shared memory persists, 
so  whole  chunks  need  not  be  written  out  to  global  memory, 
only  ghost  cells,  which  reduces  memory  bandwidth  use  by 
93%. Experiments show 5000% speed increase over Matlab on 
a single Tesla GPU, and 60% increase over back-to-back kernel 
runs. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This  paper  shows  the  necessity  of  parallel  mapping  of 
problems,  and  develops  a  concept  how  individual  problems 
should  be  described  to  enable  possible  parallelization  for 
different hardware. 

Three  case  studies  are  presented,  that  show  how  different 
problems  can  be  implemented  in  very  different  ways  onto 
different  hardware: Genetic Algorithms, CNN  simulation  and 
FDTD  methods,  on  GPUs  and  FPGAs.  A  novel  global 
synchronization method  is developed  for  the GPU,  and  tested 
in the FDTD algorithm. 

In  the  future  I  would  like  to  focus  on  structured  and 
unstructured  grid  algorithms  for  PDEs,  the  use  of  different 
algorithms like the Finite Element Method, the Pseudo-Spectral 
Method  and  others,  as  they  provide  different  approaches  to 
solve  the  same  problem.  The  question  of  parallelizability  of 
these algorithms for different hardware would be an interesting 
task. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we develop optimal scheduling mecha-
nisms for packet forwarding in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN),
where clusterheads are gathering information with a predefined
Quality of Service (QoS). The objective is to ensure balanced
energy consumption and to minimize the probability of packet
loss, subject to time constraints (i.e. different nodes must send
all their packets within a given time interval). Novel solutions
of scheduling are developed by combinatorial optimization, and
by quadratic programming methods. In our approach, the
scheduling of packet forwarding is broken down to a discrete
quadratic optimization problem and the optimum is sought by
a Hopfield Network (HNN) yielding a solution in polynomial
time. The scheduling provided by the Hopfield Network indeed
guarantees uniform packet loss probabilities for all the nodes and
saves the energy of the clusterheads. In this way, the longevity
of the network can also be increased.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data gathering from a set of sensor nodes to a Base Station
(BS) by using a cluster-based routing topology is commonly
used in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1], [2]. In this kind
of networks tiny sensor nodes communicate in short distances
and collaboratively work to fulfill the application specific
objectives of WSN. Many of the envisioned applications
involve the collection of bursty data traffic generated by events
which are be delivered to the BS as quickly and as reliably as
possible in order to recognize emergency situation. In these
applications packet delay and packet loss probability are of
crucial importance [3], [4].

In this paper an optimal packet scheduling scheme is
proposed, which minimizes the associated packet loss proba-
bility under time constraints. Scheduling has been intensively
researched in the telecommunication literature [5], [6], [7],
however the main focus was on buffered architectures. In this
paper, we will present the problem as a matrix optimization.
Since clusterhead based routing is a commonly used solution
in WSN (e.g. LEACH protocol [8] or other hierarchical
solutions proposed in [9], [10]), we assume that each node
can only send one packet to a selected clusterhead at each
time instant. The overall number of packets node i wants
to send to the clusterhead is denoted by Xi . All of the
packets must be sent within a time interval Ki : Ki > Xi.
The scheduling of packet transmissions by node i can be
expressed by a binary vector c(i) of length Ki with weight
Xi, where component c(i)l ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether packet is
transmitted or not to the clusterhead at time instances l. Since
the clusterhead has a finite energy, thus at each time instant it
selects randomly at most Cap packets to re-transmit them to
the BS. In this paper, we optimize the scheduling vectors in

order to balance the packet loss probabilities the nodes suffer
from if the aggregated load at a given time instant exceeds
Cap. Composing a transmission matrix C of these vectors, one
may seek the optimal matrix, which enforces uniform packet
loss probability for each user under the time constraints.
To find the optimal matrix, we present a novel approach based
on quadratic optimization which can then be tackled by the
Hopfield Neural Network (HNN).

II. THE MODEL

Let us assume that there are J number of nodes transmitting
packets to the cluster head. The capacity of the cluster head
is denoted by Cap. The amount of packets to be sent by node
j is denoted by Xj , while the time constraint in which the
transmission is to be finished is denoted by Kj . The time is
measured in discrete units thus Kj , j = 1, . . . , J are assumed
to be integers. The scheduling of node j is represented by a
binary vector c(j) ∈ {0, 1}Kj where if cl(j) = 1 then a packet
is sent to the cluster head at time instant l. The scheduling
matrix C can be constructed from vectors c(j), j = 1, . . . , J
which form the row vectors of C and the number of columns
is taken as L = argmaxj Kj . For example in the case of
J = 3, X1 = 2, X2 = 5, X3 = 3, K1 = 8, K2 = 10 and
K3 = 4 one specific scheduling matrix looks as follows:

C =

⎛
⎝

1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 0 0 0

⎞
⎠ .

The aggregated number of incoming packets in the cluster
head at time instant l is given as

�J
j=1 cl(j) being the weight

of the lth column vector in matrix C. The cost of reception
(which needs the power of clusterheads) is proportional to the
number of received packets at time instant l expressed as al :=�J

j=1 cl(j). Let us assume that the number of arriving packets
at the cluster head at time instant l exceeds the capacity of the
cluster head. Formally:

J�
j=1

Cjl > Cap. (1)

In this situation the cluster head decides in uniform random
fashion which packet will be discarded. In this case the
probability of packet loss suffered by a given node is

P (packet loss at node i) =

�J
j=1 Cjk − Cap
�J

j=1 Cjk

, ∀i. (2)
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There are two different goals when optimizing matrix C.
• In the first case, we seek the optimal matrix Copt for

which the overall cost is minimal. This can be formulated
as follows:

Copt : min
C

J�
j=1

L�
l=1

J�
i=1

CjlCil. (3)

The constraint can be expressed as
�L

l=1 Cjl = Xj , j =
1, . . . , J and if the last nonzero component of row j is
at location Mj , such that Mj :

�L
l=1 Cjl = Xj , j =

1, . . . , J then Mj ≤ Kj , j = 1, . . . , J . We fill refer to
this problem as optimizing the Overall Cost (OC).

• In the second case, we seek an optimal matrix Copt where
the aggregated number of incoming packets are balanced
with respect to time. More precisely, we try to achieve
that nodes schedule their packet transmission in such a
way that that each time instant the culsterheads receive
more or less the same number of packets. This objective
can be formulated as follows:

Copt : min
C

L�
l=1

L�
k=1

⎛
⎝

J�
j=1

Cjl −
J�

j=1

Cjk

⎞
⎠

2

. (4)

The constraints are the same as before.
When we seek the balanced solution by optimizing (4)
we provide approximatively the same Quality of Service
in terms of packet loss probability to all nodes. We will
refer to this problem as Balanced Cost (BC).

III. SOLUTION BY QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING AND
HOPFIELD NETWORK

The Hopfield Network is a recurrent neural network [11]
the dynamics and optimization capabilities of which have been
intensively studied [12]. The state transition rule is described
as follows: [13]

yi(k + 1) = −sgn

⎛
⎝

N�
j=1

W̃ijy(k)j − bi

⎞
⎠ , i =mod Nk, (5)

The convergence to a steady state has been proven [14] by
using a quadratic Lyapunov function given as

L(y) := 1

2

N�
i=1

N�
j=1

Wijyiyj −
N�
i=1

yibi =
1

2
yTWy − bTy.

(6)
Matrix W̃ has zero diagonal elements. Thus, a class of com-
binatorial optimization problems, which can be mapped into a
quadratic objective function where the optima are sought over
binary arrays can be efficiently solved by Hopfield Network.

A. Optimizing the Overall Cost by Hopfield Network

We now map the optimization problem defined by expres-
sion (3) into a quadratic objective function which can then be
minimized by a Hopfield Network in polynomial time [15],
[16], [17]. The constraints are included as additive terms in

the goal function. There are three parameters: α, β, δ. They
are found heuristically in the course of the optimization.
The endeavor is to map the objective function into (6). In the
first step we encode C row-vise onto vector y (which is the
state of vector of the corresponding Hopfield Network).

C =

⎛
⎜⎝

C11 C12 · · · C1L

...
...

. . .
...

CJ1 CJ2 · · · CJL

⎞
⎟⎠ →

c = (C11, C12, · · · , C1L, C21, · · · , C2L, CJ1, · · · , CJL)
T
.

To carry out the mapping, one has to solve the following
equations (7) (8) (9):

α
J�

j=1

L�
l=1

J�
i=1

CjlCil = −1

2
yT WAy − bT

Ac, (7)

β
J�

j=1

⎛
⎝

Kj�
l=1

Cjl −Xj

⎞
⎠

2

= −1

2
yT WBy − bT

Bc, (8)

δ
J�

j=1

L�
l=Kj

(Cjl)
2

= −1

2
yT WCy − bT

Cc. (9)

The negative sign on the right hand side is due to the
minimization. Calculating matrices WA, WB , WC , bA, bB

and bC , respectively, the parameters of the quadratic form
which is minimized by the Hopfield Network is as follows:

W = WA + WB + WC ∈ RJL×JL,

b = bA + bB + bC ∈ RJL×1.

Solving (7) yields the following weight matrix and bias vector:

bA = 0JL×1, (10)

WA = 2α

⎛
⎜⎝

IL×L IL×L · · · IL×L

...
...

. . .
...

IL×L IL×L · · · IL×L

⎞
⎟⎠ . (11)

Processing the second equation (8) and taking into account
that

�J
j=1 X

2
j = const which does not have any effect on the

extremal point, we obtain the following equation:

−1

2
cT WBc−bT

Bc = β
J�

j=1

⎛
⎝

Kj�
l=1

Cjl

⎞
⎠

2

−2β
J�

j=1

⎛
⎝

Kj�
l=1

Cjl

⎞
⎠Xj

The solution is (12) and (13), where 1Kj ,Kj denotes a matrix
all elements of which are ones and where bBj = Xj ·�

11×Kj 01×L−Kj

� ∈ R1×L:

bB = 2
�

bB1 bB2 · · · bBJ

�
. (12)

The solution of the third equation (9) is

bC = 0JL×1, (14)

WC = −2δ

�
C1 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 · · · 0 CJ

�
. (15)
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WB = −2β

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1K1×K1 0K1×L−K1 0 0 · · · 0 0
0L−K1×K1 0L−K1×L−K1 0 0 · · · 0 0

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
0 0 0 0 · · · 1KJ×KJ 0KJ×L−KJ

0 0 0 0 · · · 0L−KJ×KJ 0L−KJ×L−KJ

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(13)
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Fig. 1. a) The cost difference between the optimal solution and the solutions achieved by the different methods b) Running time of methods c) The number
of incomplete transmissions d) Number of packets transmitted overtime

Here Cj =

�
0Kj×Kj 0Kj×L−Kj

0L−Kj×Kj IL−Kj+1×L−Kj+1

�
∈ RL×L

which is special (L× L) “identity” type of matrix where the
first Kj diagonal is zero. [18]

B. Optimizing the Balanced Cost by Hopfield Network

Previously the solution of the Overall Cost (3) was intro-
duced. For the case of Balanced Cost (4) the goal function
has to be be rewritten. The three parameters are to be found
heuristically in the course of the optimization.

The first term of objective function have to be extracted.
Performing mathematical transformations we obtain the final
form. Since the parts corresponding to (8) and (9) are the same
as in the first problem (the constraints are not changed) the
following new equation has to be solved:

2Lα1

L�
l=1

⎛
⎝

J�
j=1

cjl

⎞
⎠

2

= −1

2
yT WA1

y − bT
A1

c, (16)

−2α2

⎛
⎝

L�
l=1

J�
j=1

cjl

⎞
⎠

2

= −1

2
yT WA2y − bT

A2
c. (17)

The solution for equation (16) is the following

bA1 = 0JL×1, (18)

WA1 = 2α1L

⎛
⎜⎝

IL×L IL×L · · · IL×L

...
...

. . .
...

IL×L IL×L · · · IL×L

⎞
⎟⎠ . (19)

Then solving (17) yields the following weight matrix and bias
vector

bA2 = 0JL×1, (20)

and
WA2 = 2α21JL×JL. (21)

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section we compare the optimum obtained by ex-
haustive search to the one achieved by the Hopfield Network.
The simulations were carried out for J = 20 nodes and the
corresponding Xj , j = 1, ..., J and Kj , j = 1, ..., J constraints
have been chosen randomly in the range of Xj ∈ [5, 100] and
Kj ∈ [5, 100]. The results have been evaluated after selecting
several constraints randomly, then running the simulations and
taking the average error of the solutions achieved by the
Hopfield Network and by exhaustive search.

The obtained results are depicted by the 1. figure. Analyzing
the result, one may note that the solutions provided by
Hopfield Network does not always yields the optimal solution
as it is demonstrated by “Chart a)” of the figure. Furthermore
the results for the original objective function (3) and the results
for the modified, second objective function (4) are similar.

On the other hand, the solutions of the HNN only slightly
differs from the optimum, and its great advantage is that
this method can easily be reconfigured when the parameters
of the problem are changing. It must also be noted, that a
good quality solution is achieved by the Hopfield Network
in polynomial time as opposed to the exponential complexity
of the exhaustive search method. These running times are
compared to each other in the “Chart b)” of the figure.

In the other charts the amount of relative error is indicated,
which error is due to the Hopfield Network being not always
capable of providing a valid solution by fulfilling all the
constraints. “Chart c)” exhibits the cases when only a portion
of the packets are sent, whereas on “Chart d)” the packets are
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sent after the deadline has expired. It is noteworthy, that these
errors can be further reduced by the fine tuning of parameters
α, β, δ as can be seen in [19] and is demonstrated by running
the modified Hopfield recursion.

Figure 1 shows that the result of the two goal functions does
not differ significantly. The main difference is demonstrated by
Table I and Figure 2, respectively. The near optimal solution
provided by the Hopfield Network proves to be satisfying.

In order to measure how balanced a solution is, we introduce
the entropy of the weight distribution of the columns in matrix
C as follows

H (p) =
L∑

k=1

−pk ln pk, (22)

where pk =

∑J
j=1 Cjk∑L

k=1

∑J
j=1 Cjk

. Table I demonstrates that the

solution provided by HNN for the Balanced Cost problem
has the highest weight entropy (i.e the most uniform weight
distribution of the columns), hence it fulfills the constraint
related to weight balancing.

Method Entropy
Original HNN 5.4369
Modified HNN 5.6883

Exhaustive Search 5.7066

TABLE I
ENTROPY OF WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

Figure 2 shows the advantages of the Modified HNN
solution, since packet loss probability has significantly been
decreased. One can see that the probability of packet loss is
under 0.1 in every time slots, while the Original HNN solution
yield higher packet loss probabilities.
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Fig. 2. Packet loss probabilities

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper new methods were proposed to provide optimal
scheduling for packet-transmissions in WSN. The objective of
optimal scheduling was on the one hand defined by the Overall
Cost and by the Balanced Cost. In the latter case the new
method provides the same QoS for the nodes in terms uniform
packet loss probabilities. Both of the corresponding objective
functions have been mapped into quadratic optimization and

then solved by the Hopfield Network. In this way, good
quality solutions have been obtained in real-time. Using these
optimized scheduling matrices in WSN, the clusterhead nodes
can save energies which will increase the longevity of the
network. As the simulation results have demonstrated the
solutions provided by the Hopfield Network are very close
to the ones achieved by exhaustive search.
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Abstract—The continuous monitoring of clinically relevant
parameters of the patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) in case of
preterm neonates is not solved. Murmur is one of the important
symptoms of the PDA, which can be sensitively detected with
phonocardiography based methods. This has been shown in a
previous study. In this paper two approaches for parameter
extraction of the murmur is presented. In the first one time
and frequency analysis is applied, but the extracted parameters
show only a moderate correlation with the clinically important
paramters (NRMSE > 20 %). In the second approach joint
time-frequency analysis is performed by applying the Matching
Pursuit decomposition. Using this method promising results have
been achieved by comparing the time-frequency signatures of
murmurs related to different graded PDA-s, where the grade
corresponds to the LA/Ao ratio. Further measurements are
needed for the quantitative verification of this assumption.

Keywords-phonocardiography; patent ductus arteriosus; mur-
mur; characteristic heart sound; Matching Pursuit decomposition

I. INTRODUCTION

The ductus arteriosus is an essential fetal vascular structure.
This means that its closure during pregnancy may lead even to
right heart failure. After birth, in case of normal neonates, the
ductus arteriosus starts closing with the first intake of breath
allowing the development of the normal human circulation [1].

The persistence of the ductal patency after birth is abnormal
and has several consequences, such as respiratory problems
and hypertrophy of the left atrium and ventricle. Nevertheless
the physiological impact and clinical significance of a PDA
depends above all on its size and the state of the underlying
cardiovascular system.

The closure of the PDA may occur spontaneously or due
to a surgical or transcatheter intervention. In case of preterm
infants pharmacological closure is also possible [2]. The risk
of PDA is clearly much greater in case of preterms, which is
due to physiological factors related to prematurity [3]. The
main diagnosis of PDA in case of preterms is done with
echocardiography, which needs expertise, and sophisticated
and expensive equipment.

These aspects show the need for simple tools for helping
the diagnosis and the monitoring of the PDA in case of
preterm infants. Phonocardiography comes into view based
on the observation that one of the fundamental symptoms is
murmur. Although earlier studies investigated the murmurs
related to PDA in preterm infants [4], non of them tried to find
a relationship between various parameters of the heart sound
and of the PDA. In this study this problem is investigated.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Database

In this study 25 preterm newborns have been examined, with
an average of 3 measurements per infant. Hemodynamically
significant PDA was verified by echocardiography in case of
15 infants but only 8 of those were examined over several days
because the others had either also some other malformation
or some other circumstances made further measurements not
possible. Preterms without PDA were measured as a control
group. The diagnostic parameters of the PDA acquired with
echocardiography were all collected for later comparison with
phonocardiographic parameters. In case of the 8 newborns
mentioned above, the PDA was closed by means of phar-
macological treatment (4 infants) or surgical intervention (4
infants).

These infants, except one, all weighed less than 2300 g at
birth, with an average weight of 1400 g. Except one, all of
them were less than 33 weeks of gestation, with an average
of 29. They were examined on average on their 6th day after
birth and those with PDA then every day until the closure of
the PDA, which was verified by echocardiography.

The measurements were made with a self-made electronic
stethoscope. Each measurement consisted of about three 30
seconds long phonocardiographic records which were recorded
at 48 kHz, with a resolution of 16 bits. According to our
observation the main components of the heart sounds lie in
the low frequency range, thus after prefiltering, the data was
resampled at 3000 Hz and only the useful part of the record
(at least 10 secs) was kept for further analysis.

B. Preprocessing

For the identification of the murmur a characteristic heart
sound was calculated for each record [5]. Using this technique
murmur was identified in case 5 out of the 8 preterm neonates.
Their records were used for further analysis. According to
our measurements, murmur in case of preterms with PDA is
usually late systolic. This murmur was detected by threshold-
ing the average envelope calculated using the Hilbert trans-
form [6]. Due to the continuous noise coming from the medical
ventilator the envelope had a positive baseline shift. This was
corrected by estimating the baseline of the average envelope
based on the histogram of the envelope values. Those envelope
values were set to zero which were smaller than two times the
baseline value. In case of records with murmur the average
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envelope had still non-zero values in the systolic segment
after the baseline correction. This was used to determine the
length of a time window for observing the murmur in the given
record.

C. Parameter extraction based on time and frequency analysis

Using the time window mentioned above the murmur was
analyzed in all heart cycles from which the characteristic
heart sound was calculated. During the analysis the following
parameters were extracted: the length of the murmur, average
maximal murmur amplitude, average maximal S2 amplitude,
the ratio of the previous two, average mean, maximal and
minimal instantaneous frequency, the average jitter of the
instantaneous frequency and the frequency limits of the mur-
mur. The instantaneous frequency for a given time instance
was estimated by calculating the first moment of the Fourier
transform in a 20 ms time window as follows:

IF[n] =
F2∑

f=F1

(S[f ])2 · f /

F2∑
f=F1

(S[f ])2 (1)

where IF[n] is the instantaneous frequency at the time in-
stance n, S[f ] is the Fourier transform of the 20 ms long
heart sound signal segment at the frequency f , and F1 and F2

are the limits of the investigated frequency interval.
Frequency limits are estimated by finding the maximal and

minimal frequencies of the thresholded spectrogram, in this
study a threshold of -50 dB was employed. The spectrogram
was calculated in the time window defined for the murmur
with a 20 ms Hamming window.

D. Matching Pursuit decomposition of heart cycles

Matching Pursuit (MP) is an efficient method for optimal
decomposition of an x[n] signal into time-frequency atoms
regarding the l2 norm. This time-frequency representation is
usually of better resolution than the conventional spectrogram,
but is also free of the cross terms typical for the Wigner-
Ville distribution. I applied the MP implementation of Leung
et al. [7] and extended it with a feature enhancement approach
of Tang et al. [8].

The decomposed signal takes the following form:

x[n] =
N∑

i=1

Ai · e−((n−ni)∆t)2/(2σi)
2
· cos(2πfin∆t+ θi) (2)

where x[n] is made up of N gaussian modulated cosine time-
frequency atoms with Ai maximal amplitude, fi frequency ,
θi phase, respectively. The gaussian modulation function has
a maximum at t = ni∆t and has a standard deviation of σi.

The decomposition is performed based on an iterative way
using the spectrogram of the investigated segment. The applied
algorithm consists of following steps:

1) Calculate the spectrogram of the given segment.
2) Find the largest component of the spectrogram, and

determine the corresponding temporal location (ni),
frequency (fi), amplitude (Ai) and phase (θi).

3) Calculate he time domain representation of the com-
ponent based on the above mentioned parameters. The
parameter σi can be optimized by exhaustive search on
a predefined interval ([20 ms,75 ms]).

4) Subtract the calculated component from the signal.
5) If the energy of the residual signal per the energy of the

original signal is greater than a given threshold (typically
5-10 %) then repeat steps 1-4. Otherwise the decompo-
sition is complete.

An example for the MP based time-frequency decpomposi-
tion and reconstruction is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Two heart cycles of a preterm with PDA (above) and the corre-
sponding time-frequency representation calculated based on the described MP
method (below). The original signal is shown with a solid line, the recon-
structed signal with a dashed line. The stopping criteria for the decomposition
was 5 %. It should be noted the the decomposition preserves the main heart
sounds and the murmur with high accuracy, whereas only noise is rejected.

E. Feature enhancement based on the MP decomposition

Further feature enhancement and noise reduction can be
achieved by superimposing different heart cycles in the time-
frequency domain. In this way the important time-frequency
atoms can be determined, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Superimposed heart cycles of a preterm with PDA (above), alignment
was performed based on the S1 heart sounds. The corresponding time-
frequency representations, also superimposed, are shown on the bottom part of
the figure. The time-frequency atoms can be classified based on their density
and temporal location.

The noise reduction can be automated by investigating the
density of the time-frequency atoms. That means that for each
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atom the number of other atoms in a given radius has to be
determined:

Ni(r) = #
{

atomj :
√

(nj − ni)2 + (fj − fi)2 < r

}
(3)

The above shown calculation should be perform in a nor-
malized time-frequency domain, that is fi ∈ [0, 1] and
ni ∈ [0, 1],∀i. A given atom will be included in the denoised
decomposition if Ni is greater than a given threshold, in this
study this threshold was 60 % of the number of investigated
heart cycles. The radius r was considered as 0.075.

III. RESULTS

The above described methods have been applied to phono-
cardiographic records of those preterm infants with PDA who
had murmur.

A. Results of parameter extraction from the time and fre-
quency analysis

All extracted parameters were correlated with the medical
parameters of the PDA, i.e. the diameter of the PDA (DPDA),
the maximal blood velocity through the PDA (vmax) and the
left atrial to aortic root ratio (LA/Ao). A regression curve was
fitted to each of the investigated data point sets.

Based on the NRMSE of the fitted regression curves the
average mean, maximal and minimal instantaneous frequency
parameters correlate the most with the medical parameters.
These relationships are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Extracted murmur parameters vs. medical parameters of the PDA, i.e.
diameter of the PDA (top) and maximal blood flow through the PDA (bottom).
As observable the frequency parameters of the murmur rather decrease with
the DPDA and increase with the vmax.

Although these results are promising it should be noted
that for application purposes further improvements are needed

for more reliable parameter estimation, since the fitted re-
gression curves had NRMSE > 20 %. This is why also an
other approach was investigated based on Matching Pursuit
decomposition of the heart cycles since reliable estimation of
PDA related parameters would be of great importance.

B. Results of the MP decomposition of heart cycles

As a preprocessing step the characteristic heart sound
calculation method from a previous study [5] was applied
for selecting the most typical heart cycles for the given
record. These cardiac cycles were used as the input for the
feature enhancement algorithm. The calculated time-frequency
representations have been compared and evaluated. It has
been found that different grades of PDA exhibit different
time-frequency signatures, where the grade corresponds to the
LA/Ao ratio. Unfortunately, due to the moderate amount of
data, this relation could not be understood completely. Some
case reports are presented hereunder.

Fig. 4. The denoised time-frequency representation of the cardiac cycles of
a preterm infant with PDA. The LA/Ao ratio was 1.34 (DPDA = 3.6 mm,
vmax = 2 m/s).

Fig. 5. The denoised time-frequency representation of the cardiac cycles
of a preterm infant with PDA. The LA/Ao ratio was 2.08 (DPDA = 3 mm,
vmax = 1.7 m/s).

As observable in Figures 4-6 in case of greater LA/Ao
ratios the time-frequency decomposition of the murmur is
more dense in the time-frequency plane and also higher
frequency components appear. The parameter extraction of this
representation is the topic of further work.

IV. CONCLUSION

The monitoring of clinically relevant parameters of the
PDA would be of great significance. Phonocardiography, as a
simple and non-invasive tool could provide a way for solving
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Fig. 6. The denoised time-frequency representation of the cardiac cycles of
a preterm infant with PDA. The LA/Ao ratio was 2.21 (DPDA = 3.33 mm,
vmax = 2 m/s). Note the higher frequency components of the murmur
compared to Fig. 5.

this problem. Based on the work so far it can be concluded
that that the murmur associated to PDA can be sensitively
identified with phonocardiography. In this work two methods
have been shown for parameter extraction of this murmur for
monitoring purposes. Promising results have been achieved but
further measurements are needed for adequate verification of
the conclusions. Nevertheless it seems to be possible to assess
clinically significant parameters of the PDA in certain manner.
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Abstract—Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) has been effi-
ciently employed for chemical- and bio-sensing. Fully under-
standing the relation among the parameters and the detection
is instructive for optimal design. In this paper we present a
numerical simulation of Kretschmann-type sensor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last 20 years Surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
technology has been widely utilized in the field of biochem-
ical or biophysical analyses. This rapidly growing field of
nanoscience because this method able to real time monitoring
of surface binding events and it has very high sensitivity [1],
[2].

The monochromatic p-polarized light interacts with the free
electrons inside the metal which lead to the oscillation of free
electrons to excite evanescent waves that propagate along the
surface of dispersive media and photoenergy is converted into
surface wave energy, which is called SPR. The concentrate en-
ergy and resonance amplified electromagnetic field are directly
responsible for ultra highly refractive index resolution of SPR
sensors and several nonlinear phenomena, including surface-
enhanced Raman scattering, enhanced fluorescence emission,
high-harmonic generation.

The commonly used method for exciting surface plasmons
is the Kretschmann prism configuration (Figure 1). The sens-
ing layer made up of the immobilized receptors can couple
with the ligands. For surface plasmon resonance phenomenon
is extremely sensitive to small changes of the dielectric con-
stant above the metal film based on measuring changes in
reflection index. The excitation of a SPR will show up as a
minimum in the reflected light.

There are available a several numerical electromagnetic sim-
ulator (CST Microwave Studio, Lumerical FDTD Solutions,
etc.) which are open the door to making interactive design
for optimize the parameters and predict the best experimental
configuration.

II. THEORETICAL MODELS

For simulating the Kretschmann configuration require dif-
ferent models for different layers. The optical properties of
metals can be described by complex dielectric function that

Fig. 1. Kretschmann configuration

depends on the frequency of light. For wavelengths above
500 nm the Drude model is a good approximation of the
metals. For wavelength below 500 nm interband transitions
become significant. For the sensing layer the Lorentz model
is suitable to simulate atomic system.

A. Surface Plasmon Generation

The metal’s free electron gas can sustain surface and vol-
ume charge density oscillations, called plasmon polaritons or
plasmons with distinct resonance frequencies. We consider a
plane interface between a metal and a dielectric. Consider
p-polarized waves can generate an exponentially extenuating
evanescent wave (Figure 2). The transformation of resonance
energy takes place between evanescent wave an surface plas-
mons and influenced by the material absorbed into the thin
metal film.

Kretschmann configuration is a thin metal film which de-
composed on top of prism. If the metal too thin, the SPP will
be strongly damped because of radiation damping into the
glass. If the metal film is too thick the SPP can no longer be
efficiently excite due to absorption in the metal [3].

For given energy h̄ω the wavevector kx is always larger
than the wavevector of light in free space. Excitation of a
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Fig. 2. Surface plasmon resonance

SPP by light is only possible if a wavevector component of
the exciting light can be increased over its free-space value
(Figure 3). Most simple solution to excite surface plasmon
with reflective index n > 1.

Fig. 3. Dispersion curve

B. Drude model of metal layer

The amplitude of the induced displacement D can be written
in terms of the macroscopic polarization P according to

D (ω) = ε0ε (ω)E (ω) = ε0E (ω) +P (ω)

where macroscopic polarization P can be expressed as

P = ε0χ0 (ω)E (ω)

From this we get:

ε (ω) = 1 + χ (ω) ,

the frequency-dependent dielectric function of the metal.

The Drude model, the free electron oscillate 180◦ out of
phase relative to driving electric field.

εDrude (ω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω2 + iΓ2ω

εDrude (ω) = 1−
ω2
p

ω2 + Γ2
+ i

Γω2
p

ω (ω2 + Γ2)

Most metal posses a large negative real part of the dielectric
constant at optical frequencies with a small imaginary part
(Figure 4). The light can penetrate a metal only to a very
small extent since the negative dielectric constant leads to a
strong imaginary part of the reflective index n =

√
ε. The

imaginary part of ε describes the dissipation of energy (ohmic
losses) associated with the motion of electrons in metal.

Fig. 4. Electric dispersion of gold Drude model

Intruduce a constant offset ε∞, which accounts for the
integrated effect of all higher-energy interband transition not
considered int he present model.

εDrude (ω) = ε∞ −
ω2
p

ω2 + iΓ2ω

The gold, at a wavelength shorter than 500 nm, the measured
imaginary part of dielectric function increases much more
strongly as predicted by Drude model, because higher-energy
photons can promote of lower-lying bands into the conduction
band.

C. Interaction of radiation and atomic system

In the sensing layer the interband transitions become more
significant. The optical absorption effect in sensing layer is
included in the absorption-based SPR theory by the Lorentz
model that expresses a damped harmonic oscillator. The opti-
cal absorption effect changes the RI imaginary part as well as
the RI real part in sensing layer [4].
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εLorentz (ω) = ε∞ +
ω̃2
p

(ω2
0 − ω2)− iγω

εLorentz (ω) = ε∞ +
ω̃2
p

(
ω2
0 − ω2

)

(ω2
0 − ω2)

2 − γ2ω2

+ i
γω̃2

pω

(ω2
0 − ω2)

2 − γ2ω2

where γ is the damping constant.

ω̃p =

√
Ne2f

meε0

ω0 = 2πc/λmax

γ = 2πc
λ1/2

λ2
max

ε0 = 107/4πc2

N = 103NA [Ab]

where e is the elementary electric charge; me is the mass
of an electron; ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum; ω0 and
γ are the absorption frequency and the damping frequency,
respectively; λmax and λ1/2 are the absorption maximum
wavelength and the full width wavelength at half-maximum of
absorption spectrum, respectively; f is the oscillator strength,
which is related to the molar extinction coefficient; ε∞ is the
background dielectric constant of the sensing layer; NA is
Avogadro’s constant; and [Ab] is the molar concentration of
absorption oscillators, such as dye molecules.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Two methods have been commonly used in these research
works. One is Fresnel’s equation of multilayered structures [5],
[6]. The other one is the transfer matrix theory [7]. But for
complex geometries we have to use numerical electromagnetic
simulators [8], [9].

The CST Microwave Studio has been used for example for
scattering for coated silica sphere and its capable to handle
materials which has frequency-dependent complex dielectric
functions (ie. Drude, Lorentz).

The goal is choose the optimal parameters for the following
conditions:

• Excitation wavelengths: 532 nm (green SHG laser), 635
nm (red LD laser), 685 nm (red LD laser)

• Optimal optical properties of prism (ie. BK7 n = 1.51)
• The material (ie. Au, Ag) and the thickness of the metal

layer
• The dielectric function of sensing layer
We use frequency domain solver with unit cell boundary

condition and Floquet port excitation. The Floquet ports are
used in place of the Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) absorbing
boundary condition in order to obtain accurate results at very
oblique angles of incidence. The change in the resonance
condition was measured in the reflectivity in different angles.

Fig. 5. Electric field of simulated Surface Plasmon Resonance

Fig. 6. Simulation of Surface Plasmon Resonance with different thickness
of metal layer

We use the following parameters to simulate the gold metal
layer:

• Dielectric of prism: n = 1.51
• Drude model:

ε∞ = 6

ωp = 13.8× 1015 s−1

Γ = 1.075× 1014 s−1

• Background material is vacuum

In the first simulation we optimize the thickness of the metal
layer. Figure 6, show intensity of reflected light versus the
angle of incident light with different thicknesses. The optimal
solution is when the the Au layer is about 30 nm thick.

Figure 7, show the behavior of the surface plasmon reso-
nance when changing dielectric function of the sensing layer.
A small changes of the sensing layer dielectric constant change
the minimum in the reflected light.
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Fig. 7. Simulation of Surface Plasmon Resonance with different sensing
layers

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented that the CST Microwave Studio
is capable to optimize the parameters (reflection index of
prism, thickness of metal layer) and illustrate the behavior
of the sensor in an interactive design framework. For better
approximation we could use more sophisticated multi-layer
models for sensing layer.
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Abstract—Microfluidics, as a new branch of MEMS 
technology, has appeared in the last few decades and has already 
common applications in inkjet printers and fuel dispensers in 
spacecrafts. Lately, it has been more and more extensively used in 
biotechnology for diagnosis and screening tests. In digital 
microfluidics individual droplets of biological liquids are 
manipulated by electric fields in order to test samples for diseases 
or the presence of special analytes. We attempt to develop a 
digital microfluidic device based on the electrowetting-on-
dielectric effect for demonstrational and educational purpose 
which is capable of moving and merging (blood) droplets and has 
an integrated detection apparatus to measure the concentration 
of a prescribed substance dissolved in it, probably sugar. Now I 
present two three dimensional numerical studies performed in 
COMSOL to simulate droplet movement and merging, then I 
summarize the results of real experiments carried out so far to 
create such a device.  

Keywords-microfluidics; digital microfluidics; electrowetting-
on-dielectric; EWOD; MEMS; lab-on-a-chip (LOC) 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Microfluidics and digital microfluidics are relatively novel 

and emergent interdisciplinary technologies on the border of 
many branches of engineering and science such as electrical 
engineering, biology, medicine, physics and mathematics. 
Microfluidics deals with continuous biological liquid flows in 
miniature channels etched mainly in glass or PDMS 
(polydimethylsiloxane), a frequently used silicone elastomer, 
while digital microfluidics, as a subfield of microfluidics, 
studies the behavior of individual droplets placed on electrodes 
and exposed to electric field and makes use of it in handling 
biological samples mostly in medical examinations performed 
by autonomous and portable devices. Both disciplines, as a part 
of the lab-on-a-chip (LOC) and MEMS technologies, constitute 
a bridge over the gap between commercial inorganic silicon 
microelectronic technology and organic biological systems and 
seek for the possibility of miniaturizing known medical and 
biological measurements by downscaling theses processes onto 
a single chip and thereby lowering their cost, time and 
substance requirement, and making them easier to use — let 
the user be either a professional or a non-professional. 

Our work was motivated by the ever increasing number of 
biological applications of digital microfluidics. The boost took 
its start right after the millennium, when the usability of the 
principle of electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) for 
biological samples such as blood, sweat, tears and urine was 
validated in the first decade of this century, see [1] and [2]. 
Since then a wide variety of biological, medical, chemical and 
environmental applications has appeared. A very promising one 

was developed in [3] and [4] for a fast and precise type of 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) performed in as a small 
volume as that of only one droplet, while [5] gives some digital 
microfluidic solutions e.g. for glucose measurement from blood 
droplets, or detection of extremely low concentrations of 
trinitrotoluene (TNT) leaked out from land mines. A device 
capable of measuring the concentration of microscopic airborne 
particles is described in [6], which is example for an 
environmental application. The list could be continued 
endlessly and though such pieces of equipment are not yet 
available on the market, in the near future we expect to see real 
commercialization of these devices. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

A. Basic Physics 
The physical phenomenon underlying digital microfluidics 

is called electrowetting, i.e., the ability of a fluid to change its 
surface tension due to an electric field. The pioneer of this area 
was Gabriel Lippmann who observed that the presence of 
electric charges can alter the capillary rise of mercury in a tube. 
Almost every liquid contains freely moving electric charges, 
especially biological liquids such as blood and urine, on which 
external electric fields can act and so modify the wetting 
behavior of the fluid. Considering a sessile droplet on a flat 
surface of an electrode covered by dielectric (insulator), the 
contact angle of the droplet changes upon activation of the 
electrode. The governing equation relevant here is called the 
Lippmann–Young equation [7], describing this change by 

2

LG

D0
0 V

d2γ
εεθcosθcos  .                       (1) 

Here 0 and  denote the initial and final contact angles, 
respectively, d is dielectric thickness, LG is the surface tension 
between the liquid and the gaseous phases, 0 and D denote 
vacuum permittivity and relative permittivity of dielectric, 
respectively, and V is the potential of the activated electrode. 
From (1) it follows that for electrowetting to be effectively 
used in practice, i.e., to achieve a big contact angle change, a 
thin dielectric layer with a relatively high dielectric constant is 
required, otherwise the effect occurs only at high voltages 
(above 500 V). Contact angle change involves a change in the 
shape of the droplet which, if the former is significant, may 
lead to a switch from hydrophobic to hydrophilic type of 
contact with the substrate. This alteration of behavior facilitates 
various kinds of droplet manipulation techniques such as 
moving, merging, mixing and cleavage, which constitute 
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Figure 1. The electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) principle and cross section of an open digital microfluidic system. The directions of surface tension forces 
arising along the triple contact line and also the changes thereof are depicted by thick black arrows. Source: [7]. 

common work phases in digital microfluidic based analytical 
systems.  

B. Structure and Operation of an Open System 
Our goal is to create a so-called open digital microfluidic 

system in which the droplet is placed on a flat, horizontal array 
of electrodes covered by dielectric (to eliminate electrolytic 
currents). The structure is open because there is no top 
electrode (closed system); the droplet is surrounded by ambient 
air. A cross section of such a system is shown by Fig. 1, also 
presenting the EWOD principle itself. The substrate can be 
silicon or plastic, e.g. in a printed circuit board (PCB). 
Electrodes are mostly made of alloys of gold, copper or 
aluminum. The dielectric layer is usually composed of silicon 
nitride (Si3N4) or Parylene C which are widely used materials 
because of their large permittivity allowing the application of 
thin layers of them, typically a few micrometers. Their 
drawback, however, is that their manufacturing needs a special 
technique called chemical vapor deposition (CVD), or one of 
its variants, with all relating pieces of equipment. Another 
solution is to use PDMS which is easy to handle and can be 
spin-coated in the desired thickness. Its relative permittivity, on 
the other hand, is lower which necessitates a thicker layer to be 
applied, at least 30-40 m. The hydrophobic layer on top can 
be Teflon AF or CYTOP or other water repellent material, and 
is usually less than 1 m in thickness. 

Electrodes are fabricated in such a way that promotes 
droplet movement from one electrode to the other when 
potential difference is generated between them. Therefore, they 
are usually designed to form an interdigitating array where all 
electrodes have both protrusions and inlets ensuring that 
whatever the position of the droplet is, it is in touch with more 
than one electrode and can be moved by proper activation of 
them. 

In a digital microfluidic platform droplet operations have a 
scientific goal, namely, assessing the presence and/or 

concentration of a specific chemical or component of a solution 
or some bodily fluid, see [5] again for examples. A 
conventional method to do this, after the dilution, merging and 
mixing steps, is to make use of a certain colorimetric reaction 
producing a light absorbing substance, the concentration of 
which can be measured by a pair of LED and photodiode by 
checking the absorbance spectrum at different wavelengths. 
The concentration of the original component is then deduced 
from the measured value by tracing back the reaction taken 
place. 

III. NUMERICAL MODELS 
For all simulation models we used the Phase Field Method 

from the Two-Phase Flow module of COMSOL Multiphyics 
4.0 numerical software. 

A. A 3D Model of Droplet Moving 
We successfully modeled the moving of a three 

dimensional water droplet in air placed between two electrodes 
of 1.6 mm width and 0.8 mm length with a separating gap of 
200 m. A vertical symmetry plane along the array for the 
reduction of mesh cells was introduced which cut the 
electrodes in half so that only a 0.8 mm wide part of them is 
seen, as is shown in Fig. 2. Electric field was not directly 
included in the simulation because it would have caused an 
unreasonably long computation time even on the cluster of 8 
processors that we used. Hence the interpretation of the result 
still contains two interrelated undetermined factor, namely, the 
electric field right under the droplet and the dielectric thickness 
above the electrodes. According to (1), an increase in thickness 
would necessitate an increase in applied voltage to keep the 
change in contact angle constant. In this manner, though 
electric field was not directly included in the model, the change 
in contact angle is realistic and can be attributed to different 
values of applied voltage from, say, 350 V to 600 V as 
dielectric thickness varies from 30 m to 100 m (if  dielectric 
is assumed to have D = 3). 
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The simulation was started from 1 millisecond when 
transient initialization had been finished. The time series in Fig. 
2 shows that the effective transposition of the droplet took 
about 4 milliseconds and subsequent vibrations inside the 
droplet faded away in an additional 3 milliseconds. This 
corresponds to a velocity of 10 cm/s which is in good 
agreement with literature, [7]. 

B. A 3D Model of Droplet Merging 
Next, we made a three dimensional model of the merging of 

two droplets placed above the separating gaps of three 
neighboring electrodes. All physical constants and geometrical 
settings were the same as in the previous model. The result is 
summarized by Fig. 3 in a series of snapshots. Merging started 
from 0.001 s and was complete by 0.004 s, with subsequent 
vibrations diminishing in the next 2 milliseconds. A speedup in 

the process is observable at the initial phase, between 0.002 s 
and 0.003 s. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
After and along with numerical calculations we also carried 

out real measurements trying to reconstruct the predictions of 
the model. For this purpose we used several different PCBs, 
two of which is shown in Fig. 5. Small separation of electrodes 
is required for the electrowetting effect to operate. 
Unfortunately, the rigid PCB fabrication technology can only 
support electrode separations no smaller than 200 m. This is 
much larger than typically used in digital microfluidic devices 
(20–50 m) and which could only be achievable in a clean 
room with special etching techniques or, equivalently, by using 
elastic PCB technology which is not currently available in 
Hungary and is much more expensive. 

 
Figure 3. Snapshots from a time dependent numerical simulation of a moving water droplet in an open EWOD system. The droplet changes its contact angle 
from 110 degrees to 70 degrees due to electric field applied on the right electrode. This generates capillary forces which drag the droplet to the right. The 
movement is over in less than 4 milliseconds corresponding to a velocity of about 10 cm/s, in good agreement with literature. 

 
Figure 2. Snapshots from a time dependent numerical simulation of two water droplets merging together in an open EWOD system. The droplets change 
their contact angle from 110 degrees to 70 degrees due to electric field applied on the central electrode. This generates capillary forces which drag the droplets 
toward each other. The merging process took approximately 6 milliseconds. 
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Despite this problem we managed to move salt water 
droplets on the rigid PCB shown on the left panel of Fig. 5.  
For covering the electrodes we spin-coated PDMS on them and 
applied a thin layer of Teflon AF on top of it. A time series 
from a movie in Fig. 4 presents the translocation process 
between two neighboring electrodes. We found that for a 
minimal electrowetting effect a voltage of 300–350 V was 
required and the motion lasted about 2 seconds. We expected 
that the big separation gap would hinder continuous droplet 
movement in the future therefore we have chosen another PCB 
type as well to carry out further experiments with, see the right 
panel of Fig. 5.  

This array was big enough so that dielectric thickness could 
be measured approximately with a micrometer. We found that 
it was between 50 and 60 m which corresponds to a 4–500 V 
minimal actuation voltage required. We made another movie 
showing droplet transport on this board and sometimes we 
could reach very fast and uncontrolled droplet movement 
which proves proper surface treatment — and a probable 
unwanted slope in the horizontal orientation, too. Even voltages 
above 1000 V did not lead to dielectric breakdown. For 
generating high voltages we used a high voltage supply of type 
1.5M24-P1-WS from UltraVolt [8]. 

V. FURTHER PLANS 
In order to have a properly functioning device, we will have 

to assure that the surface of the chip is free of any kind of 
contamination and imperfection, i.e., we will have to guarantee 
sufficient smoothness for (almost) every board we spin PDMS 
onto. Then we will also need a controlling software and device 
by which the electrodes can be activated in a preprogrammed 
manner. We already have the C code framework and a 
programmable and USB attachable PIC18F87J50 
microcontroller board from Microchip Technology and have 
done test runs with them. The main task will be the 
construction of a circuit which is to be controlled by this board 

and will have direct connection to the electrodes. A final step 
will be the attachment of an optical measuring device 
(essentially a laser diode–photodiode pair) that could determine 
the concentration of a chemical dissolved in water or a 
component of blood (sugar or some kind of protein) by 
absorbance of a small laser beam. 
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Figure 4. A sequence of video frames of the motion of a salt water droplet due to a voltage of about 300 V on a PCB. The motion took about 2 seconds indicating 
that at the actual dielectric thickness this voltage is just enough for the electrowetting effect to occur. 

 
Figure 5. Two PCBs we used to experiment with the appropriate 
dielectric thickness. The one on the left has square-shaped electrodes with 
2.5 mm side length and 200 mm separation gaps, on the right one the 
electrodes are 12 mm in width and 8 mm in length. 
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Abstract—A microfluidic analyzer system and a cell detection
algorithm were developed to analyze biomedical fluids. The ob-
tained microfluidic device is based on the integration of different
fluidic systems: the SensoNor glass/silicon/glass multilayer tech-
nology and ThinXXS plastic slide technology. A hydrodynamic
focuser was designed to sort and analyze cells/particles in a
100µm wide channel. The advantages of this Lab-On-a-Chip
(LOC) structure are the easy interfaceability with electrodes
and optical systems, biocompatibility and ability of optical
analysis and morphologic recognition. The proposed CNN-based
(Cellular Neural Network) algorithm is real-time and scalable.
This constructed microfluidic and optical system is able to analyze
and measure any biological liquid, which contain less than 10µm
size particles or cells, and count the number of morphologically
well-separated different elements in the focused liquid flow using
image processing algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The present-day requirements of biomedical sciences are to
construct reliable, efficient, and smart Total Analysis Systems
(µTAS) in micro scale. These devices have to be small,
effective - they must carry out complex procedures - and, in
the meantime, they should be cheap and large-scale products.
With miniaturization processes, not only the characteristic size
of the product changed, but the price is also reduced. In
biomedical engineering research we have to remember that
our products need to be marketable and large-scale producible,
they have to follow international regulations, and perform
complex analyses to support diagnosis [1].

Several previous cell-counting realizations exist, which
work with electrostatic field [2] [3], light diffraction [4] or
optical analyzer [5] [6]. The specialities of our observation
system are the real-time image processing of the CNN-
based camera and the recognition or parallel counting of the
morphologically different shaped cells/particles [7]. Following
these requirements, a possible solution is to create an analysis
system onto the surface of a microchip, defined as Lab-On-
a-Chip (LOC) technology, to integrate the different analysis
steps in a minimal space. To obtain a micro-Total-Analysis-
Systems (µTAS), it is inevitable to work with fluids in the
micro scale.

The aim of this present work is to construct an analysis
microfluidic system for biomedical use and recognize or count
the cells/paricles through optical detection. The designed chip

Fig. 1. The constructed biomedical fluid analyzer hydrodynamic focuser
with CNN-based camera system. The flow velocity is controlled by precision
syringe pump system.

with the core microfluidic system [1] is based on the SensoNor
glass/silicon/glass multilayer microchip [8] and ThinXXS
plastic slide technology (the complete system is shown in
Fig.1).

II. THE HYDRODYNAMIC FOCUSER FOR BIOLOGICAL USE

The hydrodynamic focusing effect is an efficient and simple
microfluidic tool to guide the sample fluid and define the wide
of the flow inside the output channel. The chosen materials
are biocompatible and low cost. The microfluidic channels are
created on silicon surface by Dry Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE)
and closed with glass slides by anodic bonding [1] [8].

A. The hydrodynamic concept for cell counting

The designed microfluidic SensoNor multilayer microchips
contain a rectangular cross-section hydrodynamic focusing
geometry with 90◦ angle between the inlet channels. There are



Fig. 2. Hydrodynamic focusing in micron scale.(a) Intravenous blood sample
focused to 5 − 7µm wide stream inside the output channel. (b) Virtual
simulation of the particle racing in velocity field inside the cross-section of
the hydrodynamic focuser.

three inlets and one outlet with external-world connections.
The four rectangular microchannels meet each other in the
cross-section. The angles between the central channel and the
two lateral inlets are 90◦.

The concept of the microchip was designed to create a one
cell wide focused sample flow and the size of the output
channel is 10µm deep and 50µm wide. The width of the
two lateral channels are 100µm, the depth is 10µm and the
contact angle between them is 90◦. During the research work
the microfluidic focuser was tested, first with paint and ink,
after with biological liquids, like hemolyzed blood, and thirdly
with native canine blood (Fig. 2(a)). With the hemolyzed blood
the focuser follows the Lee’s model [9]:

wf

wo
=

Qi

γ(Qi +Qs1 +Qs2)
(1)

where:
wf is the width of the hydrodynamically focused stream (m),
wo is the width of the output channel stream (m),
Qi is the volumetric flow rate of the inlet channel (µl/min),
Qs1 is the volumetric flow rate of side channel 1 (µl/min),
Qs2 is the volumetric flow rate of side channel 2 (µl/min),
γ is the velocity ratio (vf /vo).
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0
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The Lee’s model was simulated also with particle tracing
by COMSOL software for our application (Fig. 2(b)). The
simulations were verified by experimental results (Fig. 2(a)).

B. CNN-based cell counting algorithm

The proposed CNN-based algorithm is able to count par-
ticles in the liquid flow using different image processing
steps. The used EyeRIS camera is a special instrument, which
contains a Qeye SIS (Smart Image Sensor). These sensors
include signal processors with local connection. The main
advantages of the FPP (Focal Plane Processor) system are
the image recording and the image processing capabilities
at the same place and real-time. The cell analyzer algorithm
is executed by a 144x176 pixel resolution processor network
and behind these pixels there are the CNN cells. The image
processing functions are supported by 7 Local Analogical
Memories (LAM) and 4 Local Digital Memories (LDM). The
fist type of memory can store the image in grey scale, while
the digital one in binary scale. The image recording time of
the binary images can be as high as 10000 frames per second.
The camera is able to record in HDR (High Dynamic Range)
also in 80 dB scale.

The EyeRIS camera contains not only the sensor system,
but also other hardware. The NIOS II soft core processor is
the most important element after the sensor, which is based on
FPGA technology. This component makes the connection with
the PC, and communicates with the other devices. The camera
also contains serial flash memory (64 Mb DDR2 type RAM).
To help and accelerate the digital image processing functions
a DICop (Digital Image CoProcessor) is also integrated, which
is able to execute geometric transformations and PtP (Pixel-
to-Pixel) transformations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The image processing is a commonly used method to
analyze and record movements. In the industry production
these systems are also frequently used for quality control of the
fast production steps. The main difficulty of these processes
is the object-background segmentation, which are not simple
methods to discriminate. In general the static object detection
is insufficient because of the high variance of the background.

First of all the recorded image contains noises form the
sensor and external cases. The elimination of these errors need
correction, especially if the diameter of the objects are just few
pixels. After the image filtration, which can help to eliminate
this problem, the main goal is to determine the shape of
objectives from the background. Previously many other articles
were published in this field, but also important to deal with
the speed of the different techniques. Our image processing
steps are the following:

1) Image recognition
2) Gaussian filter
3) Global Threshold
4) Morphologic erosion
5) Morphologic dilatation
6) Morphologic centering
7) Cell/object counting
The proposed algorithm works with grey-scale and binary

images and contains four main parts. First of all it starts
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with the image recognition, continues the preprocessing part
with filtration. Thirdly the algorithm perform the binary image
processing steps, which start with the threshold measurements,
and terminate with one pixel in the middle of recognized cells.
Finally the cells/particles are counted from the result images.

A. Image recognition

This algorithm sequence performs the optical image ac-
quisition that represents in the field of view of the Eye-
RIS Vision System. During the measurement the integration
time (also called exposure time) is highly correlated to the
light intensity (expT ime = 0.7ms). In addition, the acquired
image can be amplified during the sensing process. The gain
of this amplification process is also indicated as a parameter
(gain = 2).

The output channel of the hydrodynamic focuser is shown
on the sensed image (SensedImg N, showed on Fig. 3(a)). The
camera has a limited 144x176 resolution, with 20x magni-
fication objective, the work field is around 190µmx230µm
and the blood cells are around 5-6 pixels. The technological
velocity limit of this system, which comes from relation
of the recognition time and the velocity of the liquid flow
with particles, is around 0.560 mm/s. If the flow velocity is
higher than this value the particle is faster than the image
recognition (TRec = Texposure + Treadout + Tmovedata =
0.7ms+16ms+322ms = 338.7ms). In general our algorithm
works with 0.020 mm/s flow velocity.

B. Preprocessing

The sensed image (SensedImg N, Fig. 3(a)) could be in-
fected with different noises by the sensor or external causes.
The proposed algorithm starts with a Gaussian filter to reduce
the one pixel noise (GaussianImg N, Fig. 3(b)). In our case
this preprocessing function implements a low-pass filter that
emulates a Gaussian filter using the Resistive Grid module
available in the SIS Q-Eye. The resistive grid module is
extremely efficient in both speed and power consumption. The
spatial bandwidth of the filter is specified as the sigma param-
eter of the equivalent Gaussian filter (sigmaV alue = 0.4).

C. Image processing algorithm

The conversion from gray-scale (GaussianImg N) to binary
image (ThreshImg N, Fig. 3(c)) is made by the Global
Threshold Value (GTV). The histogram of the gray-scale
image is not flattened, the values of the pixels are between 100
and 145, but anyway we can consider a stable a microfluidic
system with fix light illumination (TresholdV alue = 115).
During this step the algorithm uses only one function, thus it
is optimal in time, but not in quality. The fluctuation of the
light can cause significant errors, if size of the noise is not
just few pixels.

The erosion function on a binary image (ErosionImg N,
Fig. 3(d)) eliminates or reduces the noise. Before this step the
image is inverted because the following functions work with
white objects on black background. Two main methods exist
for image erosion. The first is to use a predefined constant that

Fig. 3. Cell detection in the output channel of the hydrodynamic focuser.
(a) Grey-scale sensed image from the cell flow (SensedImg N). (b) Gaussian
filtration on the SensedImg N (GaussianImg N). (c) Binary image is the result
of use of threshold (ThreshImg N). (d) The erosion function eliminate the
noise from the image (ErosionImg N). (e) Dilatation fills the holes on the
cells (DilatationImg N).

allows to select between 4-neighbor connection and 8-neighbor
connection or use a 3x3 pattern that completely defines the
structuring element. Our algorithm works on the first way
with the 4-neighbor connection case and erases 1 pixels to
open morphologically the objects and eliminate the one pixel
mistakes.

The erosion function erases not only the noise and mistakes,
but also consumes pixels from the objects, which in the next
step the algorithm compensates. The dilatation is complemen-
tary to the morphological closing, it dilates a binary image in
which objects are white and the background is black. After
the dilatation function the cells have the same diameter on
the result image (DilatationImg N, Fig. 3(e)) like before the
erosion. The second importance of dilatation is colligated to
the next function.

The last step of the image precessing is the centering. This
function gets the centroid positions of the objects (CentroidImg
N, Fig.4(b)). The morphological centroid peels the image one
pixel off as many times as indicated in an input parameter. In
our case it iterates until no change occurs between iterations.
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Fig. 4. Termination steps of the image processing. (a) Results of the dilatation
function (DilatationImg N). (b) Centering function lets one pixel remain in
the centroid positions of the objects (CentroidImg N). (c) Region-Of-Interest
(ROI) window mask (MaskImg).(d) The final result image (ResultImg N) from
the camera, just one pixel in the centroid positions of the focused cells inside
the ROI area.

D. Counting Particles

The termination part of the algorithm counts the
cells/particles inside the Region-Of-Interest (ROI), which is
determined by a predefined binary mask (MaskImg, Fig.4(c)).
The result image (ResultImg N) is generated from a logical
AND function of the CentroidImg N and the MaskImg. The
flow velocity is constant inside the output channel and in
generally it is 0.020mm/s. If the flow velocity is fix, in that
case also the waiting time (Twaiting = 2370ms) is well-known
between two subsequent images (ResultImg N, ResultImg
N+1). The number of the white pixels in the ResultImg N
Images describes the number of the cells in the focused
liquid flow. The efficiency of this algorithm was more than
90 percent.

IV. CONCLUSION

The main goals of this work were to realize a stable
focusing device with the use of different microfluidic parts,
combining SensoNor multilayer glass/silicon/glass microchip
with ThinXXS polymeric microfluidic platform and to count
the number of the cells in the focused flow with a CNN-based
camera system. The microchannels are 50µm and 100µm
wide, they are constructed in silicon by DRIE process. The

hydrodynamic focuser was designed and tested by biomedical
fluids: yeast solution, intravenous blood, hemolyzed blood, and
parasite infected blood (Dirofilaria repens). The microfluidic
channels are not transparent, the reflected light is used to
analyze the liquid flow. The image flow is processed by CNN-
based EyeRIS camera. The cell detector and counter algorithm
works with more than 90 percent efficiency.

In the following steps the algorithm will be extended with
special parts like the quality enhancement of the sensed image
[10] and other important further measuements (viscosity of the
fluidics, dynamic velocity observation) [11].
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a fast and effective
method of image segmentation. Our design follows the bottom-
up approach: first, the image is decomposed by nonparametric
clustering; then, similar classes are joined by a merging algorithm
that uses color, and adjacency information to obtain consistent
image content. The core of the segmenter is a parallel version of
the mean shift algorithm that works simultaneously on multiple
feature space kernels. Our system was implemented on a many-
core GPGPU platform in order to observe the performance gain
of the data parallel construction. Segmentation accuracy has been
evaluated on a public benchmark and has proven to perform
well among other data-driven algorithms. Numerical analysis
confirmed that the segmentation speed of the parallel algorithm
improves as the number of utilized processors is increased, which
indicates the scalability of the scheme. This improvement was also
observed on real life, high resolution images.

Keywords-High resolution imaging; parallel processing; image
segmentation; multispectral imaging; computer vision

I. INTRODUCTION

Our interest in this paper is the task of image segmentation
in the range of quad-extended, and hyper-extended graphics
arrays. We have designed, implemented and numerically eval-
uated a segmentation framework that works in a data parallel
way, and which can therefore efficiently utilize many-core
mass processing environments. The structure of the framework
follows the bottom-up paradigm and can be divided into two
main sections. During the first, clustering step, the image is
decomposed into sub-clusters. The core of this step is based on
the mean shift segmentation algorithm, which we embedded
into a parallel environment, allowing it to run multiple kernels
simultaneously. The second step is a cluster merging proce-
dure, which joins sub-clusters that are adequately similar in
terms of color and neighborhood consistency. The framework
has been implemented on a GPGPU platform and numerical
evaluation was run on miscellaneous devices with different
numbers of stream processors to demonstrate algorithmic
scaling of the clustering step and speedup in segmentation
performance.

A. The Mean Shift Segmentation Scheme

The basic principles of the mean shift algorithm were
published by Fukunaga and Hostetler [1] in 1975. These were
then enhanced by Cheng [2] in 1995 and refined further by
Comaniciu and Meer [3] in 1999. The mean shift technique
considers its feature space as an empirical probability density
function. A local maximum of this function (namely, a region

over which it is highly populated) is called a mode. Mode
calculation is formulated as an iterative scheme of mean
calculation, which takes a certain number of feature points
and calculates their weighted mean value by using a kernel
function. The algorithm can handle various different types of
feature spaces, such as edge maps or texture, but in most
cases of still image segmentation, a composite feature space
consisting of topographical (spatial) and color (range) infor-
mation is used. Consequently, each feature point in this space
is represented by a χ = (xr;xs) 5D vector, which consists
of the 2D position xs = (x, y) of the corresponding pixel in
the spatial lattice, and its 3D color value xr in the applied
color space (in the current paper, we use xr = (Y, Cb, Cr)
coordinates).

The iterative scheme for the calculation of a mode is as
follows: let χi and zi be the 5D input and output points in the
joint feature space for all i ∈ [1, n], with n being the number
of pixels in color image I. Then, for each i

1) Initialize χk=0
i with the original pixel value and position;

2) Compute a new weighted mean position using the iter-
ative formula

χ
k+1
i =

n∑
j=1

χjg

(∥∥∥∥∥
xr,j − xk

r,i

hr

∥∥∥∥∥
2)

g
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xs,j − xk

s,i

hs
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2)

n∑
j=1

g

(∥∥∥∥∥
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r,i
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∥∥∥∥∥
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g

(∥∥∥∥∥
xs,j − xk

s,i

hs

∥∥∥∥∥
2) , (1)

where g denotes the Gaussian kernel function, with hs

and hr being the spatial and range bandwidth parameters
respectively, until

∥∥χk+1
i − χk

i

∥∥ < thresh (2)

that is, the shift of the mean positions (effectively a
vector length) falls under a given threshold (referred to
as saturation).

3) Allocate zi = χk+1
i .

Clusters are formulated in such a way that those zi modes
that are adequately close to each other are concatenated, and
all elements in the cluster inherit the color of the contracted
mode, resulting in a non-overlapping clustering of the input
image.

Despite the listed advantages, the algorithm has a notable
downside. The naı̈ve version, as described above comes with
a computational complexity of O(n2). The fact that runtime
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is quadratically proportional to the number of pixels makes it
slow, especially when working with high definition images.

Several techniques were proposed in the past to speed up
the procedure, such as [4], [5], however due to the limitation
of this report’s extent, we are unable to discuss them in detail,
but they are evaluated in [6] among several other acceleration
alternatives.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Our framework is devoted to accelerate the segmentation
speed of the mean shift algorithm with a major focus on
its performance on high resolution images. We designed and
utilized three main speed up strategies.

The first aimed to reduce the computational complexity via
recursive sampling of the feature space. Practically, this means
that after a mean shift kernel has been initialized from χi

feature space point, and the iterative scheme described above
led to saturation, an χj feature space element is assigned to
zi = χk+1

i = (xk+1
r,i ;xk+1

s,i ) mode if, and only if

‖xs,j − xl
s,i‖ < hs, (3)

and
‖xr,j − xl

r,i‖ < hr, (4)

where l ∈ [0, k+1] denotes the mean shift iterations. In case a
pixel is covered by more than one kernel, it is associated to the
one with the most similar color. If unclustered pixels remain
after the pixel-cluster assignment, resampling is done in the
joint feature space, and new mean shift kernels are initialized
in those regions, in which most unclustered elements reside.

The second strategy was, to gain speedup through the
parallel inner structure of the segmentation. Parallel inner
structure in a nutshell means, that more than one kernel is
initiated at a resampling iteration, and all of their subsequent
mean shift steps are calculated simultaneously until saturation.

The third acceleration technique was, to reduce the number
of mean shift iterations by decreasing the number of saturated
kernels required for termination (referred to as abridging).
Among other issues detailed in [6], the parallel implementation
induces an important change in the mean shift scheme, as
in this case it is not feasible to isolate saturated modes and
replace them with new kernels in a “hot swap” way, due to the
characteristics of block processing. On the other hand the ratio
of kernel saturation follows an exponential pattern; such that
a remarkable fraction of the kernels saturates in the first few
shifting steps, so that in their case, each additional iteration is
superfluous. This phenomenon is suppressed by the abridging
technique, which is controlled by a single constant called the
abridging parameter A ∈ [0, 1]. It specifies the minimum
proportion of kernels that is required to saturate before a
new resampling step is started. thus it gives us a simple tool
to terminate the mode seeking procedure after a reasonable
amount of steps. The practical effect of the technique was
studied with subject to numerous aspects (please refer to [6]
for details).

Fig. 1 reveals the flowchart of the segmentation framework.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the segmentation framework. The result of recursive
mode seeking procedure is a clustered output that is an over-segmented version
of the input image. The step of mode seeking is therefore succeeded by the
merging step that concatenates similar clusters such that a merged output is
obtained. The term FSE refers to feature space element.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Hardware Specifications

The measurements were performed on five nVidia GPGPUs
with various characteristics. As a reference, the framework
was also tested on a single PC equipped with 4GB RAM and
an Intel Core i7-920 processor clocked at 2.66GHz, running
Debian Linux. The technical specifications of the hardware
are summarized in Table I. Note that in the case of the nVidia
S1070, only a single GPU was utilized (for this reason it is
referred later on as S1070SG).

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE USED GPGPU DEVICES.

Device
name

No. of stream
processors

Clock
frequency

Device
memory

Compute
capability

8800GT 112 1500 MHz 1024 MB 1.1
GTX280 240 1296 MHz 1024 MB 1.3
S1070SG 240 1440 MHz 4096 MB 1.3

C2050 448 1500 MHz 3072 MB 2.0
GTX580 512 1544 MHz 1536 MB 2.0

B. Measurement Specifications

In the case of the scaling and timing experiments, the
measurements were made on five different image sizes. The
naming conventions and corresponding resolutions are sum-
marized in Table II.

C. Quality Measurement Design

For output quality analysis, we used the Berkeley Seg-
mentation Dataset and Benchmark [7] in order to provide
comparable quantitative results. The “test” set consisting of
100 pictures was segmented multiple times using the same
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TABLE II
NAMING CONVENTION AND RESOLUTION DATA OF THE IMAGES USED FOR

THE TIMING AND SCALING MEASUREMENTS.

Name of extended
graphics array Abbreviation Resolution Resolution in

megapixels (MP)
Wide Quad WQXGA 2560 × 1600 4.1 MP

Wide Quad Super WQSXGA 3200 × 2048 6.6 MP
Wide Quad Ultra WQUXGA 3840 × 2400 9.2 MP

Hexadecatuple HXGA 4096 × 3072 12.6 MP
Wide Hexadecatuple WHXGA 5120 × 3200 16.4 MP

parametrization for each image in a run. Three parameters
were alternated among two consecutive runs: hr taking values
between 0.02 and 0.05, hs with values in the interval of 0.02
and 0.05, both utilizing a 0.01 stepsize, and the abridging
parameter ranging from 0.4 to 1.0 with a stepsize of 0.2. In
each case, the segmenter was started with 100 initial kernels,
and in every resampling iteration 100 additional kernels were
utilized.

D. Timing Measurement Design

Timing measurements aimed at registering the runtime of
the algorithm on high resolution real life images. We formu-
lated an image corpus consisting of 15 high quality images
that were segmented in five different resolutions, using the
parameter settings “speed” and “quality”, obtained during the
quality measurements (see subsection IV-A). In each case, the
segmenter was started with 10 initial kernels, and in every
resampling iteration, 10 additional kernels were utilized.

IV. RESULTS

A. Quality Results

As a result of alternating hr, hs and the abridging parameter,
the framework was run with 64 different parametric configu-
rations for each image of the 100 image test corpus.

The obtained average F-measure values for the different
bandwidths and abridging parameters are displayed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. F-measure values obtained for the different parametrizations of
the segmentation framework. hs and hr denote the spatial and range kernel
bandwidths respectively, A values stand for different abridging constants.

The highest F-measure value was 0.5816 for parameters
hr = 0.03 and hs = 0.02 without any abridging, which fits in
well among purely data-driven solutions [8]. It can be observed
on Fig. 2 that the output quality remained fairly consistent
when relatively small bandwidths were selected. The system

is more robust to changes made to the spatial bandwidth,
while the effect of a high range bandwidth parameter decreases
output quality. As one may expect, abridging has a negative
effect on quality, but it can be seen that for certain parameter
selection (namely, for hs ∈ [0.02, 0.03] and hr ∈ [0.03, 0.04])
even an abridge level of 0.6 results in acceptable quality. Based
on these results, we selected two parametric settings for the
timing measurements:

1) the Quality Setting was selected to be hr, hs, A =
(0.03, 0.02, 1), (F = 0.581) while

2) the Speed Setting was selected to be hr, hs, A =
(0.04, 0.03, 0.6), (F = 0.565).

B. Runtime Results

The average running times measured on the 15 image corpus
are summarized in Fig. III using the speed setting and the
quality setting.

TABLE III
RUNTIME VALUES OF THE ALGORITHM RUN ON IMAGES WITH DIFFERENT

SIZES USING FIVE DIFFERENT GPGPUS AND THE CPU AS THE
REFERENCE. RESULTS USING THE SPEED SETTING (TOP HALF) AND THE
QUALITY SETTING (BOTTOM HALF) ARE DISPLAYED IN SECONDS. EACH

MEASUREMENT REPRESENTS AN AVERAGE VALUE OBTAINED FROM
RUNNING THE ALGORITHM ON 15 IMAGES. “N/A” MEASUREMENT

VALUES INDICATE AN OVERRUN IN DEVICE MEMORY.

Speed Setting

WQXGA WQSXGA WQUXGA HXGA WHXGA
I7 920 82.95 127.92 163.05 220.17 261.52

8800GT 23.76 38.02 53.65 88.37 N/A
GTX280 7.99 11.48 16.55 28.64 N/A
S1070SG 8.14 10.97 14.16 19.34 23.39

C2050 7.79 9.24 11.25 15.78 18.46
GTX580 6.04 7.30 9.23 14.45 18.23

Quality Setting
WQXGA WQSXGA WQUXGA HXGA WHXGA

I7 920 160.46 224.63 359.60 471.86 565.09
8800GT 53.56 78.67 110.92 122.69 N/A
GTX280 23.95 29.96 37.26 39.80 N/A
S1070SG 27.27 27.75 30.84 38.16 42.80

C2050 19.32 23.62 28.85 33.73 41.38
GTX580 17.89 19.57 21.76 20.51 33.37

In the case of the measurements made on the GPGPUs, the
displayed values include all operations and memory accesses
that have been performed in order to obtain the merged output
image.

When using either the GTX580 or the C2050, the average
time demand for segmenting a 16 megapixel image was just
above 18 seconds in the case of the speed setting, and a bit
more than 33 seconds on the GTX580 using the quality setting.
Compared to the runtimes of the CPU using the same, 16
megapixel setup as the GTX580, this means an acceleration
of 16.93 times in the case of the quality setting, and an
acceleration of 14.34 times in the case of the speed setting.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the high quality input images
from the 15 image segmentation corpus and the segmented
output before and after the merging procedure.
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Fig. 3. Three segmentation examples from the 15 image corpus. For the sake of better visibility, the extent of the clusters is also displayed in the form of
cluster maps before and after the merging procedure. NK refers to the number of clusters.

C. Scaling Results

Finally, we investigated the runtime of calculating the mean
shift iteration on the different devices in proportion to the
runtime of the same task measured on the CPU. Fig. 4
displays an overview of the speedup that is obtained by
taking into account all of the different parametrizations of
hs ∈ [0.02, 0.05] and the number of kernels being 1, 10 and
20.

Fig. 4. Speedup results obtained for different devices by pairwise comparison
to the CPU. The basis of comparison were the runtime values representing the
time demand of calculating new position(s) of mean(s) with all combinations
of hs ∈ [0.02, 0.05] with number of kernels being 1, 10 and 20.

As one may expect, the fastest performance was observed
on the GTX580: compared to the CPU, the speed increase
was greater than 28 for all parameter settings, with an average
speedup of around 120. One may ask why the speedup of the
mean shift iteration differs from the overall speedup of the
framework. The answer to this question is that in the case of
the former, only arithmetic operations are involved, so that
these results represent more closely the speed of the GPGPU
processing units. In contrast, the overall speedup – with all
the data transfers, memory read and write operations that are
involved – represent the integrated performance of the device.

V. CONCLUSION

The details and design of an image segmentation framework
have been presented in this paper. The core of the system is
given by the parallel extension of the mean shift algorithm,
which we accelerated by utilizing a recursive sampling scheme
and an abridging technique. The framework was implemented
on a many-core computation platform, and a common seg-
mentation benchmark was used to evaluate the output quality,
and to demonstrate its robustness concerning parameter se-
lection. Segmentation performance was analyzed on different
high resolution real life images, using five GPGPUs with
miscellaneous specifications. The runtime of a parallel mean
shift iteration was measured on the different devices in order to
observe the scaling of the data parallel scheme. The algorithm
has proven to work fast and to provide good quality outputs.
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Abstract—This paper introduce a simulation and a measure-
ment method of a memristor crossbar device. I designed a PCB
memristor package and the appropriate measurement board.
Technical details of these circuits are presented. Cellular like
topology of this crossbar device can provide high density and
local connectivity, which later can be used to store the state of an
artificial neural network in a prosthesis. A memristor simulation
module for PSPICE circuit simulator is presented, based on a
previous model.

Keywords-memristor, artificial neural network, prosthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1971, Professor Leon O. Chua suggested [1] that due to
functional symmetries between the three fundamental circuit
elements – the resistor, the inductor and the capacitor – a
fourth one should exist. Due to its unique properties, he
named the missing element as memristor (memory resistor).
In 2008, members of the HP Labs published [2] the successful
realization of a nano-sized electrical device, of which overall
behavior was perfectly explained by the memristor theory.
The existing publications using memristor at the area of pro-
grammable logic [3], signal processing [4], control systems [5]
and neural networks [6] confirmed the significance of this
discovery. My PhD work is based around an artificial neural
network, which can be trained to adaptively control a human
hand prosthesis. This application requires a large number of
neurons, so a compact representation of the connections –
based on a memristor – would be beneficial.

A previous publication [7] presented a SPICE memristor
model, which successfully simulated the newly introduced
memristor realization, and could be utilized at electrical circuit
designs. The computation of this memristor macro-model is
relatively fast, an average personal computer can simulate
about 100 devices at a time. It is also stable, if the parameters
are in the permitted range. Comparing these simulation results
to real hardware devices [11], [12], generally simulations show
a more clear behavior which hardly can fit to the hardware
results.

The memristor can give interesting new dimensions to
my work with artificial neural networks. But as long as the
memristor is simulated in SPICE on a PC, and the rest of the
neural network is running on FPGAs in the prosthesis, utilizing
memristors leads to large overhead. Utilizing a memristor chip
next to the FPGA could solve this problem, integrating the
whole system on one printed circuit board. This is the reason

I try to implement an operational memristor read-write circuit
board.

II. MEMRISTOR CROSSBAR NETWORK

I worked with an experimental memristor chip, which
contained a memristor crossbar network. Its size is 5x5 mm.
The chip has three main layers, a golden layer for wiring
and two special layers for memristive behavior. The rows and
columns of its crossbar topology are made of gold and all
of the crossings of the rows and columns a memristor can
be found. This method can provide the maximal number of
memristors in a given area. Moreover because there is only one
wiring layer, therefore theoretically more memristor layers can
be placed on each other. The experimental chip is for testing
purposes, therefore the memristors are relatively far from each
other. Using this technology for higher density memristor
arrays, more than 10000 memristors could be implemented
on a chip of this size.

Fig. 1. Photo of a section of the memristor chip device.

The memristor chip was manufactured in two different
architectures [Fig. 2.] There is a low density diagonal layout
with 23 devices, and a higher density crossbar architecture
with 23x23 devices. The former one is easier to control be-
cause of the lack of crosstalk between the neighboring devices,
and the latter one has much more capacity. The designed
measurement board was prepared for both architectures.
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Fig. 2. The diagonal (left) and the crossbar (right) layout of the memristor
chips. [T. Prodromakis (Imperial College, London)]

III. PCB MEMRISTOR PACKAGE AND MEASUREMENT
BOARD

In order to place the memristor chips into complex elec-
tronic circuits, we developed and built a pin grid array type
of package for the 92 pad chips. The printed circuit board is
manufactured with a 4 mil accurate technology, with chemical
gold cover layer. The substrate is fixed on an 8x8mm pad at
the center of the package. In order to accurately measure some
characteristics of the memristors, the substrate has a dedicated
terminal to connect it to the reference voltage. The 92 golden
pads of the chip were bonded on the small surface terminals
along the center pad. The connections are conducted from here
to the precision pin terminal arrays along the PCB edge.

Fig. 3. The 92 pin PCB package of the memristor chips

The bonding was accomplished with an ultrasonic bonding
machine using aluminium wires. In order to safely and easily
bond the thin wires, the pads of the chip and the pads of the
PCB were perfectly synchronized, so the aluminium wires are
running parallel from the memristor chip to the PCB.

The bonded chips were covered with a layer of silicone in
order to physically protect the connections.

Due to the rigid requirements of determining the charac-
teristics of proprietary devices, we developed an automatic
measuring instrument to correctly find out the values of the
different memristor devices. To read out the values set in the
memristors, we only need to measure the resistivity of the
device. Due to the physical structure of the memristor, we
need to measure it quickly, because flowing current through
the device alters its state, messing up the proper measurement.
The scheme of the measurement is on the following image:

Fig. 4. Bonded chip on the PCB package

Fig. 5. The circuit schematic of the measurement process

The Digital-To-Analog converter device (DAC from now),
creates a short pulse of current that flows through the memris-
tor. We use a differential Analog-To-Digital converter (ADC)
to accurately measure the voltage drop on the memristor. By
knowing the voltage and current values, the actual resistivity
of the device can be calculated simply by Ohm’s law. Due
to the proprietary nature of the devices under measurement,
we cannot know for sure how much energy it can dissipate
without damage. So we use a series resistor to protect the
memristor from over current. This is a fixed resistor on the
measurement board, which can be changed according to the
changing parameters of the fabricated chips.

The Digital-To-Analog Converter is Linear Technology’s 16
bit LTC2642 device. This DAC is connected to a precision
operational amplifier which boosts its power to the required
range. This section can be powered from internal 5V power,
or through external V- and V+ pins. The latter option can be
used to quickly adopt the measurement unit to the required
power needs with any laboratory power supply.

The other end of the memristor is connected to a reference
voltage, which has the value of ( (V+) + (V-) ) / 2. The
reference is in the middle of V+ and V-, so by changing the
DAC output voltage between V+ and V-, we can flow current
both ways through the memristor devices. With the direction
of the current, we can increase or decrease the resistivity
of the memristor chip. The Analog-To-Digital Converter is
Linear Technology’s LTC2393 device. Its differential input is
connected to the two ends of the memristor devices with a
precision operational amplifier stage for better isolation. The
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ADC is capable of 16 bit sampling with 1 Msps speed.

Fig. 6. The measurement board, with the memristor package at the right
side

Because we have to measure multiple memristors on the
chip, we connect the memristors to the ADC endpoints with
multiplexer and demultiplexer stages. So the board is capable
of controlling and measuring a 23x23 memristor array.

The ADC and DAC units and the multiplexers are controlled
by a Xilinx Spartan3A FPGA device. The FPGA is pro-
grammed by an Atmel ATmega microcontroller at startup with
the bit code supplied by a computer through USB connection.
The FPGA also has a dedicated USB connection to quickly
transfer data to the controlling computer. The Spartan has an
external 32 bit wide SRAM memory block to store the data
temporarily. This setup is also capable of preprocessing the
measured data before submitting it to the computer.

Due to technical problems on the memristor chip, unfortu-
nately we have not been able to complete clear real device
measurements with the FPGA board yet. The yield of the
devices on the chip was only around 50%. The working
devices had large differences between their parameters. The
life-span of the memristors were around 3-4 read-write cycles,
with the hysteresis loop decaying in every cycle [Fig. 9]. The
continous linearization of the hysteresis loop grounded every
attempt to use the memristor as a memory. The measurements
in the laboratory although revealed some design errors at the
masking process and some mem-capacitive behavior as well.
The next generation of the chip is under design, and I hope I
can measure a working memristor chip in the near future.

Fig. 7. Hysteresis loops of the memristor devices

IV. SIMULATION OF THE MEMRISTOR DEVICE

Due to the lack of working hardware memristors, a sim-
ulation method was introduced in PSPICE circuit simulator.
Previous implementations of the memristor SPICE simulator
[7] used the ngSPICE engine, which runs under UNIX/Linux
systems. Because most of the electronic design tools are run-
ning under Windows system, this model had to be transformed
into a PSPICE model.

Fig. 8. Schematic circuit of the memristor simulation

Fig. 9. Hysteresis loop with initial transient

This model was also used for teaching purposes. An artifi-
cial neural network now can be implemented with this model,
using the PSPICE simulator to implement the memristors.

V. CONCLUSION

In order to measure the memristor crossbar device, we
designed a PCB memristor package and appropriate mea-
surement board. Unfortunately, we could not complete our
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hardware measurements. We designed and implemented a
simulation software based on earlier SPICE memristor model.
Future plans contains a memristor simulation with an FPGA,
to dispose of the overhead of PC simulation.

With the functional neural network, a control mechanism
will be implemented, to control a simulated hand prosthesis.

Most of this work was published at a technical conference
in Athens [13].
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Abstract—In this paper I introduce a human like object
detection and classification system implemented in a banknote
recognition system as a part of the Bionic Eyeglass Project. A
morphological preprocessor selects candidates for patterns in the
banknote. Then based on a statistical shape descriptor extracted
from the face portrait a hierarchical classification is made. Finally
the results are verified by the color of the pattern.

Index Terms—object recognition, banknote recognition, classi-
fication, verification, morphology, shape descriptors

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Bionic Eyeglass

The Bionic Eyeglass Project is one of the three research
branches of the Hungarian Bionic Visual Center. The Bionic
Eyeglass [1],[2] is a portable device, to help blind and visu-
ally impaired people in everyday navigation, orientation and
recognition tasks that require visual input. The banknote recog-
nition system presented in the paper is the next experimental
application for the Bionic Eyeglass.

B. The human like recognition system

Human brain processes the incoming visual information in
multiple steps. The photo-receptor cells on the retina are not
uniformly positioned. The rodes and cones are concentrated
in the central are called fovea, the density of the cells is
decreasing towards the edge of the retina. The eye is moving
to the areas representing the highest attention. The peripherical
visual field provides a low resolution image and also the
attention information where to focus with the fovea. When
searching for specific objects the peripherical output is enough
to select possible locations of the object. Then the object is
classified and verified by focusing with the fovea.

II. BANKNOTE RECOGNITION

The banknote-recognition as the part of the Bionic Eyeglass
Project helps visually impaired people in everyday situations
using a portable mobile device.

The task of the banknote recognition system is to classify
the banknote placed in front of the camera in real time.
The end user tolerance towards misclassification is extremely
low due to the immediate financial consequences. Therefore
achieving the highest possible recognition and precision rate
is essential even if this leads to lower recall rates. We made
no restriction on the environment. The background can be
inhomogeneous, lighting conditions may vary between frames

Figure 1. The 2000 Ft banknote. The patterns are in color rectangles: green
is the face, light blue the coat of arms, red is the number, yellow the metal
strip, blue the blank area with the watermark, pink is the sing of the National
Bank

and may not be constant within frame, and shadows may also
appear on the image.

In many countries the banknotes can be distinguished by
their size. The size of the Hungarian Forints banknotes does
not depend on the represented value. There are tactile markers
on the back side of the banknote designed to help visually im-
paired people, but due to usage and softness of the banknotes
the marker provides inadequate means for visually impaired
people to distinguish them.

Forint banknotes consist of darker characteristic patterns on
lighter background. The front side is divided into two parts
by a metal strip (except the 500 Ft note on which the strip
is missing). On the left side there is a blank area containing
the watermark and the sign of the Bank. The bigger, right
side consists of the denomination of the banknote printed
in numbers and in letters, the coat of arms, smaller texts
and a cutaway face portrait of famous historical figures. The
backside also consists of two parts. On the right side can be
found the blank area with the watermark and the tactile mark,
on the left side the denomination in numbers and a longish
cutaway image of a building or a famous painting. An sample
banknote can be seen in Figure 1.

The color of the Forint banknotes is characteristic for every
banknote type. The color of the portrait image, the coat of
arms on the front side and the backside image are the same,
but it may differ from the number and text color.

The banknote recognition system is composed of modules
pattern extracting and candidate selection, classification based
on the face portrait mask and confirmation with the color
information.
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A. Morphological pattern extraction

Foreground objects are extracted using morphological oper-
ators. Due to the properties of the environment local adaptive
threshold is needed. On the grayscale image a region of interest
approximation is made, and a corrected threshold value is
computed based on the ROI area.

Different pattern types, such as the portrait and the number
are categorized based on morphological characteristics, like
number of holes, size, absolute area, orientation.

The morphological pattern extraction is the result of Mihály
Radványi’s work. [3]

B. Classification

The classification is performed based on the portrait shape
on the front side and by the tactile markers on the back side.
The backside image is longish and detailed (except for the
1000 Ft banknote) resulting in a highly varying binary mask
after thresholding. This makes inviable any classification based
on the shape of the backside mark.

The current work focuses on the recognition of shapes.
These include front side portraits and backside image of the
1000 Ft banknote. Wherever Times is specified, Times Roman
or Times New Roman may be used. If neither is available
on your system, please use the font closest in appearance to
Times. Avoid using bit-mapped fonts if possible. True-Type 1
or Open Type fonts are preferred. Please embed symbol fonts,
as well, for math, etc.

1) Pre-classification: The output of the morphological
module are binary masks with the face or the backside image.
The masks, as seen in Figure 2. are only candidates, that may
also in addition to the desired shapes, other patterns from the
banknote or from the inhomogeneous background.

To eliminate potential outliers before classification, a mor-
phological filter is applied based on the mask size and the ratio
of the minor and major axis length. The standard distance
between the camera and the banknote determines a lower
bound for the portrait size in the image. Based on experimental
measurements we have determined that object masks smaller
than 0.66% of the total area of the original image can be
flagged as other objects. We also assumed that shapes of
banknote portraits are typically not oblong, thus candidates
having a major axis-minor axis ratio larger than 1.8 are also
neglected. Objects with an axis ratio higher than 1.8 are
typically the backside images. In both cases threshold values
were set to reduce the false positive error rate. Applying the
filters reduces the complexity of the machine learning task
and results in shorter computation time. For the remaining
candidates a feature vector is computed and a machine-
learning model is used to make a decision detailed in the
following section.

2) Face contour description: Since the image is taken by
a mobile camera hold in hands, the relative position of the
banknote and the camera can vary in distance and angle. In
addition, due to different lighting and background conditions,
the thresholding may cause that some parts of the portrait may

Figure 2. Examples of morphological outputs: a) area 0.59%, axes ratio
2.04; b) area 2.88%, axes ratio 2.82; c) area 9.02%, axes ratio 1.42

be missing, holes might open up, and neighboring patches may
be joined to the face mask.

To provide scale and rotation invariant features for the
classifier which are also robust to minor shape deformations,
the Zernike moments of the shapes are used.

The Zernike Moments Descriptor considers the image can-
vas and the inner pixels of the object as a statistical space
and a statistical set of 2D points, respectively. The shape is
characterized by the statistical moments of the inner points.
The higher the number of the moments used, the better the
description, however by increasing the number of moments
the shape descriptor is going to be more specialized, thereby
loosing generality.

The (nm)th element of the Zernike Moments Descriptor is
given by the following formulas [4],[5]:
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Zernike moments provide rotation-invariance by their absolute
value: if an object is rotated, the magnitude of the complex
values still remain the same. We have used Zernike Moment
Descriptor with a maximum order of 24 and a square window
size of 64 pixels, generating a feature vector of 173 moment
magnitudes. The parameters of the descriptor were chosen
based on the results described in the section III. A.

3) Hierarchical training and classification: The training
and the setup of the training set are essential parts of the
algorithm. We used a labeled training set with 600 input masks
extracted during the development and the live tests. The face
candidates may vary in the same class and also high similar-
ity could be observed between certain classes and incorrect
morphological outputs. Figure 3. shows some examples for
morphologic outputs. To avoid high complexity and potential
overfitting, we have defined sub-classes representing different
binarizations of the same input class, two for each class (super-
class). For training positive examples were the elements of a
given sub-class, the negative examples were the samples in all
other super-classes, whereas examples from the same super-
class but from different sub-class have been left out. We have
used k-means clustering on the Zernike moment feature vector
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Figure 3. The a) and b) masks are extracted from HUF 10 000, the mask
c) from the backside of the HUF 5000.

to split the classes, that resulted in 8% gain in the precision
rate. We also performed a segmentation manually, but that
led to inferior performance in precision (-4% respected to the
automatic method). The advantage of the automatic method
might be due to the better ability to take into account distances
in the feature space.

4) Face vote: The characteristics of the task and the mobile
platform implies complexity restrictions. The algorithm has to
reply in real-time using slower mobile architectures, while the
power consumption has to be minimalized also.

Due to the restrictions, only one artificial neuron is used
with a sigmoid function for every decision class. As the
results in the Section III. show. the perceptrons represent high
separation ability for the given feature vectors.

Due to the characteristics of the platform, computation time
and power are critical factors. Hence only one perceptron is
used for every decision class.

The portrait recognition vote is given to the class giving the
first positive decision in the order.

5) Decision: To achieve high robustness and reduce the
false-positive error rate, two consistent votes have to arrive
from the classifier modules to verify the vote. Due to the
recognition time of one frame it can be assumed that cor-
rect backside and front side votes do not follow each other
immediately, between votes from different sides 4 frames has
to be elapsed.

C. Verification

The color of the banknotes are characteristic for each
denomination, but as seen in Figure 4. due to the low quality
of the mobile cameras and to the varying light conditions, the
color values may differ radically even in consecutive frames.
Moreover incorrectly extracted patterns from the background
may have similar colors to portraits. Hence the color informa-
tion by itself is not a reliable feature for classification.

However the color represents independent information from
shape and color values of the patterns despite the inconstant
lighting conditions stay between certain limits providing the
ability to verify the classification.

If objects are extracted based on one type of information,
such as luminance, other characteristics, like color, texture may
not be constant in the whole area.

The color of a pixel can be described in different color
spaces and using statistical functions on the color channel
values of pixels in the object. RGB, HSV and YCbCr color
spaces were used and the mean, the standard deviation and the

Figure 4. The mean of the cB chanell in the YcBcR space

median values and also RGB standard deviation ratios were
computed. The HSV space did not fulfill our expectations, the
other two spaces possess higher description capability.

To determine the limit values of the color functions a
training set 240 elements has been used. The training images
were taken in the various possible environments and lighting
conditions. To remove outliers, we took the middle 95% of
the data points into consideration for every function.

Verification showed high rate in refusing falsely classified
objects, but naturally reduced the recall rate. Hence for the 18
channel one outlier is accepted.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Face shape recognition

Different kind of offline tests were performed in order
to determine the optimal window size, highest moment of
the moment descriptor and to prove the adequacy of the
hierarchical classification.

I used a test set with 1541 binary masks as the outputs
of the morphological module including large number of false
examples.

As the metrics of correctness I used three functions, the
accuracy (a), precision (p) and recall (r), computed as follows:

a = cc/ac

p = cc/pc

r = cc/pe

where cc is the number of correctly classified objects, ac the
every classified objects, pc the classified object in the class,
pe the number of the elements in the actual class.

The Figure 5. shows the results for the different window
size using 24. highest moment. The results show that the
64 pixel window size is the most adequate in representing
the face shape, bigger size do not increase significantly the
efficiency, while the computation complexity would cause
longer recognition time.

The Figure 6. shows the efficiency depending on different
maximal moments. The results shows that using the 24.
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Figure 5. Accuracy (a), recall (b) and precision (c) dependency of the window
size

Figure 6. The accuracy (a), recall (b) and the precision (c) dependency of
the maximal moment

maximal order provides good results while the evaluation time
is acceptable. In the tests I used 64 pixel window size.

The Figure 7. shows the results of the hierarchical classi-
fication. For some classes defining sub-classes caused large
increase in precision.

B. Human test results

We performed experiments with three visually impaired sub-
jects who were given a few basic instructions about the optimal

Figure 7. Precision rate of portrait recognition for the individual classes
without sub-classes (blue), with manually selected sub-classes (red) and with
sub-classes generated by clustering (yellow).

measurement technique and the 6 Hungarian banknotes. Their
task was to tell which note they are holding with the help of
our method installed to a mobile device. Each person made
three series of tests. On the test at 21th of May the users could
correctly classify the banknotes in the 94% of the cases. The
application made 1649 decision, 1552 were correct, the results
can be seen in Table I.

Table I
RESULTS OF THE TEST PERFORMED ON 10th OF MAY

500 1000 2000 5000 10000 20000
500 312 0 2 0 1 0
1000 0 375 0 0 0 0
2000 0 0 97 0 0 0
5000 0 2 1 263 26 0
10000 0 5 2 3 161 0
20000 0 7 0 4 5 158

IV. CONCLUSION

The banknote recognition system developed in the Bionic
Eyeglass Project achieved high recognition and precision rate
in real time. The developed method of selecting objects,
classifying and verifying was successful in the special task
and predicts usage in other task in the future.
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Figure 1.  The  genomic  layout  of  the  Gram  negative  (luxR/I)  and  the 
Gram  positive  QS  bacteria.  White  arrows  indicate  QS  transcription 
regulator  genes;  the  gray  arrows  depict  AI  synthase  genes  (Gram 
negative) or other regulatory genes (Gram positive) (after ref.s. [2-3]) 
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Abstract— The study of bacterial communications is very 
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(QS). I used Hidden Markov Models to locate the known QS 
genes in the available genomes and prepared a survey of the 
topology of the genomic layouts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quorum  Sensing  (QS)  is  a  method  of  bacterial 
communication  and  a  basic mechanism of  cooperation. Many 
species of bacteria use QS to coordinate their gene expression 
according  to  the  local  density  of  their  population  [1]  This 
mechanism  uses  chemical  signal  molecules  (autoinducers)  to 
exchange  information  between  cells  to  carry  out  this  task, 
bacteria need a synthase i.e.: a protein that produces the signal 
and  a  censor  protein  that  binds  the  signal  and  modulates  the 
behavior of other genes. 

From  the  possible  regulatory  network  topologies  that  one 
can  imagine  for  two  genes,  only  a  few  are  taxonomically 
mentioned in the literature of bacterial communication.  These 
are known to be different for Gram-negative and Gram positive 
bacteria. Figure 1 show the typical genomic layouts [2-3]. 

Given the amount of fast growing genomic information we 
started  a  survey  of  potential  and  observed  topological 
arrangements  of  the  canonical  density  sensing  genes  in 
bacterial  genomes.  In  order  make  this  survey  manageable  in 
size, we  first concentrated on  the best known class of density 
sensing genes,  the Acyl Homoserine Lacton (AHL) regulatory 
circle  of  Gram  negative  bacteria.  Our  long-term  goal  is  to 
develop  an  automated,  self-updating  annotation  system  for 
genes of bacterial communication. 

II. METHODS

A. Potential topologies and methods of description 
Topological arrangements, same as other genomic patterns 

can  be  defined  in  terms  of  entities  (genes)  and  relationships 
(distance within  the chromosome and orientation).  In order  to 
find a time efficient search methodology, we first started with a 
survey  of  the  potential  arrangements.  The  simplest  way  to 
describe  genes  is  to  consider  them  as  segments  on  the 
chromosome  and  in  this  sense  we  can  speak  of  disjunct, 

partially  overlapping,  genes.  In  terms  of  orientation,  the 
direction  of  translation  to  protein  in  bacteria  is  parallel  for 
genes located on the same DNA strand, and is anti-parallel for 
genes located on opposite strand. Figure 2 shows the potential 
arrangement  of  two  genes  on  the  bacterial  chromosome  with 
the  common  terminology of  biologists.  It  is  important  to  note 
that  not  all  of  these  arrangements  exist  in  nature.  In  bacteria, 
the overwhelming majority of genes are disjunct, and there are 
very  few  overlaps.  Some  arrangements  (e.g.  identical  genes) 
can only occur due to errors in gene annotation. 

We  also  developed  a  simple  method  for  describing  the 
described  the  neighborhood  as  set  of  genes,  and  used  the 
Jacquard coefficient for comparing such neighborhood. 

B. Searching QS genes 
In order to find the canonical quorum sensing genes we first 

developed  recognizers  for  the  QS  genes  using  validated  QS 
genes  obtained  from  Dr.  Venturi’s  group  at  ICGEB  Trieste 
(The  International  Centre  for  Genetic  Engineering  and 
Biotechnology).  In  agreement with  the  literature, we  term  the 
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Figure 2  Positional  and  orientational  arrangements  used  in  the 
terminology of biologists. The total number amounts to 12 arrangements 
if we make no distinctions between the two genes (R or I) and 24 if we 
do. Out of these we observed only 3 arrangements in the RI gene pairs. Se 
Figure five for additional topologies.  

Figure 3. The possible topologies of the QS genes. "RI" topology means 
there is not any gene between R and I gene. In this case we don’t make a 
distinction  between  the  genes.  "RXI  topology  means  there  is  only  one 
gene  (called  X)  between QS  genes.  In  this  case we make  a  distinction 
between the genes: we see the topology by the side of R gene. 

TABLE  1.  Table  Type  Sty  This  table  shows  the  distribution  of  the 
annotation methods in the genes of the neighborhoods. COG and SBASE: 
Have  COG  value  and  the  SBASE  confirm  it.  COG  but  SBASE:  Have 
COG  value,  but  the  SBASE  result  is  different.  (don’t  change  COG 
value).There  is  genes  where  there  isn’t  COG  value,  but  the  SBASE 
prediction  was  successfully.  In  this  case  we  run  a  BLASTclust 
clusterisation too, that result is: the genes are alone (Alone in cluster) or 
not alone in their cluster. If there are more genes are in a cluster, and one 
of them have COG value, all genes in cluster annotate this COG values. 

COG BLASTclust 
COG and 
SBASE 

COG but 
SBASE 

COG 
value 

New
cluster 

Alone in 
cluster 

8589  485  60  719  2778 
68,0 % 3,8% 0,5% 5,7% 22,0% 

regulator  and  synthase  genes  by  R  and  I,  respectively.  We 
prepared a multiple alignments from the genes, and constructed 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) recognizers using the HMMER 
package.  The  HMM  recognizers  were  then  used  to  scan  the 
translated  proteomes  (faa  files)  of  the  1346  full  bacterial 
genomes found at the NCBI FTP site (the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information) [4]. The positional and orientation 
information was retrieved from the respective ptt data files. In 
the R genes we also identified those that contained a sequence 
pattern believed to be necessary for AHL binding.  

The R and I genes were then validated by visual inspection, 
based on  their HMM scores,  their sequence pattern as well as 
by their distance to other R or I genes. In this way we identified 
624 R genes 269 I genes. The majority was located in canonical 
clusters, however we also noted unusual clusters not described 
before. 

For  the  qualitative  description  of  the  gene  neighborhoods 
we first retrieved the 10 flanking genes (proteins) on both sides 
of the suspected R and I genes. We found that a large number 
of  the  flanking  genes  were  not  annotated,  so  we  tentatively 
identified  them  by  sequence  similarity  searching  against  the 
COG  database  [5]  using  the  SBASE  search  engine  [6].  This 
way we could annotate only one third of the unidentified genes, 
the rest was clustered into groups using BLASTCLUST [7] and 
the cluster numbers were added as tentative identifiers. Table 1. 
shows the distribution of the used annotating methods. 

For data processing I developed Perl scripts and the results 
were  stored  in  a  specific MySQL database  that  simplifies  the 
data-mining,  data-processing  and  data-visualization.  The 
database is suited  to receive more genes and neighborhoods if 
later  the  used  NCBI  database  contains  more  bacteria  fully 
annotated. On the stored data can execute complex queries, and 
if  in  the  future  is  required,  it  is  possible  to  supplement  the 
database with the needed fields. 

III. RESULTS
We  found  ~200  genes,  all  in  Gram  negative  bacteria,  as 

expected.  The  typical  chromosomal  arrangements  found  are 
shown  in  Figure  3.  The  tandem  arrangement  found  in  the 
canonical  QS  circuit  RI  of  V.  fischeri  is  the  most  frequent, 
however  we  found  a  good  number  of  convergent  or  class  B 
arrangements,  and  to  our  surprise  a  number  of  divergent  RI 
genes  as  well  that  were  previously  known  only  in  Gram 
positive  bacteria.  Another  novel  and  relatively  frequent 
arrangement  we  found  was  the  RXI  topology.  Where  the 
orientation of  the  intervening X gene  is mostly parallel  either 
with  the R  or with  the  I  gene. But  there was  a  few  genomes 
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Figure 4. The block diagram of our workflow: I build a HMM from well-
known QS genes, then search the whole database for new sequences, then 
I examine the Uniprot clusters of the founded genes (candidate proteins), 
and check every genes  in  the clusters using  the topology and taxonomic 
rules. 

TABLE 2. This table shows the distribution of the possible topologies. 
In the case of RI the tandem topology is significant, in the case of RXI 

the divergent.

RI topologies 
convergent  divergent  tandem 

34,4% 7,3% 58,3% 

RXI topologies 
tandem 

with parallel X 
tandem 

with anti-parallel X  divergent 

31,3% 4,2% 64,5% 

where  the  X  gene  was  anti-parallel  to  QS  genes  (e.g.: 
Pseudoalteromonas atlantica) The X position was filled with at 
least  10  different  kinds  of  genes  (identified  by BLASTclust), 
the  most  numerous  of  these  were  the  so  called  rsaL  [8]  and 
rsaM  [9]  genes  that  we  will  call  here  L  and M,  for  brevity. 
Since  both  of  these  genes  are  known  to  be  of  biologically 
interesting  but  still  not  sufficiently  characterized,  we  built 
HMM  recognizers  from  them  using  validated  L  and  M 
homologs  and  searched  all  the  complete  proteomes.  It  was 
found  that  M  occurs  only  in  genomes  with  validated  QS 
machinery,  and  is  invariably  located  next  to  an  I  gene 
(parallel), in divergent topology. The L gene, on the other hand, 
also occurs in genomes that have no identified QS genes. In QS 
genomes,  it  occurs  exclusively  in  tandem  RXI  topology  and 
always  anti-parallel  with  QS  genes.  Table  2.  shows  the 
distribution  of the founded topologies. 

IV. CONCLUSION
The  preliminary  survey  of  the  existing  143  genomes 

confirmed the genomic layouts known for QS genes but it also 
showed  some  novel  arrangements.  After  optimizing  several 
steps we could come up with  a  semi-automated annotation of 
protein  similarity  groups  (sequences  related  to  each  other  by 
sequence  similarity).  In  this  workflow  only  the  multiple 
alignment  step  requires  operator  attention,  the  rest  relies  on 
mapping sequences to the UNIPROT database and to genomic 
databases.  For  many  of  the  current  datasets  this  mapping 
already  exists,  so  the  annotation  requires  relatively  litter 
operator-time.  The  novel  step  is  that  of  topological  filtering 
which  includes  a  comparison  of  the  candidate  genes  I)  to 
known  (or  recurrent)  topological  arrangements  and  II)  to 
taxonomic  groups  in  which  the  genes  are  expected  to  occur. 
Currently  we  use  brute  force  heuristics  at  this  final  point. 
Reliable automation of this step requires future work. 
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Abstract— Agent-based models can be used to simulate the 
growth of communities containing multiple species. In this work I 
present numerical indices developed to characterize the spatial 
distribution and the fitness of competing bacterial species in an 
agent-based model. Statistical results are also presented in order 
to provide deeper information about competing bacterial 
populations. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Multispecies  communities  are  believed  to  be  the  a  major 

form  of  bacterial  life.  These  communities  contain  more  than 
one  species;  the  interaction  between  individual  bacteria  is 
based on diffusible signals, the best known example of which is 
a mechanism  called quorum  sensing  (QS).  In  this mechanism 
signaling materials  are  secreted by  the bacteria  and diffuse  in 
the environment and  the concentration of  signals  is correlated 
with density of  bacteria,  or  loosely  speaking, with  the  size  of 
the  consortium.  This  is  obviously  true  only  in  certain  cases, 
however  a  small  community  can  also  be  wedged  in  a  small 
place  where  high  signal  concentration  can  be  reached  by  a 
small community. 

A  typical  behavior  of  bacterial  communities  is  swarming, 
an  intense  and  coordinated  motion  of  the  entire  community. 
Bacterial  swarming  can  be  explained  by  the    mechanism  of 
quorum sensing. When the concentration of the secreted signal 
is  greater  than  a  certain  threshold  bacteria  switch  from  low 
metabolic activity to high activity level which means that they 
secret  a  higher  amount  of  signaling  molecules  and  they  also 
start  to  secret  other  molecules,  so-called  public  goods  (e.g. 
surfactants, enzymes, siderophores, all  together  factors) which 
facilitates their movement and their nutrient uptake[1]. 

Bacterial  behavior  is  often  discussed  in  terms  of 
communication, cooperation and competition between species. 
This  approach  is  interesting  not  only  because  bacterial 
consortia are now known as a major form of life on the earth, 
but  also  because  their  organization  shows  analogies  with 
human societies. 

Recently  we  developed  a  computational  model  for 
describing  quorum  sensing  in  the  bacterium  Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa  [2].  The  model  was  first  developed  to  show  QS 
signaling  is  able  to  explain  swarming  movement  and  other 
fundamental  properties  of  bacterial  colonies.  Later  results 
showed that the model can be extended to the study of multiple 
bacterial  species.  Mutant  species  were  also  studied  with  the 

simulation model and it was shown that some types of mutants 
can collapse a cooperating community[3, 4].

II. MODEL TYPES FORBACTERIAL
COMMUNICATION 

In recent studies there are various approaches for modeling 
bacterial communities. Individual-based models use individual 
entities  (agents,  cells  of  cellular  automata)  to  represent  a 
bacterium, a group of bacteria, or a species. Continuous models 
represent bacteria as a continuously diffusing material. Not all 
of  these  models  have  been  applied  to  intercellular  signaling. 
These are basic types of models, each is good for some aspect 
of  the  bacterial  communication  but  this  complex  system  can 
not be described by a single model type. The main idea was to 
combine  the existing models  into  a hybrid model.  In  the  next 
paragraphs an overview of these model types can be found. 

A. Agent-based model 
Agents are individual objects in an environment. They can 

percieve  some  aspects  of  this  environment  and  they  can 
respond to its changes. This is an individual-based, and also a 
discrete  model  which  means  that  time  and  space  are  unually 
both represented in discrete steps. There are well defined states 
between which the agents can switch in every time step based 
on  its  actual  inner  state  and  the  observed  change  in  the 
surrounding  environment.  This  is  usually  defined  by  rules 
(simple first order logic or more complex algorithms). A simple 
rule  set  can  be  for  example  that  (1)  steer  to  avoid  crowding 
local  agents,  (2)  steer  towards  the  average  heading  of  local 
agents  and  (3)  steer  to  move  toward  the  average  position  of 
local agents[5].  

B. Cellular automata 
Cellular  automaton  is  also  a  discrete,  individual-based 

model which consists of regular grid of cells. The model has a 
constant size, in every time step bacteria play pair wise games, 
the “better” survives, and replaces the “worst” one as well. In a 
recent  study  of  QS  the mechanism  is  represented  by  a  set  of 
genes.  

Agent-based and cellular automaton models aim to describe 
the  behavior  of  bacteria  but  they  do  not  explicitly  represent 
bacterial motion or the materials present in the environment. 

C. Continuous model 
In continuous models for bacterial communication bacteria 

and the diffusible environment can be represented by diffusion 
equations which describe the propagation of chemicals. 
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A more realistic model can be given with reaction-diffusion 
equations[6].  These  are  capable  of  describing  the  behavior  of 
diffusible material and the interactions between them. At a QS 
system this is necessary for the explanation of decay in time. A 
reaction-diffusion equation can be written as follows: 
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where u is the concentration of the chemical, D is the diffusion 
coefficient and R is  the decay coefficient. This means that the 
time derivative of the concentration is equal with an expression 
of two terms, the first is proportional to the second order space 
derivative  of  the  concentration,  and  the  second  to  the 
concentration itself. When this second term is negative it means 
decay (of  signals and  factors), when  it  is positive we can  talk 
about production (signal and factor secretion). 

If  we  represent  the  bacterial  communication  with  a 
continuous-only model  bacteria  loose  their  ability  of  decision 
making (e.g. “where should I go?”).  

D. Hybrid model 
As mentioned above neither agent-based/cellular automaton 

nor  continuous models  can properly  describe  some aspects  of 
QS communities. Hybrid models were developed with the aim 
of solving some of these problems 

In  a  hybrid  model  bacteria  are  represented  as  agents  that 
interact  with  each  other  (secret  signals  and  factors)  and  the 
environment  (eat  nutrient),  they  respond  to  the  signal 
concentration[7, 8]. The environment of the bacteria consists of 
nutrient,  signals  and  public  goods.  The  distribution  of  these 
materials  in  space  and  time  is  described  by  reaction-diffusion 
equations that show how materials are produced and consumed 
by the bacteria and how they decay. The aim of my work in this 
year  was  to  develop  numerical  indices  that  characterize  the 
spatial distribution of multispecies bacterial communities. 

III. NUMERICAL TESTS 
In  the  simulation  model  the  space  is  represented  as  a 

longitudinal surface where the bacterial community starts from 
the  bottom  and  proceeds  upwards  while  consuming  the 
nutrients  found on  the  surface. We can  follow  the collapse or 
survival  of  a  species  by  counting  the  number  of  cells  at  each 
step. On the other hand the distribution of cells also changes in 
space.  This  visible  information  is  however  quite  meaningful. 
Fig. 1 shows that some populates separate in space while they 
move, others remain together. 

Our  main  goal  was  to  represent  these  distributions  by 
numerical data. In the next sections I will provide an overview 
of  the  methods  and  our  main  results  of  statistical  analysis  in 
bacterial communities. 

Figure 1.   Simulation of segregation(left) and mixed (right) swarming 
communities 

A. Segregation index 
We call a population segregated when the different species 

are  separated  from  each  other  (see  Fig.  1,  left  side).  For 
numerically measuring  this quantity we developed a so called 
segregation index. This quantity was originally defined in such 
a  way  that  a  certain  number  of  nearest  neighbors  were 
identified for all bacterial cells, and the largest percentage of a 
given  species  was  determined  for  each  cell.  The  segregation 
index  was  then  calculated  as  the  average  of  these  materials 
[Xavier].  Calculation  of  this  index  is  time  consuming, 
especially since our bacterial communities are quite large. 

In  order  to  develop  a  segregation  index  that  can  be 
calculated in a more time efficient manner, we take advantage 
of  the  fact  that space  in our simulation  is divided  to cells  that 
form a matrix-like lattice. In each row we can count the number 
of  bacteria  from  each  species.  E.g.  for  three  species  we  can 
have n1(i), n2(i), n3(i) in the ith row. The sum of these numbers 
in  the  ith row is N(i). So  the  fraction of  these values gives  the 
ratio  of  each  species  in  the  population.  If  a  population  is 
segregated, this fraction is almost 1 for one of the species, and 
almost 0 for  the two other species. For computing segregation 
index we average the maximal elements (the size of the largest 
species)  in  each  row.  We  get  a  more  representative 
measurement  if we weight  these values with  the  total number 
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of  bacteria  in  the  actual  row. By  this  step we  avoid  counting 
fractions  for  each  row,  we  simply  have  to  add  the  maximal 
numbers  in  each  row,  and  divide  this  value  with  the  total 
number of bacteria in the given step. 

The  number we  get with  this  computation  is  in  the  range 
[1/number of species; 1], so for later comparisons it is better to 
use the normalized version of the value where total segregation 
corresponds to 1.0 and no segregation is a value close to zero. 

Equation (2) shows this normalized computation: 
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where S is the segregation index in a certain step, SsumPerRow is 
the sum of the segregation numbers in each row, NallBacteria is the 
size of colony and Nspecies is the number of species. 

B. Computation of fitness 
Bacterial  agents  can  be  mutant  species,  the  simplest 

mutants  are  for  example  when  a  bacterium  does  not  secret 
signals,  but  can  respond  for  external  signals,  or  when  a 
bacterium  is  not  only  unable  to  secret  signals  but  can  not 
respond  to  any  kind  of  signal  either.  In  normal  case  bacteria 
can show both of these phenomena, these are called wild type 
entities. 

An interesting question is that in a multispecies community 
how species behave according to the case when only wild type 
entities are there in the population. This can also be represented 
by numerical data. 

For measuring this property we need to calculate the fitness 
of the bacterial species. In principle the fitness of a species can 
be  computed  from  the  size  of  the  population  taken  at  the 
beginning and at the end of simulation (3).  
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where F  is  the fitness value,  t denotes  the elapsed time, Nend
and Nstart are the size of the population at the beginning and end 
of  the  simulation  respectively. By  taking  the  logarithm of  the 
fraction we get an expression that’s sign depends on whether an 
increasing or decreasing population  is  there  in  the  simulation. 
For  increasing  population  the  logarithm  is  positive,  however 
for decreasing it becomes negative. 

Fitness  is  a  dimensionless  number  which  is  often 
represented on a  relative scale,  in comparison with  the  fitness 
of a reference species. If we want to compare a mutant species 
with wild type population we have to divide the fitness of  the 
two species. Equation (4) describes this computation. 
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where  Frel  is  the  relative  fitness,  Nend,  wt  and  Nstart,  wt  are  the 
reference  values  for  wild  type  population.  The  t terms  are 
cancelled by the division. 

IV. RESULTS 
Figure 2. shows the segregation index index  as a function 

of  simulation  time.  The  blue  line  shows  two  segregating 
species,  the green line shows two non-segregating species.   In 
both cases segregation index starts from a value close to zero, 
which  means  that  the  starting  population  is  a  well-mixed 
community. In the case of segregating species, the value of the 
index reaches a plateau near 1.00. In the non-segregating case 
the  index  fluctuates  around  a  small  value.  This  significant 
difference is visible on Fig. 2. 

Figure 2.   Visualization of the growth of segregation index in communicating 
and cooperating population (green) and non-communicating and non-

cooperating community (blue) 

Results  of  relative  fitness  computations  can  be  found  in 
Table  1.  Rows  represent  simulations,  columns  represent  the 
existing  species.  In  a  population where  only wild  type  agents 
are  present  the  relative  fitness  is  1  for  the  first  race,  because 
this is the reference population as well, species number two and 
three does not exist. 

In  these  simulations  there  were  three  species  one-by-one 
with  same  initial  bacterium  number  as  in  the  reference 
simulation  ensuring  the  same  initial  arrangement.  In  well 
mixed (cooperating) population there are more agents than the 
reference species. For segregating, non-cooperating species the 
results are close to one. In each simulation, the values for each 
of  the  3  species  are  near  to  each  other,  and  the  differences 
reflect  the  reproducibility of  the calculation. We estimate  that 
the  reproducibility of  the  relative  fitness  is more  than 98%  in 
both  cases.  This  value  was  calculated  from  25-25  results  for 
each type of  simulation. 
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TABLE 1.  Comparison of relative fitness in communicating, 
cooperating populations and  non-communicating, non-cooperating 

communities

  Relative 
fitness of 
first race 

Relative 
fitness of 
second race 

Relative 
fitness of 
third race 

Single wild type 
population alone  1  -  - 

Well-mixed 
(cooperation) 

species  
1.2402  1.2304  1.3063 

Segregated (no 
cooperation) species  1.0062  1.0188  1.0094 

V. CONCLUSION

In  this  paper  I  presented  numerical  indices  for 
characterizing the results of a model simulating communicating 
bacterial communities. This model is a so-called hybrid model 
with  an  agent-based  part  for  representing  bacteria,  and  a 
reaction-diffusion  part  for  describing  the  environment 
consisting  of  diffusible  materials.  I  described  numerical 
induices  for  segregation  and  relative  fitness  for  describing 
differences in well-studied population types. In the near future I 
plan  to  use  these  statistical  methods  to  analyze  complex 
bacterial communities containing multiple species. 
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Abstract—Parametric active contours are efficient tools for
boundary detection. However, existing external-energy-inspired
methods have difficulties when detecting high curvature, noisy or
low contrasted contours and they often suffer from initialization
sensitivity. To address these issues, this paper introduces Harris-
based Vector Field Convolution (HVFC), operating with the
modified characteristic function of Harris corner detector used in
the feature map of the external force component. Initial contour
is calculated as the convex hull of the most salient points of the
map. Experimental results show that HVFC outperforms other
state-of-the-art methods, when tested on high curvature, noisy or
low-contrasted contours.

Keywords-Boundary analysis, vector field convolution, Harris
characteristic function

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of active contour (snake) approach in
[1], deformable models were proved to be efficient for robust
object detection. Generally, in these methods the evolution
of the snake is an energy minimizing method controlled by
internal and external forces. Internal force is responsible for
the conformation (elasticity and rigidity) of the snake; while
external force represents the constraints of the image. To
compensate the drawbacks of the original algorithm, like ini-
tialization sensitivity and convergence to concave boundaries,
several modifications have been published, parametric [2], [3],
[4] and non-parametric [5], [6] methods as well.

Parametric approaches suffer from noise, parameter and
initialization sensitivity, topological changes and have weak-
nesses when detecting high curvature boundaries. However
non-parametric models are insensible to initial location and
can handle complex boundaries with sharp corners and
changes of topology; they have problems when detecting
broken or open edges. Additionally their convergence rate is
slower, they are more sensitive to noise than the parametric
approaches and they are not robust against intensity changes
inside the object.

To address difficulties concerning high curvature, noisy
boundary points along with smooth edges and initialization
sensitivity, we called for corner detector approaches. Harris
corner detector [7] is reliable and invariant to rotation [8]. This
paper introduces a parametric active contour representation,
called Harris based Vector Field Convolution (HVFC), which
applies a modified characteristic function of the Harris corner
detector. Defining the cornerness and edginess in one function,
this modification can be used to emphasize edge and corner

points of the object boundary equally and attain a balanced
saliency map. The most attractive points of the map are used
to initialize a starting curve around the object, while the whole
saliency map is applied to determine a new feature map in the
external energy expression.

The modified characteristic function was applied efficiently
for improving the accuracy of parametric Gradient Vector Flow
(GVF) active contour method [9] and [10]; for shape based
recognition of flying targets [11] and for building localization
in aerial images [12].

The performance of our proposed algorithm has been
evaluated on the Weizmann segmentation evaluation dataset
[13] and the results were compared to three state-of-the-art
techniques [2], [3], [5]. Regarding the accuracy of detecting
high curvature, noisy object boundaries, our method performed
better.

II. PARAMETRIC ACTIVE CONTOUR THEORY

Parametric active contour model was first published in [1].
The aim is to find the curve, denoted by x(s) = [x(s), y(s)],
s ∈ [0, 1], that minimizes the following energy function:

E =

∫ 1

0

1

2

[
(α |x’(s)|2 + β |x”(s)|2) + Eext(x(s))

]
ds, (1)

where α and β are the weighting parameters of the elasticity
and rigidity components of the internal energy; x’(s) and
x”(s) are the first and second order derivatives with respect
to arclength s. While elasticity component results smooth
contours, the rigidity component is responsible for detecting
curvature, setting β = 0 allows the snake to develop a corner.

Eext is the external energy derived from the image, it gives
smaller values at features of interest (like edges and ridges)
and pushes the snake toward an optimum in the feature space.
This energy represents the constraints of the image itself and
is usually calculated as a function of edge information over
the intensity distribution.

A. Vector Field Convolution

To address some disadvantages of the former parametric
methods (like Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) [2]), as high
computational cost, noise and parameter sensitivity, Vector
Field Convolution (VFC) was introduced as a new external
force in [3]. The field is calculated as the convolution of a
vector field kernel and the edge map derived from the image:
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fVFC(x, y) = f(x, y) ∗ k(x, y), (2)

where the edge map generated from the image. One of the
generally used forms is:

f(x, y) = |∇(Gσ(x, y) ∗ I(x, y))| . (3)

The k(x, y) kernel is defined as a multiplication of a unit
vector pointing to the kernel origin and a magnitude function,
which should be chosen as a decreasing positive function of
the distance from the origin [3].

The f edge map used in the external component of VFC
does not emphasize the high curvature corners of the boundary
(see Figure 1(a)). As intensity changes largely from only a
few direction in these areas, the gradient function gives lower
values to these regions on the edge map compared to sharp
edges. As a result of this effect, these methods are not able
to detect such corners accurately (see Figure 2(e)). Therefore,
our aim was to construct a feature map that emphasizes sharp
corners and edges equally and the iterative active contour
method can detect high curvature boundaries precisely.

III. HARRIS BASED VECTOR FIELD CONVOLUTION

Our process generates feature points based on the proposed
modification of the Harris detector’s characteristic (saliency)
function [9], then the convex hull of these points is used to
initialize the snake. As a novelty, this modification of the
characteristic function is used instead of intensity function in
the feature map (see Equation 3) for generating VFC snake
[14].

A. Harris based feature map

Harris detector is based on the second moment (or auto-
correlation) matrix (M ), which is often used to describe the
local image structure or to characterize the curvature behavior
around a keypoint.

M =

[
A C
C B

]
, (4)

where A = ẋ2 ⊗ w, B = ẏ2 ⊗ w, C = ẋẏ ⊗ w. ẋ and
ẏ denote the approximation of the first order derivatives, w
is a Gaussian window. The eigenvalues of M represent two
principal signal changes in the neighborhood of a point and
will be proportional to the principal curvatures, which feature
could be used efficiently when external forces are calculated
to measure salient points of any boundaries as the principal
curvatures describe well the fine details of shapes. By denoting
the two eigenvalues of M by λ1 and λ2, they can be applied to
create a novel characteristic (saliency) function emphasizing
the curvature around image pixels. The eigenvalues separate
the following cases: both of them are large in corner regions,
only one of them is large in edge regions and both of them are
small in flat (homogeneous) regions [7]. When constructing a
feature map, we need to emphasize edges and corners equally.
Considering the aforementioned terms for the eigenvalues, one
of the eigen values is large both in corner and edge regions,

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The two different feature maps: (a) is the original, fV FC intensity
based map (Eq. 2); (b) is the proposed fHVFC map based on Rlogmax (Eq. 6).

therefore the max(λ1, λ2) function separates flat and non-flat
regions. The range of this function is quite wide, so to get
a balanced distribution, the dynamics should be compressed
while preserving the original proportion of the values. The
natural logarithmic (log) function satisfies these conditions
and results a balanced output with emphasizing corners and
edges, but may result negative results when max(λ1, λ2) < 1
(flat regions). As we would like to construct a characteristic
function for a feature map, the target set have to be the positive
domain. Therefore, the log(max(λ1, λ2)) function should be
further modified. For edges and corners max(λ1, λ2) >> 1,
so negative values of small lambdas in the log function
can be replaced with zeros without losing any corner and
edge information and the proposed saliency function looks as
follows:

Rlogmax = max(0, log[max(λ1, λ2)]). (5)

With the constructed Rlogmax characteristic function (see
Figure 2(b)) our proposed feature map for the Harris based
Vector Field Convolution (HVFC) method:

fHVFC = |∇(Gσ(x, y) ∗Rlogmax(x, y))| ∗ k(x, y). (6)

Figure 1(b) shows the modified feature map with the equally
emphasized edge and corner points of the boundary, the result
of the contour detection based on the modified feature map
can be seen in Figure 2(f).

B. Harris based initial contour

Similarly to the operation of the original Harris detector,
feature points (edge and corner points) can be calculated as
the local maxima of the characteristic function (Rlogmax). [9]
introduced an initialization approach based on the convex hull
of the feature points inside the region of interest. The initial
interest region was modified by the local surroundings of
saliency points to avoid the poor definition of smooth transition
or multi-directional saddle effects of edges around corners.
The optimal size of the local neighborhood was determined by
applying automatic scale selection theory. In our case, a local
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 2. Effect of Rlogmax characteristic function: (a) is the original image, (b) is the generated characteristic function, (c) shows the generated corner points,
(d) is the initial contour based on the convex hull of the corner points, (e) and (f) show the segmentation results of original VFC [3] and the proposed HVFC
methods.

area with a fixed, 3 pixel radius around the feature point should
be considered as part of the region of interest (ROI), where
relevant local structures can be detected. This fixed radius was
proved to work as efficiently as the automatic in [9], while the
computational time decreased. Points representing the outline
of the supported area should be added to the Harris feature
point set (Figure 2(c)). After this, the initial contour is defined
as the convex hull of the extended set of points (see Figure
2(d)).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In the first part, our proposed method was tested on 23
selected images from the Weizmann dataset [13]. The selected
images had high curvature boundaries. In the second part, 3
specific images were selected with high curvature, noisy or
low contrasted boundary parts. The performance of our HVFC
algorithm was compared to GVF snake [2], VFC [3] and active
contour without edges (ACWE) [5], based on the Chan-Vese
model. In both parts of the experiments, the initial ROI was
marked as an ellipse and the starting contour was calculated as
described in Section III-B (see the first column of Figure 3).
The parameter setting for the compared methods (GVF, VFC
and ACWE) was chosen from [2], [3] and [5].

In the first part of the experiments the single object average
F-measure score was calculated, it can be seen in Table I. The
traditional F-measure score is the weighted, harmonic mean
of precision and recall values and calculated as:

F =
2 · precision · recall
precision + recall

.

Like it was also mentioned in [4], evaluation results showed
that – due to the intensity variation inside the object –, this
database is not suitable for ACWE method. Therefore, the

TABLE I
AVERAGE F-MEASURE SCORE (MEAN ± STANDARD DEVIATION) FOR
GVF [2], VFC [3] AND THE PROPOSED HVFC ALGORITHMS FOR 23

IMAGES [13].

Algorithm Average F-measure Score
GVF 0.79± 0.09
VFC 0.86± 0.07

HVFC 0.91± 0.06

table contains results for GVF, VFC and HVFC algorithms.
In the second part, specific images were selected to test the
accuracy of the methods (see Figure 3). The execution time
of different methods for images in Figure 3 can be seen
in Table II. These experimental results were based on an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU with 4 GB RAM and MATLAB
R2010b. ACWE [5] method follows a level-set representation,
therefore it uses intensity homogeneity constraints instead of
gradient based edge map. ACWE can successfully identify
object boundaries even with high curvature parts, if intensity
is homogeneous inside the object and the contour is closed
properly (see image ‘leaf’, first row of Figure 3). Else,
ACWE converges to object parts representing homogeneous
regions which differ largely from the estimated background
(‘egret’,‘plane’, ‘mirage’ images in Figure 3). Beside suffering
from high curvature and low contrasted boundaries, GVF
[2] also fails when the initial contour is further from the
real boundary. In case of larger concavities of the object
boundaries the convexity feature of the contour initialization
step results in a distant initial contour, therefore the method
is trapped in local minima. VFC [3] has the advantage to be
less sensitive to initialization than GVF, due to the calculated
vector field kernel. Therefore large concave outlines do not
cause challenge (like image ‘egret’), but the method fails
to detect high curvature and low contrasted boundary parts
due to the existing problems of the feature map (see Section
II-A for further details). The proposed HVFC method benefits
from the advantages of traditional VFC algorithm and the
introduced feature map of modified Harris function and detects
the aforementioned complex boundaries accurately (see last
column of Figure 3).

TABLE II
EXECUTION TIME OF THE DIFFERENT METHODS FOR IMAGES IN FIGURE
3. IC INDICATES THE INITIAL CONTOUR; ACWE [5], GVF [2], VFC [3]

AND HVFC (PROPOSED) ARE THE COMPARED METHODS.

Execution Time [seconds]
Images IC ACWE GVF VFC HVFC
‘leaf’ 0.36 13 5.8 3.7 4.8
‘egret’ 0.44 66 6.2 4.2 5.1
‘plane’ 0.38 12 3.9 3.2 3.7

‘mirage’ 0.85 68 9.4 6.3 6.9
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Fig. 3. Examples of contour detection (row-by-row: ‘leaf’, ‘egret’, ‘plane’, ‘mirage’: The first column shows the calculated initial contour (see Section III-B).
Second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth columns present the results for ACWE [5], GVF [2], HGVF (proposed), VFC [3] and HVFC (proposed) methods.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a modified feature map has been introduced for
Vector Field Convolution method, which is able to emphasize
sharp corners and edges equally with the Harris detector’s
modified characteristic function. Initialization is based on the
most attractive points of the characteristic map. According to
the evaluation results, due to the modification in the external
force, the Harris-based Vector Field Convolution (HVFC)
method can converge to high curvature and low contrasted
boundary parts and performs better than the compared state-
of-the-art methods.
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Abstract — Electrophysiological research on animal models of 

amblyopia suggests that timing and synchronization of visual 
cortical responses is disturbed when stimuli are presented in the 
amblyopic eye. However, very little is known about the changes in 
temporal properties of human visual cortical responses in 
amblyopia. Using a single trial EEG analysis approach here we 
show that early visual cortical responses to foveal stimulation of 
the amblyopic eye are delayed and less time-locked to stimulus 
presentation as compared to responses from the fellow eye. 
Importantly, the magnitude of the latency shift in the two 
hemispheres show stimulus specificity: it is more pronounced and 
correlates with interocular visual acuity in the right and left 
hemispheres in the cases of face and letter stimuli, respectively, 
thus implying that the latency shift reflects impaired higher, 
object-level visual cortical processing. We also find that it is the 
larger inter-trial latency variance in the amblyopic eye that 
accounts for the decreased amplitudes of the N170 component of 
the averaged ERP responses in the amblyopic eye relative to the 
fellow eye. These findings provide evidence for increased latency 
and timing uncertainty of visual cortical responses evoked by the 
stimuli presented in the amblyopic eye, which might be the 
primary cause of the impaired binocular vision in amblyopia. 

Keywords-amblyopia; fovea; single-trial EEG analysis; N170; 
timing uncertainity; object-level visual processing

I. INTRODUCTION 
Ablyopia is a known developmental visual disorder 

characterized by loss of visual acuity and decreased contrast 
sensitivity. Currently it is most accepted that the earliest 
functional physiological abnormalities occur in cortical area V1 
[1][2] - but see [3], where the author suggests that amblyopic 
eyes relative to eyes of control subjects have reduced 
innervations of comparable retinal areas and [4], which shows 
functionally relevant grey matter reduction in the LGN of 
amblyopes relative to controls. Several neuroimaging studies 
have found deficits in areas downstream from V1: loss in V2 
comparable to that of V1 [5], deficits up to V3a and V4 along 
the dorsal and ventral path, respectively [6] or selective 
abnormality in the face-related as opposed to building-related 
cortical areas of higher-order occipitotemporal cortex [7][8]. 
Since amblyopia is believed to affect mostly foveal processing, 
these latter results are in line with findings that show a foveal 
preference for face-selective and peripheral preference for 
object-selective higher-order areas [9][10]. 

So far, however, single cell recordings in squinting cats and 
monkeys have failed to disclose a clear relationship between 
the amblyopic deficits and modifications of neuronal response 
properties in the visual cortex. Neurons dominated by the 
amblyopic eye are as numerous as neurons dominated by the 

normal eye and exhibit similar receptive field properties 
[11][12][13][14][15]. Surprisingly, even the spatial frequency 
tuning of neurons activated through the amblyopic eye is 
comparable to that of neurons activated through the normal 
eye, in spite of the reduced visual acuity of the amblyopic eye 
[13][15]. The only consistent abnormalities that have been 
described are prolonged latencies of responses evoked through 
the deviating eye [13][16]. In contrast to the results obtained 
with single cell recordings, studies based on pattern evoked 
potentials have not only demonstrated increased latencies but 
also reduced amplitudes of potentials evoked through the 
affected eye in cats [11][17][14] and humans [18][19]. 

This study was aimed at accounting for the well-known 
amblyopic effects while trying to resolve the apparent 
discrepancy between the absence and presence of amplitude 
reduction in single-cell and VEP studies, respectively. 
Therefore, we analyzed single trial P1 and N170 peaks and 
evaluated the amblyopia induced change in their distribution. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A. Subjects 
Twelve amblyopic subjects (5 females, 9 right-handed, 

mean age: 31 years) participated in this experiment. In six 
cases the amblyopic eye was their right eye. None of them had 
any history of neurological or psychiatric diseases and all had 
normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity of the dominant 
fellow eye (see TABLE 1. for more details). 

B. Stimuli and Procedure  
1) Visual Stimuli: Participants viewed images of human 

faces, Gabor patches and letters and performed a gender, 
orientation and vowel/consonant categorization task. Face-
stimuli consisted of front view grayscale photographs of four 
female and four male neutral faces that were cropped and 
covered with a circular mask to eliminate the outer features. 
All images were equated for luminance and contrast. Male and 
female images were paired and warped into each other along 
the gender axis by a morphing algorithm (Winmorph 3.01) 
[20][21][22] to create intermediate images. In the Face 
condition (F) we presented these morphed face images with a 
constant morph level (5/95% gender content) across subjects 
and eyes. The other conditions consisted of Gabor patches 
with a spatial frequency of 1 cycle/degree oriented slightly to 
the right and left of the vertical meridian (with 5, 6, 7, 8 
degrees in a random order) (Orientation condition, O) and 
single 55 pt Courier New font black letters ('A' 'E' 'O' 'U' 'K' 'P' 
'C' 'V') on a uniform grey background also subtending 2 visual 
degrees (Letter condition, L).  
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TABLE 1.  OBSERVER CHARASTERISTICS 

Subject Age Sex Etiolology ref RE ref LE VA 
RE 

VA RE 
logMAR VA LE  VA LE 

logMAR 
Dominant 

Hand 
Dominant 

Eye 

AA 38 F strab  plus1.5 +1.75 91° plus2.5 +1.0 84° 1 0 0.5 0.3 R R 

CJ 34 F strab plus1.25 -1.5 53° plus0.25 +0.25 62° 0.2 0.7 1 0 R L 

CN 44 F strab plus0.75 plus2.0 1 0 0.63 0.2 L R 

HK 32 F aniso -0.5 plus0.5 +1.75 129° 1.6 -0.2 0.25 0.6 R R 

JL 38 M strab plus 1.5 -0.5 141 plus 1.75 -0.75 175° 0.5 0.3 1 0 R L 

KJ 22 M strab plus0.25 -0.25 -0.5 58° 0.25 0.6 2 -0.3 L L 

MR 20 F aniso plus1.75 +1.25 101° -1.0 +0.75 82° 0.25 0.6 1 0 R L 

SA 39 M strab plus1.25 -1.25 11° plus0.5 +1.5 95° 1.6 -0.2 0.8 0.1 R R 

SI 23 M strab  plus1.5 +1.25 100° plus2.75 +0.5 63° 0.5 0.3 1.6 -0.2 R L 

TK 24 M strab plus2.25 +1.0 177° plus3.75 +1.75 117° 1.25 -0.1 0.63 0.2 L R 

VeA 36 M aniso plan plus2.5 1.6 -0.2 0.33 0.5 R R 

VoA 24 M aniso -0.25 -1.75 97° -3.0 -0.75 73° 0.25 0.6 1.25 -0.1 R L 
 

C. Stimuli and Procedure  
1) Visual Stimuli: Participants viewed images of human 

faces, Gabor patches and letters and performed a gender, 
orientation and vowel/consonant categorization task. Face-
stimuli consisted of front view grayscale photographs of four 
female and four male neutral faces that were cropped and 
covered with a circular mask to eliminate the outer features. 
All images were equated for luminance and contrast. Male and 
female images were paired and warped into each other along 
the gender axis by a morphing algorithm (Winmorph 3.01) 
[20][21][22] to create intermediate images. In the Face 
condition (F) we presented these morphed face images with a 
constant morph level (5/95% gender content) across subjects 
and eyes. The other conditions consisted of Gabor patches 
with a spatial frequency of 1 cycle/degree oriented slightly to 
the right and left of the vertical meridian (with 5, 6, 7, 8 
degrees in a random order) (Orientation condition, O) and 
single 55 pt Courier New font black letters ('A' 'E' 'O' 'U' 'K' 'P' 
'C' 'V') on a uniform grey background also subtending 2 visual 
degrees (Letter condition, L).  

All stimuli were presented centrally on a uniform gray 
background and subtended 2 visual degrees, matching 
approximately the size of the fovea. 

2) Procedure: Gender, orientation and letter categorization 
was measured by a two-alternative forced choice procedure. 
Subjects were required to judge the gender of the face images 
(female/male), the orientation of the Gabor patches (left/right) 
and the category of the letters (vowel/consonant) as accurately 
and fast as possible, indicating their choice with one of the 
mouse buttons. Button assignment was left for one category 
and right for the other category for half of the subjects and was 
reversed for the other half. Each stimulus was presented for 
250 ms followed by a response window which lasted until the 
subjects responded but was maximized in 2 s. The inter-trial 
interval (ITI) was randomized in the range of 1800–2200 ms. 
The fixation point was present throughout the entire trial. The  
conditions were presented in separate blocks in random order. 
Viewing was monocular with the amblyopic eye (AE) in one 
block and with the dominant fellow eye (FE) in another while  
 

 
the unused eye was patched. Each participant completed four 
runs for each eye yielding 192 trials altogether for each 
condition per eye. 

Stimulus presentation was controlled by MATLAB 7.1. 
(The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) using the Cogent 2000 
toolbox (www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/Cogent/) and were presented 
on a 26” LG LCD monitor at a refresh rate of 60 Hz and were 
viewed from 56 cm. 

 
Fig 1. Experimental design. (A) Morphed face images with constant morph 
level (5/95% gender content) in the gender categorization task (Face 
condition). (B) Gabor patches with spatial frequency of 1 cycle/degree 
oriented slightly to the right and left of the vertical meridian (5,6,7,8 degrees) 
in the orientation categorization task (Orientation condition). (C) Single 55 pt 
Courier New font black letter sequence showing the vowel/consonant 
categorization task (Letter condition). 

D. Data Analysis 

1) Behavioral Data Analysis: Responses and reaction 
times were collected during the experiment and entered into 2-
way repeated-measures ANOVAs with condition (F vs. O vs. 
L) and eye (FE vs. AE) as within subject factors. Post-hoc t-
tests were computed using Tukey HSD tests.

2) Electrophysiological Recording and Analysis: EEG 
acquisition and processing. EEG data were acquired using a 
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BrainAmp MR (Brainproducts GmbH., Munich, Germany) 
amplifier from 60 Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes placed according 
to the extended 10-20 international electrode system and 
mounted on an EasyCap (Easycap GmbH, Herrsching-
Breitbrunn, Germany) with four additional periocular 
electrodes placed at the outer canthi of the eyes and above and 
below the right eye for the purpose of recording the 
electrooculogram. All channels were referenced to joint 
earlobes online; the ground was placed on the nasion. All input 
impedance was kept below 5 kΩ. Data were sampled at 1000 
Hz with an analog bandpass of 0.016–250 Hz and re-
referenced offline using a Laplacian transform on spherical 
spline interpolated data (4th order splines, maximum degree of 
Legendre polynomials:10, lambda: 10-5) to generate scalp 
current density (SCD) waveforms. The SCD data is reference 
independent and displays reduced volume conduction 
eliminating raw EEG contamination from saccadic potentials 
[23]. Moreover its peaks and troughs are sharper and larger 
than those of the original scalp potential [24], which makes it 
better suited for single-trial peak detection compared to raw 
surface potentials [25][24]. Subsequently, a digital 0.1 Hz 12 
dB/octave Butterworth Zero Phase high-pass filter was used to 
remove DC drifts, and a 50 Hz notch filter was applied to 
minimize line-noise artifacts. Finally, a 24 dB/octave low-pass 
filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz was applied. Data was 
segmented (see below) and trials that contained voltage 
fluctuations exceeding ±100 μV, or electro-oculogram activity 
exceeding ±50 μV were rejected. Data processing was done 
using BrainVision Analyzer (Brainproducts GmbH., Munich, 
Germany). 

3) ERP Data Analysis: The trial-averaged EEG waveform 
– i.e. the event-related potential (ERP) – was computed as 
follows. Data was segmented into 800 ms epochs starting from 
200 ms preceding the stimuli. Segments were baseline 
corrected over a 200 ms pre-stimulus window, artifact rejected 
and averaged to obtain the ERP waveforms for each subject 
for each condition. Subject ERPs were averaged to compute 
the grand average ERP for visualization purposes. Statistical 
analysis was performed on early component peaks (P1, N170) 
of the averaged ERP waveform. Early peak amplitudes were 
computed as follows: peak latency was determined 
individually on pooled electrodes from left and right clusters 
separately, while mean peak amplitudes were measured over 
the individual electrodes in the above clusters in a 10 ms 
window centered on the peak latencies. The clusters included 
electrodes where P1 and N170 showed their maxima (PO7, 
PO9, P7 and P9, and PO8, PO10, P8 and P10 for left and right 
clusters, respectively), which happened to coincide due to the 
SCD transform. Amplitude values were analyzed by four-way 
repeated-measure ANOVAs with condition (F vs. O vs. L), 
eye (FE vs. AE), side (2) and electrode (4) as within-subject 
factors separately for each component. Greenhouse-Geisser 
correction was applied to correct for possible violations of 
sphericity. Post-hoc t-tests were computed using Tukey HSD 
tests.

Single-trial peak detection was also performed in a similar 
manner. For P1 and N170 minima and maxima, respectively 
were detected on each trial for each electrode in a 100 ms time 
window centered on the individual peak latency of the 
respective component measured on the averaged ERPs. The 

amplitude and corresponding time of the extrema were taken 
as the amplitude and latency of the component on the given 
trial. The trial was rejected if the detected extrema was located 
at the beginning or end of the time window. The single trial 
amplitude and latency values were pooled from the four 
electrodes on each side and the distribution of the values was 
characterized by calculating the median and the interquartile 
range (IQR). The IQR is used as a measure of spread and is 
computed as the difference of the upper and lower quartile of 
the data, and thus describes the middle 50% of the data values. 
The median and IQR values were entered into two-way 
repeated-measures ANOVAs with eye (FE vs. AE) and side 
(2) as within-subject factors separately for each component. 
Post-hoc t-tests were computed using Tukey HSD tests.  

The purpose of the single-trial peak detection analysis was 
to account for the observed changes in the averaged ERPs and 
behavioral results between the two eyes. For this we calculated 
an amblyopia index (AI) for each measure as follows: 

AI=FE-AE 
and used this index in correlational and regressional analyses. 
We assessed the relationship between the relative changes (AI) 
in median and IQR of the distributions between eyes and 
interocular visual acuity (VA) expressed in logMAR values 
obtained at a distance of 5 m with the best refractive 
correction. For this Pearson correlation was used and to 
correct for multiple comparisons (c=X), significance threshold 
was set to pBonf =0.05 (punc=0.00X). 

III. RESULTS 

A. Behavioral Results 
The tasks were designed so that they could be carried out 

viewing with either eyes (FE and AE) and thus, performance 
was at ceiling. Nevertheless, accuracy significantly differed 
between eyes in all cases the fellow eye performing better 
compared with the amblyopic eye (main effect of eye: 
F(1,11)=6.37, p=0.028). Moreover, accuracy between 
conditions also significantly differed from one another, overall 
accuracy in the face condition being slightly worse (main 
effect of condition: F(2,22)=7.16, p=0.014). This was the 
result of patents performing this task significantly worse only 
in the case of amblyopic viewing (condition × eye: 
F(2,22)=5.67, p=0.032), see Figure 1A. Reaction times also 
differed between eyes and conditions, the responses with 
amblyopic viewing being significantly slower (main effect of 
eye: F(1,11)=45.37, p<0.0001) and the orientation condition 
being significantly faster than the other two (main effect of 
condition: F(2,22)=22.67, p<0.0001), see Figure 1B.  

B. Amblyopic Effects on Amplitude and Latency 
Electrophysiological results revealed that amblyopia has a 

profound effect on the amplitude and latency of the early 
event-related potential (ERP) components similarly to those of 
the visual-evoked potentials (VEPs) of clinical studies 
[18][19]. In all cases, viewing with the amblyopic eye resulted 
in reduced amplitudes (main effect of eye: F(1,11)=12.78, 
p=0.0044 and F(1,11)=15.03, p=0.0026 for the components P1 
and N170, respectively) and increased latencies (main effect of 
eye: F(1,11)=44.37, p<0.0001 and F(1,11)=47.63, p<0.0001 
for the components P1 and N170, respectively) compared with 
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the fellow eye for both early ERP components (see Figure 
3A). 

 
Fig 2. Behavioral results. (A) Accuracy in the three categorization task. 
Although in all conditions the fellow eye performed better compared with the 
amblyopic eye, only in the face categorization task did the accuracy differ 
significantly (post-hoc t-test: p<0.005) (see Behavioral Results for more 
details). (B) The reaction times differed between eyes and conditions: the 
responses with amblyopic viewing being significantly slower and the 
orientation condition being significantly faster than the other two. 

C. Amblyopic Effects on Amplitude and Latency 
Electrophysiological results revealed that amblyopia has a 

profound effect on the amplitude and latency of the early 
event-related potential (ERP) components similarly to those of 
the visual-evoked potentials (VEPs) of clinical studies 
[18][19]. In all cases, viewing with the amblyopic eye resulted 
in reduced amplitudes (main effect of eye: F(1,11)=12.78, 
p=0.0044 and F(1,11)=15.03, p=0.0026 for the components P1 
and N170, respectively) and increased latencies (main effect of 
eye: F(1,11)=44.37, p<0.0001 and F(1,11)=47.63, p<0.0001 
for the components P1 and N170, respectively) compared with 
the fellow eye for both early ERP components (see Figure 
3A). Moreover, the ERP evoked by facial stimuli significantly 
differed from the rest of the conditions. More specifically, 
both components were larger in amplitude (F(2,22)=18.47, 
p<0.0001 and F(2,22)=4.71, p=0.045 for the components P1 
and N170, respectively) in the face condition compared with 
the other two conditions in the case of the P1 component 
(post-hoc t-test: p<0.005 both for F vs. O and F vs. L), while 
for the N170 it only differed from N1 evoked by the Gabor 
patches but not from that evoked by letters (p=0.021, p=0.078 
for F vs. O and F vs. L). The evoked components in the case of 
the letter condition on the other hand, differed from the rest in 
respect their faster latency. In both components, the 
component evoked in the case of viewing with the fellow eye 
was significantly faster compared to other stimulation to the 
same eye. However, the N170 latencies of the different 
conditions evoked with amblyopic viewing didn’t differ from 
one another (condition × eye interaction: F(2,22)=3.76, 
p=0.042 and F(2,22)=7.97, p=0.0071 for the components P1 
and N170, respectively). 

D. Single-trial EEG Analysis 
Importantly, however, the amplitude of the trial-averaged ERP 
is dependent on two factors: the amplitude of the individual 
peaks and their jitter over time. The higher the individual 
amplitudes and/or the smaller the latency jitter, the higher and 
sharper the peak of resulting averaged ERP will be. The ERP 
peak latency on the other hand can be modulated by either the 
lag of the individual peaks and their jitter over time. The more 
delayed the peaks and/or the larger the latency jitter – 
especially if the distribution is skewed to longer latencies –, the 
later the resultant average ERP will peak. Therefore, we 
analyzed single trial P1 and N170 peaks and evaluated the 
amblyopia induced change in their distribution (see 
Experimental Procedures for more details). In general in the 
case of the P1 component, there was no or only slight – in the 
case of face stimuli – amblyopia related change in the 
amplitude distribution, while there was a significant shift in the 
latency distribution of the amblyopic relative to the fellow 

 

Fig 3. Electrophysiological results. (A) Amblyopic effects on the grand 
average ERPs in the left and right cluster (see Experimental Procedures for 
more details). The amblyopic eye resulted in reduced amplitudes and 
increased latencies of the early visual ERP components (including P100 and 
N170) compared with the fellow eye in all conditions (see Amblyopic Effects 
on Amplytude and Latency for more details). (B) Amblyopia related change in 
the N170 amplitude and latency distribution. The amblyopic eye displayed 
overall smaller amplitudes and a significant shift towards longer latencies and 
increased spread compared with the fellow eye in all conditions (see Single-
trial EEG Analysis for more details).  

eye along with a consistent increase in spread, indicating 
bigger inter-trial latency jitter, thus worse time-locking to the 
stimulus, which decreases the amplitude of the averaged ERPs 
(see TABLE 2A). On contrary to the P1, the N170 amplitude 
distribution significantly differed between the two eyes: the 
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amblyopic eye displayed overall smaller amplitudes compared 
with the fellow eye in all conditions (see Figure 3B), while 
only in the face conditions they were overall larger over right-
side electrodes irrespective of eyes (see TABLE 2B). The 
difference in the N170 latency distributions was similar to that 
of observed in the case of P1: a significant shift towards longer 
latencies and increased spread in the amblyopic compared to 
the fellow eye (see Figure 3B). Importantly, in the case of face 
stimuli, the latencies in the amblyopic eye were more delayed 
relative to the fellow eye over right-side compared with left-
side electrodes.  
 

TABLE 2A 

Condition Effect 
P1 Latency IQR P1 Latency Median 

F(1,11) p F(1,11) p 

Face Eye (AF>FE) 18.2853 0.001307 22.155 0.000643 

Orientation Eye (AF>FE) 18.7634 0.001191 65.3356 0.000006 

Letter Eye (AF>FE) 13.3846 0.003764 67.969 0.000005 
a. Significant main effect of ‘eye’ on the P1 latency distribution in all conditions. 

b. See Experimental Procedures for more information on IQR and Median. 

 

TABLE 2B 

Condition Effect 
N1 Latency IQR N1 Latency Median 

F(1,11) p F(1,11) p 

Face Eye (AF>FE) 11.1593 0.006587 34.393 0.000109 

Orientation Eye (AF>FE) 10.823 0.007206 29.904 0.000195 

Letter Eye (AF>FE) 9.7917 0.009592 69.035 0.000005 
a. Significant main effect of ‘eye’ on the N1 latency distribution in all conditions. 

b. See Experimental Procedures for more information on IQR and Median. 

E. Correlations 
To evaluate the right-laterized amblyopic effects on the 

N170 in the case of facial stimuli that are know to be 
processed dominantly in the right hemisphere, we correlated 
the single trial measures with interocular visual acuity (VA 
logMAR). In agreement with the ANOVA findings, the 
amblyopic deficits in face processing were confined to the 
right hemisphere: Spearman correlations were only significant 
with ERP measures derived form the right hemisphere 
(interocular VA vs. R latency median difference: r=6.35, 
p=0.026), while there were absolutely no correlations with 
those derived from the left hemisphere. Interestingly, in the 
case of letter stimuli that are known to be processed 
dominantly in the left hemisphere the correlation pattern was 
different from that observed in the case of face stimuli: 
interocular latency median differences in both hemispheres 
correlated with interocular VA (r=6.16, p=0.033 and r=7.13, 
p=0.009 for left and right latency median, respectively), while 
in the case of latency spread only the left hemisphere showed 
correlation (r=5.77, p=0.050). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Taken together, the above findings underline timing 

uncertainty of visual processing starting from the amblyopic 
eye, which manifests itself in delayed responses that are also 
less time-locked to stimulus presentation. This larger inter-trial 
latency jitter completely accounts for the decreased amplitudes 

of P1 in the amblyopic eye and also contributes to the N170 
amplitude decrease. Importantly, the above deficits are object-
specific, i.e. tied to the specific higher-level processing that 
the brain is engaged with. Finally, significant timing 
differences between the eyes might also be the primary cause 
of the impaired binocular vision in amblyopia. 
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Abstract—In this paper the parameter estimation of Lin-
ear Time Invariant systems will be evaluated in the Dynamic
Bayesian Network (DBN) framework. For parameter estimation
the Expectation Maximization algorithm will be used which can
cope with missing or hidden data - commonly occur in dynamical
systems where not all the states are directly measured.
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I. INTRODUCTION

System identification, particularly Linear Time Invariant (LTI)
system identification has a long standing history [1], several tra-
ditional approaches like least square estimation or instrumental
variables are widely accepted and used by engineers. However,
these algorithms have difficulties to incorporate restrictions and a
priori information. In this paper the Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN) [2] model will be evaluated for LTI system modelling and
parameter estimation. This model is a graph where each node
represents a random variable (r.v.) and the graph structure ex-
presses the conditional independence between them. In this way
the posterior probabilistic function (PDF) is represented over
the modelled domain. With DBN several well-known algorithm
can be described, some example of them Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Independent
Component Analysis (ICA), Kalman filtering, factor analysis,
etc. A detailed review about these algorithms and their repre-
sentation in the BN framework can be found in [3].

Our short term goal is to estimate the parameters of an uncer-
tain LTI system with fixed structure using the BN framework.
In this way many different information can be incorporated in
the network about the LTI system. The long term goal is to
identify the structure of complex dynamical systems including
non-linear systems. The first step towards these goals is a case
study presented in this paper where two simple LTI systems are
evaluated as DBNs.

II. LTI STATE SPACE MODELS AND DYNAMIC
BAYESIAN NETWORKS

A. State Space Model

The following discrete linear time invariant dynamical system
model with additive Gaussian noise will be used in this paper.

xt+1 = Φxt + wt (1)
yt = Cxt + vt

where xt ∈ Rn n dimensional vector represents the state of
the dynamical system at time t. The time invariant Φ ∈ Rnxn

matrix governs the dynamic of the system. yt ∈ R is the scalar
output of the system, which is the linear function of the state
through the C ∈ R1xn matrix. Both state and measurement
noise, wt and vt, are zero-mean normally distributed r.v. with
covariance matrices Q and R, respectively [4]. All the matrices
are assumed time invariant. Rather then regarding state as a
deterministic value corrupted by random noise, we combine the
state variable and the state noise variable into a single Gaussian
r.v. We form a similar combination for the output as well. In this
way the measurement and the state transition form the following
conditional probability [5].

P (yt|xt) = (2)
exp{− 1

2 [yt − Cxt]R
−1[yt − Cxt]}(2π)−1/2|R|−1/2

P (xt+1|xt) =

exp{− 1
2 [xt+1 − Φxt]Q

−1[xt+1 − Φxt]}(2π)−1/2|Q|−1/2

B. Parameter estimation
Let M be the set of possible models of a dynamical system,

then the model set is decomposed into structural and parametric
levels. Let S be a set of model structures. A model structure
S ∈ S is a set of possible dynamical system model structures.
The unknown parameter vector θ belongs to a parameter set ΘS ,
which is a subset of of a finite-dimensional Euclidean vector
space. This defines the model set

M = {M = (S, θ)|S ∈ S, θ ∈ ΘS} (3)

A comprehensive introduction for parameter estimation can be
found in [1]. In the rest of the paper, we assume that the model
structure S is known and fixed in advance.

C. Graph models and Bayesian networks
A graphical model or graph model is a family of probability

distributions defined in terms of a directed or undirected graph.
The nodes in the graph are referred to r.v. In the directed case,
which is called Bayesian Network, let G(V, E) be a directed
acyclic graph where V are the nodes and E are the edges of
the graph. The edges denote direct causal influences, defining
the model structure, too. Let Xv : v ∈ V be a collection of r.v.
indexed by the nodes of the graph. To each node v ∈ V ,
let pa(Xv) denote the subset of indices of its parents. Given a
collection of conditional PDF P (xv|pa(xv)) : v ∈ V that sum
(in the discrete case) or integrate (in the continuous case) to one
(with respect to xv) we define a joint probability distribution as
follows:

P (xv) =
∏

P (xv|pa(xv)) (4)
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Regardless of the functional form of P (pv|pa(xv)) the factoriza-
tion of this equation implies a set of conditional independence
statements can be obtained from a polynomial time reachabil-
ity algorithm based on the graph. This algorithm is called D-
separation [6]. The structure of the graph can be exploited by
algorithms for probabilistic inference [7].

1) Bayesian Networks: Bayesian Network (BN) is a graphi-
cal way to represent a particular factorization of a joint PDF. The
directed graph allows us to represent the causal structure of the
modelled domain or system. In this model the nodes represent
the uncertain quantities such as state of the system or noisy
measurement. The multifaceted nature of BNs originates from
that this representation addresses jointly three autonomous levels
of the domain: the causal model, the probabilistic dependency-
independency structure, and the distribution over the uncertain
quantities. Additionally, the BN, as a complete probabilistic
domain model, can be applied as an input-output system model
[8].

The semantics of a BN is simple: each node is conditionally
independent from its non-descendants given its parents. More
generally, two disjoint set of nodes A and B are conditionally
independent given C, if C D-separates A and B.

The nodes in a BN can be divided into two categories. The
first one is called observable node, this represent our direct
measurement or our known input of the system. The second type
of node is the hidden node, which we cannot measure directly
rather than we just measure the effect of this node through one or
more observable node(s). If the causality of events have temporal
ordering, then a DBN is needed where the joint PDF can change
over time.

Fig. 1. Dynamic Bayesian network representation of the state space model.
Xi nodes are hidden, and Yi nodes are observed

2) Dynamic Bayesian Networks: Dynamic Bayesian Net-
works (DBNs) are directed graph models of stochastic processes.
The direction of edges points toward the flow of time. In this way
a wide range of spacio-temporal phenomena can be modelled. A
DBN is Bayesian network where the structure is repeated over
time as it can be seen in Figure 1 and in eq (5).

P (X1:T , Y1:T ) = (5)

P (X1)P (Y1|X1)

T∏
t=2

P (Xt|Xt−1)P (Yt|Xt)

where X1:T , Y1:T denote the sequences form t = 1...T . If we
consider additive Gaussian noise, the state transition probability
P (xt|xt−1) and the measurement probability P (yt|xt) is the
same as in eq (2). The graph representation of the state-space
model is shown in Figure 1. The first time-slice of the state-
space DBN is important because the a priori knowledge and the
initial condition are stored there. It is possible that the connection
between the first time-slice and the rest of the model will be
different. Although its called DBN, the model structure is not

allowed to change over time other than in the first transition.
Two possible advantages of DBN over traditional LTI model and
identientification techniques are the a priori knowledge we can
incorporate into the network and the possibility of maintaining
control over the computational cost associated with DBN via the
structure of the graph.

D. Learning and Inference
Learning and inference are the two major operations asso-

ciated with BNs. Learning is the system identification in BN
terminology. Structure learning is the model selection problem,
which is a super-exponential problem in the number of nodes in
the graph. For that reason proper a priori information is crucial
to keep the complexity of the problem low. With fixed model
structure the learning process is the parameter estimation, where
the properties of nodes (random variables) are estimated. Infer-
ence is a process in which the known data propagated through
the network and the output is measured. A detailed introduction
can be found in [2].

The Bayesian system identification in nutshell is described
below. First we assume a prior distribution over the possible
model structures P (M), a prior distribution over parameters for
each model structure P (θ|M) and a data set D. For a given
model structure, we can compute the posterior distribution over
the parameters:

P (θ|M,D) =
P (D|θ,M)P (θ|M)

P (M|D)
(6)

For eq (6) it is necessary to compute the likelihood of data set,
which is

P (D|θ,M) =

N∏
i=1

P (Yi|θ,M) (7)

we will use the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation to esti-
mate the parameters of the PDF. In our case the parameters are
Gaussian r.v., which can be fully characterized with their first
two moments. If the observation vector includes all the variables
in the BN, then the log likelihood factors as:

L(θ) =

N∑
i=1

∑
j

logP (Y
(i)
j |Y (j)

pa(j), θj) (8)

where j ∈ V , pa(j) is the parents of j. If we using this ML
estimation with Gaussian r.v., it can be shown that it is equivalent
with the least squares estimate.

If not all nodes are directly measured, then the factorization in
eq (8) cannot be made, rather we find:

L(θ) = log P (Y |θ) = log
∑
X

P (Y,X|θ) (9)

where X is the set of hidden variables, and
∑

X is the sum (or
integral) over X required to obtain the marginal probability of
the data. This likelihood function can be computed using the
Expectation Maximization algorithm [9]. It contains two steps,
the first one is expectation, which calculates the expectation of
likelihood condition on the data set.

Q = E[logP (x1:T , y1:T )|y1:T ] (10)
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In the second, maximization step the partial derivatives of the ex-
pected log likelihood are calculated in order to find the minimum
of the negative log likelihood. In case of the state space model,
the Φ matrix is calculated as follows:

∂Q
∂Φ

= −
T∑

t=2

Q−1Pt,t−1 +

T∑
t=2

Q−1ΦPt,t−1 = 0

Φnew =

(
T∑

t=2

Pt,t−1

)(
T∑

t=2

Pt,t−1

)−1

(11)

where Pt,t−1 = E[xtxt|y1:T ], which is the conditional ex-
pectation of the covariance matrix of the state vector conditioned
on the data set. The detailed description of the EM algorithm in
case of state space model can be found in [9], [5].

III. RELATED WORKS

The Bayesian approach for state estimation and control was
introduced by Y. Ho [10], this paper shows the Bayesian view-
point of Kalman Filtering. Later on the DBN representation of
Kalman Filter was given. Chenś review paper gives a compre-
hensive tutorial on Bayesian Filtering where the details of graph
state-space model can be found [11]. With this connection an
LTI system can be represented as a BN either with vector valued
nodes or with scalar value nodes. K. Murphyś PhD thesis con-
siders the DBN in general, where state-space specific DBN have
been studied [2]. This thesis also summarizes the fundamental
inference and learning algorithms for DBNs, with exact and
approximate algorithms. Shumway et al. investigated the EM
algorithm for parameter estimation of LTI systems [9]. With the
EM algorithm the state transition matrix Φ, the measurement
R and process noise Q covariance matrices were estimated.
Zoubin Ghahramai also used the EM algorithm, where in the
Expectation step the Kalman-Rauch recursion was used [5]. ML
estimate of conditional linear gaussian distribution is described
by K. Murphy, an EM extension of this method is applied in
BNet Matlab Toolbox for parameter estimation [12], [13]. The
literature of System Modelling using DBN is very limited, R.
Deventerś PhD thesis introduces the concept of modeling and
control of dynamical systems using DBN. However his thesis
just exploited the Kalman Filter and DBN equivalence. H. Xiong
used an extended version of the EM algorithm where biologically
motivated structural constraints were included are used to limit
the parameter search space [14].

IV. CASE STUDIES

Two different autonomous LTI systems were examined from
parameter estimation perspective. The structure of these systems
were known in advance which simplifies the learning process.

A. BNet Toolbox
BNet is a Matlab toolbox is written by Kevin Murphy and

many others [13]. It supports discrete and continuous r.v., many
inference and learning techniques with exact and sampling based
version. To perform inference the variables elimination and the
junction tree algorithms are available [2]. Structure and param-
eter learning are supported. Our experiments were carried out
using BNet.

B. Experiment Setup

First, we wrote a Matlab representation for each LTI sys-
tem and we used them as learning examples. Since the DBN
implementation in BNet deals with only discrete systems, the
continuous model was sampled with first order hold sampling to
keep the original structure of the A matrix. In the experiments
first vector valued, then scalar valued nodes were used, and all
nodes were vector-valued Gaussian r.v. In case of the scalar
valued nodes the structure of the DBN resembles the structure of
the LTI. In the simulation part random samples were generated
at the first time slice and they were propagated through the DBN.
In each time-slice hidden nodes represent the state trajectory and
the observed nodes are the measured output. For the parameter
estimation part, a blank DBN was created with fixed structure.
Several sets of the output of the LTI system with different initial
state was collected. Then the BNetś built-in EM algorithm was
applied to estimate the Φ, Q and R matrices.

C. Mass-Spring-Damper system

The following mass-spring-damper system [4] were used for
simulation and parameter estimation. The equation (12) shows
the differential equation of the mass-spring-damper system.

Mẍ1 = −kx1 − kdẋ1 (12)

M is the weight of the mass, k is the spring constant and kd is
the damping constant. The corresponding state-space model is
the following:

[
ẋ1

ẋ2

]
=

[
0 1

M

− k
M −kd

M

] [
x1

x2

]
+ w (13)

y = Cx+ v

Since no external force was applied, the Γ matrix is zero. The
matrix C will be defined at the actual experiment. The w and v
were defined in eq. 1. In both representation the fixed parameters
were the following: Q = 1e − 4 × I , R = 1e − 4 × I , x(0) =[
1 1

]T
and the initial covariance matrix was V = 1e−4×I .

The parameters of the LTI system are: k = 4, kd = 1 and M =
1. The sampling time was Ts = 0.1s.

Simulations First, the LTI-DBN equivalence was tested. Fig-
ure 2. shows the states and the outputs of the DBN and the LTI.
The state trajectory is almost the same in the two cases, the
difference of trajectories is shown in Figure 3. this error is due to
numerical error and the additive Gaussian noise. The C matrix
was an identity matrix to compare the state trajectory in both
representation.

Learning An empty DBN was created with the same structure
as in the simulation part. For learning examples 10-20 outputs
were generated with different initial states. We used different
initial states for every learning example and we also fixed the
structure of the C matrix as the identity matrix.

During the learning process the convergence rate was rapid in
the first few iteration. However later on the convergence became
very slow though. We calculated the matrix square norm of the
difference between the Φ matrix and the counterpart in the DBN
representation. Using the above mentioned initial values, we
got 1.2672e − 4 for the difference norm, which is a very low
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Fig. 2. Mass-spring-damper simulation with state space model and with
DBN. The initial conditions and the applied disturbances were the same in
both representation

diffence. We also tested the system with scalar valued random
variables where we got 6.5097e− 04. The resulting covariances

Fig. 3. The differences between the two representations under the same
conditions

matrices we obtained had non-zero off-diagonal elements after
convergence, despite that in the original system there was no off-
diagonal elements. One explanation for this is that the learning
examples did not provide enough information for the EM algo-
rithm about the noise process.

D. Reaction Kinetic Network

Our second system was a simple reaction kinetic network with
the following A matrix

A =




−k1 k2 k4
k1 (−k2 − k3) 0
0 k3 −k4


 (14)

We simulated the model as a DBN similarly to the mass-spring-
damper system. We used the following parameter setup: k1 = 2,
k2 = 0.5, k3 = 0.9 and k4 = 4.3.

After convergence we calculated the matrix square norm of the
difference between, which was 9.9895e − 04. Our goal was to
exploit the fact that an LTI structure can be mapped onto a DBN.

We used scalar valued nodes and with the connection structure
we incorporated the zero elements in the DBN and run the EM
algorithm. The resulting continuous model was the following:

Aest =




−2.017 0.51 4.29
1.978 0.901 −0.043
−0.009 −0.6282 −4.314


 (15)

The difference norm was 3.1176e − 04, which is in the same
magnitude as in the vector-valued case. The increased number of
nodes in the same layer did not cause significant increase in the
run-time of the EM algorithm, however there were 3 times more
nodes.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The parameter estimation of LTI systems was evaluated in
the DBN framework. As it can be seen from the experiments
the advantage of DBN approach over traditional parameter es-
timation is the ability to incorporate a priori information to
maintaine the associated computational cost with the structure of
the graph. Two simple LTI systems were evaluated in the DBN
framework. DBNs with vector and scalar valued node types were
tested and it was shown that similar result in the two cases with
no significant computational over head. This result is important
because structural constraints can be exploited in the scalar case.
Considering the results above several directions of future work
emerged. One direction is to apply external input to enhance the
result of parameter estimation. Another direction is associated
with the concept of identifiably where on result of the parameter
estimation can be guarantied on rigorous mathematical founda-
tion.
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Abstract—In this paper a coloured Petri net representation of
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in order to construct a supervisory controller for the system.
The examined system is a pressurizer of a nuclear power plant,
where the temperature dynamics and the effect of the heating
controller is investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considering the dynamic system as a discrete event system
(DES) theories emerging from the computer science gives us
the opportunity to discover important qualitative properties of
the given system. DES is a well-known approach in theoretical
computer science where the system is described as a state
machine (i.e. with states and transitions) and current state of the
considered system is obtained as a state of the automaton.

The main advantage of the DES-based description is the
ability to extract functional and qualitative information from
model and to get know the structure of the state space [1]. Based
on these a special way of controller design can be completed
often used for supervisory or hierarchical controller design [2].

The aim of this work is to use coloured Petri net (CPN)
representation of DESs for dynamic reachability analysis, that
enables to construct a supervisory controller for the system. The
examined system is a pressurizer of a nuclear power plant, where
the temperature dynamics and the effect of the heating controller
is investigated.

II. RELATED WORK

At the beginning the results from graph theory based deter-
ministic system analysis were applied to DES description. [3]
uses a Boolean matrix equation model to represent the state
changes occurring in the system on a deterministic way. This
enables the examination of basic properties of a discrete system,
for example, if it has any deadlocks or cyclic behavior.

Petri nets (PNs) are introduced by Carl Adam Petri in 1966
as a special types of DES, originally to describe chemical pro-
cesses [4]. In his work PN are introduced as graphical tools for
the description and analysis of concurrent processes which arise
in systems with many components. The structure of Petri nets
is a biparite graph, its nodes can only be places (denoting sub-
stances, states or conditions) and transitions (denoting reactions,
state transformations) connected into a directed graph. Tokens
are introduced to represent the occurrence of a logical value at a
given place. Later these type of directed graphs were extended

with extra parameters: adding time parameters to the transitions
leads to timed PN, while extending the pool of available tokens
to an unordered set leads us to coloured PN.

All types of Petri nets can be used effectively in several fields
of research and applications, a comprehensive survey of the
properties and usage of Petri nets is written by T. Murata [5]
and K. Jensen [6].

Main areas of using Petri nets are the following: task schedul-
ing and parallel processing [7], investigating liveness problem
of event based systems [8], supervisory control [2], software
analysis and validation and urban traffic control [9], [10]. Sev-
eral theoretical and practical results are published according to
the usage of Petri nets in hybrid systems, namely where the
described system contains continuous-time and discrete compo-
nents, too [11].

As it is shown in several papers, PN is a proper tool to
examine a given system’s deadlock-free operation (liveness),
discover the places in concurrency or in conflict, analyse bottle-
neck nodes and resource allocation [12].

Completing reachability analysis of the system - determining
the set of the reachable states - can be done with the help of PN
[13], which capability has crucial importance in the presented
work. In most cases, reachability analysis is done by search
algorithms exploring the state space [14].

III. COLOURED PETRI NETS FOR DISCRETE EVENT
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In the presented work coloured Petri nets (CPNs) are used
for describing a dynamic system. First the framework of the
PN is described, after that the algorithms used for PN analysis -
especially for reachability analysis - are introduced.

A. Coloured Petri nets
A coloured Petri net is biparite multigraph described by a 6-

tuple < P, T,C, I−, I+,M0 > where P is a set of places, T is a
set of transitions and S and T are disjoint. C is a color function
defined from P into a finite and non-empty sets. I− and I+

are the backward and forward incidence functions defined on
(P × T ) that I−(p, t), I+(p, t) ∈ [C(t) → C(p)], ∀(p, t) ∈
(P × T ). M0 is a marking function defined on P describing
the initial marking such that M0(p) ∈ C(p), ∀p ∈ P . Arcs
representing I− and I+ are often called input arcs are output
arcs.

The operation of a PN is as follows: firing a transition t
in a marking M consumes I−(s, t) tokens from each of its
input places s, and produces I+(s, t) tokens in each of its
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output places s. A transition is enabled (it may fire) in M if
there are enough tokens in its input places (noted by s) for the
consumptions to be possible, i.e. iff ∀s : M(s) > I−(s, t). Note
that transitions may fire in arbitrary order.

B. Reachability and the reachability analysis algorithms

Reachability is a fundamental property of a dynamic system.
Considering a known system dynamics and given constraints, a
system is reachable, if it is possible to reach the final state S1

starting the system from a given S0 initial state. This definition
is similar to the concept of controllability in control theory.

Considering a PN the concept of reachability deals with the
following problem: given a PN called N , an initial marking
M0 and a marking M1, is it possible that MN (M0) = M1.
This means that starting the PN from the initial state, using the
transition rules of a PN the M1 final state can be reached.

Because of a standard coloured PN has a finite number of
different states, the reachability set of a given initial state can
be calculated using a search algorithm exploring all descendant
states. The search algorithm could be either a depth-first or
a breath-first one with a loop-rejecting capability. Starting the
algorithm for each and every possible states the advance of the
states in the state space can be reconstructed as a set of trees.

IV. PRESSURIZER TANK - A CASE STUDY

A simplified dynamic model of a pressurizer tank in the
primary circuit of a nuclear power plant was used in this work.
The model introduced below was used as a case study to show
the capabilities of the coloured PN-based system analysis.

A. Dynamic model of the pressurizer tank

The simplified scheme of the primary circuit of a pressurised
water nuclear power reactor includes the following parts. The
reactor vessel contains the fuel- and control rods and it is filled
with water which is circulated in the circuit by the coolant pump.
The hot water goes through the steam generator while heating up
the secondary circuit. The water in the primary circuit is kept on
high pressure with the help of the pressurizer in order to increase
the boiling temperature of the water (up to 200-220 bar and 350-
380 ◦C). Evidently in this closed system the water temperature
and the pressure is strongly connected to each other.

The detailed structure of the pressurizer is shown in Fig.
1. The pressurizer controls the primary circuit pressure with
active heating, passive cooling and active emergency cooling
according to the current pressure and the operation limits. The
tank contains a constant volume of water. Due to the natural
heat loss, the tank is cooling constantly, while extra cooling is
provided by a valve which allows to let cold water into the tank
(at the same time the same amount of hot water is released from
it to keep the water level constant). The heating is provided by
four electric heater divided into two groups.

The basic operation flow of the pressurizer is as follows.
When the water temperature is low, the first heater group is
switched on, while in case of an extra-low temperature an
emergency actuation mechanism activates both group of heaters.
If such a high temperature is reached that the natural heat loss
is not enough to keep the temperature in the normal range,

Fig. 1. Detailed structure of the pressurizer.

the active cooling is switched on which is considered as an
emergency actuation.

Based on these the following discrete-time model of the
pressurizer tank is proposed:

x(k + 1) = x(k) + κh ∗ λh − λl + δ (1)

where x denotes the temperature in a given timestep, κh is a
boolean value representing the state of the active heating, λh

and λl are proportional tags weighting the heating and heat loss
effect, respectively. The variable δ represents the disturbance in
the model.

B. Coloured Petri net model of the pressurizer

The coloured Petri net (CPN) model of the pressurizer tank
can be seen in Fig. 2. Places are represented with yellow circles
(named pi) while the blue rectangles represent the transitions
(named ti). Tokens are represented with coloured dots in the
places.

Fig. 2. CPN model of the pressurizer.

The model is representing the pressurizer grabbed out from
the primary circuit. The setup focuses on the temperature control
of the tank using the active heating and considers the tempera-
ture of the primary circuit as a disturbance.

The main idea behind the model setup was the following.
Discretizing the value range of the dynamic system (i.e. the tem-
perature) and using a PN-based system description we obtain
a model of the dynamic system discretized both in time- and
value-range. Step size of discretization has direct effect on the
size of the state space so it has to be selected carefully.

In this model some token types represent different temper-
ature intervals and other token types represent the operational
state of the active heating. We defined an arithmetic over the set
of tokens representing temperature intervals. In order to keep
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the model simple the token set was mapped to the set of positive
integers and the normal integer arithmetic was used.

The CPN has the following structure: p2 and p1 are the
places representing the temperature of the pressurizer in the
current and in the next time step, respectively. Tokens at place
p6 symbolize the primary circuit temperature which is handled
as the disturbance. p3 stands for the state of the switch of the
active heating.

Transition t1 realizes the dynamics of the pressurizer and
computes the solution of the model equation Eq. 1. and the
corresponding token type. The generated token appears at p1.
Transition t2 is representing the heating controller algorithm.
It is a simple threshold-based logic: if the temperature (token
at p1) is over a given threshold, the heating is switched on,
otherwise it is off. If the temperature is extremely low or high,
tokens representing emergency cooling or heating is used. Ac-
cording to this, temperature control is represented by four type
of tokens symbolizing emergency cooling, heating off, heating
on, emergency heating operations. The output of the transition
is the new tank temperature (transferring the token from p1 to
p2) and the state of the active heating represented by the token
at p3.

C. Simulation results

In order to validate the behaviour of the proposed model,
we completed several simulations. The temperature range was
divided into five intervals as follows: E−, L,N,H,E+ repre-
senting emergency low, low, normal, high and emergency high
temperature intervals. The value of the disturbance was also
represented by a set containing 5 different types of tokens. The
weight of heating was set to have larger effect on the system as
the natural heat loss, namely λh = 2, λl = 1.

For the simulation we used the PetriSimM MATLAB toolbox
[15]. The toolbox has been largely improved and extended to
fit our purposes. Alltogether 9 colour was in the CPN model: 5
colours for temperature interval description and 4 for tempera-
ture control actuation. In order to test the correct operation of
the heating control, we used random disturbance values in each
step.

As it can be seen in Fig. 3., the controller can react and
actuate correctly according to the given state of the system. The
simulation was run through 50 steps. On the first subplot the
pressurizer temperature, on the second the disturbance values
while on the third subplot the heating control values can be seen.

D. Reachability analysis of the pressurizer model

Using the proposed CPN model, a reachability analysis was
completed in order to determine the set of states which can be
reached by the system. The algorithm of the analysis was the
following: each possible state was considered as an initial state.
A simulation was started from all initial states using all possible
disturbance values, completing a depth-first exploration of the
successive states. If a state is visited by the algorithm, it was
marked and never revisited in order to avoid infinite loops. The
resulting set of trees was merged into one graph.

In Fig. 4. the reachability graph of the system can be seen.
The states are represented by circles and directed arcs represents

Fig. 3. Simulation results of the CPN model of the pressurizer under random
disturbance.

that the system can move from one state to an other. The arc
colors symbolize the disturbance value which is needed to move
between two states. Colour coding at the nodes is designated
to show arcs have the same starting and ending node. Every
disturbance value has an own color stated by the colorbar.

Fig. 4. Reachability graph of the CPN model of the pressurizer tank.

E. Partitioning the state space based on reachability analysis

Investigating the graph generated as a result of the reachabil-
ity analysis the following was concluded: the state space can be
divided into three parts. This partitioning is represented in Fig.
4, where node labels depict the class of a node.

The first set of nodes belong to emergency states. This class
marked with an extra E character in the node label. If the system
reach one of these states, an emergency actuation is initialized
to force the system back into a nominal temperature range.

The second set called margin contains nodes from which the
states in the emergency set are reachable in one step. Nodes
belong to this class marked with M in the node label. This
set plays a crucial role from the control point of view: if the
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system steps into one of the states in the margin set, we could be
able to determine the proper control input to avoid to reach an
emergency state.

The third set is the so called core part containing states that
are not in neighbourhood with states from the emergency set.
While the system is moving between states in this set the normal
operation of the system elements can be performed.

F. Designing a supervisory controller

As it is shown previously, the state space of the given dynamic
model can be partitioned into three parts: the set of emergency
states, the margin and the core. The information obtained from
the discovering of the structure of the state space can be used
to design a supervisory controller. This controller is created to
drive the original controller, and by using the predictions based
on the reachability graph avoid the emergency states resulting a
better system performance.

Fig. 5. CPN model of the pressurizer with the supervisory controller.

Technically the supervisory controller designed as follows.
Based on the reachability analysis a lookup table is created
containing the states, and the disturbance values which takes
the system into the margin set or into an emergency state. An
extra transition is introduced into the CPN model depicting
the supervisory controller. The transition gets the state of the
pressurizer, the disturbance and the heating control values, and
produces a token describing the recommended heating control
value. This token is processed by an extended version of the
original heating controller. The resulting CPN model can be
seen in Fig. 5 containing the supervisory controller at transition
t6.

The supervisory controller recommends heating control in-
puts in order to avoid that the system gets into the margin set.
This control strategy gives more chance to avoid the emergency
states because it has capability to predict the future states using
the information extracted from the reachability analysis.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper a coloured Petri net based model of a dynamic
system is presented. After introducing the Petri net as a special
type of discrete event systems, it is shown that a simple dynamic
model of a pressurizer can be represented with this tool.

The formulated CPN model is used to map the structure of
the state space completing a reachability analysis of the system.
The obtained reachability graph is partitioned into several sets
to separate the states into functionally meaningful groups.

The created sets and the corresponding data were utilized as a
knowledge base of a supervisory controller, which tries to help
to avoid the emergency states using the prediction capability
gained from the reachability analysis.

The future work can have three main directions. First, the
model of the pressurizer can be developed using more sophis-
ticated dynamic model and considering more effect appearing
in the real system. As second direction, reducing the size of
the temperature intervals by increasing the number of tokens
representing them leads to more realistic simulation results. The
expanded token set is also necessary at the examination the
proper operation of the supervisory controller. Finally the model
have to be tested using real data sets in order to prove that
an increased performance can be achieved with the help of the
proposed architecture.
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